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Transportation Pricing for California:
An Assessment of Congestion, Emissions,
Impacts

Energy, and Equity

Abstract

This study ~nvestlgated five categories of transportation pncmg measures - congestion pnclng,
pazrking charges, fuel tax increases, VMT fees, and emissions fees Advanced travel demand
models were used to analyze these measures for the Los Angeles, Bay Area, San Diego, and
Sacramento metropohtan areas The analyses indicate that transportatson pricing measures
could effectively relieve congest=on, lower pollutant emissions, reduce energy use, and raise
revenues For example, a combination of congestion pricing, employee parking charges, a 50
cent gas tax increase, and mileage and emissions fees would reduce VMT and tnps by 5-7
pea-cent and cut fuel use and emissions by 12-20 percent, varying by region Because auto
use and ~ts impacts are qu~te inelastic to pnce, sizable increases ~n revenue can be obtained
with relatively httle effect on travel, conversely pnce increases must be large to obtain
sizable reductions =n travel and its externahtles

Citizen reactions to prototype transportatton pncmg measures were explored in focus groups,
and feedback from public officials and pnvate organizations was obtahned through meetings
and interviews First reactions were skeptical, but many were more favorably mchned after
consJdenng alternatmves to pncing Pubhc acceptance would be increased by earmarking
revenues for transportation improvements and providing mndependent oversight of revenue
collection and expenditure

Federal and state laws govern and =n some cases restrict the implementation of pricing
strategies, and these and other institutional and administrative issues would have to be
resolved before proceeding with specific measures
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Summary and Conclusions

Trarlsportabon pnc~ng measures are receiving =ncreas=ng attention in the U S and abroad as
potenbal ways to better manage our transportatJon systems This study presents a detailed
analysis of a set of transportation pncing measures designed to reduce traffic congestJon,
Empr~)ve air quality, lower energy consumptJon, ~ncrease transportation revenues, and =n general
increase transportatJon systems’ effiQency and effectiveness The study describes what
transportation pnr~ng measures are and how they mtght work, analyzes their effectiveness at
meetJng public pohcy obje~ves, assesses their equity Impacts, explores their pohtJcal
acceptablhty, and reviews key legal ,ssues and =nstJtut=onal factors that would need to be dealt
v~th In desegnlng an implementation strategy

The transportation measures considered in thls study use pnces to provide smgnals to con-
sumers about the costs of the=r behavior, rather than attempting to steer behavior through
regulation of what may be produced or consumed Examples of such measures include tolls
that vary v~th the level of congest, on, parking charges set to reflect parkmng costs, vehicle
reg,stratlon fees set to capture the costs of emtsstons, fuel taxes set to cover the ~mpact of
carbon loading of the atmosphere, and road use fees set to cover the costs of bulgding,
ma~nta=n=ng, and operating the roadways Such transportatJon pricing measures are designed
to pleserve choices for consumers wh=le prowd=ng them more accurate signals on the costs of
the=r choices In response to transportation pn~ng measures, consumers may elect to pay the
more accurate pnce, generating revenues to cover the costs they =mpose and perm=~ng
com.=ctJve a~ons to be taken, or they may choose a vanety of means to reduce their costs
directly or indirectly, for example by consuming less or by reducing the ,mpact of their
consumption

F,ve categones of transportation pnc~ng measures have been analyzed in deta=! ~n th=s study

0 Congestion Pricing - Vehicles are charged a pnce, or toll, for travel=rig dunng peak
hours on congested routes Drivers who cont=nue to travel on these routes dunng peak
penods w~ll pay more, but expenence a faster, eas~er tnp Others w~ll defer tnps to off-
peak hours, sh~t travel to less congested roadways, sw~tch to transit, carpools, or
vanpools, reduce trip frequency, or over tJme, alter their choices of Iocabon for home,
work, and other a~vibes

0 Parking Charges - Free parking ~s a large but mostly h=dden subsidy for auto use
Charging users for parking would reduce this subs=dy and m,ght provide sufficient
economic ~ncent~ves to encourage some to sw~tch to ndeshanng or publ=c transmt The
pnce could be set to cover the cost of prowd~ng the park=ng, or could be designed as a
surcharge strdctured to roughiy cover certa=n sooal costs of auto use, such as em=s-
s~ons, no=se, or congesbon Charges could be imposed on all parking or only on com-
muter parking
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0 Fuel Tax Increases - Current fuel taxes cover only a port~on of the costs of motor
vehicle use Addlbonal charges at the pump could be estabhshed to pay for highway
maintenance and ~mprovements, fund other transportabon facil=bes and services, cover
the pubhc costs of secunng petroleum suppkes, support programs for m~t]gatmg air
polluhon and greenhouse effects, and pay for a portion of accadent costs The resulting
~ncreases in at-the-pump charges also would ~nduce some travelers to comb=no tnps,
reduce trips, take more public transit, and buy cleaner, safer, more fuel-effluent
vehicles

O VMT Fees - These fees would be based on the vehicle miles of travel (VMT) dnven in 
pa~cuiar penod They could be I~lled and collected in a vanety of ways as part of a
vehicle registration fee, based on a schedule of typical mdes dnven by modet year, as
part of vehlcJe inspe~on-mamtenance programs, based on actual odometer readings,
or wlth the ~ntroducfJon of vehicle monmtonng dewces, based on actual accumulated
VMT and charged at the pump or even b~lled to the owner VMT fees would be a better
measure of overall road use, accident exposure, etc than fuel taxes, because fuel use
Is only roughly related to emissions or to miles dnven Motonsts could be expected to
dnve somewhat less and take other steps to lower the costs of vehicle ownership and
use However, VMT fees could not be reduced by purchasing or using a more fuel
efficient vehicle, and so would have retabvely hffie wmpact on the type of autos that are
owned or used

O Emissions Fees - These fees could be based on the emissions produced by a vehicle
As wth VMT fees, they could be pard as a vehicle regtstrat]on fee, at the pump, or wa
separate bdhngs One example ~s a fee which would increase with the number of miles
dnven each year and the vehicle’s measured emissions, refle~ng the costs ~mposed on
the pubhc A traveler using a hEghly polling vehicle would pay more than a person who
travels the same amount in a clean car The traveler wlth the h~ghly polluting vehicle
would have an IncentJve to reduce emssslons by ~mprovlng the vehBcle’s emissions
controls, replacing the vehicle wth a cleaner one, or traveling less Customers seek}ng
to purchase a vehicle would have a monetary incentive to seek one wrth low emissions,
and manufacturers would have an ~ncentwe to develop cleaner cars that could offer a
cost savings to their purchasers

Numerous vanabons of each of these strategies were ~dentlfied, and a set of prototyp~cal
strategies was developed These prototype strategies then were analyzed using data and
models, interviews and focus groups for four major metropohtan areas - Los Angeles, the Bay
Area, San Diego, and Sacramento

The study found that propedy designed and ~mplemented, transportation pncmg strategies
could yield important benefits, =n the four California areas alone, b~lhons of dollars of savings
each year would result from the reduced delay and a~r poHut]on pnQng measures would deliver
Revenues could be used to fund new transportat]on ~nvest.rnents, to cover the costs of pollut]on
abatement and accidents, or to otherwise upgrade or enhance transportabon fac~l#Jes and
services In cases where pnong measures would have adverse d~stnbut~onal consequences for
lower income households, such consequences could be offset using a portJon of the revenues if
the poht]cal climate would pem31t such a transfer

A major quest]on is whether decision-makers would be willing to test pnclng measures and
whether the public would be v~lhng to accept h~gher direct costs =n return for large, but
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somewhat abstract, benefits to the overall economy and =n many cases, to themselves Focus
group and interview results suggest that c~bzens would be far more supporfJve than their elected
offi,uals have thought hkely, especially uf information on the optnons Is provnded Because of the
un¢~rtamntJes, however, demonstration projects may be the best way to develop feas=ble
st,~Rteg=es and to test them ~n pmctmcal apphcatJons
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Recommendahons are as follows

1) Local support =s a cntical element =f transportation pnclng measures are to move
forward For many of the measures, the next step would be to assess whether such
support exists and ts strong enough that further work would make sense

2) Further research on transportation pnclng implementation issues, and especially the
poht=cal and institutional aspects of wmplementat~on, is highly recommended

3) Further study of equity issues deserves support

4) All transportation pnc~ng demonstration projects in the state, including those which are
in the preliminary planning stages, should be monitored closely and evaluated, and
~nformation exchange programs should be estabhshed

5) Regional and local agencies should take the lead on projects that would be
implemented at the reg=onal or local levels

6) Regional agencies should be encouraged to develop advanced modeling systems
capable of addressing transportation pncmg measures

7) State agencies should sponsor research on advanced technologies which would aid in
the mmplementahon of pncmg strategies, including on-board and roadssde momtors

8) Certain transportation pnc~ng measures should be evaluated for potenba~
=mplementatlon on a statew=de bas~s Measures des{gned pnmanly for revenue
generation could be evaluated by Caltrans, for example



1. Introduction

1.1 The Growing Interest in Transportation Pricing Measures

Transportation measures which rety on the use of price signals to alter consumer choices

and reduce adverse impacts have received Increased attention rn the last few years as

potential public policy instruments This study presents a detailed analysis of a set of

transportation pricing measures designed to reduce traffic congestion, ~mprove a~r quahty,

lower energy consumption, increase transportateon revenues, and in general increase

transportation systems’ efficiency and effectiveness The study describes what transporta-

tion pricing measures are and how they might work, analyzes their effectiveness at meeting

public policy objectwes, assesses their equity impacts, explores their pohtlcal acceptability,

and reviews key legal issues and institutional factors that would need to be dealt with =n

designing an implementation strategy

The use of prJcmg to better manage demand =n large systems as not a new concept The

telephone ~ndustry has long used pricing to manage peak loads, and alrhnes routinely set

ticket prices to regulate seasonal, day-to-day, and t~me-of-day demand Pricing has worked

well In these apphcatJons, reducing congestion and increasing the efficiency of system

operations Despite this success, however, such strategies have not been widely Imple-

mented In transportation systems such as highways and transit Instead, these transporta-

tion modes have rel~ed on a combination of special and general taxes and user payments to

cover capatal and operating costs, and for the most part have covered other costs (such as

the costs of accidents, pollution, and other externalities) "off-hne" While the specifics vary

from state to state and among the metropolitan areas, It is generally agreed that the result

has been a complex tangle of subsidies, cross-subsidmes, and hidden costs in the surface

transportation modes

Partly because the pnces consumers pay for transportation are not clearly ahgned with

costs, funding shortfalls have plagued both highways and transit for the past two decades

Tra,nsportation Pricing Strategies Final Report
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For example, fuel tax revenues not only fa=1ed to keep pace w~th nsmg construct=on costs,

but also failed to keep up with demand, as ewdenced by vehicle miles of travel and other

indicators, once the vehucfe fleet became more fuel efficient in the 1970s and ’80s The

results were soon evident {n many states, as the gap between proposed transportation

investments and available funds widened Today, growing maintenance needs vie with

needs for new investments, ongo=ng operations and serv=ces, m~t=gatlon of adverse envtron-

mental impacts, and safety improvements (an especmalDy acute concern m states such as

Cahforn~a, where the threat of earthquakes makes reconstruction and retrofits a top priority )

In response to the transportation revenue crisis, many states have turned to a variety of

sources for additional funding, including sales taxes, property taxes, developer impact fees,

and special assessments While tax increases and earmarked levies from these sources

have provJded some rebel from the ~mmedlate pressures for revenues, the taxes also have

been cnt~c~zed for inadequately ahgnmg fees w=th costs For example, the use of sales tax

for transportation finance has been questioned, not only because of the tenuous correlation

between retail purchases and transportation consumpt=on, but also on practlcal grounds

because of sales tax volatlhty in the face of economic fluctuations In many states

taxpayers are strongly opposed to the expanded use of property taxes to finance

government programs, and Jn several states property tax increases are strictly ctrcum-

scnbed, hm=tmg the avaJlablhty of this option Developer tmpact fees are increasingly scrutm-

nlzed by the courts, who are insisting on a close and proportional relationship between the

fees exacted and the impact imposed And spectal assessments are both hmJted in their

scope in most states and are practical only where the properties or users to be assessed

can afford the requested payments

Fuel tax increases have been adopted En a number of states as well as by the federal

government in the past few years, but in most cases the increases have fallen short of

estemated revenue needs As a consequence, ~n areas across the country, a search has

been underway for add~t=onal ways to pay for needed transportation facllEtaes and services

In some states, this has led to renewed studies of the actual costs of transportation, with an

eye to setting taxes and fees to better cover the full costs Additional fuel taxes and other

Transportation Pricing Strategies Final Report
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use fees are being evaluated, along with increases in vehicle registration fees and licenses

In other cases the focus is on new sources of revenues to supplement or replace existing

sources New h{ghways are being built as toll fac=htles in several states, including Cahfor-

nla, Texas, and Virginia Added lanes on State Route (S R ) 91 in southern California, buwlt

and operated as a public-private partnership, are the first In the nation to include a

congestion pncmg component In the San Francisco Bay Area, higher peak period tolls

matched by enhanced transit services have been under consideration for the Bay Bridge In

Washington State, the Department of Transportation, at the behest of the Legislature, has

evaluated s~x private infrastructure projects, several incorporating congestion pncmg

options, and are currently refining a project proposal for Tacoma In Oregon and several

other states, pohcy-makers have considered vehicle registration fees which vary with the

pollution emitted and/or the miles1 dnven each year

In addition to concerns about transportation finance, several other factors have stimulated

new interest ~n transportation pncing First, congestion has persisted as a major urban and

~,uburban problem despite programs of highway building and transit investment, and most

observers have concluded It is technically, financually, and pohtlcally mfeasBble to budd

enough capacity to improve overall system performance Second, transportation agencies

~=re facmng stnngent requirements to reduce aur pollution from motor vehicle emissions, and

are searchsng for effective means of meeting this mandate Third, greenhouse gas

emissions, about twenty-five percent of whch are from motor vehicles, raise concerns about

the potentially negative consequences of chmate change and point to the desErab=l~ty of

reducfng fosswl fuel use Transportation pncing has the advantage that, properly apphed, it

can reduce congestion, lower emissions, and cut fuel use - at the same time ~t rinses

substantial revenues

]’hroughout this report we have used English umts (mules, gallons, etc ) rather than metric umts
There are two reasons for this 1) transportation planmng is st~ll largely done in these umts, and their
use here ts necessary for ready comprehension of the report, and 2) the California Air Resources
Board EMFAC data used =n this study report many Ctems in English umts Those who wish to convert
to metric units should use the following equivalenc=es 1 kilometer = 62 miles, 1 kilogram = 2 2
pounds, 1 liter = 91 quarts = 23 gallons

Transportation Pricing Strategies Final Report
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Previous dJscussfons of transportation pricing often stalled when ~mplementahon was

considered One roadblock was that mechamsms for measuring costs and collecting fees

seemed too complex and costly New technologies, however, are rapidly removing barriers

to the tmplementatlon of pncmg strategies For example, automatic vehicle ident=ficatlon

(AVI) and electronic toll collection (ETC) using credit or debit cards now permit road pricing

and parking pncmg to be Implemented easily and Enexpenslvely Vehicle momtonng

technologies and other on-board devmces are being developed which would allow charges

for miles traveled or em=sstons produced to be read and billed at the pump or at periodic

inspections Roads=de monitoring equipment that can ~dentlfy a veh=cle with very high

emlsstons - or whose registration is out of date - fs already in the demonstration phase

Because of these =nnovat=ons, pricing strategies that at earlier times seemed out of the

question are now being examined closely

There remain, however, other significant concerns about the use of prJcsng as a pohcy

Instrument in transportatLon (and in other fields ) Many quest{ons must be answered before

new transportation pricing approaches are hkely to achieve broad acceptance or move

toward widespread implementation

Are people sensitive enough to transportatmon prices that significant changes in

behawor would occur at economically justifiable price levels’~ Would pricing

strategies be effectJve enough at ach=evlng environmental, social, economic, and

operational objectives to warrant the substantial political, legal, and institutional effort

required for implementation?

O Would transportation pncsng strategies have a dCsproporttonate effect on some

groups and interests, such as lower-income households’~ Could the Impact of h=gher

prices on these groups be mitigated In a way that ~s both ethically sound and

economically justlfiable’~

ir ii
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0 Would changes in transportation pricing policy alter land use and development

patterns and Iocatmon choices? What kinds of changes might result, and with what

consequences?

0 In hght of hlstor=cal res=stance to tolls and fees and current attitudes opposzng

taxation, what =s the chance that public opmron would support transportation pricsng

in the near future?

o What legal issues would have to be considered and dealt with in designing a specific

program of transportation pnc=ng reforms?

o What other organizational and admmlstratwe issues would have to be included in

implementation plans for transportation pricing?

"[ hese quest=ons are addressed =n detail ~n the chapters that follow

1.2 Transportation Pricing Measures: An Overview

The transportation measures considered in this study use prices to prov,de signals to con-

sumers about the costs of their behavior, rather than attempting to steer behavior through

the use of regulatory mandates regarding what may be produced or consumed Examples

o1" transportatwon pricing measures include, but are not hmzted to, tolls that vary with the level

ot congestion, parking charges set to reflect parking costs, veh=cle registratEon fees set to

capture the costs of emissions, fuel taxes set to cover the impact of carbon loading of the

atmosphere, and road use fees set to cover the costs of budding, maintaining, and

operating the roadways and mitigating adverse impacts

These transportation pricing measures preserve choices for consumers while providing

them more accurate ssgnals on the costs of their choices Rather than barnng certain

n
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actions or requiring others, transportation pncmg measures indicate the cost of an action,

then let consumers eiect to pay that cost or take other action Consumers who choose to

pay the higher price generate revenues to cover the costs they impose, and these revenues

permit corrective actions to be taken Alternatively, consumers may choose a variety of

means to reduce their costs directly or indirectly, for example by consuming tess or by

reducing the impact of theEr consumption

The term "market-based" has come to be applied to many transportat=on pricing measures,

and this "market based" approach ~s often contrasted to a "regulatory" or "command-and-

control" approach The "market-based" terminology is somewhat misleading, however,

since only a few applications actually create or rely upon a true market (Some variants,

e g, private toll road, m~ght do so, but few projects to date are literally market-based )

Rather, the strategies are market-based in the sense that they are based on market

pnnc~ples, emphasizing consumer cho=ce, user responslb~hty for costs imposed, and the

hnktng of prices to costs Furthermore, the contrast to regulatory approaches may not hold

up, either, sEnce Jn many cases regulations or other government interventions are needed to

~mplement a transportation pncmg pohcy, for some of the measures the set of regulatory

changes may in fact be quite extensive

For these reasons we have chosen to use the more general term "transportation pricing" to

describe the measures considered tn this study However we do not address every

conceivable pncmg strategy The measures which are the focus of the study use prices set

to reflect a number of the costs Imposed by the use of the transportation facilities or

services These costs may include the actual pubhc and pnvate costs of supplying facJhtles

and services (such as the cost of building, maintaining, and operating a road, or providing

parking), or they may include, in addition or in the alternative, the social costs of using the

faczlltles and services - estimated costs of congestion and air pollution, for example The

measures are designed to give consumers the option of payBng the "true" costs of their

travel choices, or seeking less costly alternatives
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An additional category of strategies is sometimes discussed under the general rubric of

transportation pricing subsidies to trans=t, ndeshanng, and non-motorized modes of travel

Although subsidies do use prEce to affect behavior, they do not do so in a way that sends

s~grnals to consumers about the costs being incurred on their behalf Hence, we have not

included these subsidy measures as a specific category ~n th~s study instead, we consider

these measures as ones which might be implemented as complements to the measures

considered here, pnmanly as poss=ble mitigation for those who might be priced out of

certain transportation options We note, however, that subsldmes to trans=t and other

transportation alternatives are sometimes justified as "second-best" strategies to offset the

impacts of auto subsidies, when rectifying the auto subsidies (clearly a more efflc=ent

approach) is deemed infeasible

Ftw.= categormes of transportation pncmg measures have been analyzed =n detail in this

study

O Congestion Pricing - Congestion Is a major social and economFc cost With

congestion pnclng, vehicles would be charged a pnce, or toll, for traveling during

peak hours on congested routes DrJvers who continue to travel on these routes

dunng peak penods would pay more, but expenence a faster, easier trip Others

could defer tnps to off-peak hours, shift travel to less congested roadways, switch to

trans=t, carpools, or vanpools, reduce tnp frequency, or over t~me, alter the=r cho=ces

of locatEon for home, work, and other activities

Parking Charges - Free parking ts a large but mostly hidden subsidy for auto use

Charging users for parking would reduce this subsidy and might provide sufficient

economic incentive to encourage some to switch to ndesharmg or public transit The

pnce could be set by owners or operators (both private and pubhc) to cover the cost

of providing the parking, or could be designed as a public sector surcharge

structured to roughly cover certain social costs of auto use, such as emass~ons,

noise, or congestaon Charges could be rmposed on all parking or only on commuter

roll i i
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parking, and could be general charges or charges based on the time of day that the

vehicle enters or exits the parking faczhty

O Fuel Tax Increases - Current fuel taxes cover only a portion of the costs of motor

vehicle use Additional charges at the pump could be established to help pay for

highway maintenance and improvements, fund other transportation facJht~es and

services, cover the public costs of securing petroleum supplies, support programs

for mitigating a~r pollution and greenhouse effects, and pay for a portion of accident

costs The resultmng increases in at-the-pump charges also would induce some

travelers to combine trips, reduce tr~ps, take more public transit, and buy cleaner,

safer, more fuel-efficient vehicles

VMT Fees - As an alternative way to pay for road use and related impacts, fees

could be based on the vehicle miles of travel (VMT) driven ~n a particular period

The fees could be determined and collected in a variety of ways as part of a vehicle

registration fee, based on a schedule of typical miles driven by model year, as part

of vehicle inspection-maintenance programs, based on actual odometer readings, or

with the introduction of vehicle monitoring devices, based on actual accumulated

VMT and charged at the pump or b~lled to the owner based on roadside momtor

readings VMT fees would be a better measure of overall road use, accident

exposure, etc than fuel taxes, because fuel use is only roughly related to emissions

or to miles driven With a VMT fee, motorists could be expected to drive somewhat

less and take other steps to lower the costs of vehicle ownership and use However,

VMT fees could not be reduced by purchasing or using a more fuel efficment vehicle,

and so would have relatively I~ttle smpact on the type of autos that are owned or

used

Emissions Fees - Emissions are another serious cost to society for which motorists

pay only fnd~rectly Fees based on the emlssJor~s produced by a vehicle could be

charged darectly to each vehicle owner As with VMT fees, emtssJons fees could be

based on measurements for each vehicle or could be estimated based on vehicle

I
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charactenstlcs, they could be paid as a vehicle registration fee, at the pump, or via

separate bdhngs One example is a fee which would Increase with the number of

mdes driven each year and the vehicle’s measured em=ssuons, reflechng the costs

~mposed on the public A traveler using a h~ghly polluting vehicle would pay more

than a person who travels the same amount in a clean car The traveler wtth the

htghiy polluhng vehtcle would have an Incenbve to reduce emissions by fmprovlng

the vehicle’s em~ssmons controls, replacing the vehicle with a cleaner one, or

traveling less Customers seeking to purchase a vehicle would have a monetary

~ncent~ve to seek one with low emissions, and manufacturers would have an

incentive to develop cleaner cars that could offer a cost savings to their purchasers

For this study, numerous variations of each of these strategies were identified, and a set of

prototyplcal strategies was developed Each of these prototype strategies then was

analyzed in detaJI for four major metropohtan areas, all in Cahfornla - the San Francisco Bay

Area, Sacramento, San Diego, and the South Coast (Los Angeles) region

1.3 Analysis Approach

The analysas approach was designed to account for a number of the questions ratsed about

transportation pncmg measures We began with an exammatEon of previous work on

transportation pricing We then outhned the key issues to be addressed, which we identrfied

through a series of meetings and discussions with key policy-makers and their staffs and

with key interest groups, some of whom sat on an adwsory committee estabhshed for the

study We then designed the set of prototype pncmg measures to be evaluated Using data

and models cahbrated for each of the four case study areas, we carried out detaded

quanbtat~ve analyses to assess the measures’ transportabon ~mpacts as well as their

potenhal contnbutlons to congesbon relief, a~r polluhon reduction, energy conservation,

greenhouse gas emission reduchon, and revenue generahon We examined the distribution

of ~mpacts on vanous income groups through a senes of addlbonal analyses using both

m
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Census data and travel survey data We used the modeling results together w=th theoretical

considerations and empmcal ewdence to assess hkely land use and location ~mpacts We

then used a series of interv~ews, meetings, and d=scuss=on groups to assess the ac-

ceptab~lLty of the measures, considering their broad social, economic, and enwronmental

impact, both to citizens and to decision-makers Finally, we identified the steps that would

have to be taken to implement the measures, including legal and lnshtut=onal

considerations

As this description mdmcates, we used a variety of methods in carrying out the overall

analysis

0 Literature Searches and Reviews: We reviewed the theoretical literature on the

economics of transportation pricing and on travel and IocatEon behavior, and

consmdered ewdence on the performance of pricing strategies gleaned from

implementat=on experiences and previous empJncal studies, to establfsh the

background for the study We also used literature searches as the basis for our

analyses of legal considerations and for identifying key land use impacts and

implementation issues

0 Interviews and Meetings: We carried out interviews and participated in meetings

and discussions to set up the framework for the policy analysis, as well as to obtain

feedback on our findings from state and local agency staff members, elected

officials, and representatLves of the pnvate sector We used focus groups to explore

citizen react=on to the measures and to Identify possible mitigation measures and

=mplementat~on strategies

0

Transportation Pricing Strategies

Modeling: We set up advanced transportation models for each of the four case

study areas, and used the models, along wroth travel survey and network data for

each region, to evaluate the effects of a~ternatlve transportation pricing strategies on

the number and length of trips made, the mode of transportation used, the

destinations chosen, the time of day of travel, and, over the longer run, the number

I III I
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and types of vehicles used and the locations chosen for home and work We also

used the models to estEmate the effectiveness of the pricing measures Rn obtaining

congestion relief, em=ss~ons reduct=ons, fuel savings, and revenue generatton

O Data Analysis: We used data from the US Census and from household travel

surveys conducted in each of the four metropolitan areas to explore ~n detail the

travel patterns by household type and income group, and applted the travel models

in a data analysis framework to look at d=fferences =n the =mpacts of transportatson

pricing among ~ncome groups

1.,4 Organization of the Report

ThBs report ts organized in three parts, containing a total of thirteen chapters

Part I, Introduction and Research Approach, presents this overview chapter as well as

five others which descnbe the types of pricfng measures considered here, consider the

theoretical basis for transportation pncmg, rewew prewous expenence w~th transportation

pricing, identify key polrcy ~ssues, and outline the analys=s methods used =n th~s study

Chapter 2, A Typology of Transportation Pricing Alternatives, presents a general

des,cnpt~on of each of the five categories of measures examined in th=s study For each

type of measure, a description of key features and policy objectives Is presented, variants of

the measure are described, pricing levels or ranges are dascussed, likely impacts are

outhned, and the key issues raised are noted

Chapter 3, Travel Behavior and the Economics of Pricing, begins with a discussion of

what is known - and not known - about traveler responses to transportation prices It next

reviews key considerations in setting prices Jn transportation, then turns to the =ssue of
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pohcy evaluation, identifying the key factors that must be taken into account in assessing

the benefits and costs of transportation pricing measures

Chapter 4, The Effects of Transportation Pricing: A Review of the Evidence, presents a

brief overvLew of the effects of transportation pricing measures stud=ed or implemented both

m the U S and abroad Some of the ewdence comes from of direct expenence w~th pr=cmg

measures, but much comes from research and planning studies

Chapter 5, Framework for Policy Analysis, spells out what transportation pncmg means m

the context of this study The chapter presents an overview of key issues raised about

transportat=on pricing, and discusses the imphcatlons of these issues for the study design

Chapter 6, Analysis Methods and Analysis Approach, presents an overview

of alternatsve approaches wh=ch could be used to examine the effects of transportation

pnctng measures, then describes the methods selected for use in this study to assess travel

demand, congest=on, em=ss=ons, fuel consumption and equEty Empacts (An append=x

describes the key travel models in STEP, the ch,ef analysis tool used in the study,) The

chapter also presents a detatled d~scuss~on of the specific assumptions made in the setting

up the analyses of each of the five prlc=ng measures

Part II, Analysis, presents the findings of the modehng apphcatlons and impact assess-

ments for the five categones of transportatton pr=cmg measures It Js organized into three

chapters

Chapter 7, Impacts of Transportation Pricing Strategies, examines in turn the ~mpacts of

congestion fees, park=ng fees, fuel taxes, VMT fees, and emissions fees for the four largest

metropolitan areas of Cahforn,a - the Bay Area, Los Angeles, Sacramento, and San Diego

The chapter presents forecasts for a base year (1990-91) and a future year (2010) for 

of the prototypical pricing measures as applied to each metropolitan area
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Chapter 8, Equity, assesses the dtstnbut~on of mmpacts for a subset of pncmg strategies

LIs=ng data from the US Census as well as from regional travel surveys, the ~mpacts of

pricing measures on different income groups, demographic groups, and geographic areas

are examined Case examples are presented for each regJon congestion pricing in the Bay

Area, parking fees in Sacramento, emissions fees in San Diego, and VMT fees in Los

Angeles

Chapter 9, Land Use Impacts, consuders how various transportation pnclng measures may

affect consumers’ location choices - where to live, where to work, where to shop, where to

locate a business The chapter d~scusses basic theoretical conslderatlons, empmcal

evidence, and their implications, and presents findings from interviews with key actors

Part III, Implementation Issues, identifies important factors that would have to be taken

into account in moving ahead with transportation pncmg pohcles such as these It also

includes a general assessment of transportat=on pr=clng measures and theBr prospects

Chapter 10, Politics and Public Opinion, presents findings on cltEzen and pohcy°maker

reactions to transportation pncmg measures, derived from a series of focus groups,

mterveews, and small group meetings The chapter begins w=th a d~scusslon of the focus

ga oup research methodology used in the study to assess the pohtical wabdlty of pricing

measures, then presents findings drawn from n=ne focus group meetings in whPch over 100

persons participated (The list of topics, schedule, scnpt and outline of questions used In

the focus groups are presented in an append=x ) The chapter then presents findings from

interviews and small group meetings Both potent=al barriers to the implementation of

pilcmg measures and poss=ble ways to overcome the bamers are ident=fied

Chapter 11, Legal Issues, outlines the legal concerns that transportatmon pricing measures

raise and presents a prehm~nary analys=s of key =ssues that would have to be addressed in

deta=l in designing a specific transportation pncing proposal These issues include the

current ban on toils on most federal-aid highways and the ImplBcatlons of designing the

transportation pricing measures as a tax or an impact fee In addition, the chapter dtscusses
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a number of specific considerations raised by constitutional and statutory provisions in

California, especially the super-majority requirements and other restnct=ons on tax increases

and expenditures imposed by voter initiatives

Chapter 12, implementation, presents an overview of the elements of an effective imple-

mentation plan, including clear assignments of responsibility for plan development and

implementation, a reasonable schedule for action, procedures for mon{tormg performance,

enforcRng policy, and making revisions as necessary, and adequate funding to support the

process Specific issues in designing an implementatDon plan for the types of transportation

pricing measures are dLscussed, including implementation steps and time frame, possible

ass=gnments of lead responsibility, and technology that might be required in some

implementation approaches

Finally Chapter 13, Assessment, offers a synthesis and interpretation of the findings

1.5 Summary of Findings

The study shows that transportation pncmg measures have considerable potent=al to

simultaneously reduce adverse impacts of transportation and generate significant revenues

In essence, the quantitative elements of the work confirm that prEclng strategies could yield

~mportant efflc=ency benefits, =n the four Cahforn=a areas alone, transportation pricing

measures could produce btlllons of dollars of savings each year in reduced delay, air

pollution, and energy use Land use Impacts would be modest but mostly positive, with

increased dens~t=es and more efficient development patterns a hkely result For most

transportat=on pncing measures Implementation could proceed In a number of ways,

involving publmc agencies, the private sector, or both, and utBllzmg either advanced

technology or low tech approaches Program designs keeping administrative costs to a

small fract=on of revenues could be easily fash=oned, assuring very h=gh cost-effectiveness

Net revenues could be used to add new transportatton facilities and services, to cover the
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costs of pollution abatement and accidents, or to otherwise upgrade or enhance transporta-

tion facdEt~es and services In cases where pricing measures would have adverse

distnbut~onal consequences for lower income households, a port=on of net revenues could

be used to mitigate or ameliorate these impacts

IPerhaps a bigger questron is whether the public would accept h~gher direct costs in return

for a large, but more abstract, benefit to society, and in many cases, to themselves Focus

group and interview results suggest that members of the public would be far more suppor-

t=ve than their elected officials have thought Irkely, especially if fnformatfon on the measures

and other alternatives =s prowded Tying revenues to transpo~atlon ~mprovements and

providing public oversight are two elements that would increase pubhc suppod for pricing

measures Still, w~thout more ws~ble, intensive, and orgamzed suppo~ for a change than

has appeared to date, elected offic=als are hkely to remain skeptmcal about pricing measures

More work remains to be done in future studies This study has examined prototype

measures, the next steps are to select specific measures for fudher consideration and to

proceed w~th detailed analyses Once specific measures have been selected, fu~her

analyses appropriately would include the detailed design of an implementation strategy

(only outhned here and on developing detailed cost and revenue projections t~ed to the

measures’ ~mplementatlon plan An active program of pubhc reformation and pubhc

involvement would be a necessary component of any actual implementation effo~

i
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2. A Typology of Pricing Alternatives

2.1 Overview

Diverse strategies for improving the pnclng of transportation have been proposed in recent

years Among them are conventional tolls, use of congestion pricing techniques to allocate

space on crowded urban hEghway facilities, area entry tolls charged for bringing a vehicle

into a congestion-prone or enveronmentally sensitive area, cost-based or Impact-based

pricing of parking, ehmmatlon of favorable tax treatment for subsidized parking, gas tax

increases to cover the costs of externaht~es such as accidents and emissions, encourage

fuel conservatson, and/or generate additional revenues, taxes, fees, and rebates based on

the fuel efficiency of vehtcles, the type of fuel they use, and/or their emissions characteris-

tics, emissions fees added to the cost of vehicle registration m areas which have not

attained a~r quahty standards, and emissions fees based on the amount of pollution actually

generated =n the use of each vehicle Of the many poss=b=htJes, five types of transportation

pncmg measures are examined in detail In this study

o congestion pricing

o parking charges

o fuel tax increases

o VMT fees

o emissions fees

Within each of these categories a number of specific strategies could be defined, in turn,

many of these strategtes could be ~mplemented In a vanety of ways In this chapter we

review some of the key options We present a general descnptlon of each type of measure

and its key objectives, sdenbfy variants of the measure, descnbe typical pdcmg levels,

revenues, and costs, hst major ~mpacts, and outhne key issues that are raised by the

Ill
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measure The review is }ntended to set the stage for more detat~ed discussions in later

chapters

2.2 Congestion Pricing

Description and Key Objectives

Congestion pricing refers to prices, or tolls, which are imposed on faclht=es experiencing

s~gnmficant delays The prices are implemented at times of day when congestion is prone to

occur and are set at levels sufficient to reduce the congestion by impelling some travelers to

use other routes, travel at other times of day, switch modes, sw~tch destinations, or in some

cases to reduce trip-making.

The key objective of congestion pricing is to reduce time losses at bottlenecks in the

transportation system and hence Increase economuc efficiency (reduce social cost) Other

objectives may include 1) to prevent queues at bottlenecks from expanding to hinder flows

on adjacent facihtmes, and 2) to smooth traffic flows for increased fuel economy, reduced

pollutant emissions, and mmproved safety

Congestion pricing works because the physical process behind congestion is htghly non-

hnear and because not all travelers are equally sensttlve to the cost of travel Pnces at a

bottleneck or in a generally congested system can be raised to divert the most cost-

sensitive travelers, and it generally =s sufficient to achteve a 5-10 percent reduction ~n traffic

on the affected faclhtles during the targeted period

Variations in cost sensttfwty arise from two distinctly d~fferent phenomena First, a traveler

will value each trip dtfferentty depending on such factors as the degree of flexlbtl~ty In the

ttmlng of the trip and the extent to which the origin and destination actfwtles are

dlscretlonary For example, travelers will pay higher per mile costs for atrport access tnps
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(where there may be a severe penalty for m~sslng a flight) than for, say, local recreational 

shopping trips Thus, one effect of pnc~ng is to clear faciht~es of less important trips ~n favor

of more important trips (Note that importance here =s measured by the traveler’s willingness

to pay for the trip

Variations ~n cost sens=t=wty also stem from differences =n income. High ~ncome =nd~wduals

have greater ability to pay a given price in a given s~tuat~on than low income Individuals

Hence, on average, a greater proportion of low income travelers will be affected by any

pricing scheme

Overall, then, congestion pricing will have the greatest effects on low value trips and low

income people Trip sh~ftmg =s not hm~ted to low ~ncome travelers - many "low value" trips

are made by people with high incomes - but the income effect is strong enough to raise

significant questions about the distributional equfty of transportation pricing Equmty

analyses, and assessments of the need for and effectiveness of mitigation measures, must

be central to any assessment of implementation feaslblhty

Variants of Congestion Pricing

Some of the variants that have been suggested for congest=on pncmg include the following

Charge vehicles fees for the use of any significantly congested faclhty, dunng the

peak periods only or at whatever hours congestion occurs

- Price only key faclhtles such as bridges and tunnels (gateway facilities)

- Provide a guaranteed free-flow lane to bypass bottlenecks for a fee during peak

travel hours

- Permit any vehicle to use an HOV lane for a fee

- Exempt certain classes of vehicles from the fee, e g, zero emissions vehicles

- Exempt carpools and vanpools from the fee

nl
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Congestion Pricing Levels, Revenues and Costs

Economists generally advocate setting the price at the short run marginal cost (which under

optimal pricing is equal to the long run marginal cost) Some propose ’dynamic" pricing, i e,

prices that change as a function of actual traffic conditions including accidents Others

recommend a simpler, though perhaps less accurate, form of pncmg for "typical" levets of

congestion, with periodic adjustments However, in practical apphcatlons prices can be

expected to deviate from thas level A simple approach often advocated by transportation

specialists is to set prices to maintain level of service (LOS) D - smooth but heavy flow at 

near the speed limit

Actual prices could range from a penny a mile to a dollar a mile or more, with specific prices

for a roadway link depending on the conditLons there in most metropolitan regions, the

typical motorist traveling dunng the peak would incur costs averaging over the course of a

trip from zero to 15 cents per mile Prices would have to be adjusted penod~calfy in order to

account for sh~fts in demand, changes ~n supply, and the effects of inflation

Even at the low end of this range, congestton pncmg could generate s~gn=ficant increments

of funding A variety of uses of the revenues could be devised, subject however to

constraints imposed by federal or state law Among the uses commonly proposed - not all of

which are necessardy economically efficient - are the follow{ng

Pay for the costs of maintaining and operating the faclhty, including costs of toll

collection, planning and administration, and enforcement

Earmark funds for expansion of the priced facihty to accommodate demand (or ex-

pand other facllltles in the corndor)

Add toll revenues to exlsttng transportation accounts to expand revenues available

for the overal} transportation program
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Earmark funds to provide alternat=ve means of transportation (or telecommunications

alternatives) for those priced off the facility or system, to cover added costs to other

modes etc

Use toll revenues to replace other funds, e g, retire a transportation sales tax and

use toll revenues instead (no net revenue increase)

Costs assoc=ated with the =mplementatlon of congestion pricing include the costs of toll

collection and the costs of enforcement In addition, depending on the des=gn of the

,application, roadway monltonng systems and variable message s~gns may be needed An

ongoing public information program w~ll be necessary, at least in the first applications

Potential Impacts of Congestion Pricing

/ks =ts name ~mplles, congest=on pr=cmg is intended primarily to reduce congestion and

assoc=ated costs, especially travel time losses Other social, economic, and enwronmentai

costs also should be reduced, mclud=ng fuel consumption and other vehscle operating

costs, a~r pollutant emtss~ons, and greenhouse gas emissions

Time savings and vehicle operating cost reductions are of economic benefit to both

travelers and to freight operators Congestion relief also produces broader social benefit,

often sawng time and expense for others affected by congestion and its byproducts

T;he elasticmty of VMT with respect to congestion price has been estimated to be on the

older of - 05 to - 1 1 Thins is quate tow, reflecting the fact that some travelers will change

t.ne of travel rather than reduce VMT The elast=c=ty of emlssmons with respect to conges-

tion pnclng ms higher, about - 15, and the elasticity of fuel use ts higher yet, on the order of -

1 Unless otherwise stated, elastlclt=es reported In this chapter are denved from work by Harvey for San

Francisco Bay Area agencies

i i
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2 These higher elasticities reflect the fact that shifting trips to less congested periods

results in an improvement in the conditions under which they are made

Because the impacts of congest(on pncmg result from a vanety of travel changes, including

changes in route choece (losses or gains from parallel facilities), time of day of travel (hence

activity scheduhng and peaking), mode choice (increased demand for alternatives and

service impacts), and destination choJce, a varEety of secondary impacts could result Route

choice and destination chmce may have land use and economic development impacts (via

choice of location for activities such as shopping in the short run, and work tn the longer run,

impact on sales in the short run, land development in the long run) D~verted traffic may

produce its own set of benefits and costs What fs done wtth the revenues could make vast

differences =n the ulttmate costs and effectiveness of a congest=on pricing program

Finally, differential incidence of Impacts must be noted Travelers with high values of time

will benefit, those with low values of tmme will change behawor ~f the alternatwe is preferable

to paying the new pnce, or w~ll be forced to pay more If they have no acceptable alternative

Key Issues Raised by Congestion Pricing

Legal restrictions are a key bamer to congestion pricing and more generally to tolhng of

roads Since the earty years of the century, federal law has prohibited the imposition of tolls

on federal aid highways, with specified exceptions for toll bridges and tunnels, roadways

ongmalty budt as tollways and, since 1991, certain federally approved congestion pricing

demonstration projects State laws also restrict the imposition of tolls and the amount of toll

that can be charged (e g, tn California, bridge toll Increases require currently require state

legislation) Fmalty, the use of revenues from tolls may be restricted or designated for

specific categories of expenditure (as is the case, e g, with the toll revenues from the San

Franclsco-OakJand Bay Bridge)
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F’ubhc acceptance of the congestion pncmg concept is a second major issue Opposition to

increases in taxatEon or fees for government services appears to extend to toll increases as

well Lack of experience with congestion pricing also comphcates pubhc attttudes toward

the concept Congestion pricing has rarely been used in highway or transit applications,

although many consumers do have experience with variants of congestmon pncmg in trans-

pc)rtatlon Taxis, for example, often charge by both time and mileage, the time component

works much like a congestion toll In addition, alrhnes use a rough form of congestion

pricing, charging higher fares during peak summer and holiday seasons and at peak times

oF day Consumers also have experience w~th peak/off-peak pncJng in telephone service

a~rld electnc utdltles, where both time of day and day of week price differentials are

commonly used Whether the connections can be drawn between congestion pricing for

roadways and these estabhshed, accepted apphcatJons is not certain

S()cJal equity is a third major issue Potential equity issues may arise depending on users’

ab~hty to pay and their ability to make use of other travel chmces The effects of congestion

prBc~ng on low income groups, persons who use their cars for thetrjobs, and persons whose

employers requtre that they report to work at a fixed time during the peak travel penod all

have the potential to become hghtn~ng rods for opposition to congestion pricing

Additional concerns that are raised En discussions of congestion pricing (and tolhng) include

delays caused by toil collection, if automated systems are not used

- how to set, monitor, and from tEme to time adjust prices

- how to handle the transition from the peak to the off-peak toll level

- mode shifts and their impact on other modes’ operation, revenues, etc

- economic and social impacts of traffic diversion to or from priced routes, effects on

local communities, neighborhoods, businesses

- land use and economic development issues raised by accessmbihty changes, i e.,

increased dollar costs and/or reduced time costs to specific locations

- impact on freight traffic and on port and airport access

u
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VVhde none of these concerns is necessarily a barrier to congestion pricing, and indeed

some of the impacts may be favorable, each would need to be addressed

2.3. Parking Charges

Description and Key Objectives

Free parking is a large but mostly hidden ’subsidy" for auto users It has been estimated by

the U S Department of Transportation and others that 90 percent or more of the parking

spaces designated for commuters, and an even hmgher percentage of the parking spaces

designated for wsltors, chents, and customers, are prowded without charge to the user

Indeed, except in central cities and a few other locations, parking charges are fairly rare

However, parking is often quite expensive to provide (costing $5000 to $10,000 or more for

a surface space and $10,000 - $20,000 or more for a space in a structure) Charging users

for parking would reduce the auto subsidy and might provide sufficient economic incentive

to encourage some to switch to ndeshanng or public transit

Specific policy objectives vary w~th the kinds of spaces to be priced (especially, employee

parking vs all parking) and with who is doing the pricing - a pnvate owner/operator or 

public regulatory body Owner/operators presumably evaluate the costs of providing the

parking, including tax consequences, consider what the competition is dotng, and assess

the tradeoffs that may be involved m Imposing pricing (including administrative costs,

potential backlash from tenants and customers, and so on ) Public regulatory bodies might

instead design a tax or surcharge structured to roughly cover certain soctal costs of auto

use, such as emissions, noise, or congestion, or to reduce peak period congestion by

focusing on commuter parking
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Individual operators’ pricing strategies may be ineffectual if competing spaces offer lower

prices or none at all Policies implemented in parking garages and lots will not work very

well if a large supply of unpnced on-street spaces is available nearby Local governments

can meter or restrict the use of on-street spaces, but this may not have the expected

impacts if private operators respond by providing free off-street parking Government does

have the authority to regulate much privately owned parking, however, and could do so

through direct means (e g, levying a tax or an impact fee on parking spaces within its

boundaries) or indirectly, by means of incentives or disincentives directed toward private

owners of parking (e g, treatmng free parking provided to employees as a taxable benefit,

requiring parking costs to be separately identified and optional m future leases ) One way

government could promote market rates for parking would be to remove regulations

requJnng rots ample provision in most developments

Free or discount parking =s commonly used today to subsidize certain travelers, e g,

carpoolers and park-and-ride users In this study, we pay only secondary attention to these

parking subsidies, focusing instead on strategmes designed to remove subsidies which mask

the cost of auto use

Parking Pricing Variants

Parking pncing strategies include the following

fees for all parking

ehmEnatlon of discounts for dally or monthly parking

flat hourly rates with no maximum

fees or higher rates for parking in excess of, e g, three hours

free parking for shoppers only with validation

lowered fees for high-occupancy vehicles

bans on provisions of free parking to employees
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- parking cash-out provfslons

- commute allowances rather than free parking for empDoyees

- reductGon or elimination of tax deduct=blhty for employee parktng

- parking taxes and surcharges (w~th or without exempt;ons for HOVs and short term

parking)

peak period parking surcharges

- requirements that parking be ~dentffied as a separate cost item ~n rental agreements

and leases and/or that parking rental be optional

A major consideration is whether to apply these strategies to all parking spaces or to spaces

used by particular user groups such as peak period travelers

In addition, parking supply strategies could be used as quasi-pricing strategies either on

their own or in tandem with direct pricing approaches Strategies that restrict parking supply

can be thought of as ~mposmg a "shadow price" scarcity will increase the time to find a

parking space as well as the access time to parking, resulting in sh~fts In mode, time of

travel, or destination In some cases parking supply strategies also may produce market

responses in the form of increased parking charges Strategies In this category include

ehmmatmg local government parking requirements, allowing building owners to

determine the parking needed based on market considerations

estabhshmg parking maxima (reflecting, e g, traffic capacity or enwronmental

carrying capacaty) instead of or in addition to mmEma in parking codes, zoning

ordinances, etc

estabhshmg parking caps or parking freezes for a jurisdiction or area

restricting hours of operation of parking faczlitles (e g, to after 9 30 am) to reduce

consumptEon of spaces by commuters

establishing time limits and prohibitions on meter feeding to restrict all-day parking

and 3ncrease parking avallablhty for short-term users

fees for, and/or bans on, non-resident parking in residential neighborhoods
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reserving close-m parking for HOVs (mcreasmg access t~me for others)

reserving close-~n parking for short-term users (increasing the access time for long-

term users, primarily employees)

The price effects of these parking supply measures are h~ghly uncertain it is reasonable to

expect parking operators to increase the price they charge when parking supply is

restricted, and there ~s some evidence to indicate that this in fact occurs (though slowly 

SImdarly, private operators may be more inclined to charge (pr charge more) for parking

when they are not competing w,th a large, publicly owned and subsidized parking supply

On the other hand, artificial constraints on parking supply and price can backfire or be

circumvented, as consumers and suppliers both seek ways to increase the effectwe supply

of parking For example, operators may implement tandem or stacked parking to increase

the capacity of fac~lBt~es, entrepreneurial homeowners may rent out driveway space

Parking Pricing Levels, Revenues and Costs

F’arkmg prices could be set to reflect or approximate market rates or to recover costs of

land, improvements, maintenance and operation In a more regulatory style, parking prices

could be set to reduce travel to a predetermined level, to make transit and other modes cost

competitive, or to raise a specified amount of revenue

A parking pricing strategy should pay for Itself and generate surpluses Thts does not mean

that all parking can be priced effectively Private providers may decide that free parking is

smportant to attract tenants and customers Publwc agencies may decsde that prtcmg streets

or lots with hght demand is not an effective use of resources, consisting more for parking

personnel than revenues would justify A well designed strategy would pnce parking in

those locations where doing so would be cost-effect,ve

Use of revenues accruing to pubhc agencies may be restricted by prows¢ons ~n parking

cc, des, bond provtslons, or tax and spending hm~tatlons Private providers also may have
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restrictions In financial instruments wh,ch dictate the use of revenues, but otherwise can use

the revenues as they wish

With supply restrictions there is not the same potential for revenue production (since price

responses to scarcmty are uncertain), except possibly in cases where parking formerly used

for d~scount employee parking would be heavily used for short-term parking at higher rates

Costs of implementing, mon~tonng, and enforcing the strategies can be substanttal

Potential Impacts of Parking Pricing

Parking pricing has been found to be effective in reducing drive-alone commuting In Bay

Area studies, employee parking price elastic=trees have been found to be m the range of - 1

to - 2 Parking prfclng also would reduce veh=cle use for other trip purposes, resulting In trip

consol=datJon, changes in destmatton, higher vehicle occupancy, and use of alternate

modes of travel Pnce elasticities are in the range of - 4 to - 6 for non-work travel

Most analyses assume the traveler bears the cost of parking, all else being equal Obwously

if another party pays the cost (e g, if a butldlng owner or employer absorbs the costs of 

parking surcharge or impact fee rather than passing it through to the employee or customer)

the effect wltl be misstated The use of commute allowances, which may be an alternative to

free parking ~n some instances, can be taken into account as an =ncome increase, but ~f the

income increase ~s less exphcit or =s extended to some travelers and not others ~t again w=ll

be d~fficult to produce an accurate esttmate of impact

Strategies that affect only a subset of the parking supply, e g, parking restrictions that apply

only to large employers or only to off-street parking, have the potent=al to cause parking to

relocate or spill over into unregulated areas, a behavior not captured =n models but readily

observed For this reason parking controls and enforcement may need to be rather widely

scoped
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I. abor agreements may include parking provisions or otherwise make changes in parking a

matter subject to "meet and confer" rules in general, employee resistance to parking

p,rJcing can be expected unless there are clear benefits conferred in return or other obvious

needs for the pnce tmposlt=on

Parking may be encluded as part of a lease agreement with or without being separately

~dentlfied as a cost item Some leases may be long term and difficult to modify, and

opposttFon to pohc~es wh=ch rntrude into leasing arrangements may be considerable

Developers sometimes say that lending institutions strongly prefer plentiful and easily

accessible parkDng and consider restncted or highly priced parking a problem They also say

that It Is much harder to market space in a building without parking or with strict parking

restnctmons, all else being equal There ts anecdotal evidence to support both concerns but

not enough to draw firm conclusions about the overall impact of parking pricing on develop-

ment loans or marketabrhty

Parking pncmg may tn some cases increase the effective supply of parking for shoppers by

freeing up spaces that had been occup=ed by workers This may result tn increased non-

work trip making and VMT to the affected area, and increased economtc actfwty

Key Issues Raised by Parking Pricing

Loc, al governments’ subdlvtston and zomng ordinances typically require provtslon of

substanttal amounts of off-street parking and in some cases requtre that it be prowded free

of charge Pohcles that restrict parking or discourage zts use are a major change in

dtrect=on in some commumtJes the two sets of polJcses coexist despite the apparent

conflrct, on others there =s res=stance to pohc=es that would alter the preference for plentiful

and easily accessible parking
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Increases in parking prece or restrictions on parking supply may result in parking splllover

into other areas or unaffected facilities Spillover parking can be a great annoyance to

residents of neighborhoods near major trip generators (and m some cases, to the owners of

off- street parking such as grocery stores and shopping centers)

Re-use of surface parking lots ~s a posslblhty m some communttles but not in others, either

because there is little market for development or because floor-area ratio maxima or other

density/intensity reguJat~ons would prevent additional development Re-use of parking

garages can be done in some cases (primarily for above=ground structures, street frontage,

etc ) but there are both structural ~ssues and des,gn problems to contend with

Local governments are somet=mes reluctant to implement parking pricing or other parktng

management pohcles unless neighboring jurisdictions do so as well, feanng a competitive

advantage would be created for the area cont=nulng to offer free parking In particular, local

governments are hkely to be concerned about parking charges affecting shopping,

especially in areas with weak economies (where shops may be faltenng) or in areas with

where there are perceived to be few or no practical alternatives to the car for shopping trips

Opposition may be mounted by merchants, shopping center interests, and consumers

Legislation would be needed to alter income tax deductlbfllty of parking Leglslatton also

would be useful in prowdlng or strengthening other pohcy directives (e g, parking cash-out

policies), but Is not strictly necessary for many of the strategges
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2.4. Fuel Tax Increases

Description and Key Objectives

Both federal and state fuel taxes are currently levied on transportation fuels, but these fuel

taxes cover only a port=on of the costs of motor vehicle use Additional charges at the pump

could be estabhshed to pay for additional highway maintenance and amprovements, fund

other transportation facilities and serv=ces, cover the pubhc costs of securing petroleum

supphes, support programs for mitigating air pollution and greenhouse effects, and pay for a

larger port~on of accident costs, policing, and emergency services The resulting increases

m at-the-pump charges also would ~nduce some travelers to combine trips, reduce trips,

take more pubhc transit, and buy cleaner, safer, more fuel-eff0c~ent vehicles

Fuel Tax Variants

T,~e fuel tax rate itself is the pnnc=pal element that could be vaned Most fuel tax increases

under dlscusswon have been on the order of 5-10 cents per gallon, but increases $2-$3 per

gallon would be necessary to bring U S fuel taxes up to the levels paid In Europe or Japan

Fuel taxes could be levied on a per-gallon basis, as ts done In most places today Another

opt=on would be to tncrease the sales tax on fuels or to move to a hybrid tax structure

Fuel Tax Pricing Levels, Revenues and Costs

A w=de range of estimates of the externality costs of urban auto use have been published

over the last two decades, with most authors noting the difficulties of producing reluable

numbers Translated mnto equivalent costs per mile, externahty costs are typically estimated

m
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to range from a perhaps half a cent to n~ne cents a mile, or about $12 - $2 25/gal Some

sources estimate much higher costs, on the order of 20 cents per mde Note that many of

these externality costs are not strictly related to VMT

At current prices fuel costs per mile average about 5 5 cents, with the highest fuel costs for

personal vehicles at about 15 cents per mile During the last energy crisis in the late 1970s,

fuel cost soared to about 20 cents per mile (in current dollars) for the average vehicle

Hence fuel taxes increased to account for mid-range externahty costs would fall within the

observed range of actual costs per mile experienced by U S drivers

The costs of implementing a fuel tax increase would be refattvely low because the

mechanisms for collecting the taxes are in place However, especBally if the fuel tax

increase were large, collection, monitoring and enforcement costs could increase

Concerns have been raised by law enforcement personnel about the potential increase in

tax evasion if very high taxes were imposed Fines and penalties could be set to recover

costs as welt as to act as a deterrent

Revenues would increase by the amount of the tax minus losses due to shifts to other

modes of transport and reductzons in VMT Over time, improvements in the fuel efficiency

of the vehicle fleet would erode revenues unless adjustments to tax rates were made Note

that if the objectmve of the tax ~s to recover the cost of externahtles, the tax would require

periodic adjustment as externality reductions and costs change

Potential Impacts of Fuel Taxes

Estimates of elasticities of fuel use with respect to pnce are in the - 2 to - 3 range In the

short term, reduced fuel use comes primarily from a decrease In VMT In the longer term a

portion of the reduction Is due to the use of more fuel-efficient vehicles
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Analysts d=sagree over the long-term price elasticity of the fuel efficiency of the vehicle fleet

Estimates range from - 05 to - 22 The lower estimate would mean that over the long term,

most of the =mpact of a fuel tax would continue to come from VMT reductions The higher

elasticity would mean that in the long term the impact on VMT would decline and fuel

savings would increasingly be due to the fleet being more efficient The consequences for

pollutant emlss=ons and congestion rehef are smaller with the high-elasticity scenario than

with the low-elasticity scenario

Key Issues Raised by Fuel Taxes

Consumer resistance to tax increases and legislative hesitancy to impose them are

smgn=flcant barriers to a gas tax increase, whether estabhshed at the federal or state level or

permitted via local vote, as a gaflonage tax or a sales tax on fuel If the proposed tax

increases would be substantial, the resistance and hesitancy can be expected to be large

Fuel suppliers and gas station owners can be expected to voice strong concerns about the

potential loss of business and jobs due to lowered demand for fuel The characterization of

at-the pump charges as fees rather than taxes may remove certain legal comphcatmons but

~s unhkely to change basic concerns about government-imposed costs and their Impacts

Fuel price increases designed explicitly to reduce consumption have been found to be less

acceptable to public officials or to the general pubhc than increases designed to finance

infrastructure plans Hence expenditure plans for the revenues could be critical elements in

offsetting concerns about price increases

Concerns about equity, especially with regard to low and moderate income commuters,

those with poor alternatives to the auto, and those whose business or job depends on heavy

amounts of travel would be major issues. Concerns about geographic d=spanty of =mpact

(e g, impact on relative economic competitiveness) also would anse if fuel price increases

were to be imposed at local option, for this reason these taxes are almost always dmscussed

as regional or statew~de
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Changes in the vehicle fleet to offset fuel pnce impact m~ght result in changes in safety

(e g, the incidence of fatahtles and injuries might go up with smaller, lighter cars, total

accidents might dechne because of pnce-lnduced VMT reductions )

Very large fuel pnce increases probably could not be offset with currently available vehicle

technology and would link this strategy to the debates over alternate fuels and new vehicle

technologies

Some additional ~ssues that might be raised about substantial fuel tax increases include

the following

- whether gas stations will alter their pnces to offset the sales reductions likely to

result from higher fuel taxes

- the potential for tax avoidance via out-of-state purchases, under-reporting of sales

and use, etc

- possible increases ~n black market activities, smuggling, huackmg of fuel shipments,

nonpayment for refueling, etc

2.5. VMT Fees2

Description and Key Objectives

Fees based on the number of vehicle miles of travel (VMT) dnven in a particular penod

have been suggested as a means of charging for road use as well as for the extemahtles

of vehicle use VMT fees woumd be a better measure of overall road use, accident

exposure, etc than fuel taxes, because fuel use is only roughly related to miles driven

Conversely, VMT fees would be a rough measure of fuel use impacts VMT fees are only

2 For purposes of th~s dlscusston VMT and VKT can be used mterchangeably See footnote 1 m
Chapter 1 for conversion factors

III
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indirectly related to emmssuons because of the high share of emissions due to cold starts,

ewlporat~on, etc VMT fees also are only indirectly related to congest=on impacts, stance the

VMT may or may not be generated under congested conditions

VMT Fee Variants

Majior vanatnons would involve the magnitude of the fees, the basis for their calculation,

and the frequency of collection

The magnitude of the fees could be set to rause a specified amount of revenues or could

be based on an estimate of VMT ~mpact The former requires a VMT estimate for the area

an which the fee wall apply (revenues to be raised divided by total VMT equals the fee per

VMT), the latter requires an estimate of the cost of impacts on a per-VMT basis In the

short term, a half-cent VMT fee would be the equivalent of a ten cent gas tax

VM’I" fees could be based on average VMT estimates for a gwen vehicle age, or could be

based on actual VMT In the latter case, actual VMT could be reported by the owner (e g,

at the tame of vehicle reglstratgon), read from the odometer at the time of vehicle respect=on-

maintenance testing, or measured and reported using other forms of on-board or off-board

technologies in the future, for exampte, the introduction of vehicle momtonng devices

might make at possible for VMT charges based on actual accumulated VMT to be charged

at tile pump or broiled directly to the owner

Adcllbonal vanabons could be introduced to address certain social or economic concerns

Among the vanants are

o a means-tested ("hfelme") rate for low income travelers

m
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o exemption of a portion of the VMT (e g, first 5000 relies) from fees to provide for 

"lifeline" level of travel

o d~fferent rates for private and business travel

o fees levied, En part or in whole, on a household basis rather than a vehicle basis

o surcharges on very high levels of annual VMT (e g, over 20,000 miles per vehicle

or per adult)

In addition, a VMT fee could be looked at as an alternatwe to the gas tax or other taxes

now used for transportation (sales taxes, property taxes, etc )Replacmg the gas tax w~th 

VMT fee seems especially attractive when the posslbthty of a fleet operating on a vanety of

fuels, including electnclty, is considered

The frequency with which the fee is collected may make a d~fference to its utlhty in

reducmg VMT and associated impacts versus a more straightforward revenue measure

An annually levied fee - especially if It Is modest In magmtude - would be easy for the

vehicle owner to forget in day-to-day usage decisions, making it more difficult to rely on

such a mechamsm to reduce VMT Immedlately-vanabte user charges - such as at-the-

pump fees - would be I~kely to have a more direct effect on day-to-day behavior

VMT Fee Levels, Revenues and Costs

Appropnate pnce levels and result=rig revenues for a VMT fee would depend entirely on its

objectives (raise revenues for mfrastructure mamtenance and expansion, capture

extemahty costs, replace other taxes, etc ) Possible uses of the revenues also would vary

with its objectives and design.

Costs of Implementation would depend an large part on whether the program would be a

simple add-on to an existing program such as vehicle registration or ~nspec-

tlon/mamtenance, or a new program designed specifically to collect, monitor, and enforce

the VMT fee In addition, program designs requlnng new technologies (on-board monitors,
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,at-the-pump readers, etc ) would be more costly but potentially more accurate and effective

than the other options

Potential impacts of VMT Fees

:Bay Area and Los Angeles studies indicate that the price elasticity of VMT with respect to a

VMT fee is in the - 2 to - 25 range In response to a VMT fee, motorists could be

expected to drive somewhat less and take other steps to lower the costs of auto ownership

,and use However, VMT fees could not be reduced by purchasing or using a more fuel

efficient vehicle, and so would have relatively httle impact on the type of autos that are

owned or used

,~,s noted earlier, benefits would accrue from reduced air pollution, fuel use, and greenhouse

,;]as emissions, but the relationship between VMT and these factors is a rough one

iKey Issues Raised by VMT Fees

VMT fee proposals will undoubtedly raise concerns about consumer resistance to fee

increases and legislative hesitancy about imposing them if the fee is a replacement for an

existing tax, however, opposition may d~m~ntsh Concerns about =mpacts on low income

households also could be expected, though aga=n would lessen tf the fee is a replacement

~for existtng taxes

Enforcement tssues would be another concern For example, ff the VMT fee Is based on

odometer readings, odometer tampenng and odometer malfunctton wtll be issues In

,add=t=on, VMT fees pard wtth vehicle registration could lead to an increase tn unregtstered

’vehicles, and if the fees vary by location (e g, are smplemented on a regtonal basIs), 

[alslfied out-of-state or out-of-reg=on addresses for reg{stratton
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2.6. Emissions Fees

Description and Key Objectives

Emissions fees charge motorists directly for the costs their emissions impose on society,

their objective is to encourage motorists to reduce emissions Motorists could reduce their

fees by improwng the vehicle’s emissions controls, replacing the vehicte with a cleaner one,

or travehng less Customers seeking to purchase a vehicle would have a monetary incentive

to seek one with low emissions, and manufacturers would have an Encent=ve to develop

cleaner cars that could offer a cost savings to their purchasers

As most commonly proposed, emissions fees would vary with emissions per mile and VMT

The emissions per mile estimate could be based on government data on fleet emiss~ons

characteristics by vehicle age, or might be based on direct measurement VMT hkewlse

could be based on government estimates by vehicle age, or could be taken from odometer

readings or other measurements

Emissions Fee Variants

The method of calculating the emissions fee, the means by which it is collected, and the

frequency of payment are major variables For example, an emissions fee based on the

vehicle’s measured emissions could be determined as part of an annual or b~ennlai test,

basing miles dnven on an odometer reading done at the same time The fee then could be

paid as part of the inspection fee or could be billed separately Aiternatzvely, the fee could

be based on a look-up table classifying vehicles into emissions categories (perhaps

determined by the emissions standards for the vehicle’s model year and ets age) and typical

mileage for the vehicle age, and directly b~[led as part of the vehicle registration A third
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option would depend on new technologtes on-board equipment would log emissions and

tlhe totals would be read and billed penodically, perhaps at the pump or through direct

billings

Fees could be based on one or more pollutants, or one key pollutant could be the used as

t~he basis for calculating the fee White it would seem to be more ngorous to account for all

pollutants in the fee calculation, the reality is that thws is extremely difficult to do properly

The vaned interactions of VOCs and NOx to form smog, the fact that the effects of

emissions depend not just on thetr volume but on when and where they are released into

t,he atmosphere, and the role of cold starts and evaporative emissions in the overall level of

auto emIssions are just some of the comphcatJng factors Taking all these factors into

consideration, a simple method for estimating the fee may be more in keeping with its

overall level of accuracy

A number of other vanants could be considered

o a new car fee or rebate according to the vehicle’s specific emissions charactenstlcs

o a fee that depends on emlsstons levels but not m~leage, e g, a super-emitter fee or

clean car rebate

o a fee based pm am estimate of reties dnven =n the "home" air basin, wtth provisions

for exemptmg or rebating fees for out-of-region VMT

o means-tested ("lefelme") fees

o exemption of a portion of the VMT (e g, first 5000 miles) from fees to provide for 

"lffehne" level of travel

Emissions Fee Levels, Revenues and Costs

Setting the price for emissions is a fa=rty complex undertaking In a typical procedure, the

cost of air pollution would be determined for each area in which the fee is to be applied

(Costs would include health costs, productw=ty losses, and property damage ) The portaon

m
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of these costs due to motor vehicles then woutd have to be determined, using emissions

mventones and poss{bly dispersion models (to account for spatial and temporal factors and

dmfferentiai exposure levels ) An estimate of total VMT would then be needed to determine

a per-mde emissions fee Costs would have to be recalculated frequently to account for

changes in emissions ~nventory, vehicle fleet composition, and VMT

Estimates of the costs of air pollution vary widely Calculations expressing the costs on a

per-mile bas~s range have produced results ranging from 0 2 cents per m~le to 8-10 cents

per mile depending on the region and the input data used

Revenues would depend on the fee level and the extent to which exemptions, rebates, etc

are part of the program design Charactenzed as a fee for emissions, the revenues would

likely be earmarked for polfut~on clean-up programs (whsch could range from programs to

enforce emissions controls to programs to ret{re dirty vehicles to commute altematmves

programs )

Some versions of the emissions fee could impose especially h~gh costs for additional

vehicle maintenance or vehicle replacement, though there also may be cost sawngs

associated w~th better maintenance or a better quahty vehicle Government costs would

depend on whether the fee was added onto an existing program or a new program created,

but in any event enforcement costs would be a major consmderatlon for such a program,

especially if the emissions fees depended on vehicle inspectlonlmamtenance test results

and odometer readings Fines and penalties presumably could be established such that

enforcement activities would be self-supporting

Potential Impacts of Emissions Fees

Benefits of an emissions fee would accrue from reduced air pollution Beyond that, the

effects on VMT, fuel use, congesbon, and greenhouse gas emissions would depend

heavily on the specific design of the program
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Emlsstons fees are likely to reduce VMT by a small amount Bay Area studtes, for example,

estimate that the elasticity of VMT with respect to emissions fees is on the order of- 15

The VMT effect is small because vehicle owners can substitute a cleaner car to reduce the

fees

The elasticity of emissions with respect to emissions fees are estimated to be considerably

higher, perhaps in the - 5 range The higher elasticity is due to the fees being effective at

altering the composition of the m-use vehicle fleet by influencing vehicle maintenance,

scrappage, and purchase decisions

Key Issues Raised by Emissions Fees

The primary issue raised about emissions fees is whether a fair and reasonable

~mplementat=on procedure can be devised and amplemented Grave concerns have been

ra,sed about the meaningfulness of vehicle emissions readings at the t~me of inspection /

maintenance tests, it is felt that the tests themselves are too often ~naccurate, that testing is

sometimes poorly done, that consumers get cars fixed to pass the test (and sometimes then

get them re-adjusted to run better), that there is a certain amount of fraud in the program

Similarly serious concerns have been raised about the accuracy of odometers and the fact

that they can break or be turned back, disconnected, or replaced The fairness of an

emissions fee based on current-style emissions tests or odometer readings coutd be cast Jn

doubt because of these concerns

A program based on average emissions and VMT (denved from separate studies), mIght 

both s~mpier and more practical, but would be less accurate for any specific vehicle and

would do nothing to identify and discourage the use of very high emitting veh0cles It also

could substantially overcharge for low-use vehicles A composite program using average

emissions and VMT data together with inspection results and perhaps roadside monltonng

(remote sensing) presumably could be dewsed as an alternative
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In the future, a program based on the specific emissions of each car could be devised usEng

emerging technotogles All cars could be equipped with sealed devices to monitor taJlplpe

emlss=ons and maintain a cumulative record for each pollutant, then charged a per gram fee

for the annual (or monthly) total In-vehicle emissions diagnostic systems, currently being

introduced Ln new cars, would warn motorists of malfunctions of emissions equipment and

would be an important asset ff a fee based on emissions measurements were to be

implemented

Emissions fees also would raise questions about equity for low income households, since

older cars are more hkely to have higher emission levels than newer ones and the Jow

income households are more likely than others to depend on older cars for basic

transportation Compensatory measures ~ncludmg financial assistance for vehicle repairs

and vehicle buy-back programs probably could overcome much of this concern
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3. Travel Behavior and the Economics of Pricing1

3.1 Overview

Previous chapters have introduced five transportat=on pnc=ng strategies - congestion pricing,

parking charges, fuel tax increases, VMT fees, and emissions fees - and have presented a

brief review of their objectives and likely impacts, costs and revenues In this chapter, we

set forth the basic concepts underlying travel pricing mn greater detail, and review the

economic principles which provide the framework for much of the subsequent analys=s of

pricing measures

We begin with a discussion of the current understanding of how transportation prices affect

travel demand, considering the types of changes in travel behawor and location chomce that

could be expected to result from changes in transportation prices We then consider the

concept of price elasticity and its Imphcations for the magn=tude of travel changes that m~ght

be expected We examine some of the issues associated with setting efficient prices

Finally, we discuss a number of issues of parttcular concern in transportation pricing - how

to value tlrne for both travelers and freight operators, how to account for changes in

externalities such as a=r pollution, how to evaluate the impact on alternative modes, how to

assess lar~d use changes resulting from transportatEon changes - and we revCew key issues

in assessing the overall benefits and costs of transportation pncmg strategtes

3.2 Price and Travel Behavior

Understanding the impacts of transportatron pricing requires an understanding of possible

demand responses Hence we beg=n with a dtscusslon of travel behawor and the role of

price in determining travel choices

1 "Fhls chapter combines material prepared for the project by Randall Pozdena, Greig Harvey, and
Elizabeth Deakmn

i
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An implicit "theory" of travel behavior has emerged over the last 40 years through the

adaptation of concepts from economics and psychology, as well as from practical efforts to

forecast travel demand Travel behavior is understood to result, for the most part, from the

pattern of activities undertaken by individuals under constraints imposed by income,

personal characteristics, interpersonal relationships (such as household responsJblhtles),

scheduling requirements, the quality of the transportation system, and the spatial pattern of

activity opportumt~es Cntlcal elements of this theory are the roles of time and cost - and the

compensatory relationship between the two - that follow from conventional ut=hty maximiza-

tion in the face of t~me and budget constraints A hierarchy of behavtors Is suggested,

ranging from the route choices made as a trip is carned out, to the more basic daily or

weekly actlwty choices that set a pattern of desired trlpmakmg, to the even more far-

reaching location and hfestyle choices that determine a household’s hwng arrangements

Under this paradigm of travel behavior, price could have noteworthy effects at many levels

of the behavioral hierarchy

O route choice - Tolls and congestion fees influence the "impedance" of each route,

which wdJ produce changes in path choices as fees are differentially changed and

congestion shifts or abates

O time of travel - Fees that vary by time of day (for instance, peak period parking

surcharges or, =n most cases, congest=on prices) w~lt 8nduce some drivers with

scheduling flexlblhty to shift to lower cost periods Others with high time values may

shift into previously congested periods (hsgher-cost periods that are less congested

as a result of pricing)

O mode choice - Out-of-pocket costs are an important consideration tn travelers’

chotce of mode for all travel purposes, for example, increasing fuel taxes or parking

charges will make auto use relatively less attractive relative to other modes (transst,

rideshanng, walking, b~klng)
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O destination choice - Dtfferent~al price mcreases or decreases will cause a shift in

destination choices, from h~gher cost destinations to lower cost destinations A

general price increase could lead to shorter trips overall (although mdlvtduals with

high values of time might make longer trips) The behavioral process is quite

d~fferent for work and non-work trips In the case of work trips, people have fixed

origins (residences) and destinations (places of employment) in the short run, 

can change either or both in the long run For non-work trips, e g, shopping, recre-

ation, people often have the option to shift locations immediately or w~th a very short

lead time if travel times, travel costs, or other elements of attractiveness change

trip chaining - Price increases could induce individuals to hnk together trips for

more efficient travel On the other hand, congestion relief resulting from pricing

mfght reduce some trave{ers’ need to schedule tnps explicitly, resulting in fewer

linked trips

trip frequency/activity selection - For work trips, a significant price increase (either

differential or general) could foster strategies to reduce trip frequency, such as work-

at-home pohcies or four-day work weeks A pnce increase also could reduce the

frequency of discretionary tr~pmaklng, especialry among lower-income households

Activities such as shopping and recreation might be reorganized (buying groceries

once a week rather than two or three times a week, for example, or putting greater

emphasis on mall order or tele-shoppmg) or replaced with ones that do not require

travet (watching TV instead of going to the mowes, cooking at home rather than

eating out ) Dechnmg time or dollar costs would have the opposite effect

0 auto ownership - Measures that directly or mdErectly raise the cost of auto own-

ersh~p or increase the cost of auto use could reduce the incentive for multiple auto

ownership, an effect that would be most noticeable among lower-income house-
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holds Congestion relief (lower time costs) or declining fuel prices (lower dollar costs)

might induce the opposite effect, espec=ally among higher income households

0 residential and employment location - Significant transportation price changes

may cause working households to seek alternative workplaces or residential

locations For example, a sharp increase in the cost of travel might induce a

household to look for housing closer to work Conversely, reductions =n congestion

may enable households to locate farther from themr workplaces

0 residential and commercial construction - Pricing-induced changes in res=dentlal

demand or workforce avallablhty might sh=ft the locus of regional growth, or perhaps

alter the overall rate of reg=onal demographtc and economic change

The same hierarchy of effects could be postulated for other large changes in the transpor-

tation system, such as the cumulative impact of congestion as ~t =ncreases gradually over a

long period or the effects of major additions to the transportation network such as new

interstate hnks Transportabon pnc=ng changes the dollar costs of travel, congestion

increases the tame costs and added capacity may reduce time costs

Two common threads run throughout th~s paradigm of travel behavior One thread is

accesslbtl=ty, which is a function of both time and cost The second thread Is the traveler’s

income (or more generally, that of the household), stnce responses to price differ w=th

income

Thts observation has important =mphcatlons for travel demand analysis It has been

customary to let travel time (usually by auto) serve as a proxy for accesslblhty, when auto

operating costs are primarily a function of d~stance, this proxy works reasonably well But m

a situation where the cost of travel no longer Is necessarily correlated with time and

distance - as would be the case under many congestion pricing options, or where parking

prices vary substantially wroth location - cost must be accounted for exphcitly Thus a
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demand analysis for pricing requires models that incorporate price throughout the choice

hierarchy And Jt Is not enough to use price alone; price coefficlents should reflect income

w~nattons - either by incorporating different coefficients for several income categories, or by

explicitly estimating a cost coefficient ~nclud=ng some transform of =ncome

3.3 Transportation Price Elasticities

The magnitude of changes in travel and location resulting from transportation price changes

depends on the elasticity of demand with respect to price - that is, on the amount of change

in demand that results from a change in price In broad terms, demand is considered elastic

when a change in price results in an equal or larger change in demand (with both changes

expressed as percentages) Conversely, if demand is price inelastic, a smaller change in

demand would result from a price ~ncrease or decrease

A large body of research has explored the effects of transportation price changes on travel

behawor, both in the short run and in the longer run In addition, considerable evidence has

a(:cumulated about the effects of transportation price changes under U S conditions,

r~nglng from toll increases on bridges and turnpikes, to fuel pnce increases, to transit fare

changes, to employer=based parking fees and ndesharlng subsidies In general, both the

research and the empmcal ewdence suggest that travel es fairly =nelastJc wtth respect to

price, with short term elasticities in the range of - 1 to - 3 (See, e g, papers in TRB, 1994)

Such elasticities mean, for example, that a doubhng of transportation price would reduce

travel demand by perhaps 10 to 30 percent in the short run Long term pnce elasticities tend

to vary over a wider range (- 05 to - 8, depending on the specific context), reflecting

consumers’ =ncreasmg ab=hty over time to adjust their behawor and their circumstances to

the new condstions For example, over the longer term consumers can respond to hIgher

fuel costs by replacsng their vehacles with more efficient ones, this would produce a relatively

high elast¢clty m terms of fuel use but also would result ~n a fairly low long run elasticity of

travel

m
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While transportation price elasticities tend to be small, they are not zero - an important point

in light of the concerns which often emerge in d=scusslons with pohcy-makers and the

public There is a popular understanding that many travelers - especially commuters - do

not have reallsttc options for the trips they now make, and hence will exhibit little or no

sensitivity to a broad range of changes in price Such a view leads to an expectation that

pricing would not produce significant changes in travel volumes, would not accomplish such

goals as congestion relief, pollution reduction, or fuel conservation, and hence would

amount to little more than a tax on unavoidable behavior

Such an assertion ~s, however, incorrect Consider a toil bridge which ts congested durtng

peak periods Increasing the toll from $1 to $2 would raise the total out-of- pocket cost of a

10 m~le auto trip by about 50percent If the pnce elasticity of demand is about - 1 to - 2, then

the toll increase would reduce the number of auto tnps by 5-10 percent For most facilities

such a reduction would be sufficient to improve operations from, say, a level of serv2ce E

(stop and go) to a level of serv=ce D (heavy but mowng traffic ) Next, consider an 

which needs to reduce carbon monoxide emisstons In Its CBD by 15 percent m order to

achieve air quality standards A $3 00 surcharge on all-day (commuter) parking, which

amounts to an out-of-pocket cost increase of about 150 percent, would by itself accomphsh

this reduction In other words, the observed price elastlcwtles =n transportation are sufficient

to produce important changes In travel behawor

There are several possible reasons why this ms not readily apparent to, or accepted by, the

casual observer F~rst, those who assert that travel behawor Is unlikely to change tn

response to price may be overlooking some of the optaons avaalable to travelers For

example, to avoid a peak period parking charge, travelers could switch modes, travel

outside the peaks, or switch destinations Even a worker with a rigid work schedule, famdy

constraints, and no transit option has some freedom to change the condltsons of travel to

avoid an onerous price, for example by sharing a nde
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Second, it can be hard to directly observe changes in travel behavior resulting from a policy

initiative, because other changes in the urban system can confound the effects Consider

the toll bridge example Growth in overall travel in the corndor could mask reduced per

capita bridge use resulting from a toll increase Moreover if there is latent demand, the toll-

induced reduction in congestion rmght be partially offset as people formerly discouraged by

the excesswe delays dec~de to use the fac~hty as a result of ~mproved travel times Reduc-

tions in the real cost of travel resulting from increased vehicle efficiency and lower fuel

prices also could offset the effects a toll increase Because of counterva~hng influences such

as these, sophisticated analyses are often required to sort out the impacts of pricing

Third, expressions of disbelief concerning transportatton price elasttclty may somettmes be

,a shorthand of sorts for a broader set of concerns about the nature, magnitude, and

distribution of benefits and costs of pncmg Average price elasticity measures may mask

substantial differences in pnce elasttcttles by income group, travel purpose, geographtc

location, and so on These differences may tn fact be more ~mportant to pohcy-makers and

interest groups than the average responses captured tn stmpme price elasticttles Here, too,

sophisticated analyses may be needed to examine the incidence of impacts

Finally, dtfferences m context make it necessary to use extreme caution m applying the

elastEc~t~es derived from one study or case to another s~tuat~on Simple elasticity measures

reflect the broader context from whsch they are derived, including important economic,

,,;patJaL technological, and demographic factors They cannot be assumed to apply to

substantially different ctrcumstances, nor will they necessarily work af the pohcy under

constderatlon extends far beyond existing experience In short, while elasticities are

adequate indicators of the general dtrectton and magnitude of change under pricing, they

will rarely provide suffictent detail to respond to more exacting questions of magnitude, net

benefit, and distributional consequences

Desptte these concerns and hmrtat~ons, there remains a great deal of value In looking at

ewdence of price elasticities, as the following conclusions from the hterature indicate
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Remke’s work on BART fare elasticity (Relnke, 1988) provides strong evtdence on the

degree of varlablhty with time-of-day and trip length He found that price elasticIties vaned

with trip length from - 2 to - 4, weth the higher elast~clttes for longer trips In add~t=on, and

contrary to conventional assumptaons, he found that BART’s oft-peak ndershlp ts less

senstttve to prtce than its peak ndershtp The likely reason for this latter findmg ts that

express buses and casual carpoohng provide htgh quality alternatives in the peak (but are

not available in the off-peak) This BART work serves as a warning that simple ruies of

thumb on elasticities (e g, that off-peak travel is more elastic than peak travel) should not

be casually applied to all pricing contexts Outcomes are highly dependent on the charac-

teristics of the pool of travelers affected and on the quahty of the alternattves they face

Shoup, et al’s work on parking (Shoup, 1980, Wsllson and Shoup, 1992) offers 

indlcatton of travel price elasticity with respect to parking costs The work suggests that,

whLle employee parktng demand is quite inelast=c w~th respect to price (e g, - 05 to - 2),

elasticities nevertheless are high enough to make parking price a significant instrument for

influencing travel behavtor Shoup’s work also indicates that an Income supplement to com-

pensate for a newly-imposed parking price apparently does little to diminish the effect of the

price, probably due to the small magnitude of the resulting change Jn total ~ncome

The body of evidence on bridge toll increases requires careful interpretation In several

Instances, toll increases have not appreciably affected observed volumes on congested

urban facilities, and some have argued that this =ndlcates that toll increases have little effect

on congestion However, in some cases the toll increase was simply too small to be

distinguished from other influences such as demographtc changes, fuel prices, and the

condltton of the regtonal economy in the case of the San Franctsco-Oakland Bay Bridge,

for example, the toll was increased from $0 75 to $1 00 (westbound direction only)

Previous modehng studies mdlcated an elasticity of about - 1, so the expected decrease m

volume was about 3% - close to the average annual increase =n Bay Bndge volume over the

past two decades In other words, taking into account long-term trends, along wCth
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measurement vanablhty and all of the other potential influences, there is little reason to think

that a 33 percent increase =n toll would have a distinguishable effect on Bay Bridge volume

,lt does not follow that more significant toll increases - say, to $2 00 or $3 00 - also would

have unmeasurable effects, and indeed the studies indicate that such toll increases would

reduce traffic congestion by 20-40 percent

An analysis of the Golden Gate Bridge toll increases from 1975 to 1993 found a long term

price elasticity of total bridge traffic in the range - 1 to - 2 (Harvey, 1993) Because early toll

increases were small or negligible in real terms and because travel in the North Bay-to=San

F ranc=sco corridor served by the Bridge grew steadily, the impact of the early toll increases

was masked However when significant toll h[kes (from $1 to $2 to $3) were implemented 

a short period, a substantial drop in traffic occurred

"l’rans-Hudson facilities to Manhattan are said to exhibit low elasticities However one

apparent reason for these low elasticities is that the highly-congested facihties serve a pool

of high income, high time-value users who already pay substantial costs for parking For

such users even $4-6 da~ly tolls represent a small percentage change in total travel cost and

a minor percentage of income In this s~tuatlon, actual price elasticities (m terms of the total

price of travel) could be quite high and still remain consistent with toll bridge observations.

Evident in these examples, and indeed in the entcre literature, Js the wide vanablhty of

possible outcomes from transportation pncing There clearly is a price response, ranging

from moderately-inelastic to highly-inelastic ~n most sRtuat=ons Equally clear are the

reasons for uncertainty and vanablhty of outcomes They stem from the wide range of

potenttal behavioral responses identified in Sectwon 3 2, and the way that each set of

c’lrcumstances can lead to a dmfferent mix of responses

us
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3.4 Setting Transportation Prices

Gaven our understanding of travel behavior and transportation price elasticities, how should

we go about setting appropriate prices in transportation? While some basic principles of

economics offer general guidance on efficient pricing, actual apphcat~ons, including

selection of policy instruments, can be complex

in general, economists advocate setting prices to cover short run marginal costs But how

are these costs determined? For transportation, these costs would include both a facilities

and operations component and a component to reflect the costs of externalities such as

congestEon (which can be thought of as creating excess tmme costs), air pollution and noise

In the case of congestion pricing, the basmc concepts have been written about extensively

(see, e g, Kmght, 1924, Vickery, 1969, Hau, 1992, Small, 1992) In essence, tolls should 

set at the short run marginal cost of accommodating an additional vehicle on the roadway,

determined by the value of addCtlonal tume expended by aJl users in the increment of

congestion caused by the next added vehicle Hau (1992) shows the relattonshEps among

cost elements and demand While traffic englneenng research on capacity, speed, and flow

relationships have made the estimation of the marginal cost of congestton feassble (e g,

AASHTO, 1977, HCM, 1985), estimation of the demand curve is considerably more com-

plex Demand elasticities provide some Inkhng of the average slope of the demand curve,

but as the discussion m the preceding section indicates, Et is difficult to generalize from the

many vaned elasticity studies to any part=cuJar fac~hty Both income and trip purpose are

strong determinants of demand, and there are different mixes of vehicles on the facmilty

(carpoois, transit vehicles, trucks) with different impacts on capacity and different demand

functions, both factors that need to be considered Moreover if the road network ancludes

competing untolled routes, one must take into account the effects on traffic and congestion

on the competing untolled faclht~es Because of these complexltses, detailed modeling ~s

typically needed to approximate the appropriate prices
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S.~nllar principles apply to the pnc~ng of other externalities such as vehfcular emlsssons,

noise, etc, once these costs are determined they could simply be added to a user fee, e g,

as part of a tax or toll. Again, however, determining the price of these externalities is not a

simple matter For example, studies on the health and other costs of air pollution show a

wide range of values, making the appropriate price highly uncertain In addct~on, costs may

vary substantially by urban area and facility or site (as in the case of noise ) In most cases

the best course of act=on seems to be to evaluate a range of cost estimates for the various

externahtles

In the case of parking, the pricing issue is often even more basic - to establish a price for

parlklng, which in most Iocatfons today Is provided free despite a substantial cost of prowd-

ing it There are two possible approaches here to impose a charge to cover the actual

(average) cost of providing parking, and/or to add a charge to reflect externality costs 

auto use

On the issue of charging to recoup the costs of providing parking, we should first ask why

so much parking is prowded free of charge, since its owners, pubic and private, are in

posrtJon to charge for Jt if they wish For employee parking, Shoup (1994) argues that the

tax ,;ode is largely responsible for the prevalence of free parking, because parking is treated

as a tax-exempt benefit if the employer pays for ~t but ~s not deductible if employee-pa)d

While th~s favored treatment is hard to justify on policy grounds, the tax code has proven to

be c’l=fficult to change on th~s matter In addition, =t is usually the case that parking =s

required by local codes and hence employers themselves pay for parkfng only in redirect

way, s, as part of their rent or lease arrangements or in the case of owner-occupied buildings

as part of their capital and operating costs Here, too, changes ~n pubhc pohcy (such as

ehmlnatlng parking requirements wmposed by local governments) could make a difference

but have generally been very difficult to achieve On the other hand many retailers argue

that free parking is necessary to attract customers, and many building owners and

operators echo the same belief wtth regard to leasing or renting office space in a
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compet=tive market, removing government regulations mmght well reduce the amount of free

parking provided but in many areas probably would not do so in substantial quantity

Parking charges to reflect externality costs might be m addition to cost recoupment or could

be separately levied For example, a peak period surcharge on parking could serve as a

rough alternative to peak period congestion pncmg, or could be set to reflect the costs of,

say, bringing a car onto an area with a carbon monoxide problem Here setting the price =s

again subject to the same difficulties as discussed earlier - I e, difficulties in estimating the

demand funct=on and the costs of externaht=es such as poJlution There are added

difficulties, however some of the cars being parked may not, =n fact, use a congested

roadway to get to the parking, there could be vast differences in the number of miles driven

and hence the amount of congestion or pollution created, and so on in addition, ~ssues

may arise concerning spillover to unpr[ced parking

In summary, setting prices to cover short run marginal costs Is not Itkely to be a

straightforward exercise and quite likely wllm require considerable data analysis and

modehng in the planning stages Explicit recogn=tlon of uncertainties concerning the costs of

certain elements, and a wdhngness to make adjustments to pohcles based on actual

experience with implementation, also will be important

3.5 Assessing Costs and Benefits

As the prev=ous d=scussEon has suggested, a proper evaluatton of transportation pncmg

pohcles (or other transportation pohczes, for that matter) must account for both pubhc and

private costs introduction of a pricing strategy, like any other change tn the transportation

system, affects both the quantity of transportation services demanded by the public, and the

total cost of supplying those services In other words, both consumer and producer

surpluses are affected
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A distinguishing feature of transportation services is that the consumer (the traveler) is also

a producer Travelers as consumers "buy" trans{t and roadway servtces; as producers they

contribute the=r time and =n most cases, as auto users, also supply the veh=cle and fuel

Thus, a tally of the costs and benefits of transportation projects must account for five

components

o Consumer surplus changes in reaction to explicit price changes,

o Consumer resource changes as the result of changes in the time expended,

o Consumer resource changes resulting from changes in consumer operating ex-

penditures (gas, oil, etc ),

o Resource changes associated with other producers (such as a road or transit

authority),

o Resource changes associated with externalities

The assessment is complex First, the prices charged in transportation (such as bridge tolls

and gasohne taxes) typically bear little resemblance to average production costs, so careful

cost accounting Js necessary To evaluate the costs and benefits of a road pncmg pohcy, for

example, the excess revenues accumulating wtth the road authority and the increased

subsidies associated with dlversmons to subsldtzed transtt service both would have to be

taken ~nto account

Second, price changes can have stgnlficant effects throughout the transportation network,

a,rld these effects must be appraised The network-wide balance of trip-making by various

modes, and the changes in cost and service charactenstecs associated with trip adjust-

ments, must be mventoned, a task generally done with detailed transportation planning

models

Third, changes tn transportation costs can change land value and land use in the affected

reg=on To the extent that these effects are s=mply cap=tahzat~on of the transportation

bq.nefits or dlsbenefits of a pohcy, they need not be accounted for separately (except to

m
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cons{tier their equity and possibly to derive mechanisms of compensation ) However, it also

is possible that there are externaht=es associated w=th abrupt, slgn=ficant changes tn the

viability of particular locations that must be accounted for

Some of the more frequently encountered issues in the evaluation of transportation pricing

proposals are reviewed in the paragraphs that follow More detailed treatment of these

issues can be found ~n Pozdena (1994), Small (1992), and TRB (1994), among 

sources

The Value of Travelers’ Time

Transportation pricing measures whmch reduce congestion save travelers time There is

broad agreement that this time has value, but there is active debate about how specifically

to value various types of time savings or costs across mdCviduals who differ in their personal

characteristics and job purpose Small (1992), summarizing findings from revealed prefer-

ence stud=es, reports the following

o The average value of in-veh~cle time for the journey to work is 50 percent of the

gross wage rate, with a range of 20 to 100 percent across the various studies,

o The average value of wattlng and walking time Js two to three ttmes that of m-vehtcle

time,

o There Is ambiguity In the data as to whether business-related tnps and recreational

tnps display the same or different implicit ttme valuations,

o Marginal values of t~me may differ from the average values of time by 20 percent or

SO
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These data allow the calculation of a rough estimate of the value of time, for example, if the

ho,urly average wage rate is about $12, the average value of time (per hour) might be about

$6 A delay of 20 minutes then would be "worth" about $2

Advanced travel models permit more sophisticated evaluation of time changes, and values,

and hence are invaluable =n assessing the benefits and costs of pricing measures

Tirne Value of Freight Transport

Travelers’ time is not the only travel tome of value tn the transportation system, t~me

expenditures in the shipping of commodities, including driver salaries and delays imposed

on shmpments, also have significant economic value In calculating th~s ttme value, it is

appropriate to incorporate the driver’s gross, benefit-loaded wages at full value The costs of

delay of goods ~n transit are then added to this amount

Delay ~mposes an inventory cost that =s roughly equal to the hourly interest rate times the

val,ue of the shipment, one study estimated that, at a nominal interest rate of 10 percent

(roughly 0 0011 percent per hour), delay adds about $1 60 per hour for a $140,000 truck

shipment (Bay Area Economic Forum, 1990) Commodities which are valuable or perishable

will of course have different inventory ttme costs

Few trave~ models explicitly represent truck travel, and so most estamates of the time value

of freight transport must be handled as separate calculattons if the transportation pricing

policies in question affect trucking Unfortunately, data on truck movements and shipment

values are scarce, and m many instances only gross estimates are feasible unless spectal-

purpose studBes are conducted
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Shifts in the Time of Travel

Certain kinds of transportation pnc=ng, mclud=ng congestion pncmg and peak-period parking

charges, wdl stfmulate shtfts ~n the t=m~ng of trip making Travelers often prefer certain

departure and arnva8 times, determined by the rhythm of household, business and

recreational activity, and existing patterns of congestion A policy that mcreases the cost of

traveling at a preferred time, perhaps compelling a shift of the travel to a d~fferent time of

day, is ~mposing a cost on the traveler Congestion pricing may do this, although travelers

will shtff themr time of travel only if the costs of shifting are less than the costs of continuing

to travel at the ongmally-preferred time However, it is important to note that congestion

itself also may compel shifts in the t=me of travel, it does this by zmposmg a time cost that

can be avoided only by traveling dunng a less-preferred time In other words, shifts m the

time of travel due to transportation pricing could work both ways - some will shtft out of the

peak because the dollar cost is too high, while others will be able to travel at their preferred

times because the t~me cost zs lower Overafl, these sh~fts should have the effect of

enhancing the net benefits of the pncing pohcy

Relatively httle work has been done to model time of travel shifts, and most travel models

treat time of day as fixed Work by Small (1982, 1992) and Harvey (1995, Appendix B) 

notable exceptions

Impacts on Transit and Other Modes

Transportation pricing measures are likely to impel mode shifts In turn, as travel demand

shifts between modes, changes in their service charactenstlcs may have significant effects

on the perceived costs of travel by the various modes
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Pncmg policies may produce a h~gher demand for transit If transit operators are able to

respond to the higher passenger loads, service may improve - operators could decrease

headways, add routes, and/or provide express service between particular origin and

destination pairs, for example Further, pricing-reduced reductions in congestion may

improve bus travel times Since users place considerable value on the resulting decreases

in wa=tmg t~me, access t~me, transfers, and m-vehicle times, the effect =s a slgmficant

reduction in the overall cost of transit use (out-of-pocket plus time costs ) In essence,

economtes in the scale and scope of transit serv=ce could be captured by users Operators

In turn may find it possible to provide service with fewer vehicles (or increase the number of

passenger runs each bus can make during a peak period )

Carpools and vanpools also should expenence econom=es with increased demand density

With more people looking for ndeshanng partners, the hkehhood of finding a match increas-

es and the t=me spent watting for pool members to gather at a park and nde lot, or in pick=rig

up and dropping off pool members, should decline In addltmon, the feasibility of three and

four member carpools (or full vans) should increase, which usually would reduce each

member’s out of pocket costs

Reductions in out-of-pocket and time costs of transat and ndeshanng would have several

important benefits First, they should buffer potentially negative tmpacts for those who

swstch modes Second, they should produce benefits for travelers who originally used transit

or ndesharing and continue to do so

The transit benefits, however, depend on the transit agency being able to respond to new

opportunttles in a fashion akin to a pnvate service provtder if the optimal response to

increased trans=t demand cannot be supported out of farebox revenues alone, and access

to pubhc funding is restncted, agency response may be slowed or stopped Similarly, if a

region restricts entry by commerctal bus and vanpool ventures, the potential for synerg=stlc

improvements in transit service characteristics is reduced (Wton, 1982, Glagster, 1991)
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Finally, union regulations regarding work hours, spht sh=fts, and other constraints may affect

the ability of transit systems to respond optimally

Travel demand models do not ordinarily estimate optimal supply responses for transzt and

other modes Instead, the typical model takes service proposals, e g, reduced headways,

faster travel times, shorter access distances, and translates them Into time and cost data

The analyst then can run the models to estimate changes tn rldershlp Rideshanng is

handled more crudely than trans=t in many models, reduct=ons in access t~me and out-of-

pocket cost for ndesharmg generally would be est=mated separately and used ~n the more

developed models to prowde a rough estimate of impact

Environmental Costs

Transportation produces emissions, norse, and other environmental impacts which are not

fully accounted for in current user charges However, there is considerable uncertainty and

disagreement about the costs of these impacts

In the case of emissions, a full accounting would have to consider emissions not only from

veh0cles but from also from power production (electric power plants, oil extraction and

refining) and other required inputs, and would have to account for effects not only on human

health but also on the productlwty and health of plants and animals, the costs of mainte-

nance of buildings and other infrastructure, and so on In practice only a subset of the key

impacts directly attributable to transportation actiwty usually are cons=dered, and even then,

d=sagreements over the valuat=on are sometimes severe

While transportation noise is a serious problem in many areas and ~ts economic impacts are

felt In both health and remedlation expenditures, very httle work is done in most areas to

measure noise levels (except around airports) and consequently the calculation of costs and

benefits can at best be analyzed using s=mple modeJs and cost assumptions
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Hedontc price analysts has been used to measure the Impact of various levels of norse or

pollution exposure on the value of the affected real estate Hedonic price studies rely,

however, on the assumption that individuals buying or selling real estate themselves value

lully the effects of exposure to noise or emissions If individuals poorly estimate these

effects (long-term health effects, for example), then epldemlological studies also are

equlred

Fnergy Consumption

Because the price of energy does not represent the full cost of producing energy, energy

consurnpt~on may be said to produce externahty costs, but there is considerable debate

about what to count as energy externalities and how to evaluate them Greenhouse gases

are but one of the energy production and consumption externalities under discuss=on at

present Hoeller, Dean, and Nicotatsen (1991) survey recent attempts to quantify green-

house effects and economic ~mpacts assocmated with fossil fuel, hydroelectric, and nuclear

power product=on

Public Services

Services such as pohce, fire, and ambulance are important to transportation activity, but the

assocmated costs are not always financed through direct charges on the users of

transportation services Consequently, changes in the amount of travel, or the service

characteristics of the modes (such as the speed of automobde traffic) can result in changes

m the external burden on public servnces The method of measunng these impacts depends

to a large extent on the particular fiscal mechamsms that are m place in a community, which

vary considerably For example, un some .lunsdictlons, ambulance costs are broiled to the

affected parties in an accident, elsewhere the costs, Ifke those for most police and fire

servtces, are covered by general revenues When services are pa~d for from general

Ha
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revenues and handle both transportation and non-transportation needs, it can be d~fficult to

separate the transportation-related expenses from other cost elements

Impacts on Land Use, Location, and Urban Form

Changes in the relattve price of travel will affect the relative attractweness of dtfferent

locations and hence w~ll affect land use and urban form Households and businesses select

their locations partly on the basis of accesstblhty, and if travel times and costs change, the

destrabshty of the vanous locations will be altered, reducing demand for some sttes and

increasing it for others Generally speaking, higher transportation costs (time and dollars)

would favor shorter trtps, and lower costs would support longer ones, location close to an

acttvlty center would be favored in the former case and dispersed locations m the latter

However, demand for a part}cular Iocatton reflects the relative value of conducting actJvety m

that Iocatton compared to others, so location choices will sh~ft only ~f ft ts net beneficial to do

so, taking ~nto consideration the characteristics of alternative locations as well as any costs

that changing the Iocataon of act0wt~es may entail As noted earher, certain location shifts

(e g, shopping destinations) can be changed more readily and faster than others (housmg

locations, workplace locations )

The net effect of vanous transportatton pncmg strategies on location, land use and urban

form ts not easily generahzed For example, to the extent that agglomeratton economies

operate in activtty centers, they would tend to dampen the effect of price increases to or

within those centers due to congestton pncmg or parking pncing Resulting Improvements in

travel ttme due to lessened congestion and enhancements to alternative modes of

transportation also would offset the impact Conversely, transportation pohcles which

remove subsidies currently prevalent in low density areas could reduce the attracttveness of

those locations The overall impact would be hlghty context-specific
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Current transportation models for the most part handle location and land use changes

crudely, and often treat housing and activity locations as exogenously determined More ad-

vanced models treat destination choice and location choice in greater detail and thus

represent the full effects of transportation times and costs

Putting it All Together: Benefit - Cost Analysis

The most rigorous way to assess the economic ~mphcatlons of transportation pricing

strategies would be to carry out a formal benefit-cost analysis. The purpose of benefit-cost

analysis is to inventory all of the net gains or losses in social welfare that arise, over time,

as a result of the implementation of a project or policy Broadly speaking, gross social

welfare or societal benefits are increased (everything else being equal) when a project 

pohcy has at least one of the following effects

The total resources committed to an act~wty decrease as a result of the project,

The project permits consumers to acquire a good or service for less than what they

would have been willing to pay for it (This effect Js referred to as creation of

consumer surplus )

Conversely, social welfare ~s decreased when e~ther of these effects ~s reversed, ~ e when

there =s an increase In resource commitment or a reduction in consumer surplus as a result

of the policy Benefit-cost analysis inventories these gross changes m social welfare, and

measures the net change for every penod of the planning horizon over which the policy or

project w~ll have influence m the economy

The accurate measurement of changes =n consumer surplus and changes =n resource use

(productmon cost) is crucial to the accurate rendering of a benefit-cost analysis Furthermore,

benefit-cost analysis requires exphclt treatment of the timing of economic impacts, since the

effects of a particular proJect or policy may be composed of a stream of impacts that play

m
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out over a long period, care must be taken to properly time-weight these ~mpacts in

rendering the overall estimate of net benefits

As the previous discuss=on of impacts should have made perfectly clear, however, it is not

always poss=ble to carry out a full-blown benefit-cost analysgs Data on a number of

important phenomena may be lira=ted or lacking, travel models address only some of the

key impacts and behaviors, there is d~sagreement about the nature and magmtude of

certain costs and benefits Under these circumstances, a middle course is to apply benefit-

cost concepts and methods, but to use them in conjunction with other indicators and

evaluation data This Is the approach adopted for this study (see later chapters), we review

key issues in benefit-cost analysis here largely in order to put the analyses and evaluations

in later chapters into proper perspective

Measuring Changes in Consumer Surplus

The measurement of changes in consumer surplus is central to benefit-cost assessment

and, in many respects, ~s the most difficult part of benefit-cost assessments in practice

Consumer surplus requires measurement Jn changes ~n excess w~lhngness to pay, since the

demand curve is the aggregation of consumers’ willingness to pay, the measurement of

consumer surplus requires some understanding of the nature of demand relationships

The measurement process is made somewhat eas~er by the fact that only changes tn

excess w=lllngness to pay need be inventoried to measure the change =n consumer surplus

Suppose a pohcy or project decreases the price paid by some group of consumers It Js

easy to calculate the change m consumer surplus for those who ongmally were consuming

at the hBgher price, their Increase mn consumer surplus Bs exactly equal to the reduction ir~

pnce t=mes the amount they were consuming prewously For those consumers who are

reduced to consume by the now-lower price, the calculation Is a b~t trickier, but we know that

for mdlwdual consumers, the smallest ~ncrease m consumer surplus w=ll be is zero, and the
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most is the total reduction in price As a practtcal matter, aggregate changes an consumer

surplus resulttng from Induced consumption can be approxamated reasonably accurately by

taking one-half of the change in pnce times the amount of reduced consumption Th=s =s

tantamount to hneanzatlon of the demand curve over the range between the old prtce and

the new price

Measuring Changes in Resource Use (Producer Cost)

Policy changes also w~ll change the use of resources For example, if the policy change

reduces the use of roadways, the total cost of wear-and-tear (or the maintenance resources

expended to avoid it) w~ll be reduced The appropriate measure of the change in resource

costs thus =s the change ~n total producer costs that result from the pohcy

Aggregating Consumer Surplus Across Different Consumers

Benefit-cost analysis requires aggregatEng impacts across individuals However, It is the

rare project or policy that has precisely the same impact on all consumers Moreover the

consumers themselves may be d~ss=m=lar in =mportant ways (for example, in the value they

place on t~me) Ind=vldual consumers have somewhat d~fferent demand curves, and

experience different changes in the consumer surplus they enjoy as the result of an

increase or decrease in pnce

In the case tn which the policy change results in all consumers being better off, the fact that

different consumers are affected differently is irrelevant, everyone is made better off (i e,

the policy is pareto efficient ) In the case in whtch some consumers are made better off and

some are made worse off, however, the quest=on arises as to whether a gtven dollar

change means the same thing to all individuals (m terms of thetr perception of their social

welfare) Th~s concern challenges the vahdlty of simply adding up all consumer surplus

| I
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changes (pos=tlve and negative) and treating the dollar measures the same for all

mdlwduals

One response Is to tally the nominal changes m consumer surplus experienced by major

classes of people (individuals of d=fferent income backgrounds, for example) in addltton 

the aggregate estimates of consumer surplus Other approaches, including those applied in

later chapters, dlsaggregate specific impacts of interest for perusal by interested parties

Accounting for the Timing of Benefits and Costs

Typically, project or program benefits and costs accrue over a period of time In general, we

discount the benefits and costs that occur in the future, ywe[ding a present value for benefits

and costs The discountmg process is straightforward anthmetlcally, but there Is

cons=derabie debate over the discount rate that should be used in evaluating projects or

pohcles, particularly public pohc~es

The vigor of the debate Bs fueled by the fact that many projects require slzabfe up-front

expenditures (bulldEng a fixed-rail transit system, for example) with the benefits accruing

only much later Since the higher the discount rate, the less future benefits figure into the

present value calculation, a project that offers net benefits at a low discount rate could fall to

do so at a higher rate

Economists argue that the appropriate discount rate is the private borrowing and lending

rate for act=vltles of hke risk, since the funds are dwerted to the project at hand at the

expense or opportunity cost of private sector activities and from a net social welfare

perspective funds should not be d~verted to low-yielding public act=wtles cf h~gh-yleldlng

private actlwtles exist.

Nominal interest rates are composed of three underlying elements, the real interest rate, a
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risk premium, and a premium to compensate for expected inflation over the expected

investment horizon The rate chosen to represent the time-value opportunities of the funds

ir~volved in a pubhc project or polfcy should reflect the risk c=rcumstances that face the

p,LJbhc in pursuing the project, and a time-horizon consistent with the project’s planning

horizon

Public projects often have been justified on the basis of too-low a discount rate A frequent

mistake in selecting discount rates for the analys=s of public transportation projects =s the

u,se of the rate paid by the public agency on its bonds Generally speaking, it is not appro-

p,rlate to use either U S or state borrowing rates =n such calculations, although it is

frequently done Most pubhc agencies enjoy lower financing rates than private entlt~es

because of imphcit (or exphclt) guarantees of agency bonds, and because the coupons of

such bonds are exempt from local, state or federal income taxation When analyzing a

pubhc project’s feaszb=hty, however, the appropnate universe of alternative projects ~s not

s~mply the alternatives facing the public agency, but rather the alternatives facing the

taxpayers who must g=ve up those opportunities in order to finance the bond guarantees

a,rld the tax-exempt status of the bonds Hence, the appropriate d~scount rate =s the private,

non tax-exempt borrowing rate

Most pubhc as well pnvate ventures involve nsk, and this also should be recognized in the

discount rate used Transportation projects, for example, involve risk in patronage and cost

estimates This suggests that corporate bond rates for comparable actiwtses with I=ke t=me

horizons would be an appropnate nominal discount rate to choose The rates paid by private

transportat=on companwes, such as bus, alrhne and railroad compan=es, are available either

singly, or Cn transportation bond-rate indices

Flluctuatmg interest rates do not requ=re additional calculat=ons, use of the current rate Js

appropriate, for two reasons First, the current rate (bond rates, for example) should be used

in comparing the pohcy or project in questmon to the other alternatwe uses to which socRety

might put Its resources at the time of the analysis or decision Second, much of the movement
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~n interest rates (particularly long-term rates) relates to changes in inflation expectations,

which are highly volatlae However, since the expected rate of inflation incorporated in nominal

discount rates is probably the rate of inflation that should be assumed in estimating future

benefits and costs, it generally would not change the benefit-cost calculation Only changes in

real interest rates have an effect, and while these rates do fluctuate, the long-term real rate is

actually quite steady and can be manipulated by central bank policy for only short penods of

time

Project Ranking and Selection

After inventorying the streams of benefits and costs that a policy or project engenders, the

gross benefit and cost streams can be discounted to obtain the present value of benefits

(PVb) and the present value of all resource costs (PVc) including externalities To maximize

social welfare, the project(s) chosen should be those that maximize the net of benefits over

costs, in present vaRue terms

Two simple calculations are helpful in the ranking and selection of projects’

o Net Benefits = PVb ~ PVc

o Benefit-Cost Ratio = PVb / PVc

If the onJy decision is to proceed with the given project or not, then the appropriate cntenon

~s simply whether net benefits are greater than zero All other hke opportumtles already

have been imphcitly assessed by using the appropnate discount rate If there are many

mutually-exclusive projects, then economic pnnclpJes dictate that the project w=th the

greatest posttJve net benefits should be selected Finally, ~f there ts hm=ted access to

funding, then the projects with the highest benefit-cost ratios should be built first, and

additional projects added untti funds are exhausted This rule simply guarantees that the

chosen projects will maxtmlze net benefits
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inb.=grating Benefit-Cost Analysis with Other Performance Measures

A full benefit-cost analysis would produce a dollar value for each cost and benefit, and input

these values into the analysis. We have noted earher, however, that sometimes there ~s no

way to asssgn a reasonable value, or range of values, to a particular resource, or the range

of estimates is so wide as to render the resulting benefit-cost estimates useless from an

evaluation standpoint In such cases, the resource in quest=on should be removed from the

benefit-cost calculation, and project evaluation should proceed using other performance

measures along with benefit-cost data One such approach, called multicntenon analysis,

uses the net (measurable) benefits as one cntenon and a tally of the "unpnceable" ~mpacts

as ,a second criterion See, as an example of such anagysls, T Saaty (1980)

Matrix d~splays of Jmpacts are another approach that ~s commonly used in evaluation

Entries in the matrix, often produced by models, may be monet~zed and discounted, or they

may simply be reported as gallons of fuel, tons of emissions, etc Dollar costs are often

provided for a specified analysis year, if so they should be presented m current dollars or

discounted as appropriate

3.6 Implications for the Analysis

This chapter has reviewed how transportation prices affect travel demand, constdermg the

types of changes In travel behavior and location choice that could be expected to result

from changes in transportation prices Travelers have numerous options available for

responding to transportatson pnces, and their behavior responds to a combmat~on of md=wdual

and household characteristics, workplace constramts, neighborhood factors, and

transportation system conditions Adjustments to changes in transportation pnces could

mclude simple shifts ~n route or time of travel, shifts tn mode, destination choice, or frequency

of tlavel, and even shifts in the location of workplace and home.

m
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Transportation price elast=cltmes reflect these opportun=tles and constraints For a particular

location and time, the aggregate price elasticity will depend on

o the tncome distribution of affected travelers,

o the price base (mcludmng parking, tolls, and other out-of-pocket expenses),

o the pattern of delay in the transportation system,

o the network configuration for the affected mode, particularly the presence or absence

of competitive routes,

o the avadab~hty of competitive alternate modes,

o the flexibility of travelers to change the t=m=ng of their activities (e g, non-work trips

often are more ’discretionary’ than work tnps)

The evidence on price elasticities suggests that the magnitude of travel changes that might

be expected are small, but nevertheless they are significant Also, differences m context

make it necessary to use extreme caution Kn applying the elasticities derived from one study

or case to another situatLon Simple elasticity measures reflect the broader context from

whtch they are derived, including important economic, spatial, technological, and demo-

graphic factors They cannot be assumed to apply to substantmaHy different circumstances,

nor will they necessarily work if the policy under consideration extends far beyond existing

experience In short, while elasticities are adequate indicators of the general direction and

magnitude of change under pricing, they will rarely prowde suff~cment detail to respond to

more exactBng questions of magmtude, net benefit, and dJstnbutlonal consequences

How should transportation prices be set? In general, economists advocate setting prices to

cover short run marginal costs For transportation, these costs usually include both a

facdltles and an operations component, as well as a component to reflect the costs of

externalities such as congestion (which can be thought of as creating excess time costs), air

pollution and no~se G~ven these complexities, the evaluation of transportation pricing

measures =s often fraught with uncerta=ntles While economists strongly prefer to evaluate

projects using a formal cost-benefit analys~s framework, many others prefer a combination
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of methods - especially when there is no agreement on how to evaluate certain costs, when

data are missing or of dubious quahty, or when the aggregation of impacts may hide socially

and pohtlcally important d~str=butlve issues

Desptte all of these caveats, the fact rematns that well-crafted travel demand models have

prowded rehable est=mates of pnce effects in real=sttc settings (such as for transit price

=ncreases) Th~s suggests that whmle the phenomena may be complex, travel demand

forecasting can provide a good approximation of the first-order effects
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4. The Effects of Transportation Pricing: A Review of the Evidence1

4.1 Overview

Just as a review of the theory of travel behawor and transportation economics is helpful in

understanding what transportation pricing might accomplish and how sound policies should

be formulated and evaluated, a review of available ewdence on transportation pricing is

helpful in charactenz=ng the state-of-the-art, sizing up likely impacts, and developing an

Bnltlal assessment of key implementation issues including institutional feasJblhty and political

acceptability In this chapter, we present a brief rewew of the evidence on the effects of

transportation pricing, considering both direct expenence and "what-if" analyses and

assessments conducted over the last 25 years We also report briefly on ongoing studies

,and proposals whach we identified through interviews we conducted with agencies and

researchers known to have an interest in transportation pricing strategies The agencies

contacted for th~s effort include state agencies and metropohtan transportation organizations

(MPOs), federal transportation, enwronmental, and energy agencBes, academic research

Institutes, key interest groups with a research orientation, and key academics

J~, substantial body of evidence has accumulated on effects of pnce changes on transpor-

tation system performance and traveler behavior While most of this evidence denves from

pnces set to generate revenues rather than to manage congestfon, reduce emsss=ons, or

moderate petroleum use =n a direct fashion, tt is nevertheless useful as an indicator of the

kinds of: transportation impacts pnce changes might have

On the other hand, only a few urban areas In the U S, such as Boston, Chicago, New York,

and the San Francisco Bay Area, have enough transit use, paid parking, and tolled highway

facihties that they have systematically monitored travelers’ real-world responses to price

"1 This chapter draws upon material prepared for the project by KT Analytlcs, Inc, Faye Wachs,
Fhzabeth Deakln, and Gretg Harvey

|
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Thus, for most areas (including three of the four examined In this study - Los Angeles,

Sacramento, and San Dzego), pricing strategies must be evaluated by drawing Inferences

from other areas’ experiences, by bulldtng upon models developed elsewhere, or by survey-

ing local residents to ehcmt stated responses to hypothetical price increases

Many of the cases in which price effects have been documented concern changes in

gasoline or other fuel prices due to market perturbations and tax increases Studies of

parking price changes, transit fare changes, and toll changes also have been reported fatrly

frequently In comparison, there Is relatively httle expenence wlth congestion pncmg and

even less with VMT fees or ernlsslons fees For these latter measures we must rely, for the

most part, on studies done to explore their potential rather than direct implementation

experience The quahty and detail of these studies vary cons=derably, so they must be used

with caution, sttll, considerable amounts of mformat~on can be gleaned from them

The amount of evidence on the d~fferent =mpacts of transportation measures also varies

widely Much can be samd about changes in traffic levels and parking accumulations,

consRderably less direct ewdence ts available concerning other amportant aspects of

transportatmon pricing, such as sts em=ss~ons and fuel use consequences In part th=s ms

because we can count the number of vehicles on a faclhty or the number of cars parked In

an area much more easily than we can measure the emlss=ons generated by those cars or

the changes in fuel use that result from specific projects or pohcles (though new monitoring

technolog=es may soon make the latter tasks easy as well ) Because direct measurement

currently Is difficult or impossible we instead rely on calculations or models to estimate

emissions and fuel use Hence we often must rely on modehng studtes as a source of

reformation on certain ~mpacts even when ~mplementat~on has occurred

4.2 Experience and Studies in the U.S.

Only a few programs have been mmplemented in the U S with the exphcit objective of using

pricing to reduce traffic congest=on, air pollution, or energy consumption However, a much
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larger number of studies have evaluated pricing options as possible ways to manage traffic

or as transportation control measures for possible Enclus=on =n transportat=on-a~r quahty

plans

An early body of U S evidence came from studies carried out ~n the 1970s with funding

from the Urban Mass Transportation Adminestratlon (UMTA - now the Federal Transit

Administration - FTA ) UMTA encouraged local experimentation with transportation pricing

through its demonstration program, and a few cities showed interest Prehmmary assess-

ments for those cities (including Berkeley, California and Madison, Wisconsin) suggested

that downtown entry charges on the order of $2 00 a day (at that time) would have reduced

peak period trips by 20-25 percent (Cheslow, 1978, Spielberg, 1978) Although the cities

were interested in traffic relief, they withdrew from the pricing program when local objections

to the strategies began to surface

Somewhat more acceptance has been found for parking pricing, whtch both UMTA/FTA and

the U S Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) have encouraged as a traffic management

and air quahty strategy Local c~rcumstances (for instance, a tight parking supply coupled

with community resistance or cost bamers to parking construction) have sometimes

prowded the conditions needed to proceed with implementation Berkeley, for example, was

able to ~mplement increases for all-day parking in its downtown facilities as part of a larger

program to manage traffic and amprove air quahty Implementation has been unsuccessful,

however, when the only reasons for parking pricing are federal mandates or regional

concerns The San Francisco Bay Area’s air quahty planning efforts of the 1970s, ’80s, and

’90s all looked at parking pncmg strategies and found them to be potentially among the

most effective measures available (Harvey and Deakln, 1991) However, the acknowledged

potential of the measures was not enough to overcome the distinct lack of enthusiasm w~th

which most local governments and businesses greeted parking pncmg proposals, and very

few instances of implementation occurred

Unttl quste recently gas taxes and vehicle reglstrataon fees have been treated almost entirely

as means of cost recovery and revenue generation rather than as ways to manage demand
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However, important evidence on fuel price impacts was produced by the fuel price shocks

resulting from the Arab oil embargo in 1974 and the Iraman cns~s in 1979 While the

findings from that period are not entirely straightforward, because both price and occasional

shortages were at issue, there is little disagreement that fuel price increases resulted in

short term reductions in travel - recreational travel was particularly hard hit in addition,

higher fuel pnces resulted in increased trip hnkmg, moderately increased ndeshanng and, ~n

some markets, transit use, and substantially increased Interest in fuel-efficient vehicles

More recent data indicate that the hBstoncally low fuel prices of the last few years are having

the opposite effect (Schlpper, Deakln and Sperhng, 1994)

In recent years both the federal government and a few state legislatures have considered

substantially higher gas taxes as a way of to reduce fuel use and meet pledges to reduce

greenhouse gases, but so far the proposaas have remained items for dlscuss¢on only A few

legislatures also have considered using vehicle registration fees as a means of controlhng

air pollubon or other enwronmental harm, but for the most part, the studies have been kept

out of sight of the general pubhc, and in some cases no formal reports on the findings have

been produced to date General anb-tax sentiment and concerns about ~mpacts on auto-

dependent and low income populations are clearly part of the reason for reluctance to act

on these measures

Road pricing is another option that until qu~te recently was used almost exclusively for

revenue generation Indeed, after a spate of toll road construction in the t950s, few

additional toll facEllbes were built, and m some cases tolls were removed once construcbon

bonds had been paid off In the last few years, however, toll roads have again become an

option, largely where demands for road building could not be met from gas tax revenues

New toll fac=ht=es, some w~th peak-hour or HOV pricing strategies, are in various stages of

development and implementation in Cahfornla, Texas, V~rgmta, and other states

In a few cases innovative pricing strategies are being considered as part of the toll road

package Specific transportatton pncmg strategies that have been proposed and studied

include peak / off-peak pricing of parbcular roads, bridges, or tunnels, pricing of new roads
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or lanes on otherwtse free facilities, dlfferent~al pncmg of high-occupancy vehtcle lanes, area

entry pncmg, and parking pricing A handful of these studies Is moving forward toward

Implementation, though to date the only actual tmplementatlon ts State Route 91 m southern

Cahfornma (discussed later in this chapter 

Clean air requirements also have strmulated a number of studies of transportation pricing

~Extenswe proposals have been made for the Los Angeles (South Coast) region and the San

Francisco Bay Area ~n response to state arr quality laws, these proposals mclude congestion

pricing based on automatic vehicle tdentlficatlon (AVI), vehicle registration emissions fees

based on tallplpe measurements and odometer readings, employee parkmg fees, and

gasohne taxes set at levels approachmg Orgamzatlon for Economic Cooperatfon and

Development (OECD) member country norms In the San Franctsco Bay Area, the

proposals have garnered at least nominal support from the business and environmental

communities and have been formally adopted as the long-range element of the regtonal air

quahty plan, though httle progress has been made toward tmplementatlon and the pohtical

road remains rough Los Angeles’ studies of pricing strategzes for the region’s freeway and

arterial system are st~ll underway, but leaders there expect that Implementation could face

many roadblocks

A few examples of past and ongoing studies and expenences are presented here for

illustrative purposes

el
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Examples

Los Angeles

A study for the Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) assessed the

impacts of area pricing for the Los Angeles Region, using price elasticities denved from

national experience along with local evidence from parking pnce changes (Urban Institute

and K T Analytlcs, Inc, 1991) The assessment suggested that an entrance charge of

$3 00 (1991), aimed at Los Angeles’ two square mile central business district (CBD) during

a s~x hour morning period on weekdays, would reduce the number of vehicle trips downtown

by 10 percent or so However, this would represent less than one-half percent reductton in

total regional VMT In order to achieve significant reduction =n regional freeway congestion

and emissions, the authors concluded that area pncmg would need to be applied to 20-25

principal acbv=ty centers wtthm the regton, covering a significant proportion of the regton’s

employment and travel

More detailed studies exploring the effects of transportation pncmg measures and compar-

ing thetr equity to other transportation pohctes and financing mechantsms were carried out

by the Environmental Defense Fund (EDF) using Los Angeles as a case tn point (Cameron,

1991, Cameron, 1993) The studies, which were based on versIons of the STEP models

developed by Harvey (also descnbed In this report), found that congestion could be reduced

to attain LOS DIE or better on a system-wide ba=s=s by applytng congesbon pncmg

averaging 10 cents a mile during the peak penods Furthermore, the studies found that

either congestion pricing or VMT fees would have a lesser effect on low income households

than fuel tax or sales tax financing of transportation
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San Francisco Bay Area

Stud=es of parking pricing, toll increases, fuel tax increases, and congestion pricing for the

San Francisco Bay Area date back to the mld-1970s, with the Metropohtan Transportation

Commission (MTC), local entities, umversity researchers and pnvate groups ait making

major contributions Several of these studies modeled the ~mpacts of various pncmg

measures in some detail and compared the pricing results to those of other traffic

management and control strategies For example, the analyses supporting the

development of the region’s transportat=on-alr quality plan found that a package of parking

prK-mg, congestion pricing, fuel tax increases, and emissions fees could reduce hydrocar-

bon emissions by about 30 percent, whereas the best package of conventional

transportation control measures ~ncludlng major transit and HOV lane investments and a

variety of other programs would produce only 5-7 percent reductions (Harvey and Deakm,

1990)

The most recent and focused effort =s the Bay Bndge Congestion Pncmg Study That study,

wh=ch builds upon earlier work done by the Bay Area Economic Forum, Small, Winston,

Pozdena, and Harvey, among others, has made extenscve use of modeling, survey analysis,

focus group interviews, and small group meetings to explore the potential impacts and

effectiveness of a peak penod toll increase to $3 00 from the current $1 00 Such a toll,

collected one way only, would save Bay Bndge travelers about e~ght minutes a day and

woL~ld generate sufficient revenues to support major new trans=t and rldeshanng servtces in

the affected areas The study is still underway, although implementation, which requires

legislative action, ~s not assured

Berkeley

The C~ty of Berkeley, a older streetcar suburb just north of Oakland and across the Bay

from San Francisco, has a long history of managing traffic problems tn dense core area

through a combmat=on of traffic restraints transit promotion, and pricing pohcles A 1978
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study, using off-the-shelf mode share models, estimated that areawlde pricing of $1 00 per

trip (1978) applied to all vehicles traveling to and within Berkeley city limits could reduce

trips by 22 percent, or by 35 percent if packaged with smgmficant improvement in transit

service (Cheslow, 1978) If the charges were ~mposed only during three hour morning and

three hour afternoon peak periods, trip reductions would drop by half these amounts A

proposed program was forwarded to the City Council for their consideration, but also was

discussed with the press before city officials had had an opportunity to evaluate the propos-

al Press reviews were unfavorable, and faced w~th skeptical questioning and potential

opposition from constituents, CouncwE members d{savowed the program

A later study of parking pncmg was more successful The Berkeley TRiP project, a joint

effort of the City of Berkeley and the University of California, Berkeley, was carried out with

funding from the U S EPA The researchers estimated that removing the discount for all

day parking m city-owned garages and lots and raising rates to market rates (about $3 20

per day in 1982 dollars) would reduce auto trips into the central part of the city by about 

percent (Deakm et aJ, 1982) As part of ~arger program to promote r=deshanng and transit

use, the c{ty ~mpiemented the parking increases, offering a s~gnlficant dtscount to carpoois

of three or more and vanpools The Unsverstty also began a senes of price h~kes that raised

its central campus parking charge to market rates, though the University was motivated

more by a need to cover the costs of Its transportation programs, free up surface parking

lots for building sites, and raise revenues to pay for earthquake retrofit of parking structures

than by concerns over traff¢c or environmental impact The pnce increases had the

forecasted effects in cutting parking demand, though spBl~over parking in residential neigh-

borhoods was a problem, especJalJy around the campus, untJJ the city implemented

programs hmlting on-street parking to residents who purchased permits Prices have not

kept pace with mflatton, however, so the impact has eroded over time
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S~ate Route 91 - Orange County, CA

The first example of congestion pricing on U S roads is currently being implemented on

S R 91 in Orange County, Cahfornia A high-occupancy vehicle (HOV) lane m the median

of the fac=l~ty between Orange and R~verslde Counties =s designed to allow use by single-

occupant vehicles in numbers regulated through a dynamically-set toll This facihty is

currently the only highway in the country with formal congestion pr=c=ng

Puget Sound (Seattle Metropolitan Area)

Based on a study of the efficacy of a bundle of pricing measures including congestion

p,rlc~ng, fuel fees, and parking pricing, The Puget Sound Regional Council has formally

adopted pricing strategies as an integral element of the region’s long range plan

Oregon

The Oregon State Legislature, the Oregon Department of Transportation, and the Oregon

Department of Environmental Quahty have sponsored studies of a vanety of pncmg

measures over the past several years Among the measures that have been evaluated are

several vehfcle emesslons fee concepts, bndge tolls, parking charges for suburban Portland,

and congestion pricing on Portland area freeways

While none of the measures has been implemented as formal pol=cy and poht=cal dlfficultves

are recogmzed, staff training and pubhc information programs on pnclng strategies have

been undertaken as a first step toward more senous conslderatmon of these proposals in the

future In addition, federal funding has been obtained for additional studies of congestion

pncmg in Portland
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Maryland

The State of Maryland has conducted detailed studEes of emission-based vehicle registra-

tion fees, and the State Legislature actually adopted such fees in 1994, only to have the

fees overturned by the courts on grounds that they were inconsistent with the state

constitution

Manhaffan

A 1986 study (Cambridge Systematlcs, Inc, 1986) investigated entry pnclng for the entire

area of Manhattan south of 64th Street Vehicles entering this area between six a m and

noon would be required to exhibit a supplementary license pnced at $5 00 per day (1986 $)

It was est=mated that tnps entenng the area would be reduced by 20 percent (equivalent to

a 3 7 percent reduct=on In total daily tnps to the entire island of Manhattan), and that

average speeds zn the area would increase from under 8 mph to over 12 mph

4.3 Experience and Studies Abroad

Transportatton pricing pohc~es in other developed countries vary significantly from those m

the U S The gap reflects differences in pnce, as well as in the patterns and hmmg of urban

and reg=onal development, In the structure of national and regional economies, and in

general taxahon and finance pohcles Views on the appropriate role of government also

defter Comparisons of travel behawor and transportation system operations under different

countries’ pohc=es offer insights Into consumer responses which may be ~nstructlve for the

U S But economic, social and cultural differences suggest caution is well adwsed =n

interpreting the findings
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In general terms, the Europeans and Japanese collect fuel taxes several times higher than

those in the U S and impose significantly higher taxes and fees on vehicle purchase and

registration On a per capita basis their governments spend more on transit and less on

highways than the U S Both publtc authonttes and the private sector prowde less parking

in commerctal centers, and offer less of it free of charge, though parking on pubhc streets is

often heawer and less regulated or enforced than in the U S (Japan stands alone in

requiring the availability of an off-street parking space as a condition of car purchase )

Again with the exception of Japan, the other deve{oped countries have been somewhat

slower than the U S to adopt vehicle em,sslons controls, and for the most part they have

trnposed lower levels of control

Tllese differences (among others) are reflected in significant country-to-country variations 

travel mode shares, VMT per capita, and fuel consumption and emissions per capita, wtth

the U S considerably higher on every metric than Its overseas counterparts The

differences are too large to be explained solely by differences in income and demographics,

though these Influences do of course have to be taken Ento account

Though many find the differences ~n pohctes and performance mstructtve, it would be wrong

to conclude that the U S could s~mply adopt European or Japanese pohcles and mtmic

European or Japanese tnvestments and expect thereby to rephcate their results Htstonc

development patterns, economrc structure, and cultural and political perspectwes are an

smportant part of the story and would surely lead to d~fferences in pohcy sultabtllty and

effectiveness Moreover the growth rates Jn automobile ownership and use tn Europe and

Japan suggest that they may be mtmlckJng us rather than wce versa Between 1970 and

I!;)87, for example, the number of cars multiphed by 1 6 Jn North Amenca but by a factor of

two in Western Europe and by 3 4 tn Japan (Button and Barde, 1990)

Despite these caveats, the European expenence and studtes would seem to offer ewdence

o’I relevance to U S conditions Even the experiences of Singapore and Hong Kong, places

pohtlcally and culturally very dtfferent from the U S, can provide valuable insights into

tmplementatton issues

ill I!
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Apart from fuel tax differences and a few examples of vehicle registration and licensing

policies, many of the transportation pricing pohc~es best documented in other countries

involve cordon or area pnctng, in whtch tolls are charged at each entry point to an area or

specsal hcenses must be purchased in order to bring a vehicle into the area In a few cases

the fees differ by time of day, though in many a flat fee is charged The interest in such

schemes =s understandable g=ven the severe confi=cts that arise when heavy auto traffic is

introduced into the narrow streets and high densities of the central areas of many older

cities In such situations the imposit=on of pricing serves a traffic-calming function (much as

do other auto restricted zones) in addition to whatever revenue or access road congest=on

relief It mtght prowde To date, area pricing has been implemented in several Norwegian

cities, and is betng constdered as well in Stockholm and MBlan

The Europeans also have shown considerable interest in more explicitly pnclng roads for

congestion rehef in recent years, though to date congestton pricing has been implemented

only on one facthty =n Normandy and =n a minor way mn Trondhetm Studies in London and

Cambndge (UK) and in the multi-city Randstad regmon of the Netherlands have considered

the use of peak penod pncJng on a larger scale, but at the ttme of thBs writing the stud=es

appear to have stalled

Examples

Singapore

Singapore has operated a form of road pnclng in its core area since 1975 Motorists wishing

to enter the core dur=ng peak periods must dtsplay a wlndshleld hcense whtch currentfy

costs about U S $2 00 per day The hcenses can be bought at roadside stands and at

selected post offices, e=ther on a datly bas=s or in advance Monthly hcenses are also

avatlable Enforcement ~s carried out at about 30 access points, with violators c~ted by mall

The fine for travehng wfthout the hcense is about U S $23 for a first offense, with sharp
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increases for repeat offenses Transit services to the core have been increased and park-

and-ride lots have been established along approach roads to provide alternatives to dnwng

downtown (Behbehanl et al , 1984, Watson and Holland,1978, May, 1983, Bhatt and

Beesley, 1976)

The program in~tiaJly reduced peak period traffic volume entering the priced area by over 40

percent, eliminating the severe congestion experienced before the program was implement-

ed Carpool and bus use both increased substantially However, diverted traffic produced

severe congestion on the ring road, a problem that has been alleviated by expansion of this

fac~hty Over time, traff=c to the central area has grown, but it remains some 20-25 percent

below 1975 levels despite substantial growth in population, employment and incomes

Hong Kong

Hong Kong expenmented with electrontc hcenses in a pilot program carried out 1983-1985

This was planned to be the first step of a large scaEe scheme to alleviate traffic congest=on,

using road pricing wh=ch was to vary by location and time of day Some 2,500 cars were

fitted w=th the electronic hcenses, which were read by interrogator loops embedded in the

pavement and connected to a central computer The pilot project demonstrated the

feasiblhty and accuracy of the electronic technology, and modehng studies projected that a

full scale road pricing program, varying the price by location and time of day, could reduce

peak per=od traffic by 20 percent However the government was unable to implement the

full program due to strong opposition from the neighborhood councils, who were perm=tted

to vote on the program and overwhelmingly rejected it The opposition has been attnbuted

by vanous authors to a perceived =nvas~on of privacy, a perceptton of the pnces as yet

another tax, bad timing (the voting occurred just as Bntain agreed to return Hong Kong to

China), and a failure by the government to present a clear case for the program or to

develop measures to mitigate potentsal adverse effects (Harrison,1986, Cathn and Harbord,

1985, Dawson and Brown, 1985, Bonns, 1988, Government of Hong Kong, 1985 )
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Norway

The Norwegian cities of Bergen, Oslo, and Trondhelm have implemented road pncmg

schemes as a means of financing road improvements and transst In Bergen, a central area

pncmng program has been in operation since 1986 in Osto, 18 toll po=nts around the city

center were established in 1990 Trondhelm installed ~ts toll nng in 1991 A combination of

collection methods =s used, including monthly b~lhng based on detectRon of subscribers’

electromc wmdsh=eld tags and manual toll collection with booths or machines

The tolls, which were implemented despite substantmal motorist opposition, are modest,

about U S $ 70 - $1 75 with substantial discounts for regular subscribers Only Trondhelm

charges a peak period premium (about 30 cents) The tol~s have been set prlmardy to raise

revenues, not to reduce traffic impacts, but studies estimate that traffic has been reduced

somewhat, about five percent ~n Oslo and about 6 -7 percent in Bergen (Jones, 1989,

Larsen, 1988, Traffic Eng & Control, 1986)

France

Congest¢on pnc=ng has been =mplemented on the A -1 toll road between Paris and

Normandy to reduce congestton that occurs as urban dwellers return from weekends In the

countryside On Sunday afternoons, an evening toll surcharge of 25-50 percent depending

on trip length has been imposed dunng the peak travel penod, 4 30 - 8 30 p m A discount

of equal amount apphes on both shoulders of the peak, 2 30 - 4 30 p m and 8 30-11.30

p m A standard flat toil applies at all other times The toll and discount have changed

travel behavior enough to smooth traffic flow on the facltlty
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Sweden

The Swedash government has evaluated road pricing options to address congestion and air

quatlty problems In several cltEes including Stockholm and Malmo The proposal for

Stockholm initially called for the area entry licenses (pre-pald, automatically monitored

electronic "debit cards"), but implementat~on was postponed because of opposition both to

the entry fees and to a proposed nng road, whose purpose was questioned It was

estimated (Ramjerdl,1989) that a charge of U S $4 50 per round trip for crossing the cordon

around the Stockholm ~nner city area would reduce congestion significantly, cutting auto

tnps by 28 percent and emtsslons of key air pollutants by about t8 percent Furthermore,

the net revenues from the program were projected to be sufficient to permit transit fares to

be cut m half (The program was expected to generate over $135 mllhon in new revenues

annually versus an annual operating cost of about $6 million ) Use of the net revenues for

transtt fare reduction was estimated to further reduce tnps and emissions, resulting in a tnp

redLictlon of 35 percent and emissions reductions of 25 percent (Jones, 1989,

Peterson,1989, Ramjerdl, 1989, Stoelhorst and Zandbergen, 1990)

Britain

In the m=d-1970s, several cities in England invest~gated vanous area hcense plans as ways

of reducing h~gh levels of congestion tn their central areas London and Bnstol developed

detailed program designs and camed out in-depth assessments, but neither area went

ahead with implementation Now London is once again considering road pncmg options in a

muEtl-year, multE-milhon dollar study

The earher London plan would have required dally or monthly supplementary hcenses for

auto travel In the ten square mile core between the hours of 8 00 a m and 6 00 p m

Because congestion is severe in this area all day long, the hcense requirement would have

been in effect all day Licenses were to be sold, at commission, through automats,

newspaper kiosks, post offices, servsce stations, banks and other retatl outlets Detaded
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mformat~on programs and administrative, mon~tonng and enforcement procedures were

developed for the program, and penalty structures for various offenses were set up

Modeling analyses indicated that a daily price of $2 50 (1975) would have decreased

automobile traffic by 37 percent Annual cost of running the pricing program was projected

to be Eess than 10 percent of the estimated $70 miJl~on an annual revenues, leaving

substantial sums to finance the planned collateral expansion of transit service as well as

other improvements

Opposition to the plan from both elected officials and other groups led to its demise The

major objections centered around adverse impacts on the poor and those with special

needs, such as vls{tors Objections also were raised about restrictions on mob[hty and

freedom to travel, which the promised expansmon in transit did not appear to counteract

Concerns that might have been addressed more easily included administrative and

enforcement feaslbthty Issues and the threat of splllover traffic (Greater London Council

1975, Bhatt and Beesley, 1976, May, 1983)

The current study of road pnc=ng for London began In 1991 The study was motivated by

continuing traffic and environmental problems and growing financial constraints The study

is examining a wede range of pricing strategies and is evaluating their potential impacts on

travel, business, and property market values One such option would estabhsh multiple

pncmg zones, e g with hwgher charges for travel in the core and lower charges at the

periphery Pubhc and pohtlcal acceptablhty of the vanous measures and mitigation opteons

are also being assessed (R~chards, 1992)

Cambridge, England also is =nvest=gatlng a pncmg strategy in which the fees for entry and

movement would vary by distance and speed An areaw{de system of detectors would be

Installed and on-vehicle "smart cards" wouEd be debated when traffic movement is slow, or

stop and go Occasional visitors to the city would pick up passes from vending machines at

city entrances Revenues would be earmarked for public transit (Rschards,1992)

III
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Denmark

Denmark has the highest fees and taxes on auto ownership in Western Europe, and while

these fees and taxes were not established solely to manage congestion and em,sslons, it ts

~nstructwe to consider their impacts H=gh auto ownership and first-time registration costs

have probably restrained ownership levels somewhat, but a more telling po=nt is that the

Danes keep their cars longer than other Europeans do One result is lower fleet efficiency

and higher pollutton levels than might otherw=se occur (Schlpper, Deakln, and Sperhng,

1994)

Japan

Japan has a registration fee system which, while not based directly on emissions, has the

net effect of encouragmng new veh,cle purchase Bas=cally, the Japanese regzstratlon

system includes mandatory inspections on all vehicles except those less than three years

old These inspections are b,ennlal for pnvate vehicles through ten years of age, following

which they become an annual requirement For commercial vehicles, the inspections are

an annual requgrement after the initial three year exemption The fees are sufficiently steep

that a considerable portion of vehicle owners purchase a new vehscle at the end of the three

year exempt=on penod, thus avoiding Inspect~on fees altogether An equally well defined

port~on of veh=cle owners purchase newer vehicles near the end of the ten year biennial

inspection period, apparently to avo,d the onset of annual inspections

The Japanese inspection fee incaudes a weight fee that ranges from $290-$415 (at 1994

exchange rates of 120 yen to a dollar), a habdlty insurance fee of $260, an average repair

fee of $385, and a tax based on engine size that can range from $277 to $854 Accord-

ingly, total inspection fees range from $1200-$1900 If the fees are not pa~d, the subject

vehicle must be scrapped
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The net result of the Japanese system ~s a younger fleet In the United States, nationwide,

nearly a third of registered vehicles are older than ten years Similarly-aged vehicles In

Japan constitute less than ten percent of the registered vehicle fleet

4.4 Commentary

A number of lessons can be gleaned from this rewew of experiences with transportation

pricing Perhaps the most important point is that while there has been considerable interest

m transportation prlcmng strategies, as evidenced by the large number of studies carried out

over the past two decades, implementation is far less common than analysis Prtcmg

strategies can be shown to have potential, but their ability to garner sufficient support for

~mplementatlon is considerably less clear

The implementation experience that is available is consistent with the findings from

modeling studies Both models and field ewdence indicate that price elasticity does exist,

though it ts fairly small, often on the order of - 1 to - 2 Such elasticities are sufftcJent,

however, to significantly reduce congestion, lower energy use, and cut down on pollution

and greenhouse gas emtsslons
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5. Framework for Policy Analysis

5.1 Overview

As previous chapters have documented, transportation pricing strategies are based on well-

estabhshed concepts of economic efficiency and travel behavior, and numerous studies

have found that they would be effective in reducing congestion, improving air quahty,

increasing energy efficiency, and lowering greenhouse gas emiss~ons However, until

recently, few outsIde of academia have shown much interest in reforming transportation

pricing U S highway programs have been based on an average cost approach that

supports extensive cross-subsidies and does not account for externahtles such as

congestion or em=sslons A=r quality planners and energy conservation program analysts

have emphasized technology mandates and other "command and control" regulatory

programs

Several factors appear to mot=vate the new interest in transportatBon pricing Probably the

most s~gnificant reason for the current w=lhngness to investigate transportation pricing

stralegies is the shortfall of funding that ~s beginning to threaten transportation programs

and projects across the country Transportation pricing strategies are seen as possible

ways to generate revenues which then could be used to supplement existing sources of

financing for transportatmon, replace existing revenue sources, or pay for new transportation

programs A second reason for interest ~n transportation pricing ~s that the current levels of

technology mandates and regulatory requirements fall short of meeting Clean Air Act

requ=rements and greenhouse gas reduct=on commitments, but more stringent mandates

and requ=rements are increasingly costly and difficult to implement Transportation pric=ng

strategies are on the table as potentially more effective ways to meet legal obligations and

political commitments Finally, there is some interest Jn transportation pncmg as a more

efficient and fairer way to pay for transportation and its impacts, particularly as the vehicle

fleet becomes more dwerse Urban and suburban traffic congestion and associated impacts

are Increasingly recognized to involve sJgn=ficant economic losses, and although a variety of
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approaches are being applied to deal with these problems, many observers have come to

believe that relief can be only partial unless market pricing principles are applied

However, as the examples in the previous chapter illustrated, far more transportation pricing

measures have been studied than have been implemented Many pohcy-makers, including

those who are interested in transportation pricing measures, are concerned that the

measures may not work as billed or could have unacceptable side effects and be

disastrously unpopular Pohcy-makers considering changes in transportation pricing want

rehable information on the potential I{m=tatlons as well as the potential contributions of the

various pncmg approaches

in designing the analyses of transportation pricing measures carried out for this study, we

turned to leading policy experts for help in identifying bssues that need to be taken into

consideration 1 These experts, ~n turn, recommended add~tmonal persons and organizations

to contact for each of the case study regtons We camed out interviews and participated in

several discussions and meetings on transportation pncing measures and re-interviewed a

sample of the respondents a second time near the end of the study 2 In this manner we

obtained input from a variety of policy makers and interest groups, including planners and

1 The technical advisory commtttee established for the study prowded suggestions on policy issues to be

evaluated and helped identify ~nterests whose wews needed to be taken Into account Addftlonal
recommendations on tssues and tntervlewees came from team members

2 Interviews and dBscusslons with faculty at the Universmty of California at Berkeley, UCLA, UC [rwne, UC
Davis, MiT, Harvard, City College of New York, and the University of Minnesota, and with experts at the
U S Department of Transportation, the U S Environmental Protection Agency, the Volpe National
Transportation Systems Center, and the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory were conducted The authors
also discussed their work and received comments from the White House Conference on Global Climate
Change, the President’s Council on Sustamablhty, the President’s Council on Greenhouse Gas
Reductton (CarTalk), the TransportatEon Research Board, and National Association of Motor Vehicle
Emissions Control In California, the authors pa~clpated in discussions of transportation pnclng policies
at a series of meetings of the Metropohtan Transportation Commission’s Congestion Pnclng
Demonstration Project and the Environmental Defense Fund’s study of transportation pnc~ng and equity
=n Southern Cal{forma Additional discussions w~th local agency staff and consultants were held as part
of a series of symposia organized by the UC Institute of Transportation Studies and held In Sacramento,
Los Angeles, San D~ego, and the Bay Area Important feedback on transportation pricing options also
was received at the 1995 California Senate F¢scal Retreat F{natly, the authors discussed transportat¢on
pncmg policies with representatives of MPOs across the country, ~nclud~ng Seattle, Port~and, Houston,
Dallas, New York, Chicago, and Washington, as well as with state oft]c=als in Marne and Oregon
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engineers from local governments, metropohtan planning organizations, transportation

operating agencies, and state and federal regulatory agencies, representatives of

businesses, environmental groups, and social equity advocacy orgamzat=ons, and local

elected officials and members of the Cahfornla State Legislature We also discussed

transportation pncmg pohcy issues and analysis needs with technical experts from

academia and the private sector A small number of additional discussions were held with

representatives of federal agencies and national transportation organizations in

Washington, D C, as well as with key informants from other states and metropolitan areas

The key issues thus identified are

o How to set transportation pnces

o Effectweness

- transportation impacts

- environmental impacts

- energy impacts

- land use and Iocatuonal impacts
¯revenue generation

o Unintended consequences

o Famrness/d=stnbut=on of ~mpacts

o Use of revenues

o Political acceptability

o Legal barriers

o Implementation and admlnlstrataon

- assignment of responsJb~hty for implementation

- monitoring and enforcement

- dependence on new technologmes

rhe nature of these issues, as ~ndJcated by the dfscusstons and interviews, =s constdered =n

the next sectaon In the final sect=on we consider how these issues can be addressed in our

case studies

el
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5.2 Key Issues

How to Set Transportation Prices

Several concerns are raised about how to set transportation prices While, as discussed m

Chapter 3, economists point out that efficiency would d=ctate setting the pnce at the short

run marginal cost, practitioners and pohcy makers worry that such price setting would be too

complex to be practical For example, they worry that the pr=ce would have to change

frequently to remain efficient, but frequent price changes could be difficult to communicate

or explain to the pubhc and might necess=tate an extensive new system of communications

(dial-up information on travel conditions and prices, e g ) to make the variable prices

acceptable

Probably the most important concern is how high the prices might have to be to =nternallze

costs and make a difference in congestion levels, emlss=ons burdens, or energy use. If very

high prices were needed, many would have doubts about poht=cai acceptabihty Some of

those we interviewed thought such pnces would indeed be needed Concerning congestion

pncmg, for example, doubters have suggested that noticeable congestion relief might not

occur until prices were so high that travelers would not be tolerate them on pubhcly financed

roads
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E’Ffectiveness

Pioponents look to transportation pncang to reduce travel times and produce operating cost

savings for auto and transit users, increase transit productivity and rehab=l~ty, reduce

emissions and energy consumption, and generate economic benefits from more efficient

organization and cost reductions for activities Planners and policy-makers need explicit

inlormatlon about each of these effects so that they can compare pricing strategies to other

transportation strategies which could be used to accomplish similar ends, such as new

investments, operat=ons =mprovements, demand management, and technology subst~tut=on

--Transportation Impacts

Key quest=ons raised by planners and pohcy-makers are

o How would transportation pricing affect the transportation system, in terms of travel

time, travel cost, mode shares, and overall travel patterns?

o Would congestion be reduced, or would it simply shift to other faclhtles, locations,

and times? Would the reduction be long lasting?

The magn=tude and longevity of congestion reduction ¢s of part¢cular concern to many

pol¢cy-makers Congestion pncmg in particular ratses fears that massive numbers of

travelers would be forced to take other routes or modes or forego travel altogether,

disrupting alternate routes, overcrowding trans=t, and harming economic actw~ty

Transportation analysts may know that only a small change in volume can produce

congestEon relief, but this would need to be demonstrated for specific facilities before pohcy-

makers’ concerns would be allewated
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--Environmental Impacts

Air quality is w=thout a doubt the environmental Issue of greatest concern to policy makers ,n

most large cities today, and Clean Air Act requirements have helped to draw attention to

transportation pricing Studies of ambitious programs of transportation demand

management, operations improvements, transit investments, and the hke, find that such

measures will only reduce emissions by 5=10 percent at most (see, e g, Harvey and

Deakln, 1991) Since emissions reductions of several t=mes that amount often are needed,

other options must be pursued Consequently planners and pohcy-makers =n a number of

urban areas are taking a look at transportation pncmg as an option for improving urban air

quality

Both the magnitude of emlssmons reductions and their t~m{ng are of concern Timing matters

not only because certain strategies might take a long time to implement but also because

the charactenstlcs of the vehicle fleet in the future could be considerably different from

those of today’s fleet, so that comparatwve effectiveness could change The question of

timing also is particularly =mportant for strategies that might be dependent on new

technologies being implemented, e g, on-board vehicle emissions mon=tormg equipment or

remote sensing devices

-- Energy impacts

Concern about petroleum dependence has waned among most policy-makers, even though

U S off imports are at record highs However, there ~s cons=derable concern in some

(though far from all) quarters about greenhouse gas emissions, of which about 25 percent

are from transportation sources Since greenhouse gas em=ss~ons from transportation are

proportsonal to fuer use, strategRes which save energy also reduce greenhouse gases, and

the effectiveness of transportation pricing strategies Bn thrs regard is of interest
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-- Land Use and Locational Impacts

Some planners, pohcy-makers, and business leaders voice concerns that pricing strategies

could slgntficantly change the attractiveness of certain locations, disrupting local economies,

altenng land markets for both housing and commercial development, and reducing

movement to less costly locations In particular, concerns are expressed that congestion

pricing would disadvantage the central city and inner suburbs, and many forms of parking

pnclng would disadvantage outer suburban locations Other planners and analysts are

convinced that there would be no significant land use impacts from pricing changes of the

magnitude being considered Analyses which can demonstrate the pattern of pnce changes

and elucidate the Iocatlonal impacts are needed

.- Revenue Generation

An attractive feature of transportation pricing measures Is that they can pay for themselves

and generate add~honal revenues, whereas most other transportat=on management

strategies are costly to ~mplement Many also produce cost savings for the pubhc sector, the

business community, and mdlwduals

The magn=tude of the revenues hkely to result from vanous measures ts a key interest of

both planners and policy-makers However, there may be significant hmltatlons on these

expenditures, including anti=tax sentiment and the inherent difficulty government has in

managing certain actlwtles

im
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Unintended Consequences

Several planners and pohcy-makers expressed concern that certain transportation pncmg

strategies could have unintended consequences that wou{d lower the strategies’

effectiveness or increase the costs and complexity of ~mplementatlon They observed, for

example, that parking pncmg has somettmes simply pushed parkers into unregulated

spaces on neighborhood streets or in nearby shopping centers, and that tolls have

sometimes caused traffic d=verslon to parallel routes Such splilovers would e=ther have to

be minimized through detailed design of the strategy, or their effects would hkely reduce the

benefits of the transportation pricing policy

Others ra=sed the possibility that such measures as VMT fees or vehicle regastration fees

based on mileage couEd lead to some motonsts tampering wEth their odometers, bribing

inspectors, skipping required vehicle mspectRons registenng vehicles outside of the areas

where the pohcles apply, or simply not reglstenng their vehicles at all Along slm~lar hnes,

the concern was expressed that higher fuel taxes could lead to more tax avoidance and to

extra-terntorial fuel purchases

Fairness I Distribution of Impacts

While some of those we mtervtewed argued that using prices to s~gnal the costs of

transportat=on and its =mpacts would be more efficient, cheaper, and ult=mately fairer than

command-and-control regulation, others expressed concern that pncmg strategfes would

further exacerbate income dsfferences and hit hardest on lower and middle income groups

Key questions raised include

o Who will benefit and who will not’~

o To what extent ~s the success of pricing dependent on d~fferences in income and

constraint, rather than d~fferences m taste and cho~ce’~
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What are the social implications of various pricing schemes - how might lifestyles,

activity partlclpatmon, and travel behavior be affected?

Should losers from the application of pricing strategies be compensated, and ~f so,

what would be efficient ways of doing so? In particular, if low and moderate mcome

people are harmed by various transportation pricing strategies, what might be done

to compensate them for their losses?

What would be the consequences of a shfft to market pncmg for those who have

made location decisions based on the previous prices and conditions?

Would gradual implementation be more equitable and understandable to the public?

Transportation pricing clearly will have differential impacts depending on users’

circumstances For example, congestion pricing will benefit those dr~vers, HOV users, and

transit users contmu{ng to use the facChty who place a high value on the travel t~me savings

they receive Others will shift the tEme they travel, their route, or themr mode, and many in

this group are hkely to find the tradeoff they made acceptable or even advantageous

However, travelers who place a low value on the travel t~me sawngs on the newly priced

fac=hty but for some reason must continue to use Jt may consider themselves worse off, as

may motorists who now drive at tCme of day they find less convenient because the tolls are

Iowe=r, or who choose not to make the tnp at all because of the new cost Travelers who are

"priced off’ to competing, slower faclhties and services also may feel that the pricing policy

has made things worse for them, as may other travelers on those other facilities and

services, =f those facJht~es are unpnced and congestion increases on them Travelers who

switch from dnwng to HOV or bus serwces on the tolled road may benefit or lose depending

on circumstances some of those who sw~tch may benefit if bus or HOV speeds are greatly

improved, but others may lose if speed improvements are modest or these modes were

fairly inconvenient to begin w~th

Although the specifics would d~ffer, other pncing strategies also would have differential

impacts on households and individuals depending on their income, the location of their

homes and workplaces, their household responsJblhtles and personal preferences, and even

the ktnds of cars they own In each case the pncmg strategy would produce social benefits -
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congestion rehef, cleaner air, lower fueE use, lower emissions of greenhouse gases - and

revenues could be used to expand or improve transportatMon facilities and services or

reduce other transportation taxes and fees On a personal level, however, some would find

themselves better off after pricing strategies are implemented, but others would not, ~n the

latter group are some who would prefer to continue the=r current behavior but are unable to

afford to do so

Recognlz=ng the potential for differential ~mpacts, the persons we ~nterv~ewed put forward a

number of arguments challenging the bas=c fairness of transportation pricing policies

CongestJon pricing, they worried, was likely to hit low and moderate income users of

highways in order to advantage the affluent Emissions fees were seen as falhng

predommantly on lower income households dependent on older cars Poticies favonng

parkmg pncmg, some argued, would be mconststent and unfair so long as local

governments continue to require plentiful parking as a condition of development, and at best

would be only =nd~rectly related to congestion, em~sstons, or energy impacts caused by

parking users Emissions fees were viewed as difficult to set fairly, given the Importance

from a pollution perspectEve of time and place of travel VMT fees were thought to be too

indirectly related to congestion, emissions, or energy use to be justified as impact fees and

hence were characterized as unreasonable constraints on mobll=ty Finally, some took the

position that highways already have been paEd for through gas taxes and other fees, and

that tolls amount to "paying tw=ce"

Others argued that pncing pohc~es are fair and ethical, alerting individuals to the costs of

their choices and thereby encouraging them to choose economical and socially responsible

modes of travel They asserted that many of the new pncmg proposals being considered

would be fairer than the current rehance on fuel taxes and other Imposts, wh=ch result tn

cross-subsidies between users of rural and urban roads, peak and off-peak users, and

users of more and less congested fac=hties, new pnclng strategies would be particularly

desirable, they suggested, Jf they replace highly regressive taxes Revenues from pnclng,

some argued, would enable the government to prowde programs that benefit a wede

spectrum of the population, and to offset any hardships among low and moderate income
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groups Fcnally, it was pointed out that if in the future, a variety of fuels are ~n use, alterna-

tive pricing pol=c=es may be a necessity - it would be neither fair nor practical to rely on at-

the-pump charges ~f a substant=al percentage of the veh=cle fleet ~s electric and fueJs up at a

home recharging station, for example

All of these contentions would have to be taken into account in assessing transportat=on

pricing optmons and designing specific implementation programs, Encludmg mlt=gatlon plans

as n~eeded

Use of Revenues from Transportation Pricing

What are appropr=ate uses of the revenues from transportat=on pricing strateg=es’~ For most

forms of pricing directed toward the automobile and =ts use, an efficient use of revenues

would be to direct them to the best available means of reducing the impacts that are being

targeted For example, economic pnnc=ples would d~rect that congest=on pncmg revenues

be used pr=manly for h=ghway improvements, as long as the revenues are sufficient to cover

the short run marg=nal cost of the =nvestments The proceeds could cover the costs of

orsgmal outlays for the roadways and any subsequent maintenance costs, and for expand-

mg capacity to respond to demand In the case of emissions fees, revenues would best be

directed to the most efficient means of reducing the emissions burden In each case the

benefits produced by efficient expend=tures m~ght make =t possible, over time, to reduce the

price, s charged or fees Imposed

Comments from our mtervsews and meetings make tt clear that revenue use ~s unhkely to be

dealt with as a simple matter of econom=cs, however For one thing, ~n many places

expanding h~ghway capacity is currently seen as pol~ticaily ~mposslble Paradox=calty, this

seems to the case in budt- up areas where levels of congestion are very high and hence

congestion pricing revenues (or parking Impact fees, as a second-best approach) also

would be h=gh An inability to return revenues to motorists wa improved transportation

faclhtles might reduce the hkehhood that pncmg measures would be adopted, or could lead

m
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to a declston to set prtces at a level reflecting revenue needs rather than at a marginal cost

basis, stnce the latter might seem excessive if the funds were not at least in part returned by

means of improvements benefitting those who pa~d them

In addition, many of those interviewed expressed strong preferences to use transportation

pricing revenues for a variety of projects and programs, including general tax relief, replace-

ment of sales tax earmarks for transportat=on, income tax cred=ts for commute costs for low

and moderate income households, and compensatory programs such as transit =mprove-

ments, ndesharmg subsidies, and htgh-emttting vehicle repatr or retirement programs For

example, many thought that to ~mplement congestion pricing it would be necessary to

comm=t funds to public transportat=on, construction of HOV lanes, park and ride lots, etc, to

Implement emissions fees it would be necessary to help low income owners of dirty cars

clean up or replace the=r vehicles It is conceBvable that the revenues from efficient prictng

levels would not be sufficient to cover the costs of such programs, and there Ds no direct

assurance that politically popular means of "compensating" those harmed by the price

increases will in fact do so, or wtll be efficMent overall

Parking pncmg strategies raised perhaps the greatest level of concern about the use of

revenues, partlcuJarly m the cases where the strategy would reduce private operators to

charge for parking Many objected that it would be mappropnate for government to

intervene =n pnvate operators’ pricing decisions on economec grounds alone, and pointed

out that there would be no assurance that revenues from private parking pricing would

mitigate broader social impacts in any but the most general and clumsy ways

The numerous concerns raised about the use of revenues from transportation pricing would

have to be addressed in designing pricing programs and evaluating their net benefits It may

be difficult to design a compensation scheme that Is as concrete or credible as the losses

the Iosmg groups anticipate in addition, not every individual will be compensated, and at

least some of the md~wduals who pay the new price or are pnced out of the system are stIH

likely to lose desptte overall compensation
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Finally, it was noted that there often are legal restrictions on both the amounts that can be

charged and the use of revenues from transportation For example, levels and permitted

uses of fuel taxes and vehicle reg=strat~on fees are specified ~n law =n most states Moreover

restrictions on the expenditure of fuel taxes are frequently located in the state constitution

Such legal restrictions would have to be dealt with before an effect=ve transportation pricing

program could proceed

Political Acceptability

Transportation pricing strategies have been accepted for years among academmcs and a few

others, but for many, the use of pr~c=ng as a policy tool Is a new idea And many in this

latter group are ambivalent They are w=lhng to consider pricing, but that doesn’t mean that

they want Jt or would implement tt if any other optfons seemed viable

Most of those we interviewed believed that resmstance to tax increases and opposition to

hawng to pay for a good or service formerly considered to be "free" can be expected when

transportat=on pricing mechanisms are proposed On the other hand, they beheved that

sL~pport may be forthcoming tf the new pncmg mechanism replaces a less direct or more

onerous tax (e g, If pricing replaces a portion of a sales tax earmarked for transportation),

or if it pays for a highly des=red expenditure program (such as transit improvements or

general fund deficit reductions)

Historically, transportation pricing strategies have had no significant support from elected

o’rfictals, pohcy-makers did not see congest=on, environmental problems, energy concerns,

o~r revenue shortfalls as being severe enough to justify an intervention strategy which could

d,tsrupt many people’s estabhshed travel habits While these attitudes may be softening,

there still ts considerable concern that pncmg strategies could cause more harm than good

lVloreover transportation price Increases are widely thought to be hkely to generate negative

reaction and even reslstance from the general pubhc, in particular, the idea of using pricing

to regulate demand or m=tlgate impacts ~s thought to be poorly understood and little accept-

m
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ed, though proposals to ratse fees to pay for transportation improvements can sometrmes

be acceptable

Parking controls of alJ sorts, including pncmg, are vtewed by many as primarily a local issue

In this wew, pubhc offictais can be relied upon to pnce publicly owned parking at levels

appropriate to local conditions Prtces charged for privately owned parking are often consid-

ered none of government’s busmess

Other forms of transportation pricing, e g, fuel tax mcreases, would be constdered w~th

some reluctance because of past concerns voiced about them by voters and by elected

officials In add=tson, numerous comments stressed the need to tie any tax increase to a

specific expenditure plan which makes ~t palatable

Despite the considerable concern about the pohtlcal acceptability of pricing strategies,

pohtlcal leaders expressed a conwctton that we cannot afford to build our way out of

congestion, either financially or enwronmentally As a result they are willing to consider

(though not necessarily persuaded to implement) congestion pricing and other forms 

transportatmon price tncreases In addition, some groups are beginning to see pnclng as less

onerous than direct regulatory requirements for enwronmental protection

The poht~cal acceptablhty of a transportation pncmg measure will depend in large part on

who supports it, who opposes Ct, and how strongly the respective groups feel about it Here

congestton pncmg may face special dmfficultles As one pubhc agency offictal stated, the

tmplementat=on of congestion pricing ~s discussed by academics as creating winners and

losers, but for pubhc officials [t ts extremely dtfficult to even acknowledge that there might be

losers, despite concerns raised about the efficiency of compensatory programs, =t was felt

that pubhc support would depend on potential losers being compensated by using the reve-

nues raised for a package of measures probably Including transtt and HOV service expan-

sion, m-heu or dtrect compensation to those for whom alternatsves are not feastble, and

assurances that possible spiIIover of traffic or parking to local streets will be managed.
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Even with compensatory measures, =t may be d~fficult to gain political support for transpor-

tation pricing, for several reasons The beneficlanes of pricing often wtll be harder to

mohihze poht=cally than the losers, for example, those who would share the benefts of toll

revenues may be a large group but individual benefits may be fairly small Travelers who

place a high value on time may benefit greatly, but these benefits are, at least m advance of

tolhng, somewhat speculative Many of the losers, by contrast, w~ll see that they have an

obvious and s=gmficant stake in opposing tolling, and their numbers may be large in some

situations Thts is especially hkely to be true of motorists who believe that they have no

reasonable alternative to dnvlng during peak periods

Transit agencies and ndesharing agencies are hkely supporters of transportation pnctng

straLegies as potential revenue recspients However, in areas where the funds would be

used primarily for h~ghway ~mprovements, the support of these agencies may not be as

readily forthcoming Some observers noted that many plans and pohcles on transit,

ride,sharing, and HOVs are based on the assumption of worsening congestion, and argued

that as a result, some interest groups may have a stake rn congestmon continuing

Particular ~nterest groups may have special clout and may strongly influence the design of

the ;Iransportatlon pricing proposal Among the groups mentioned by our informants are

business interests, environmentalists, truckers and delivery bustnesses, labor groups, and

adw~cates for the poor

-- Bl,,siness Groups

The acceptablhty of transportation pnclng strategies to business interests varies wzth the

particular pohcy and ~ts affect on businesses themselves, their employees and customers,

and the regional economy Furthermore, business interests are diverse, they do not speak

with one voice In the San Francisco Bay Area, for example, big businesses’ interest in

congestson pricing was substantially motivated by a desire to avosd employer-based trip

reduction programs focused on large employers However, smaller businesses which would
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have been exempt from the regulation did not necessarily agree that pricing strategies are a

more desirable way to go Similarly, many business interests reacted favorably toward gas

tax increases and emissions fees, but these were strongly opposed by the auto and oil

industries

Of all the policies considered in this study, parking pncmg appears to generate the least

support among businesses - employee parking pricing is greeted with little enthusiasm even

when revenues go to the employer, and the notion of charging for parking for customers

and clients generates consmderable hostdity

Some researchers argue that proposals to impose parking pncmg might be acceptable to

employers If they in turn got some relief from other regulatory ~mposltions, and if local

governments’ parking requirements were re-evaluated However, a number of employers

made it clear to us that they had no desire whatsoever to take away a subsidized parking

benefit from themr employees

-- Freight Carriers

Congest=on is undoubtedly deleterious to high value goods movements, and so trucking

interests would be expected to strongly benefit from congestion pricing In at least one

instance, however, dehvery firms have asked to be exempt from congest=on pricing

proposals on the grounds that the direct costs would be excessive Such exemptions would

be hkely to result =n windfall benefits.

Increases in fuet tax and reglstratmon fees are more understandably costs that truckers

might oppose Some transportation speclahsts argue that truckers might be less opposed

to any of these pricing strategies if it were a substitute for other fees and charges such as

sales and exc~se taxes
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-- Environmental Groups

Envtronmental groups increasingly have been expressing interest in full cost pnclng of

transportation and several groups have pubhshed studies advocateng the removal of parking

’subsidies, increases =n fuel taxes, price mcenttves for fuel eff~ctent and low em~sstons

vehicles, and so on Several environmental groups have expressed a special =nterest tn

pricing strategies as a way of meeting a~r quality requirements as well as reducing

congestion, and have advocated congestton pricing However, the Itnkage between air

quahty and congest=on may be of greatest relevance Jn areas where congestion occurs over

large areas and at many t=mes of day, where congestion is less pervasive, the air qualm-

1y/congestion pricing linkage is less clear Since in most urban areas more than half of

vehicle em=sslons are typ0cally due to non-work, nompeak travel, a=r quahty strategies may

need to look further than congestion Thus after consldenng all the issues, gas tax

increases, emlss~ons fees, and/or parking pncmg may be the preferred alternat=ves

Not all enwronmental groups support prJcfng, however Several expressed a desire not to

he associated w~th tax increases or pohcJes that they view as favonng the ehte

,-- Social Justice Groups

Some advocates for the poor and for working class groups are w~lling to consider

tt ansportatlon pricing strategies =n part because the current system of transportation finance

is seen as highly inequitable (particularly the portion financed via property taxes and fees,

sales taxes, and development exactions ) These groups note that other forms of

transportatton pncmg could be used to provide rehef from the more regressive taxes, and

that revenues could be used to make the system fairer On the other hand, some social

justice groups are dub=ous that a new pricing system would be more equitable than the

c,urrent system, or that revenues would be dtrected toward the d~sadvantaged As a result,

some of these groups w=ll do the=r utmost to prevent implementation of such measures as

congestton pricing or emissions-based vehicle reg=strat~on fees

m
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Legal Barriers

In the interviews and discussions, the need to change state and federal laws in order to

implement many transportation pricing strategies was considered a major to their

application In partacular, the prohibition on tolls on many federal-a~d facilities was

considered problemat=c, while even piecemeal tolhng may work effectively tf the key bottle-

necks in a metropolitan highway system can be toiled, in most metropolitan areas the

federal restriction would probably prevent tolling of many key congested fac=l=t=es

State restrictions on the use of fuel taxes and vehicle registration fees also m=ght have to be

removed before certain program elements could proceed FmalJy, in a number of states,

and in particular in California, home to our four case study metropohtan areas, prowsions

restricting government’s ability to increase taxes or impose new taxes and fees must be

carefully accounted for

Implementation and Administration

A final Issue raised ~n the mtervEews and d=scusslon groups had to do wtth how

transportat=on pricing strategmes m~ght be implemented and administered In practically

every case, there would be considerable work to do to design the specefics of the measure,

estabhsh a legal and mstltut=onal framework for its implementation, put It into effect, momtor

its results, and follow up on its effect=veness Specific concerns raised m this study were’

o assignment of responslblhty for implementation

o momtormg and enforcement

o dependence on newtechnotogles
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-- Assignment of Responsibility for Implementation

Two key questions raised in interviews and discussion groups are

o What characteristics should an organtzat~on have in order to successfully implement

and manage transportation pncing programs’~

o Are transportat=on pncmg pohctes consistent w=th current instttuttonal arrangements

and assignments of responslb~hty, and if not, what would it take to set up appropriate

organlzat=ons?

IVlany observers argued that mstltuttonal capactty to develop prtc=ng pol=c~es and to oversee

revenue collection, monwtorJng, enforcement and revenue dEstnbution would have to be

developed, slnce the tasks and skills are quite different from those carried out by most

transportation agenc=es, motor vehicle bureaus, or environmental dtv=stons today In

addition to prowdlng the legal authority and the budgetary wherewithal to act, institutional

change would probably need to extend to personnel recruitment and tralntng, for at present

the personnel =n key agencies would hkely wew the management of transportat=on pricing

slrategles as a major departure from agency missions Specific requirements would include

an abihty to recesve and process revenues and the capability to handle accounting, audtts,

monttonng and enforcement

Several of those we tnterv=ewed cautioned that adequate t=me would need to be allotted to

dewse an appropriate mstJtuttonal and admmlstrat=ve framework for transportation pr=cmg

On the other hand, many thought that a variety of approaches might be workable For

example, depending on the transportation pricing measure and tts design, a single state or

regional agency might be given the responsibility for implementation and administration, or

a cooperative arrangement, voluntary or otherwtse, mtght be needed among many existing

agencies the state department of transportatton or toll authont=es for different fac=httes,

counties, etc, m~ght handle congest=on pricing, a peak period park=ng surcharge m=ght be

implemented reg=onally or by each local government acting pursuant to a memorandum of

understanding or even acting independently In add=t~on, various elements of a measure

m
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might be assigned to different agencies, for example toll collection to one organization and

audits and accounting to another

- Monitoring and Enforcement

Many transportat=on pricing strategies would require reguEar monitoring and enforcement to

prevent noncompliance, evas=on or fraud, and for some of the measures our respondents

felt that this could be a costly and complicated task In particular, many beheved that

vehicle reg=stratlon fees and VMT fees would present consEderable opportunity and

temptation for evasion or fraud A monitoring and enforcement program would need legal

authority and assignments of responsibility to appropnately staffed, equmpped, and funded

agencies, as well as procedures for revLsmg the pricing program to reflect lessons learned

about its design and wmplementation

-- Dependence on New Technologies

While new technologies are not strictly necessary to implement transportation pr0cmg

measures, their apphcatlon would in many instances lower ~mplementatson costs, increase

pubhc acceptance, and allow a better matching of costs and benefits For example, toll tags

or other means of electronic toll collection would greatly ease the Implementation of

congestion pricing and could be used, as well, to collect certain parking fees, tamper-

resistant electron=c odometers and on-board em=ss=ons momtonng and recording dewces

could greatly aid the implementation of VMT fees or emissions-based vehicle registration

fees The problem is that the deployment of the new technolog=es may take considerable

time, at least tf large scale apphcatlons are contemplated This Is particularly true of

technologies that are practical pnmanly as equipment on new cars rather than as add-ons

to the exlstmng fleet
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In some cases new technologies may remove a bamer to implementatson For example, it

has been alleged that toll booths create delay and increase accfdents From a practical

vfewpomt, the success of congestion pricing may depend on the ablhty to collect charges

w~thout greatly slowing down traffic The success of automated toll collection systems in

several applications ~n the U S removes an argument against tolls and congestion pncmg

At 1he same t~me, some of those we mterv,ewed cautioned that technologies also could be

invq._.nted to a~d the circumvention of transportation pricing strategies (much as radar

detectors lower the speeding motonst’s chance of getting a ticket )

Great advances have been made ~n AVI, but AVI technology will probably need further

refinements for congestion pricing ~n large-scale apphcatlons It must be able not only to

correctly identify and bill (charge) users, but to detect violations (unhcensed vehicles,

tampered or vandahzed equipment, non-payment) and tngger enforcement against them

The, workability of the technology should a large number of road users attempt to subvert

the system also remains to be tested More work also may be in order on automated ticket-

rag-by-mall of wolators through camera radar or other dewces, a method which also might

require some changes ~n law (e g, ~f owners rather than drivers are to be held responsible

for mowng wolatlons)

5.3 Implications for the Study Design

As the preceding section indicates, pohcymakers and other key actors can be expected to

raise numerous questions about the feas~blllty, effectiveness, fairness, and pohtlcal

acceptability of new transportation pricing strategies How can studies be structured to help

answer these quest,ons?

First, some of the issues wdentlfied can be addressed, m whole or ~n part, through empirical

studies - data analyses and modeling Issues which can be addressed in th~s fashion

include
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o How to set transportation pnces -magnitude needed to achieve certain policy goals

o Effectiveness of particular pohctes

- transportat=on impacts

- environmental impacts

- energy impacts

- certain land use and Iocatlonal impacts

- amount of revenue generated

- economic impact of various uses of the revenues

o Fa~rness/d~stnbutron of impacts who benefits and who pays, by income or other

soctoeconom=c grouping

Other issues are dependent on the specifics of the proposals being cons=dered, and the

analys~s requmred ~s more qualitative, depending on legal, pohtEcal, and institutional

knowledge Failing into this category are assessments of

o hkely public reaction to vanous measures

o the nature and hkehhood of unintended consequences, consRdenng program destgn

and traveler behawor

o impact on pubhc acceptability of vanous uses of the revenues

o legal considerations

o Implementat=on and admmlstrat=on program needs

In the chapters that follow, we present a series of quantttatlve and quahtatlve analyses to

address these issues ustng data gathered from our four case study regions
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6. Analysis Methods and Analysis Approach

6.1 Overview

This chapter discusses the analysms methods and the analysis approach used ,n the

evaluation of transportat=on pricing measures for four Cahforn~a metropolitan areas the San

Francisco Bay Area, Los Angeles, San D,ego, and Sacramento We begin with an overv=ew

of the basic analysis tool we selected for use m this study - a travel demand analysis

rnodehng package called STEP

:STEP was designed for planning applications and pohcy analyses and encompasses a wide

range of household and individual choices that affect travel behawor, including (among

other things) such cho,ces as where to hve, how many autos to own, how often to travel,

work location, destlnat~ons for shopping and other tnp purposes, what mode to use, what

route to take, and what tgme of day to travel We d~scuss how STEP works and how we

used it to examine the potent=al Impacts of pric, ng strategies on travel behavior, traffic

volumes, and environmental =mpacts in the analyses

We also bnefly describe other methods used to supplement the STEP analyses In

I:)art,cular, we apphed est=mates of the elasticity of vehicle fuel economy wPth respect to fuel

price in order to account for changes In the efficiency of the auto fleet that might result from

fLJel price increases, we also used detailed network models in con]unction with STEP to

study the effects of congest,on pricing and to estimate hnk-level prices ~n two specific

c,orrldors

Additional documentation of the STEP model is presented in Appendix A Specafic results

from the model apphcat~ons are presented In Chapter 7

=11
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6.2 Overview of the STEP Package

STEP is a travel demand analysis package composed of an integrated set of travel demand

and activity analysis models, supplemented by a variety of impact analysis capabilities and

a simple modeE of transportation supply STEP ~s based on m=croslmulatlon - a modeling

technique which uses the individual or household as the bas=c unit of analysis rather than

dealing with population averages (cf Orcutt, 1976) STEP results are aggregated only

after the individual or household analyses are completed, allowing the user great flexlblttty in

specifying output categories

STEP has been apphed in a number of Bay Area studies over the years, and has been

adapted for use mn studies in Los Angeles, Sacramento, Chicago, and the Puget Sound

region (Seattle) Applications can proceed with model reestCmatlon specifically for the region

- essentially, by creating a completely new set of models for STEP - but to date nearly all

apphcatlons outside the Bay Area have relied on extens=ve recahbrat[on of the default (Bay

Area) models plus a IEmlted amount of re-est=matlon as needed to match local conditions

Several features of STEP supported its choice as the bastc modehng tool for the analyses

presented here STEP’s regional, subarea, and corndor-level analysBs capablhtles fit well

with the scope and scale of the pohc~es under consideration Its model formulations can

represent a comprehensive set of possible pnce effects, and its models display linkages

consistent wBth travel behawor and pncmg theory Its use of mlcroslmulatlon makes it

possible to address many of the questEons about equity and the dJstributfon of impacts that

frequently arise in debates about pnclng Finally, it is far faster to calibrate STEP for a

region than to upgrade the reg=onal models to include pricing variables, and far faster and

less expensive to run STEP than to apply regional models

STEP’s data analysis capablhty is another important asset =n pricing studies STEP’s

mlcroslmulatlon formulation permtts the package to be used as a survey tabulation

technique employing soph=stlcated data transforms and hnkages For example, many travel

surveys contain detaRled information about the vehicles each household owns and indicate
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which vehicle was used for each trip made on the survey day(s) Using STEP, these vehicle

data can be tabulated so that exact usage patterns by model year or vehicle type can be

determined They also can be related to personal and household characteristics to yield

usefl~i reformation about, e g, Iow-~ncome households’ dependence on old vehicles and

the=r contributions to veh=cular emissions

STEP itself was originally developed for sketch planning analyses in the San Francisco Bay

Area (Harvey, 1978) Since that ttme, all of the models in STEP have been completely

reest,mated and addlt=onat models addressing location choice, time-of-day of trave8 choice,

and congestEon effects have been added The most recent formulat=ons are nested Iogit A

number of versions of STEP are currently available, including options that permit the

analysis of activity data as well as travel data, and versions that use either MOBILE or

California EMFAC emissions data

STEP’s models are applied us=rig actual or forecast data on household socioeconomic

charactenst~cs, the spattal distnbutlon of populatton and employment ("land use"), and

transportation system characteristics for the selected analysis year(s). The socioeconomic

characteristics of a sample of households and its members are usually taken from a

regtonal travel survey or from the U S Census Pubhc Use Microdata Sample (PUMS).

Population, number of households, and employment by category (type) are taken from the

regional "land use" data base Transportation level-of-service data (t~mes and costs) are

derived from the region’s travel model system The land use data are provided to STEP for

subareas (which could be zones, districts, or corridors) and for the region as a whole, the

revel-of-service data are provided m the form of large matnces of ~nterzonai times and costs

STEP then reads through the household sample, attaching level-of-service and land use

data to each household record as necessary For each household, STEP uses tts models

to predict a da=ly travel and activity pattern for each =ndlvzdual in the household Finally,

household travel Is summed up and household totals are expanded to represent the

population as a whole
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STEP can analyze any change in the population or in the transportation system that 1) can

be represented in terms of the variables in its models and 2) can be associated with 

specific geographtc area or grouping of households Testing the effect of a change in

conditions or policies ts a simple matter of re-analyzing the household sample using the new

data values, and comparing the results with previous outputs For e×ample, a new highway

or new transit service can be represented by changed travel times and costs for the areas

served, a parking price mcrease can be represented by an increase m out-of-pocket costs,

an increase in income in a particular area or for a particular population subgroup can be

represented by editing the household file to incorporate the revised incomes Along similar

lines, future years can be represented through proportional factonng and rewelghtmg of

survey observations to reflect expected regmonal trends, or can be based upon a more

sophtsticated mlcrosimulatmon of household changes based on cohort survival and other

methods of demographEc forecasting

The sampling framework preserves the nchness of the underlying dlstnbutlon of populatton

characteristics and permits tabulation by any subgroup with sufficient observations to be

statistically significant For example, the results can be dtsaggregated by income level and

age, which would allow an assessment of effects for, say, vanous income quintlles among

the retired population This =s a slgmflcant advantage over an aggregate model, which uses

zonal averages for most soc=o-economic data

STEP maintains its quick response capablhty while achieving great detail in representing

behawor in part by reducing its detail =n representing transportation networks STEP does

not have an internal transportatmon network representation and traffic assignment model, so

changes In level of service resulting from changes =n demand must be calculated tn another

way Both an approximate method and a more detailed and conventional network modeling

approach have been developed for this purpose

To approximate the effects of changes =n demand on network performance and vice versa,

a simple routine for estamat~ng level-of-service was Incorporated into STEP in the early

1980s (Harvey, 1993) The sEmpllfied level of service model uses peak and off-peak travel
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times and base case demand estimates to calibrate a supply function for appropriate spatial

gloupmgs of tnps (s e, trips in broadly-defined "corridors") The basic form of this equation

is t=a*(l+[V/C]^b), where t is the travel time in minutes per mile, V is the volume in vehicles

per hour, C is the "capacity" ~n vehicles per hour, and a and b are coefficients fit to each

corridor For each change in demand, the calibrated function can be used to compute a new

"e, qulllbrlum" in the corridor

While the simplified level of service model is useful for many analyses, it is intended only as

an approxmmatlon of changes in network performance and is likely to be inadequate in cases

where large network perturbations could occur or where specific route choice changes are

at issue When network questions are critical, STEP must be used m conjunction with a

more detmled network model

In the typical apphcat=on, STEP =s "interfaced" with the region’s detailed highway network

STEP’s modal tnp outputs are summarized on a dlstnct-to-dmstnct basis (A dlstnct is defined

as an aggregate of the zones for which land use data are reported, for example, m the Los

Angeles region there are 1555 zones and 55 districts defined by the regional agency ) If the

policy under analysis results in any slgndlcant differences from the base-case dtstnct-to-

dr~tnct trip tables, the differences are used to factor the zone-to-zone trap tables m the

aggregate model system The network models are then run using these new trip tables, and

the results are fed back into STEP as a rewsed set of level of servLce inputs Iterations

continue much as Is done in a conventional travel model system until an acceptable level of

convergence is achieved Transit networks also may need to be run ~n conjunction with

STEP in cases producing smgnificant d~fferences In highway travel times of a sort likely to

affect bus operations

For certain transportation pricing measures, such as proposals to toll specific links or

fa,;llltles in a network, use of the detailed network models together with STEP is of particular

importance For the analyses presented here, we used the network models for Los Angeles

and the Bay Area to test the route choice effects of congestion pnclng, interfacing in the

manner described above with the versions of STEP developed for each regmon

u
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The major variants of the STEP model system are described in Appendix B, F~gure B 1

shows the version used in our pricing studies The basic data requirements of the STEP

model are summarized in Figure B 2 A typical sequence of actmwtles for a STEP

apphcat{on is shown ~n Figure B 3 Sources of the specific data we used are surnmanzed in

Table 6 1

Transferring STEP Models to Other Regions

Although each application of STEP could utilize models estimated specifically for the region

being studied, a less costEy approach is to transfer models estimated =n one region to

another In the analyses presented here, STEP models onginaily estimated for the Bay Area

were transferred to Los Angeles, Sacramento, and San Diego, w~th detailed calibrations and

a moderate amount of model re-estimation in each case

Procedures for transferring models and evaluating their performance are well established -

in fact, many regions routinely use one or more transferred models in their regsonal model

systems The procedure for transfemng STEP to a new region follows much the same

general sequence of actaons and so will be discussed only bnefly here

To transfer STEP to a new region, the required data first must be set up The region’s most

recent household travel survey Is obtained and checked (incomplete observations are

excluded), and network data and land use data for the year of the survey are extracted from

the regional modeling data bases The data are then linked and a trial s~mulatlon is carried

out to determine how closely the models to be transferred match the actual travel patterns

In the survey data Invanably, a sequence of adjustments to model constants (and

sometzmes to a small number of coefficients) ~s necessary to achieve an acceptable

rephcation of the base travel pattern These adjustments serve both to capture actual

differences in behavaor and to compensate for variation in the way regional planmng

agencies define certain vanables such as transit watt times, income ranges, and specific

categones of land use
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Once an acceptable simulation of the survey year (the "base case") has been obtained

in this fashion, STEP should closely reflect travel conditions and behavmors In the region to

which ~t Es being transferred, and consequently can be used with local data and forecasts for

the full range of modeling apphcat~ons

6.3 Applying STEP to Pricing Measures

Overview

"l’he application of travel forecasting models to specific pricing pohcles is rarely a

straCghtforward matter In nearly every case, both the models themselves and the avamlable

data bases impose some limits on the policies that can be tested For example, the regional

transportation data bases (and models based on the data bases) typzcally lack mformatton

about the vanatlon of parking price in each zone, and may have only approximate

reformat=on about the veh=cle used for a specific trip In cases where such detamls would play

a large role m determining the impact of a policy being studfed, only an approximate

estimate of the pohcy’s effects can be formally estamated through modehng the analyst

must devise a means of representing the pohcy as well as possible g=ven the models and

data, and must be prepared to make off-hne calculations and adjustments to improve the

reahsm of the analysts, or to do further analyses after gathenng additional mformat~on

Some dlscusston of implementation scenanos Js necessary simply to determine how a

proposed pricing concept should be analyzed, clearly, however, much more attention to

specifics would be needed m an actual implementation In our analyses, for example, we

=mphcltly assume that evasion or outright fraud would be insignificant, hence the measures

would be fully effective as proposed For most transportation pncmg measures, momtonng,

enforcement, and audits would be needed to assure that

g
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In our analyses we found that it generally was possible to define transportatLon pncmg

strategies m ways that were tractable from an analysis perspecttve and also yielded

mformat~on whtch Is helpful =n thinking about pohc~es as they might actually be tmplemented

The use of advanced modeling capabJhtles, along wtth the avadabJhty of good data, made it

possible to explore behaviors that often would be omitted from a more conventional

analysis Nevertheless, the analyses did requ=re a number of assumptions, and they have

certain limitations that must be acknowledged and taken wnto consideration ~n policy

evaluations

The following secttons detail how the pricing concepts analyzed in our analyses were

specified and analyzed In each case, the underlying rationale for the pncmg concept is

stated, a specific pricing measure is defined, modeling assumptions to represent the pncmg

measure are outlined, and key ~mphcatlons of the assumptions are noted

6.3.1 Congestion Pricing

Congestion occurs in the htghway system when more vehicles attempt to traverse a

segment of road per unit of time than that segment can accommodate Such a Iocatton ts

called a bottleneck Congestion pncmg butlds on the s~mple reahzat~on that travelers are

sensitive to the cost of travel, a fee lewed at a bottleneck will divert some vehicles from the

traffic stream, reducing congestion The d=verslon of a spec=fic vehicle mwght be to a

d~fferent route, time-of-travel, mode, or destination, it could reflect a trip foregone, or, over

the long run, It might follow from a change in residence or workplace location

Two major destgn issues arise in thinking about how to use pncmg to manage congestion at

a bottleneck

o Price level - Price can be varied over a wide range to achieve different levels of

traffic tmprovement Econom=c theory tells us that price should be set to reflect the
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social cost caused by the marginal user at a bottleneck, less the average vanable cost

already paid by users While this should be the clear goal of any congestion pricing

apphcatlon, considerations of ~mplementatlon and management ease may point toward

a simpler price criterion based, for example, on achlewng and ma=ntaln,ng a

conventional level of service measure from the hterature of traffic engineering We know

that the "optimal" level of congestion reduct=on wtll be unique at each bottleneck, but =t is

much easier to explain a generally applicable congest=on reduction goal in the policy-

making process, and easier to implement and manage facmhtmes based on observed

performance Hence, the actual cntenon for setting the congestion price may well be

framed in terms of standard traffic level-of-service metrics (e g, B,C,D,E) For slm=lar

reasons of simplicity and clarity, specific pnces m~ght be chosen to reduce the amount

of change-makzng required (rounded to the nearest 25 cents or to the nearest dollar, for

instance), although with modern road pncmg technologtes this woutd not be strictly

necessary Periodic adjustments =n price are hkely to be needed to maintain

effecttveness, and they too would likely be done In s~mple, rounded increments of 25

cents or a dollar, unless electronic toll collection were In place

o Period of application - Some economists have argued forcefully that congestion

Ionces should change dynamically ,n response to traffic conditions, perhaps varying from

rmnute to minute to ach=eve the opt=mal reduction In congestion However, few seriously

beheve that such a dynamic scheme would be implemented any t,me soon, for several

reasons 1) the practical d~ff=cultles of creating, test,ng, and maintaining the hardware

and software requmred for such a system, 2) the unresolved theoretical question of

whether a truly dynamic system would produce a stable set of prices, 3) the strong

revealed preference of travelers for predictable cond,t,ons, even if the price of

i:~redBctablhty is a somewhat h,gher average time or cost, and 4) the question of how to

tl’eat incident-related delay in a dynamic pncmg environment An inlt,al congesbon

pncmg scheme more likely would revolve pnces that can be explained through relatively

simple s~gnage and do not vary from day-to-day (though weekend-weekday and

seasonal variations might be both desirable and feasible) Hour-to-hour variation might,

however, be used to avoid large pnce increases and decreases at the peak / off-peak
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boundaries, and might be designed as a pyramid of prices centered on each peak hour

in order to be relatively easy for the driver to remember

In addition to these basic design issues for pricing at a bottleneck, there is a question about

how widely congestion pricing would be applied in the highway network While pricing would

be easiest to Emplement on limited access facilities, splltover from pnced freeways to

unpnced artenals and collectors could be a probBem in some locations 1 Local communities

seem unl=kety to tolerate significant traffic diversion to the facilities under their jurisdiction,

and could be expected to oppose freeway pricing schemes if they created or worsened

congestion on local roads The Iocaht~es might, however, accept a broader-based pricing

plan which manages traffic on a systemw=de basis, especially if part of the revenues were

returned to affected junsdlctlons Widespread implementation of congestion pncmg hence

could mean pncmg both freeways and parallel routes where significant delay appears

The congestion pncmg measures tested In our analyses were designed to reflect these

observations about the policy enwronment We assumed that some form of electronic

payment system would be used rather than toll booths, so that there would be no stopping

to pay tolls Pnces were apphed everywhere delay appeared in the highway network (as

represented in each region’s modeJ system - freeways and artenals plus some major

collectors ) Pnce levels were set to reduce congestion to meet to specific levels of service,

we investigated a range of level-of-service targets and eventually chose LOS DIE for use m

all four metropohtan areas 2 Our analyses allowed pnces to vary by corridor, determined

1 The first US congestion pricing project opened m December 1995 on State Route 91 in Orange
County, Cahforn=a, the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bndge Js currently being studied as a second
possible application Because of the speclat charactens~cs of these two apphcat~ons, splllover to
artenais Is not hkely to be a major issue SR 9t pricing w~ti apply only to the new lanes added m each
direction, with the original lanes left unpnced, in the Bay Bridge case there are essentially no reahstJc
alternative highway routes The extension of pricing to other facJlltles such as 1-10 in the Los Angeles
area or 1-80 tn the Bay Area would, however, have to confront the possibility of splllovers to parallel
routes

2 The chotce of LOS D/E was based on analyses of benefit measures from the STEP model which
JndJcated that stable, near-capacity flows (about 10 percent below actual capacities) were the most
economically efficient traffic regime Specifically, we used delay reduction per marginal unit of pnce as
the measure of benefit
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peak definitions by the extent of congestion in each corridor, and permitted different prices

to be charged in each corridor for each hour of the AM and PM peak periods, but we

stopped short of dynamic pncmg Rather, we assumed that travelers would face a fairly

s=mple schedule of pnces by time of day, read=ly comprehensible to travelers and

influencing their travel behavior and location choices 3

It is important to note that under this pricing approach, users of the facdtties en greatest

demand still would perceive traffic as heavy and somewhat constrained, w=th speeds below

posted hm=ts (At least for the cases considered here, higher speeds would not be as

efficient from an economic point of view ) Note also that we assume that prices would be

maintained in constant dollars, meaning that from time to t{me price adjustments might be

necessary

The STEP analyses were carried out by focusing on highway performance at the corridor

level, as follows In the STEP cahbratJon phase each of the metropolitan areas was diwded

into major corndors based on topography and highway function Each destnct-to-dlstnct tr~p

interchange was assigned to a corridor, and approximate volume-delay relationships (i e,

expressing travel time per mile as a function of volume and capacity) were developed for

the corridors 4 Th~s was carned out for both the AM and the PM peak in each region

3 We assumed congestion pnces would be m effect on non-holiday weekdays only - 250 days a year

4 The shape of the volume/delay curve ts a cnt=cal determinant of the outcome of the analysts,
because it indicates how much traffic would have to be removed from the peak ~n order to achieve a
given LOS To represent volume~delay relationships, STEP uses an equation imtJally developed in a
study for the Cahfornia Energy Commission and later re-estimated Jn studies for the Metropolitan
Transportation Commission, the Southern Cahfornla Association of Governments, and the Puget
Sound Council of Governments (Seattle region) The equation expresses the relationship between the
ratio of average peak to average off-peak travel times an each "corridor" - basically a trip exchange -
and the aggregate capacity serving that corridor Separate estimations were done using data from the
detailed highway networks of the three regions, because the coefficients of all three models were
nearly identical, a single equation was Implemented in STEP The specific functional form is t/to = 1 +
(v/c)2

This corridor function, derived from regional network models, shows travel time chmbmg rather
gradually as congestion builds We know from highway operations research that the buildup of
congestion for specific facilities is more abrupt and steeper in the region of capacity flows than this
equation indicates However, because the corridor function represents an aggregatron of faclhties of
d~fferent types, it reflects the "family" of volume-delay relationships for the freeways, artenals, and
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The level of service target was defined in terms of the volume delay function For the

generic functional form used in this version of STEP, level-of-service DIE corresponds to a

travel time that is about 85 percent longer than the time under free-flow conditions In other

words, the target level-of-service was represented by a 1 85 ratio of peak to uncongested

travel t~me ~n a corndor

In the Los Angeles region, about 300 aggregate "corridors" were defined in this manner,

and about 220 of them - 73 percent - were sufficiently congested in the AM peak to justify

congestion pricing For the San Francisco Bay Area 150 corndors were defined, with 90 (60

percent) meeting the criteria for pricing in the AM peak San Diego and Sacramento were

both considerably less congested, only 15 percent of the 80 corridors analyzed in San

Diego and 8 percent of the corridors analyzed in Sacramento were candidates for pricing

To estimate the price needed to achieve the target level of service, STEP was applied to

each sample of households and the average price per mile was adjusted on a corridor-by-

corridor basis until all corridors were at or below the 1 85 peak/off-peak travel t{me ratio,

and no corrtdor had a hAgher congestion pnce than necessary This took approximately five

Iterations (model runs) for each region and each analysis year

major collectors embedded in the network models and producing their travel time estimates

The steepness of the bugldup of congestion ts tmportant m determining what the congestion price
would have to be If the stope is steeper than our equation indicates, as it would be Jn a corridor with
a single facility, congestton prices could be lower for a g~ven level-of-servtce improvement than we
report here This Is because a steeper slope ~mphes that fewer vehicles would have to be pnced off
each corridor’s faclhtles to achieve a given LOS We tested a number of functional forms in STEP, and
the different forms did indeed produce some variation ~n optimal pnces For example, letting the slope
parameter nse to 4, the value used In the standard Bureau of Pubhc Roads (BPR) equation, would
lower the "opt]mar’ congest=on pnce by about 40 percent (regional average) Since the BPR curve 
for a sangle freeway facility, It is much steeper than any corridor curve could be (unless the corridor
consisted of a single freeway) Therefore the BPR value should be wewed as an outer limit

ill
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For each region, a specific congestion pnce was estimated for each corridor and time

period s For 1991 condetlons, the congestion prices would vary from zero (for the

uncongested exchanges) to as much as $1 00 per mile for a very few corridors, such as the

1-80 corndor and the Bay Bridge corridor in the San Francisco Bay Area and the 1-405 and 1-

10 corridors In the West Los Angeles - Santa Monlca area In San Diego, the highest

corridor level prices would reach about 40 cents per mile, whereas m Sacramento the

highest corridor prices would be about 20 cents per mile By the year 2010, congestion rs

expected to worsen considerably ~n all four regions, many more corridors would be

candidates for pricing, and prices would have to be higher to maintain the LOS DIE target 6

Estimated reductions in travel time, VMT, trips, emissions, and fuel use resulting from the

resulting congestion prices, as well as estimates of the total revenues generated, were

calculated by summing up the analysis results for each corridor To slmphfy the presentation

of pnce levels and provide an indicator of overall price impact, a corndor-welghted average

5 In the four case study regions, PM peak conditions are less sharply congested but last longer than
AM peak conditions Hence evemng congest=on prices, at least initially, could be somewhat lower but
would be in effect for a somewhat longer period of time than those in the mormng peak However,
concjest~on pricing would flatten and spread out the AM peak somewhat, dlmimshmg AM-PM
d~fferences In prices and hours of apphcatlon

6 One might ask whether the prices arrived at in this manner are the optimal prices The issue is not
simple to resolve, in the first place it is well understood that user-optimal may not be identical to
system-optimal (Wardrop,1952) User optimality is examined here, although we note in passing that
pricing also could be used to achieve system rather than user optimality The analysis of user-opttmal
prices is particularly complex, because travelers can respond to pricing in a number of ways, shlftmg
trips among corridors and altering their frequency and times of travel It fs necessary to account for the
posstb~hty that travelers could switch to another route, travel at a different time of day, change modes,
choose d~fferent destinations for some trips, ~ncrease or reduce the number of trips made, move to a
different residence, or change their place of work STEP accounts for these phenomena, but because
STEP is a hybrid m~x of non-linear demand functions of various types, it is not possible to
mathemat~cally prove the existence of a unique set of congestion prices for a given level-of-service
criterion Simulation offers an alternative approach for assessing whether model results represent a
stable and umque equilibrium, and we used it to invesbgate the optimality of our corridor prices We
apphed a number of procedures designed to determine whether STEP would produce different sets of
"optlrnar’ congestion prices These included adopbng different search algorithms in the program code,
and starting the searches from different initial corridor pnces All search strategies that produced
stable outcomes were in agreement with the inJtgal "optimal" prices, which fends some support to the
not~o’,~ of a umque equ~l~bnum
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price per mde is shown in the tables, and can be thought of as the average price peak

penod dnvers would face overall it ~s not necessarily the price any individual traveler would

expenence For example, the price necessary to obtain LOS DIE on the San Francisco Bay

Bridge =n 1991 would have been about $6, or 75 cents a mile for that corridor, in contrast to

the average Bay Area AM peak pnce of about 9 cents a mile ~

Corridor-level results are useful for prehminary planning purposes, but for implementation

planmng tt is important to translate the results into specific facility charges Within the

resources of th~s study, we were not able to test congestion pricing in a full network context

for each of the four case study areas Instead, we ran STEP for the four areas, then

selected two corridors for more detailed analysis t-80 from the Carqumez Bridge to the

Oakland-San Francisco Bay Bridge, and 1-10 from Santa Monlca to Downtown Los Angeles

- two of the most congested Iocatmons of all those we studied We ran reg=onal network

models for the Bay Area and Los Angeles to see how pnces would need to vary among

faclht~es zn the selected corndors, gtven the corridor pnces and demand levels produced by

STEP The Tranplan network analysis program was used, with an equihbnum traffic

ass=gnment for the AM peak hour and price incorporated into the route choice criterion 8

Tranplan corridor analyses produce results comparable to STEP ~f the per-mile pnce is

apphed equally across all facihtles in the corndor With the same pnce per mde on all

alternate routes, the mare effect w=ll be a reduction of overall corndor demand rather than a

rearrangement of traffic among corridor facll=taes (Absent differential pnces, traffic in 

congested corndor will distribute Etself such that all routes will have about the same travel

times ) However, Tranplan analysis made =t poss=ble to test Jmk-by-lmk pnclng to more

precisely target bottlenecks In the system We went through five Iterations =n which we

7 The Bay Bridge congestion pricing studies underway at the time of this wr=tlng are discussing
considerably smaller prices, e g, a $3 00 peak penod toll A $3 00 toll Jn 1996=1997 dollars would be
the equivalent of a $2 50 toll In 1991 dollars Such a pnce increase would be sufficient to cut the
queue at the totl plaza by about a third, but would not achieve LOS DIE

8 It was possible to use the network provided by the Southern Caltforma Assoceat~on of Governments
for thCs part of the analysis, but for the Bay Area a new Tranplan network was created as part of the
study (MTC uses UTPS networks and the study team did not have access to this software 
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manually adjusted link pnces in the two test corridors, each time increasing the price on

hnks that remained congested and decreasing the price on hnks w~th better than DIE level-

of-service and then running Tranplan to evaluate link-level impacts Overall corridor delay

reductton tended to improve from Iteratton to iteration, whrle overall price lev~es tended to

fall After the five =teratlons, we judged that the effect=veness of congestion pncing, in terms

of reduced delay per dollar, m~ght be 10-15 percent h=gher m these comdors than the

approximate results of the STEP analyses would suggest Thts should be considered when

reviewing the average prices and/or time savings presented ~n the tables

What if prices varied by Iocatton, but were set at modest prices mltmally and were mcreased

only gradually to the levels necessary to avoid stop-and-go driving? This approach would

g=ve people a chance to adjust their travel and location behawor under prices that

accurately signal the ulttmate spatial dlstrJbutton of impacts Dynamic models would be

necessary to fully explore the changes that such a pricing approach would produce over

time, STEP does not currently mciude such dynamic models However, STEP Is able to

ev~luate Iower-thano"optJmal" congestion prices as would occur m a pricing phase-=n (and

perhaps In many cases where pnces are set on pohtlcal as well as techmcal grounds) We

tesled the impacts of lower prices by taking the final corridor congestion prices for the Bay

Area and Los Angeles and applying them in 10 percent increments (= e, prices at 10

percent of optimal corr=dor prices, 20 percent of opttmal prices, etc ) The STEP results

indicate that the shape of the aggregate demand curve is moderately convex, with slightly

decreasing effects for each pnce increment For each of the two case analyses, the first

price increment of 10 percent produced almost twtce the impact of the final increment of 10

percent Th=s suggests that implementing a constramed price can still be reasonably

effective

The STEP analyses are for scenarios Jn which pricing ts used to manage congestEon

wherever it occurs on the network of highways and artenals, how congestion pricing would

work Jf implemented on a few faclhties is a different question Even if the ultimate objective

is system-wide =mplementation, Jt =s hkely that initial appllcattons would be "spot pncmg" -

pricing applied to just a few facihtles or corridors As we discussed earlier, however,
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closely-parallel routes could receive significant amounts of diverted traffic mfa single

congested facility is priced, such traffic d=version could lead to significant congestion on the

parallel routes, and opposition from affected jurisdictions might well be enough to halt

implementation, unless the parallel routes can be priced as well

Even where d~vers~on to parallel routes is infeasible for most travelers, as is the case for the

San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge, or where each facility in a corridor can be dlfferentlalty

priced, as our analyses of the 1-80, 1-405, and 1-10 corridors considered, a number of

concerns about "spot pricing" remain For example, our analyses indicate that

implementation at a single highly-congested location or }n a single corridor will alter regional

patterns of trip dBstnbution, residential location, and workplace Iocatton, with specific effects

varying with household income level The result of spot pnclng could lead to a dtstortion of

the spat=al structure of the regton, because the spot pncmg leads to exaggerated Iocatlonal

impacts Thus single fac~hty pncmg may produce a misleading view of the eventual

areawtde effects of congestion pncmg

6.3.2 Employee Parking Charges

In most metropolitan areas, parking 0s commonly provgded to tts users free of charge,

although provrdlng such parking can be quite expensive and presumably is recouped tn

other ways (e g, through the prices charged for goods and services, for pnvate parking, or

through public tax subsldtes, for pubhc parking ) Charging for parking, whether done

through pnvate un~t~at~ve or in response to government incentives or mandates, would make

the costs of parking more apparent to travelers and would hkely reduce auto use somewhat

Parking could be pnced for all users, and sometimes ts (at many commercial garages, e g,

or by local governments who =nstall on-street meters ) However, proposals for the

implementation of parking pricing often focus on daytime employee parking, since the

associated employee travel typically occurs during the costly peak penods If employees
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had to pay for parking, it Is reasoned, they would be more Itkely to use alternabve commute

modes such as transit, carpoolmg, or walking In the analyses we present here we anatyze

only employee parking charges

In companson with congestion pricing, parking pricing is a relatively simple measure to

analyze using STEP The average zonal parking price (dady, for work tnps, and hourly, for

non-work trips) is a vanable ~n each of the STEP mode choice models, and zone-level

parking pnce data are available for each of the four metropolitan areas studted here Thus,

any parking scenano that can be expressed as a change in an average zonal price can be

analyzed using STEP

Proposed park=ng pnce changes do not always target the average zonal parking pnce,

however Consider a city in which a substanttal amount (varying by zone) of the all-day

parking is provided by a private operator, who charges a dally fee for use The operator,

perhaps given an recent=re by local or state tax pohcy, decides to raise the fee by $1 00 per

day To analyze the tmpact of thts increase, it =s necessary to have an estimate of the

percent of all-day parking Bn each zone that ts prowded by this operator and hence will be

affected by the increase A number of cities maintain a parking inventory whtch could

prowde thts informabon, although many other clbes would have to conduct a special survey

to produce this esbmate

Other parking pncmg proposals can be far more compl=cated to analyze Constder a

$3 00/day parking surcharge whtch apphes only at employment sites with 100 or more

employees In order to translate this surcharge into zonal average price esbmates, we would

need mformabon about the fraction of workers m each zone who work at sites with 100 or

more employees We would need to account for the poss~blhty that some of those

employees do not prowde any parking now, in order to figure out what share of each zone’s

employees would be subject to the fee The possibility that some employees could avmd a

fee at their workplace by parking elsewhere should already be reflected tn the calculabon of

zonal average parking cost, but we also must consider the posslbihty that employers wtll

stmply pay the fee themselves rather than passing it on to the employee, again reducing the
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number of affected workers (Note that certain implementation strategies, such as treating

parking as a taxable benefit or requiring the surcharge to be collected from the employee as

a payroll deduction, would reduce the i=kehhood and the impact of this latter concern ) Very

few cities have an employer and parking data base organized to support such an analysis,

and we have found none that has information on likely alternative parking sites or on

employer responses to such pol~c=es Hence, calculating the actuam increase in zonal

average parking charges that our surcharge would produce couEd require either a great deal

of data collection Nevertheless, for prehmmary planning purposes it usually wtll suffice to

make some s~mple assumptions in developing the data rnputs or in interpreting the results

For example, we could analyze the parking surcharge as if ~t apphed to all employees and

then factor the resu{ts downward to account for ~ts more restNcted reach ~f regional

employment data indicate that only 40 percent of the region’s jobs are prowded by

employers with 100 or more workers, then our Impact estimates should be reduced by

about 60 percent

For our four analyses, we utlhzed parking cost data files developed by the regional

transportation agencees These files present only the estwmated average employee parking

pnce (nominal price) by zone Given the data we had avadable, we chose to model two

general pohcy options a flat dady charge on all employees who drive alone and do not

currently pay for parking, as well as a daily surcharge on all employee parking, paid or not

The first option could be thought of as a rough approximation of what pnces might be hke tf

free parking were no longer prowded to employees, or It might be thought of as the result of

a pohcy that imposes an impact fee or tax on free employee parking but wa=ves the fee on

parktng that is already pnced at or above some threshold level The second option would be

a flat ~mpact fee (or tax, depending on how it Js structured and apphed 

Using STEP, a range of dally employee parking charges from $1 00 to $I 0 00 was

examined for each of the four metropolitan areas To model the minimum price threshold

option, drwe-alone parking fees for all workers in each sample were set to the specafied

m~n=mum or to current levels, whichever was higher - fees In zones where ex=stJng zonal

average parking fees exceeded the threshold charge were held constant The second
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option we evaluated, a flat fee or surcharge on all employee parking, was even easier to

represent than the minimum price optfon, the fee was simply added to the employee parking

prtce m effect m each zone In both analyses, we assumed that the employees would

personally pay the parking charges (hence we treated the charges as out-of-pocket

expenses ) We also assumed that carpool and vanpools would be permitted to park for free

at their destinations, and that no charges would be imposed for park-and-ride parking

These latter assumptions are generally consistent with the current treatment of HOVs and

park-and-ride in the four case study regions

STEP accounts for the full set of travel effects we would expect parking pricing to have,

m,;ludmg impacts on highway performance, but to verify, that STEP’s simplified level-of-

se, rvlce functions provide an adequate representation of the latter, the peak period trip

tables from STEP were assigned using Tranplan to the relevant networks for Los Angeles

ar, d the Bay Area, and the resulting travel times were cycled back through the STEP modeJ

No s=gmficant changes from STEP aggregate performance measures were identified

Results for $1 00 and $3 00 parking price increases are reported here Given the

ubJquetousness of free parking in each of the four regions, the differences between the two

policy options were minimal the estimated impacts of the parking fees vaned by 10 percent

or less (f e, a reduction of 1 percent in VMT for the mlmmum prEce option, a 1 1 percent

VMT reduction for the surcharge)

Our assumpt,ons that pnces would apply to all drive-alone vehicles9 and that HOV parking

WoLJld be exempt from charges maximize the impact of the employee parking fees In actual

implementation, a number of factors could reduce these impacts For example, as our

earher discussion pointed out, exemptions of certain employers would reduce the number of

employees in each zone who actually would pay a parking fee, with the impact varying

widely among zones

9 To calculate impacts on an annual basis, we assumed employee parking charges would apply 250
day=~ a year
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In add=tion, m situatsons where parking is dJfferenttally available to or subsidized for different

~ncome or occupation groups, the impacts of price changes may vary from those we have

shown Our results assume that a parking fee would be paid by all who drive alone But

under some condwtlons the fee msght actually be absorbed by the employer, for example,

some blue collar workers have negot=ated for free parking as part of their labor agreements,

and a parking surcharge would have to be pa~d for by the employer or compensated

through offsetting salary =ncreases In cases such as these, the fee on parking could vary

systematically with Encome group, and hence be disproportionate to the number of workers

affected

Finally, the impact of free parking for high-occupancy veh6des deserves special attention

Free HOV parking Js a common measure In our case study regions and might well be

permEtted under a policy to charge for parking, but ~t is not a necessary feature of the

analysts If the parking fees apply equally to HOVs, HOV users sttll experience an

advantage over solo drivers because they can spht the cost among all passengers, but the

pnce differential between drive-alone and HOV decreases - by about 40 percent on

average Based on STEP runs for all four metropohtan regions, this diminished advantage

would cut the impact of the parking fee by about 15 percent, because fewer current drivers

would switch to HQV and some of those who currently are HQV users would decIde to dnve

to work

6.3.3 Fuel Tax mncreases

A fuel tax increase would be a direct approach for reducing fuel consumption and also for

reducing greenhouse gas emissions (because CO2 emissions are proportsonal to fuel

consumed) Its effects on other emissions and travel are muted, though still significant,

because auto purchase dec~s=ons and usage patterns can lead to a more effic=ent veh=cle

fleet and reduced per-m~le operating costs
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The fuel tax increases analyzed here are expressed as straightforward additions to the at-

the..pump pnce of gasoline and d=esel fuel For our base case, vehtcle fleet fuel economy is

abc, ut 22 miles per gallon ( 0364 gallons per mile) Base-case fuel cost ts about $1 20 per

gallon, or 5 45 cents per mtle at average fuel economy With no increase in fleet fuel

economy, a 50 cent per gallon fuel tax increase would add about 2 3 cents and a $2 00 per

gallon tax (or other form of pnce increase) would add about 9 1 cents to the average per-

mile cost of dnwng However, empmcal evidence and common sense suggest that the m-

use vehicle fleet would become more efficient under a s~gnlficant fuel price increase In the

marly households with more than one car, household members could quickly arrange to

make more use of their fuel-efficient vehicles and less use of their "gas guzzlers", cutting

fuel consumption considerably Over time, both single-vehicle households and multi-vehicle

households could be expected to increase vehicle fuel efficiency as they replace some

vehicles and retire others

How fast and to what degree such vehicle substituttons, replacements, and retirements

m=ght occur =n response to fuel pnce increases has been a matter of considerable dtspute

The {ssue is ~mportant to our analysts because It could s~gmficantly affect the impact of a

fuel tax Travel and location choices are undoubtedly affected by the costs of vehicle

ownership and operation, i e, by both the number of vehicles a household chooses to own

and the type and age of tts veh=cle(s) Faced w=th h~gher fuel costs, a household which for

whatever reason does not reduce its per-mfle fuel consumption (by changing its vehicle

holdings or changing which vehicles tt uses most) wall have to devote more of its income to

fuel purchases, or take steps to reduce its vehtcular travel (or some combination of the two 

If on the other hand the household finds Jt possible to reduce the price effect through vehicle

substitution and replacement, fuel efficiency Emprovements will have a smaller effect on

traveJ ~o

10 A household’s ability to change vehIcle holdings Js related to tts current and expected income, its
current vehicle holdings, ownershIp and operating costs of the alternatives, etc The household’s
wllhngness to change its vehicle holdings depends on many additional factors, such as vehicle seating
capacity, comfort, handling, and safety, fuel economy, an element of operating cost, ts but one
influence
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STEP includes a model of the number of vehicles a household chooses to own, so we were

able to capture the effects of fuel price increases on auto ownershtp In our analyses

However, STEP currently does not address the type or age of the vehicles owned,

reformation wh=ch Is needed to estimate the cost per mile under different fuel price

scenarios We did not have direct access to a model of household vehicle purchase

decisions for this study, so to account for the broader range of Impacts, we turned to outside

sources for evidence on the elasticity of fleet fuel economy with respect to fuel price

The literature from the U S and abroad suggests that fleet fuel economy (miles per gallon)

=s qu~te sensltmve to the price of fuel Pickrell’s recent research (Pickrell, 1993) and his

syntheses for the Presidential Commission on Greenhouse Gas Reduction (a group known

popularly as "Car Talk") (Pickrell, 1995) examine the impact of fuel prices and report

findings from a w=de range of reputable U S and Internattonal studies in advanced

economies He cites numerous estimates of long-run average elasticity of fleet fuel

economy with respect to fuel price m the 5 - 6 range, with estimates as low as 2 to 3 and

some higher than 1 0 An elasticity of 0 5 means that a 25 percent increase m real fuel

price (e g, from $1 20 to $1 50) would Encrease long run average fleet fuel economy from

22 miles per gallon (mpg) to almost 25 mpg, a 167 percent increase zn real fuel price (e 

from $1 20 to $3 20) would increase long run average fleet fuel economy from 22 mpg to

about 40 mpg (82 percent) A 40 mpg fleet average sounds high for U S cond=t=ons, but 

cannot be dismissed out-of-hand, especmally for a longer-term scenario (2010 or later)

and/or one m which the pnce increase was ~mplemented nationwide or m a majority of urban

states (so that manufacturers would have sufficient time and incentive to offer more fuel-

efficient vehicles )

Substantial fuel economy improvements could, in fact, be obtained through shifts in

consumer choices among the vehicles currently available for purchase for example, by

purchasing the four cylinder rather than the six cylinder version of a mlds=ze sedan, a

consumer could obtain a 10-15 percent smprovement ~n mpg This percent increase m fuel

economy Es about what a 25-50 cents per gallon pnce increase would require, at a 5

elasticity However, for large fuel price Increases, an elastmclty of 5 would imply that at least
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some consumers also would have to change the type of vehicles they own and use, ~ e,

greater numbers would have to purchase and use highly effictent vehicles and restrain their

purchase and use of the least efficient ones Currently over a dozen vehicles are sold in the

U S which obtain over 40 mpg, so this seems technically feasible, and may become more

so ~f gradual improvements =n technical efficiency, averaging perhaps 1-2 percent a year,

are forthcoming over the next decade or so, as many analysts expect (Pickrell, 1995 

Whether buying habits in fact would change in the necessary fashion could be debated

For further evidence of how fuel prices m~ght affect fleet composition and use, we turned to

models of the vehicle fleet Since our case study regions were all in Cahforn~a, we were

particularly interested in an analysis tool known as the Personal Vehicle Model (PVM),

which the California Energy Commission has used to estemate the composft=on of the state’s

veh=cle fleet by size and age, as a function of the pnce of fuel and other factors ~1 We asked

the CEC to provide some indication of the PVM elasticity of fuel economy wath respect to

fuel price, as ewdence for Cahfornia fleet conditions A run of the PVM made for thrs study

by the CEC in January 1995 indtcated that a $2 00 fuel surcharge would lead to a 2 mpg

increase In fuel consumption (from 22 to 24 mpg), for an average elasticity of 

The PVM-estlmated elasticity is much lower than the elasticities reported by PIckrell A

parttal reason for the difference rs that most national and international long-term elasticity

estimates allow for changes in the products manufacturers offer in response to fuel price

increases In contrast, the PVM analysis assumed that the price increase would only apply

tn Cahforn=a, and that manufacturers would not increase the fuel economtes of the cars they

offer in response to a change in only one state, even a state as large as California The

PVM analysts does allow consumers to purchase more efficient vehtcles from those

otherwise available It does not constder increased relative use of the more fuel efficient

vehicles within each household’s existing vehicle holdings

11 The PVM was developed more than a decade ago, and at the time of our study the CEC was
engaged in a multt-million dollar project to replace it wtth an updated package based on new data and
state-of-the-art modeling concepts Hence we chose to treat the PVM as one source of ewdence
rather than to rely solely on ~t
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We discussed the fuel economy - fuel price elasticity issue with a number of researchers

and ultimately settled on testing a range of assumptions about the fleet response to fuel

price, expressed in terms of the elasticity of fuel economy (miles per gallon) wtth respect 

price Results for three elasttclty levels are reported here 0 5~ 0 16, and 0 05 The

researchers we contacted felt (and we agreed) that the 05 PVM elasticity should be used

as a lower boundary, and that a 0 5 elasticity,, e., the lower end of the 5- 6 estimates from

the national studies, was a reasonable upper boundary for a Cal=fornla-only pohcy 12

The fuel economy elast=cltles can be used to compute average mpg and out-of-pocket

vehmcle operating costs per m~le resulting from a fuel price increase For example, conssder

a two dollar per gallon increase, i e, a fuel prLce of $3 20 per galEon In comparison to the

current $1 20 per gallon, for which average out-of-pocket expenditure is about 5 5 cents per

mile, the estimated mpg and cents-per-male costs would be

Elasticity MPG Cents per Mile

0 00 22 14 6

0 05 24 13 3

016 28 11 4

0 50 40 8 0

12 A California-only gas tax increase seems more plausible for small to moderate tax increases (25
cents or less) than for h=gher ones, especially those of a dollar or more Of course, ~t Is not necessary
to assume that a fuel tax or other fuel pnce increase would be amplemented m Cahforma only the
analyses could equally well represent the Impacts of scenanos revolving federal fuel tax increases or
state tax increases implemented in many states Also, for the analyses presented here, at-the-pump
price increases implemented by sellers would have the same effects as a fuel tax increase A
Cahforn=a-only interpretation of our analyses does not necessarily require new, highly effic=ent vehicles
to be produced for the state market (though it might make Cahforma an attractive test bed for such
vehicles, including ones currently sold overseas but not now marketed tn the U S ) It does however
presume that, of the vehicles produced for the U S market, manufacturers would sell a higher share
of the most efficient vehicles m Callforma Also, the used car market would be affected, demand for
low mpg cars would decline In the state, and such cars would lJkeJy be retired eadler or perhaps
sh=pped to other states or countr=es for sale there
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it =s clear from this table why fleet response to fuel price is such an important issue At a

05 fuel economy elasticity, the average fuel cost per m~le mcreases by more than 140

percent, this would result in large reductions in travel. By comparison, at an elasttctty of 5,

the average fuel cost per mile increases by about 45 percent In the first case, tnp and VMT

reductions account for most of the drop in fuel use, while In the second case, improved fleet

fuel economy accounts for most of the drop =n fuel use Since both the incidence and the

economic imphcatlons of the fuel price increase d~ffer markedly between these two cases,

forming a more precise understanding of fleet fuel economy sensitivity to fuel price is of

some ~mportance

Using our three elasticities, we studied a range of fuel price increases from $0 10 to $3 00

in 10 cent increments The results for the $2 00 fuel price increase under different elasticity

assumptions are presented here, along wtth some results for a $0 50 price increase

Results for these two price levels are sufficient to support generalization about price effects
13ovel the full range

It Is worth noting that for some policy objectives, the fuel pnce (fuel tax) might be adjusted

periodically to maintain the per-mile cost, J e, to reduce the impact of improved fuel

economy Such tax adjustments would make sense m terms of paying for road

maintenance, since maintenance costs do not dechne proporttonal to fuel use Simtlarly, If

pay-at-the-pump insurance pohcies were implemented, it would be necessary for the

component of the fuel "tax" designated for insurance to be de-coupled from fleet efficiency

If for either reason the fuel tax were adjusted to compensate for revenue losses due to fleet

efficiency ~mprovements, its effects on VMT, trip rates, delay, and emissions would be

greater than we have estimated here Essentially, such adjustments would make the fuel

tax very much hke the VMT fee discussed below

13 We calculated =mpacts on the bas~s of 250 bmes the average weekday rate ptus 115 weekend and
holiday days at 95 percent of the weekday rate
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6.3.4 VMT Fees

A fee on vehicle-miles of travel (VMT) would directly charge users for the amount 

vehicular travel consumed A VMT fee therefore could be used to reduce VMT-related

impacts 14 Such a fee also would be a better targeted road user payment mechanism than

the fuel taxes we now use, because drivers could not reduce their exposure to the fee by

purchasing more fuel efficient vehicles is

Currently, the easiest way of collecting a VMT fee would be through a charge determined at

the t=me of veh=cle registration or vehicle inspectson, based on owner-reported or inspector-

recorded odometer readings However, mf one goal of a VMT fee is to reduce vehicular

travel and its negative externalities, the fee should be linked as closely as possible to day=

to-day use of the vehicle Collecting the VMT fee as part of an annual payment for vehicle

registration would probably be less effective in reducing VMT than more frequent charges

an annual fee ~s remote from mdlwdual dnvers’ thinking about their day-to-day dnwng

behavior, and may be less effective in influencing it A~so, drivers would "discount" annual

payments compared to more frequent lewes

There is no reason, of course, that a VMT fee tted to registration or I/M programs would

have to be paid annually One can =mag=ne a variety of alternative arrangements, including

ones in which the registration or I/M fee itself is paid ~n monthly or quarterly installments

One approach might mimic the bllhng method used by public utilities, fn which monthly or

14 VMT Js roughly related to congestion, though a VMT fee would have a bigger effect on non-work
travel than on work trips, which make up the majority of VMT dunng the congested peak periods VMT
ms also roughly related to fuel use and to hydrocarbon, NOx, and carbon monoxide emissions In
contrast, PM10 emRsslons from on-road transportation are closely related to VMT

15 Used as a road user payment mechanism, the VMT fee would have to be adjusted periodically or
indexed to reflect costs of road construction, operations, and maintenance, or ff such road costs
increase, the fee’s percent cost coverage would decline Nevertheless, costs to each user would
remain proportional to use Per-gallon fuel taxes also suffer from declining cost coverage unless
adjusted or indexed, but are far less directly related to use of the roads because of d=vergent veh=cle
fuel efficlencles
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quarterly bills are based on estimated usage, and a periodic reading (or report) is used 

calculate the additional Cncrement due or credit earned 18

Recent technological developments offer other ways to frequently measure and collect a

VMT fee It is currently feasible to put in place a VMT monitoring system using automatic

vehicle identification (AVI) technologies and covering all major faclhttes including freeways

and major artenals Systems such as these are currently being deployed on tollways in

many parts of the U S as well as abroad, and offer timely and accurate fee collect=on In

one design motorists purchase debit cards which are displayed on their vehicles, fees are

deducted from the cards electronically as the vehicles pass AVI readers In another design

the readers record each passing vehicle’s identmficatlon code and transmit the data to a

computenzed system which accumulates the charges and periodically bills the vehicle

owner

An alternative concept currently in prototype stage would base the VMT fee on an at-the-

pump reading of an electronic odometer or a special VMT-accumulatmg "smart card", the

corresponding fee would be calculated electronically and could be collected as part of the

payment for fuel, or perhaps recorded and bll~ed separately In one approach, scanner or

microwave technologies would automatically read the odometer or another on-board

electronic dewce designed to momtor VMT In another approach, the motonst would insert

the vehicle’s "smart card" into a special reader, following a sequence of acbons much like

those used with the automatic credit card debiting dewces now present in many fuel pumps

The avadabthty of approaches, hsgh tech or low, for collecting a VMT fee at or close to the

bme of road use ts important, because such immediate and wslble prices are hkely to be

treated by travelers essenbally as out-of-pocket costs slmdar to current fuel costs Here we

treat the VMT fee as a pure increase in the per-mile cost of driving, with no posslblhty of

16 Income and payroll tax collecbon methods are another possible model frequent payments are
made based on estimated amounts due and reconcihatlon of the amounts due =s done wa an annual
report, subject to audit
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avoidance and no "discounting" by drivers for delayed payment In essence, the fee defined

in this way would be the equivalent of a fuel tax increase that is indexed to vehicle fleet

efficiency

VMT fees ranging from 1 to 10 cents per mile were ana}yzed for each metropolitan area (at

the base case fleet fuel economy, thts is equrvalent to fuel price increases ranging from

$0 22 to $2 20 per gallon) Results for the 2 cents per mile fee are reported here 17 In

keeping with the methodology described earher, all elements of the STEP model were

employed, from residential location through supply response For Los Angeles and the Bay

Area, we further checked the results by ass=gnmg STEP-based peak trip patterns to the

highway networks No differences were found that would stgmficantly alter the findings from

STEP

Note that because the results were produced at a regional level, they are for within-region

VMT only They do not ~nclude VMT generated outside each region being analyzed A VMT

fee designed for revenue generation might, of course, be implemented on a statew=de basis

and could be analyzed in that fashion

A regional VMT fee based on AVI monitoring of road use would be simple enough to

implement A regional fee based on odometer readings, on the other hand, would charge

the motorist for mterreglonal, interstate, and international travel (Mexico, Canada) uniess

some mechanism for excluding such travel were devised One can easily imagine ways to

credit motorists for interstate and tnternattonal travel, for example, motonsts who want a

credit for out-of-state travel could have their odometers read at stations along major entry

and exit routes to the state, or a procedure might be established allowing a tax credit for

documented out-of-state travel, much hke the one now used for fuel tax credits for exempt

off-road veh=cle use It would be much more difficult to devise a Iow-tech way to credit

within state mterreglonal traveJ w~thout creating a major paperwork burden for all revolved

Since Caltrans periodically does statew~de travel surveys wh=ch include both within-region

17 We calculated =mpacts on the basis of 250 times the average weekday rate plus 115 weekend and
holiday days at 95 percent of the weekday rate
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and interreglonal travel, one approach might be to use the survey data to create a system of

adjus,tments for each region to account for the average out-of-region component of VMT,

perhaps by vehicle age

If the VMT fee were collected =nfrequently, e g, once a year based on an odometer reading

or report, its impacts might be somewhat less than we est=mate here due to dIscounting of

future lump-sum payments =n comparison to equivalent "out-of-pocket" payments Hence

the results reported here should be viewed as the high end of likely effectiveness

6.3.5 Emissions Fees

Emls, s~ons fees represent a means of reducing ta~lplpe emissions that could give the

consumer somewhat more fle×=bll~ty than the current system of mandated performance

backed by vehicle inspection and maintenance The basic concept is that the total pool of

annual vehicular emissions in a region would be assigned a cost (presumably pollutant-by-

pollutant), and each vehicle would be charged a fee set to reflect its contnbutton to the total

emissions burden Levying such a fee on vehicular emwsslons arguably would be the most

direct way to Enstill a sense of personal responslblhty for mobile source air pollution

Wh~le the concept may be s=mple to state, em=ssions-based vehicle fees are the most

difficult of the pric=ng pohcles to define and analyze Reasons for this are

o the IJterature offers wsdely varying perspectives on the social costs of air pollution, so an

agreement on a monetary basis for the emlssEons fee Is not easy to reach,

o estimates of cumulative emtss=ons from =ndtv=dual veh=cles are =mprecCse and are

hkely to remain so unless and until veh=cles are equipped wroth accurate, tamper-

proof on-board em~ss=ons mon~tonng dewces,

o because knowledge about how consumers would trade off emissions fees, repair

costs, insurance, and other auto-related expenditures is not well developed, the

change Jn fleet composition resulting from a targeted emlssaons fee is difficult to

estimate
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We carried out analyses of two prototypical emmssions fee strategies, each ustng a different

type of mformat~on about emissions Following the same line of argument as for the VMT

fee, we assume that emissions fees can be collected on a "pay as you go" basis, so that

they are perceived by drivers as an out-of-pocket expense Th~s could be done with a

technologically advanced system such as an on-board monitor, read and billed, e g, at the

time of fuel purchase, or by combining some other method of fee calculation with a monthly

b~lhng system If the emissions fee ~s determined as part of veh}cle registratIon or

inspection/maintenance and is billed annually or biennially as part of those programs, the

fee may well have less influence on day-to-day travel behavior than we show (On the other

hand, a large, infrequent fee might have a big influence on vehicle ownership levels, vehicle

age and type, and vehicle maintenance )

All non-arbitrary emissions fee concepts rely on some assumption about the social costs of

air pollution Accordingly, we searched through the literature for evidence that would

support a specific emissions fee In each region, and sought the advice of experts in

university research groups and air pollution control agencies We found that the costs of air

pollution had not been researched consistently for all the case study regions, and that the

sources that do exist show a w~de dfsparlty in their damage estimates Credible cost

estimates for mobile source pollutants range from about 25 cents per vehicle mile to about

8 cents per vehicle mile (using regional damage estlmates, reduced by the portion of

emtssions not attributable to mobile sources, dlwded by annual regional VMT) The range

reflects differences m the severity of the pollution problems of the various regions and in the

types of damage considered, as well as d~sagreements over specific costs m a g}ven region

(controversy ms especially acute concernmng the interpretation of epldemJolog~cal studies 

Lacking more specific estimates of the social costs of emissions in each of the Cahfornla

regions, we chose to set our emissions fee to average one cent per vehtcle mile This

represents a plausible, perhaps somewhat conservative estimate of current social costs of

mobile source air pollution in these urban areas Evidence suggests a much higher

pollution cost in the Los Angeles region and perhaps a Eower pollution cost in the Bay Area
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The one cent per vehicle mile average fee would total about $1 15 million per day in the Bay

Area and about $2 9 million per day in the Los Angeles Region, under base year (1991)

VlVtT conditions While the amounts sound h~gh, annual receipts from such a fee would

amount to about 0 3 percent of the gross domestic product of each region 18

Clearly, it would be inaccurate to simply charge each vehicle the regional average per-mile

em=Jss~ons fee, since vehicles’ emissions characteristics vary wtdely We therefore analyzed

two possible methods for assigning a per-mile emissions fee to different vehicles Under

the first method, the per-mile emissions fee would vary by model year and would be based

on data on each model year’s average emissions characteristics (i e, using EMFAC 

California ) Under the second method, the per-mile emissions fee would vary with the

actual emissions performance of each vehicle, which might be determined through

emissions testing, remote sensing, or on=board emissions mon~tonng The latter approach

would account for the differences ~n emissions among vehtcles of the same model year

For each household In the four regional travel survey samples,19 we knew the make, model,

and age (year) of the vehicle holdings for the base year, and we knew how each vehicle

actually was used on a representattve weekday Thus, we were able to prowde a well-

grounded assessment of how vehicles of different ages and types are used and who would

be impacted by emJsstons fees 2o However, we dtd not have access to a model of how

hou,;ehold vehicle holdings or vehicle usage patterns would change as a result of

differential changes m the per-mtle cost of vehicle operattons, so we had to address these

issues zn terms of plausible scenanos rather than modeled estimates

18 We used the same one cent per vehicle mile average fee for the year 2010 analyses, lacking more
specific cost data

19 The most recent regional survey for Los Angeles did not record vehicle make and model data
However, the Caltrans statewJde survey of the same wntage included these data and had enough
observations =n the Los Angeles region to support the analyses descnbed here For thts policy only,
then, we extracted the Los Angeles data from the Caltrans survey and used it for our analyses

20 We calculated impacts on the basis of 250 times the average weekday rate plus 115 weekend and
holiday days at 95 percent of the weekday rate
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Fees Based on Average Emissions by Model Year:

For the average emissions by model year approach, we began by determining, for each

region, the average daily within-region VMT and emissions for every vehtcle Jn the regtonal

travel survey We extracted from the survey data the vehicle trip sequences and their

characteristics, and referred whether the trip was a cold start, etc, based on the time

between tnps in the trip sequence We also determined the average trip speed and

distance, derlvtng these data from the applicable highway networks We then used

EMFAC7F data specific to each vehicle model year to compute the emissions for each

vehicle trip

From the resulting samples of vehicle tnps and their associated emtss=ons, average

weekday emissions and VMT were calculated for each model year on a region-by-region

basis Annual emissions and VMT for each region were then esttmated The annual VMT

estimates were used to calculate total emissions costs for each region at the postulated one

cent per m~le average

For the year 2010 forecasts, =t was necessary to descnbe the likely vehicle age d=stnbutton

and patterns of use for that future year We made the s=mple assumptton that the 2010 fleet

would have the same general characteristics (age dlstnbutlon, usage profiles) as the current

fleet does We then applied EMFAC7F 2010 emissions factors to this hypothesized future

fleet’s trips to determine the future base case (total VMT and emtsslons, em=sslons by

model year, etc )

For both~-1991 and 2010, we used our calculations of emissions by vehicle model year to

apportton the regional emissions cost esttmates among model years The annual VMT

calculations by model year then were used to determine an average emtssions cost per m~le

for each model year For example, from the 1991 data for Los Angeles, the average

emissions fee per mile for a 1 year old vehicle wou~d be about 0 4 cents, while the average

emissions fee for a 17 year old vehicle (from the pro-catalyst era) would be about 7 0 cents
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Note that the method we describe here should apply only to miles driven within each urban

area, since emissions costs are calculated and apportioned on a regional basis, If the

collection scheme used odometer readings as the bas=s for the VMT portion of the fee,

some vehicle owners would be charged for miles dnven in other regions or In other states

To avoid this potential inequity, methods could be developed to est=mate m-region and out-

of-regzon vehicle use and apportion the fee(s) accordingly, and credits could be gwen for

documented out-of-state travel

We analyzed the effects of our per-mile emissions fees varying by vehEcle age, assuming

that households would not alter their vehicle holdings or pattern of use =n response to the

fees This assumption =s not entirely reahst¢c, since households could lower their fees by

replacing their older cars with newer ones, and if AVl measurements or odometer readings

are the bas=s for the VMT component of the fee, by using the=r newer cars in place of their

older ones for some trips 21 Nevertheless, the analys=s results prowde an mdicat=on of the

maximum travel impact and the mwnlmum emissions impact that a such an emissions fee

could be expected to have, w~thout fleet changes the full impact of the fee would be passed

through as an out-of-pocket cost to the dnver, and the emissions reductions would come

from reduct=ons in travel rather than from the use of newer, presumably cleaner, cars

A more robust analysis would consider how vehicle holdings and usage patterns might

change ~n response to an em=ss~ons fee The analys~s would account for the determinants of

household vehtcle ownership and use and would estimate the effects of an em=sslons fee on

the number of vehicles owned, the vehicle makes and model years, and VMT per vehicle

Such a comprehensive model was not avadable to us, but we did have STEP’s Internal auto

ownership model, which estimates whether a household will have 0, 1, or 2+ vehicles as a

function of household charactenst~cs, travel condit=ons, and vehicle ownership and

operating costs

21 Alternat{vely, VMT could be estimated based on averages by model year taken from survey data
Thts maght be simpler to implement than an approach requlnng odometer readings, but would remove
much of the mcentsve for multi-car households to reduce "older car" use by substituting the=r newer,
presumably cleaner vehicles for certain tnps
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We used the STEP auto ownership model to partially account for the effects on the vehicle

fleet as follows For each region and analysts year, the base case household fleet was

used to est=mate the average annual cost of auto ownersh=p for each household Then,

revtsed annual ownership costs were computed to reflect the addition of emissions fees for

each vehtcle (based on model year and the actual dally VMT revealed m the survey ) New

auto ownershfp probabttttles then were calculated using STEP 22

While this method is an improvement over simply representing the emissions fee as an

increase In out-of-pocket costs, we feel that on balance it stEIl Js likely to overstate travel

effects and understate emlss=ons effects For implementation scenarios involving AVI or

odometer readings, households wtth more than one vehicle could shift use among

household vehtcles to reduce their emlsstons fees wtthout cutting back on travel Both the

revenues from em=ssJons fees and thetr ~mpact on households are therefore likely to be

lower than what we have esttmated here

22 Since STEP does not predict which autos might be disposed of or what model years added when
auto ownership levels change, we imposed a senes of assumptions We assumed that, since the per-
mile em=sslons fee is higher for older veh=cles, households that reduce thetr auto ownership levels
would get rid of thetr oldest car(s) We assumed that households maintaining the0r current auto
ownership levels would also maintain the age dlstnbut~on of the vehicles they own Households that
added vehicles were assumed to add car(s) of the average age and fuel effictency for that ownership
level These assumptions allowed us to esbmate the effects on em~ssions, fuel use, etc
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Fees Based on Measured Emissions:

To analyze an emissions fee based on measured emissions, we first needed an estimate of

how emlss=ons vary within each vehicle model year One possible source of such

reformation would be the data from veh=cle =nspectlon and maintenance tests, but we did not

have, access to these data Therefore we used an alternative source, a database from

Professor Donald Stedman of the Un=verslty of Denver, containing m-use measurements

obtained passively w~tl~ his remote sensing dewce at a location on Rosemead Blvd in

Southern California 23 Stedman expressed these data as frequency distributions of

emusslons by model year

We used the Stedman data to develop a frequency distnbutson of emesslons fees per mile

for each model year in each region Taking the fleet age dlstnbutron and the VMT by model

year estimated from the regional survey data, we used the Stedman emissions distributions

both to esttmate the aggregate em=ssions by model year and to apportion emissions

responslblhty wlthmn model years This approach allowed us to assess a higher fee for hxgh-

emitting vehmcles, and a lower fee for relatively clean vehicles, within each model year 24

To est=mate the effects of a measurement-based em=ss=ons fee, we first made a speciaJ

STEP run to create a base case with emissions denved from the hlgh-em=tter distributions

rather than from the pure EMFAC data Since we did not have actual emissions

measurements for the vehicles in our samples, dunng this run we simulated the presence of

23 There ~s some reason for concern that em=sstons dJstnbutsons recorded for a single Iocat=on and
operating enwronment may not reflect the full spectrum of operating conditions, and thus cannot be
assumed to represent the "high-emitter" d=stnbutlon for all regimes of urban travel A scm=lar criticism
woulc~ apply, however, to vehicle inspectmon/mamtenance test measurements, wh=ch are based on a
single, measurement and a specified operations sequence, or to any other data set based on single
measurements and condlt=ons

24 An alternative approach would be to use the EMFAC data as the estimate of the average
em=ss,~ons by model year, and to use the Stedman data (or another source) to represent the
underlying d=stnbutlon of em=ss=ons for that model year Note that the overall approach does not
produce different results ~f a h~gher or lower total em~ss=ons burden ~s assumed

m
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high emitters in the fleet Each vehicle in the sample was randomly assigned an emissions

level from the dCstnbutlon for its model year (and tagged with that emissions level for use in

the "after" analysis) Then, the fee policy was tested using the same method as for the fee

based on model year averages, except that In this case the proposed fees were based on

the emissions level assigned during the "before" run

A fee based on measured emissions would probably require new technology of one sort or

another Tamper-reswstant on-board monitoring and recording equipment would be the

preferred approach, fees based on multiple measurements using remote sensing equipment

would be a second option A third approach would be to use the emissions measurements

from I/M testing, though this would raise a number of Issues including whether the fee

should be prospective or retrospective and whether it shoutd be based on before-repair or

after-repair measurements

With an emissions fee targeting super-emitters, households could be expected to adroitly

mamputate thesr vehicle holdings and use to minimize the ~mpact of the fee Thrs would tend

to produce lower travel ~mpacts and h~gher emissions reductions than shown here
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7. Impacts of Transportation Pricing Strategies

7.1 Overview

This chapter presents analys=s results for a set of transportatton pncmg measures for the

San Flancssco Bay Area and the Sacramento, San D=ego, and South Coast (Los Angeles)

metropolitan regmons The results were produced through the application of modehng and

data analyses for five strategies - congestion pncmg, employee parking fees, fuel tax

increases, vehlcle-m~les traveled (VMT) fees, and emissions fees - as described =n some

detail in Chapter 6 Th=s chapter presents analys=s results for the set of transportation

pricing measures we analyzed for our four case study regions We present a senes of 18

tables summanzmg the basic findings of our analyses, both by measure and by reg=on For

each pncmg measure, we present the predicted percentage changes Jn VMT, trips made,

travel Iime, delay time, fuel consumed, CO2 ROG, CO and NOx emissions, and annual

gross revenues1, for the years 1991 (the base year2) and 2010

7.2 Detailed Results

Table.,; 7 1 - 7 5 present the results orgamzed by prlc=ng measure for the year 1991 Tables

7 11 - 7 14 present a subset of the year 1991 results, reorganized by reg=on Each reg=onal

table B=nctudes analyses of the synergastJc effects of groups of pricing measures, under two

scerlarlos

1 Net revenues depend on the specific ~mplementat~on strategy selected (public vs pnvate sector
implementation and admlmstratlon, technologies used, scope of implementation, timing of
implementation, etc) In general, implementation designs costing a small fraction (5-15%) of gross
revenues are feas=ble For further discussion of costs, net revenues, and cost-effectEveness, see
Chapter 12

2 The base year (here, 1991) refers to the demographic, econom=c, land use, and travel condlt=ons
and the transportat=on system performance levels which, according to the MPO for each regton, were
in place in 1991 Future year base cases (here, 2010 ) are denved from MPO data and forecasts for
the appl=cable year
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1 "Modest Pricing" - A relatively low set of prices from each category (e g, $1 00

per day parking price increase, $0 50 per gallon fuel tax increase), coupled with only

enough investment en transit to ma~ntamn ex~st=ng levels of service

2 "Full PncEng" - A relattvely high set of prices from each category (e g, $3 00 per

day parking increase, $2 00 per gallon fuel tax increase), coupled with investment 

transit corresponding to build-out of each region’s long-range transit plan (as

expressed an future network files made available by each MPO) Note that such 

transit expansion would absorb a s~gn~ficant fraction of the pricing revenues

Tables 7 6 - 7 10 and 7 15 - 7 18 present the same ensemble of results for the year 2010

The percent changes shown are from a year 2010 base case, created by using STEP as a

forecasting tool The regions’ forecasts of households, household income, and household

size (or population) were used to "factor" the 1991 household file to create a year 2010

household file for each region The STEP models then were run to create a year 2010 "base

case", using the 2010 household file plus the MPO network data for the year 2010 ~ Finally,

pohcy analyses were carried out to predict changes from the future base case

The tables are dense w~th reformation, reflecting the detailed results that can be obtained

from advanced travel models such as this To help the reader interpret the data, we shall

work through the columns of one table ~n some detatl Table 7 1 (congestion pricing)

The first column m Table 7 1, labeled Description, contains an overvtew of the measure

being analyzed The description in this table and the ones that follow are fairly detailed, in

recogmtJon that each page may be used separately from the report

3 In the Los Angeles region, some adjustments were made to SCAG’s highway travel ttmes after
analyses indicated that the SCAG models then m use showed far more tnps and VMT than STEP’s
more complex models would predict Otherwise, MPO level-of-serwce projections were broadly
consistent w~th STEP internal calculat¢ons and were used as prowded to form the basis of the 2010
base case
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The second column, labeled Region, indicates the region of apphcat~on

The third column, labeled Average Pnce, indicates the average peak-period fee that would

be charged in each region under this strategy. The actual peak charges specified in STEP

vary s~gmficantly among corridors and among faclhtles within a corridor, from 0 to perhaps

$2 00 per mile in a typical situation The average is calculated by summing all of the

congestion fees collected during the peak periods (defined by the presence of at least one

priced location - between 4 and 9 hours per day, depending on the region), and d~vldmg by

the total regional veh~cle-m~les traveled during that time The average price thus ~s not a

direct indicator of how the congestion pricing policy would impact the road user, but serves

as a comparat,ve measure of how intensely the roads must be pnced ~n order to achieve the

level-of-service standard (here, D/E)

The next e~ght columns present changes from 1991 base year conditions An example of

such base year conditions, taken from EMFAC 7F, is shown Jn Table D 1, however, the

percentages would equally apply to amended base year data as long as the underlying

fundamental relationships, such as the general ratio of startup emissions to running

emissions, do not change too much 4

Column four, labeled VMT/VKT/PM, shows how a primary measure of h~ghway travel

consumpt,on - vehicle-miles o would be affected by the congestIon fee For example,

according to Table 7 1, a congestion fee averaging 9 cents per mile In the Bay Area would

reduce VMT by about 1 8 percent This refers to dally VMT (24-hour, average weekday) for

personal travel based in the region, ~t excludes commercial VMT and VMT due to trips that

neither originate nor terminate tn the region

4 Major changes to the underlying processes for, e g, emissions calculations would call for a review
of the ~mpacts, just as they might call for a rews~on to em~sssons mventones, SIPs, etc
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Vehicle-kilometers traveled and particulate emissions are referenced m the same column as

VMT because both are proportional to VMT and thus expenence the same percent

changes s

The fifth column, labeled Trips, shows the number of vehicle trips that wou{d be suppressed

by the congestion fee Again, the basis is personal weekday vehicular travel within the

region

The sixth column, labeled Time, refers to the vehicle hours of travel, indicating change in

the aggregate of all weekday vehicular travel within the region This measure of travel time

change, which Is a standard measure used in transportation planning, =s composed partly

of a reduction in delay and partly of a reduction in travel - both fewer and shorter trips

The seventh column, labeled Delay, addresses the reduction in delay resulting from the

congestion pricing strategy STEP measures the delay in terms of the difference between

"actual" travel time and "free-flow" travel time for every trip, so a 100 percent reduction in

delay would mean that every trip moves at free-flow speeds

The eighth column, labeled Fuel/CO2, presents the change in fuel consumption for

personal travel CO2 is included here because for practical purposes its emissions can be

considered proportional to fuel consumption

Columns 9-11 show changes in emissions of three major urban pollutants reactive organics

(ROG), carbon monoxide (CO), and oxides of nitrogen (NOx) Again, the data refer 

emissions resulting from personal weekday travel only

Column 12, Annual Revenues, show the gross estimated receipts from congestion prices,

tn millions of dollars

5 A kilometer is 625 m¢les Particulate emissions are calculated from VMT using per-mile rates
provided in EMFAC7F
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Detailed discussions of how the models work and how the pncmg strategies were analyzed

are presented m Chapter 6 and Appendices B and C

We have focused our reporting on percent changes (except for revenue), because there 

some uncertainty about total travel and the total emissions burden in each metropolitan

area, and because a model such as STEP can produce estimates of policy-driven change

that ~emam consistent across a range of assumptions even though aggregate estimates

may vary Our preference is for each reader of this document to think about the policy

effects in Tables 7 1 - 7 18 ~n terms of current estimates for each metropohtan area

We have included m AppendEx D estimates of the California Air Resources Board’s baseline

data for each region (current as of 1/94) to provide readers who are used to working in VMT

totals., tons of emissions, etc, with a point of reference By applying the percent changes to

the basehne data, Jt =s a stmple matter to calculate absolute changes For example, Table

D 1 shows that basemme 1991 ROG ~n the Bay Area was about 251 tons per weekday Table

7 1 indicates that ROG would be reduced by 4 5 percent under a congest{on fee Thus, the

absolute reduction in ROG would be 11 29 tons per weekday, or about 2824 tons per year

(at 250 days per year) Going one step further, the amount of congestson pricing revenue

collected per ton of ROG reduced ms (1143000000/2824) = $404,781/ton

7.3 Interpretation

The results for each analysis year represent stable, long-term, effects of the pncmg

measures, s e, the ~mpacts shown are all those that would occur over a penod of several

months to several years following full implementation of the pricing measures Note that

certa,1 Impacts of pncmg, e g., changes in route choice, mode choice, time of travel, and

non-work, non-school destination choices, would likely occur very quickly, over a period of

days, weeks, or months Other tmpacts would typically take longer - auto ownership

decJsrc)ns, work location choice, and housing location choice, for example, are hkely to

change over a longer penod of time
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Percent changes are widely used to communicate transportation analyses and increasingly

are used in other planning arenas. For example, several federal Clean Air Act provisions

are expressed as required percent changes from a baseline, greenhouse gas reduct=on

targets slmtlarJy are expressed as desired percent changes What exactly do such changes

mean’~ While a speczfic interpretation of each metric should be based on a review of the

context m which ~t occurs, some examples, taken from an analys=s of the San Francisco Bay

Area’s TCM plan (Harvey and Deakm, 1991) allows broad comparisons to be drawn

O Omitting an employer program comprised mainly of parking charges, the Bay

Area’s package of State TCMs for Phase 1 (reasonably available measures,

target year 1994), was estimated to produce a total ROG reduct=on of 2 

percent The congestion pricing strategy shown in Table 7 1 is in contrast

estimated to produce a ROG reduction of 4 5 percent - 61 percent more

effective than the entire package of conventuonal commute alternatives

O RegQon-wlde implementation of traffic operat=ons improvements and

coordinated s=gnal t~m=ng were estimated to reduce ROG by 1 63 percent

Congestion pncmg would be 175 percent times as effective

O An extensive program of HOV lanes for the Bay Area, proposed as part of

Phase 2 of the Asr Plan, was estimated to produce 41 percent reduction m

ROG Congestion pricing would be almost 10 times more effective than the

HOV lane program

Obviously many other factors affect the tmplementatlon feas=bll=ty of various transportation

measures, including the ameunt of pubhc support each measure can garner, tts legal status,

and its match with agency mlsslons and objectives (among many other things 

Nevertheless, =t should be clear that from this example, and the tables in general, that

pnclng strategies would be far more effective than many conventmonal transportation control

strategies This =tself may be a reason to geve pricing strategies a careful look

II
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Overall, the results presented =n this chapter show that carefully crafted and targeted

transportation pricing strategies could do much to reduce travel times (hence congestion),

cut energy use, and reduce emissions, at the same producing large gross revenues

Nevertheless, =t also Js clear that auto use and its impacts are quite melashc with respect to

most aspects of pnce This has two ;mportant ~mpllcatlons first, sizable Increases m

revenue can be obtained wath relatively httle effect on travel, conversely, large price

increases are necessary to obtain sizable reductions m travel and its externalities

The results also provide an empmcal dimension to the notion that the most efficient way to

use price as a mechanism for reducing transportat=on externaht~es =s to price each

externality in a direct way Thus, as the tables here and in Chapter 12 detail, the most

effectwe pricing strategy for emissions control (m the sense of emissions reductions per

dollar charged) Js to target hgh-em~ttmg vehicles as precisely as poss=ble, the most effectwe

strategy for achJewng large reductions in fuel consumption (and CO2 production) is to raise

1he price of fuel, the most effective way to reduce congestton is to Impose a toll at

congested locations, and so on Note that we refer to effic=ency and effectiveness here m a

purely technscal sense Other factors - ethical, tnst=tutEonal, pohtlcal, and socaal - contribute

to a broader assessment that may lead to d=fferent conclusaons about policy effectiveness

~rhe results reported in Tables 7 1 - 7 18 are referenced and discussed Jn some detail an the

chapters that follow

m
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8. Equity

8.1 Overview

One of the b~ggest concerns about strategies that increase the price of transportatton Js

that, while some people would benefit, others could be unduly hurt Whether from an ethical

or a pragmatic political perspectmve, these equity concerns, which stem from the poss~bihty

of unevenly distributed benefits and costs, are a central =mplementatton issue for

transportation pncmg Price increases are espec=ally a worry for low income mdwlduals who

may not be able to afford the higher costs and hence might be priced out of certa,n travel

options H~gher transportat¢on prices also are a concern for moderate ,ncome people who

have little fiex=blhty about when or where they travel and hence might have to devote a

larger share of their income to transportation

C)n the other hand, one would not want to overstate equity issues F~rst, it might be argued

that there is nothing inherently unfair about expecting people to pay for the services they

consume, to cover the costs of damage they do to the enwronment, and so on, regardless

c,f thetr socioeconomic status In fact, thts could be seen as a more equttable result, since =t

removes undeserved burdens from others Second, it ts important to note that for many

pnclng apphcatJons, and especially for congestion pricing, the dollar cost is higher for those

who pay it, but time and other costs decline, many people should be better off desp(te the

h=gher prices Finally, for any of the measures, use of the revenues to improve

transportation services could result Jn net benefits for most In short, simply noting that

prices are h=gher does not mean that the result is necessarily less equttable

Nevertheless, =t ~s important to have good information on the d=str=butson of costs and

benefits of vanous transportation pncmg strategies, =ncluding the status quo, so that the

soctal and pohtlcal ramifications can be antictpated and dealt with and so that program

destgns can be structured to achieve a satisfactory level of fatmess Whde full treatment of

the equity ~ssues of transportation pncmg would requ=re a separate study, a portton of our

i
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effort was devoted to exploring the ~mpacts of the various pricing strategies on different

groups and interests indeed, the analysis procedures described here were designed to

produce as much information about the distributional consequences of pricing as possible

8.2 Income and Travel

The distribution of impact and equity can be thought of along many dimensions - income,

class, race, ethnlclty, age, sex, and geography are among those commonly considered For

the illustrative purposes of this chapter, however, we have chosen to focus our attention

primarily on differences by income level We split the households of California into five

household income groups of equal size, and used the resulting qumtlle boundaries to

categorize our findings throughout the analysis of pricing pohcles The five quintiles are

Quintile

1

2

3

4

5

Household Income Range (19945)

<= $18,700

$18,701 -$36,500

$36,50I-$52,100

$52,10! -$71,300

>=$71,301

Tables 8 1 and 8 2 present a distillation of quint~le data based on the 1990 U S Census

Public Use M~crodata Sample for Cahfornla it may be helpful to begin a discussion of equity

by first Iookzng at some basic facts about the dlstnbutlon of income in Cahforma, as shown

fn these tables

By definttion, each income qumtlle contains one fifth of the total number of households in

the state But the dlstnbutlon of household income w~thm the state is uneven, there are

notable differences among regions For example, the San Francmsco Bay Area is relatively

well off, with 48 percent of its households in the top two qu~ntlles and only 33 percent of its

households =n the bottom two qu=nt=les In contrast, the small urban and non-metropolitan
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are,as of the state have just 29 percent of their households zn the top two qumtiles and 51

percent m the bottom two qu~ntlles While housing prices and other cost-of-living factors

may cloud the comparison somewhat, it seems clear that the ability to pay higher

tran~sportation pnces is not d~stributed evenly around the state, but is higher ,n its

metropolitan areas

Other important points can be observed be examining the mcome quint~le data For

example, population is not distributed evenly among the qu=ntlles Higher income

households tend to be larger, such that 23 percent of the population is in the highest qulntlle

and 15 percent =n the lowest qulntlle

Auto ownership increases with income 53 percent of the vehicles for personal use in

Cahforn=a are owned by the top two qumt=les, while only 27 percent are owned by the

bottom two qulntlles Th{s suggests that pohcJes which cause a general increase =n the cost

of aJto ownership may apply d~sproporhonately to upper income groups

Households with workers tend to have higher incomes than those which do not 56 percent

of the workers statewEde are in the top two quintlles, while only 24 percent are in the bottom

two qumtlles This suggests that pohcles which cause a general increase =n the cost of

commuting may apply dgsproportlonately to upper income groups

Autos per worker is consistently high in all income groups Table 20 shows that qulntlle 1 -

the lowest income group - has the highest auto ownership per worker This counter-intuitive

result is due to the large group of rettrees falhng into that qumtlle Removing the rettrees

from the data base produces a ratio of autos to workers of I 25 1 for each of the five

quml’,iles Whtle this does not have direct Imphcatlons for pricing pohcy, it does suggest that

access to an automobtle for the commute is widely distributed in Californ0a

Drive-alone share for commute travel nses with income The drive-alone share statewade is

about 59 ir~ the lowest qumtlle and 78 in the highest qumtile, with stmilar vanation {n each

region Putting the mode shares (including the shared ride data not shown here) together
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w~th the proportion of workers mn each qumttle, it becomes clear that only about 6 percent of

the commute vehBcges statewtde w=ll have drivers in the lowest qumtlle, while about 35

percent wtll have drivers in the h~ghest qumtmle.

Commute time per worker rises with income The average self-reported commute trip t~me

statewlde zs about 22 8 minutes for workers in the lowest qumtlle and 25 8 minutes for

workers in the highest quinttle, wtth s=m=lar varmatlon in each region Because many of the

low income workers’ miles are made by transit (or by foot) at speeds far below auto speeds,

even on congested networks, it is clear that h=gher income workers’ trips must be

considerably longer (in VMT) than those of their lower income counterparts This =Hustrates

a cruc=al point for pricing stud=es h=gher income workers are the largest contributors to work

trip VMT, partly because high income jobs and high-end housing are relatively sparsely

dtstnbuted around each region

Both low and h~gh income workers are more hkely to work at home About 3 5 percent of

workers in the highest qumtile and 4 1 percent of workers In the lowest qutntlle listed home

as the primary place of work ~n 1990, compared to 3 percent of workers overall While these

phenomena are not well understood, it Is said that partlctpatmon rates by upper income

households have been increaseng in recent years This may indicate that upper income

households have an tmportant way to blunt the effect of large pnce increases, namely by

choosing to work at home some of the tzme

To sum up, the PUMS data demonstrate one of the most important facts about equtty of the

current transportation system Truly poor people make relatively httle use of the highway

system as it operates today and, consequently, would pay comparattvely httie under most

transportation pricing scenarios On absolute terms, not necessarily as a share of income)
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8.3 Equity Analyses Using PUMS and STEP

An unstated Implicatton of the PUMS analysts is that the lower middle class - say, qumtdes 2

s~nd 3 - would sustain much of the ~mpact of pricmg pohc=es This hypotheszs was explored

in a range of analyses using STEP, examples of whEch are shown in Tables 8 3 through

8 10 The STEP analysis framework allows us to examine equity Issues in detatl because at

uit=lizes specific demographic tnformatJon, at the tndtvldual household level, that can be

~=ssocCated d~rectly wath the effects of each pncing pohcy

-r able 8 3 presents results for VMT fees in the Los Angeles region at levels ranging between

I cent and 10 cents per mtle The STEP analysis shows that datly VMT =s skewed heawly

toward the upper income qumtrles - the highest income qulnt~le accounts for about one-third

of total VMT, while the lowest qumtlle accounts for less than 10 percent Nevertheless, the

absolute drop m VMT resultmg from a VMT fee =s largest in quinttle 2 (the second lowest

income level) and smallest in qumtlle 5 (the highest income level) The absolute drop 

VMT Is of the same basic magnitude an each of the first four qumtiles, and the percentage

drop ~s progressively larger the lower the income level (Percentages are shown m the

second part of the table)

Table 8 4 presents results for congestion prices ranging from one cent to ten cents per mde,

on average, for the San Francisco Bay Area Here we find that absolute VMT decreases are

roughly the same among the lowest four qumttles, whtle VMT for the highest qulnttle actually

rises (as one might expect for high-value-of-time travelers)

Another way to think about equity is m terms of the daily payment by each qumtde Based

on Table 8 3, the qutntlle total payments for a 5 cent VMT fee m the Los Angeles region

would be as follows.

m
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Quintile Daily Payment (million $)

1 09

2 18

3 24

4 33

5 45

Out of a danly total of $12 9 m~lhon, 35 percent =s pa~d by the top qumt=le and 61 percent ts

pasd by the top two qumt~les Sim=larly, only about six percent of current fuel taxes are paid

by members of the lowest income qumt~le and 10 percent by the second qumtlle Thus,

white the travel/moblhty impact falls dtsproportlonately on the lower income qumt~les, the

financtal burden falls squarely on the upper income qumtlles

Tables 8 5 and 8 6 summarize the results of a parking price analysts for the Sacramento

Region One policy (Table 8 5) focuses the increase on core areas, wtth a $5 00 surcharge

Jn the CBD and a $2 00 surcharge m the ~mmedJately surround=ng ring The second pohcy

(Table 8 6) investigates the effect of a $5 00 parkmg surcharge apphed regJonwLde The

results suggest that wh¢le the regtonw0de surcharge has a larger overall effect, as one would

expect, the spatial and income dtstnbut~onal effects are about the same even though one

pohcy focuses on the core Th=s ts because users of the core represent a cross-sectmon of

the reg=on, even though more low income households are concentrated near the core, thetr

use of the system does not expose them dxsproportlonately to the effects of a core-oriented

pricing strategy

it us harder to say how fuel taxes and vehtcle emlssnons fees would affect dmfferent income

groups, we can estimate ~mpacts on tnp maksng and location choice, and can forecast auto

ownership levels by income group, but we have no direct evtdence on how the vanous

groups would change the type and age of the vehicles they own m response to new fees.

(Our analyses on vehicle type and age changes were based on assumptions prowded to the

models rather than computed outputs of the models ) Nevertheless, avaElable data do

provide some msBghts into equtty impacts Using data for the San Dtego regton collected by
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Caltrans as part of a statewide travel survey (Tables 8 7 and 8 8), we find that about 

percent of the vehicles over etght years old are owned by the top three income quinttles,

mostly as second, third, or even fourth or fifth cars The remainmng 37 percent of the older

cars are owned by the two-fifths of the households with low or moderate incomes The

same ~s true for VMT =n vehicles etght years or older Thus, to the extent that vehicle

registration fees fall most heavily on these older vehicles, they would not fall

disproportionately on low and moderate income households (though, of course, the burden

on such households will be greater)

We also looked at a number of non-income-based distributional results from STEP

(illustrated in Tables 8 9 and 8 10) Here we see that a VMT fee and a congestion fee would

impact key ethnic groups in about the same way - and that both impacts track closely the

average group uncomes (8 9)

Gender-based results (8 10) tell a more ~nterestmg story Women are less exposed to the

most heawly congested locations, for a variety of reasons, but overall they travel nearly as

much as men and have lower incomes Thus, a VMT fee falls more heavily on women while

a congestion fee falls more heavily on men

8.4 Implications

The analyses presented here only begin to explore what could be done with existing data

sets and models They are sufficient to show, nevertheless, that lower mcome households

likely would not pay a dssproportlonate share of the costs wmposed by transportatton pricing

strategies of the sort considered tn this study For many pricing strategtes, only a small

fraction of total revenues would come from the poor, and the costs would fall most heavily

on the wealthiest twenty percent. Furthermore, revenues would be available to offset

burdens on the less affluent, should poltcy-makers decide that equity demands such action.
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Table 8.1:1990 US Census California Statewide Summary
Public Use Microdata Sample

Share of Households in Each State Income Quintile

Share by State Income Quintile Total
Region 1 2 3 4 5 Households

Sacramento Region 0 22 0 22 0 21 0 20 0 15 598405
San Diego Reg,on 0 19 0 21 0 21 0 20 0 18 885574
San Francisco Bay Area 0 16 0 t7 0 t9 0 22 0 26 2242554
South Coast 0 19 0 lS 0 20 0.20 0 22 4560620

Balance of State 0 27 0 24 0 20 0 17 0 12 1744923

California Combined Total 0 20 0 20 0 20 0 20 0 20 10032076

Share of Population in Each State Income Quintile

Share by State income Quintile Total
Region 1 2 3 4 5 Population
Sacramento Region 0 17 0 21 0 22 0 23 0 17 1560521
San Dingo Region 0 15 0 20 0 22 0 23 0 21 2386031
San Francisco Bay Area 0 11 0 15 0 lg 0 25 0 31 5852335
South Coast 0 15 0 18 0 20 0 22 0 25 13233543

Balance of State 0 21 0 24 0 22 0 19 0 14 4930037

Calfforma Combined Total 0 15 0 19 0 20 0 22 0 23 27962567

Share of Autos in Each State Income Quintile

Share by State income Quintile Total
Re~ion 1 2 3 4 5 Autos
Sacramento Region 0 13 0 19 0 22 0 25 0 2t 1080383
San Dtego Region 0 10 0 17 0 22 0 25 0 26; 1577798
San Francmco Bay Area 0 08 0 13 0 18 O 26 0 36 3941140
South Coast 0 10 0 15 0 19 0 24 0 31 8077199

Balance of State 0 17 0 22 0 23 0 22 0 18 3163821

California CombMed Total 0 11 0 16 0 20 0 24 0 29 17840339

Share of Resident Workers in Each State Income Qumtile

Share by State Income Quintile Total
Re,lion 1 2 3 4 5 Workers
iSacramento Region 0 09 0 18 0 23 0 27 0 23 715029
San Diego Region 0 08 0 17 0 22 0 26 0 26 1145517
Sen Francisco Bay Area 0 05 0 12 0 18 0 27 0 37 2993791
South Coast 0 08 0 15 0 20 0.26 0 32 6237629

Balance of State 0 tl 0 21 0 24 0 25 0 19 2010851

California Combined Total 0 08 0 16 0 21 0 26 0 30 13102817
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Table, 8.2:1990 US Census California Statewide Summary
Public Use Microdata Sample

Auto,.; per Worker in Each State income Quintile

Autos per Worker by Income Quintile Regional
R~ion 1 2 3 4 5 A versj~e
Sacramento Region 2 t6 1 62 1 48 1.38 1 36 1.51
San Diego Region 1 75 1.37 1 33 1.33 t.36 1.38
San Francisco Bay Area 1 89 1.38 1.30 1 25 1 27 I 32
South Cq~lst 1 75 1 28 1.24 t.23 1.28 1,29
Balance of State 2.37 1 66 t 47 1 37 1 42 1.57

California Combined Total 1 93 1.40 1.32 1.27 1 30 1.36

Work.at.Home Share in Each State Income Quintile

Share by State Income Quintile Regional
Re~lion 1 2 3 4 5 Avera~le
;acramento Region 0 041 0 028 0 030 0.026 0 037 0,031
San Diego Region 0 042 0 033 0 026 0 032 0 039 0 034
iSan Francmco Bay Area 0 052 0 034 0 030 0 027 0 034 0 032
South Coast 0 035 0.023 0 022 0 022 0 032 0 027

Balance of State 0 044 0 038 0 032 0 031 0 047 0 037

California Combined Total 0 041 0 030 0 026 0 026 0 035 0 030

Commute Time per Worker in Each State Income Quintile

Minutes per Worker by Income Quintile Regional
Re,ion 1 2 3 4 5 Average
Sacramento Region 19 17 20 28 21 55 22.89 22 53 21.71
San Dingo Region 21 72 2t 84 22 28 23 23 23 20 22 65
San Francisco Bay Area 23 24 23 64 25 35 26.20 26 37 25.65
South Coast 25 65 25 30 25 90 26 81 27 28 26 46
Balance ()f State 18 00 18 70 19 45 20.47 20 26 19 55

Calfforn,ia Combined Total 22 84 23.04 24 03 25 20 25.83 24 63

Drive Alone Share for Workers in Each State Income Quintile

Drive Alone Share by Income Quintile Regional
Region 1 2 3 4 5 Average
Sacramento Region 0.65 0 71 0 76 0 79 0.77 0,75
San Diego Region 0 62 0 67 0 73 0 77 0 80 074
San Francisco Bay Area 0 54 0 61 0 67 0.71 0.73 0 69
South Coast 0.58 0 64 0 70 0 75 0.80 0.72

Balance of State 0 54 0 70 0 75 0 77 0 79 0 74

California Combined Total 0 59 0 65 0 7t 0 75 0 78 0.72
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Table 8.3
Equity Implications of a VMT Fee in the Los Angeles Region. 1991

VMT Fee Absolute Change in Daily VMT by Income Qutntile
(cen~lm|le) Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Total

1 -1.8 -1.9 -t .4 -1.1 -0.5 -6.6
2 -3.4 -3,7 -2.8 -2.2 -0.9 -13.0
3 -4.9 -5.4 -4.1 -3.3 -1.5 -19.2
4 -6.2 -7.0 -5.5 -4.4 -2.0 -25.2
5 -7.4 -8.6 -6.8 -5.6 -2.6 -31.0
6 -8.5 -10.1 -8.1 -6.7 -3.2 -36.6
7 -9.5 -11.5 -9.3 -7.8 -3.8 -42.0
8 -10.5 -12.9 -10.5 -8.9 -4.5 -47.2
9 -11.3 -14.2 -11 o7 -10.0 -5.1 -52.3
t0 -12.0 -15.4 -12.9 -11.1 -5.8 -57.3

Base VMT (mi|iions) 25.5 45 0 54.8 71.9 92.8 290.0
Per Capita Daiiy VMT 11.7 17.3 19.1 22.0 25.8 20.0

VMT Fee Percent Chan~le in Daill/VMT by Income Quintlie

(cents/mile) Qt Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 ITotal
1 -7.0% -4 2% -2.6% -1.5% -0.5% -2.3%
2 -13.3% -8.2% -6.t% 0 I-3.1 ’/o -1.0% -4.5%
3 -19.1% -12.0% -7°5% -4.6% -1.6% -6.6%
4 -24.3% -15.6% -t0.0% -6.2% -2.2% -8.7%
5 -29.1% -19.1% -12.4% -7.7% -2.8% -10.7%
6 -33.5% -22.4% -14.7% -9o3% -3.5% -12.6%
7 -37.4% -25.6% -t7~0% -10.8% -4.1% -14.5%
8 -41.0% -28.7% -19.2% -12.4% 4.8% -16.3%
9 44.2% -31.5% -21o4% -13°9% -5.5% -18.0%

10 -47.2% -34.3% -23.5% -15.4% -6.3% -19.7%

Note: Quintiles defined in terms of 1989 Census household incomes.
VMT is vehicle-miles traveled in millions per day. Sales tax relief,
improved transit, and other potential expenditures to mitigate
impacts on lower income households are not reflected here.
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Table 8.4
Equity implications of Congestion Pricing in the Bay Area - 1991

Average
Peak Fee Absolute Chan~le in Dally VMT by income QuinUle

(cents/mile) Q1 Q2~ Q3 Q4 Q5 Total
1 .0.2 -0.2 .0.1 -0.1 0.0 .0.6
2 -0.3 -0.3 .0.2 -0.1 0.1 -t.1
3 -0.4 -0.5 .0.3 -0.2 0.1 -1.6
4 -0.5 -0.6 -0.4 -0.3 0.2 -2.1
5 -0.6 .0.7 -0.5 -0,4 0.2 -2.5
6 .0.7 -0.8 .0.6 -0.4 0.2 -2.9
7 -0.8 -0.9 -0.7 .0.51 0.2 -3.3
8 -0.8 -1.0 .0.7 -0°6 0.3 -3.6
9 .0.9 -1.1 .0.8 -0.7i 0.3 -3.9

10 .0.9 -1.1 .0.9 -0.8 0.3 -4.2

Base VMT (millions) 7.2 14.0 19.6 30.3 44.0 115.0
Per Capita Daily VMT 10.0 15.3 16.8 19.5 22.6 18,3

Average
Peak Fee Percent Change in Daily VMT by Income Quintile

(cents/mile) Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Total
1 -2.2% -1.2% -0.6% -0.2% 0.1% -0.5%
2 -4.2% -2.3% -1.1%1 -0,5% 0.2% -1.0%
3 -6.0% -3.3% -1.7% -0.7% 0.3% -1.4%
4 -7.5% -4.2% -2.2% -1.0% 0.4% -1.8%
5 -8.8% -5.0% -2.6% -1.2% 0.5% -2.2%
6 -10.0% -5.7% -3.0% -1.5% 0.5% -2.5%
7 -11.0% -6.4% -3.4% -1.8% 0.6% -2.9%
8 -11.8% -7,0% -3.8% -2,0% 0.6% -3.2%
9 -t2.4% -7.5% -4.2% -2.3% 0.6% -3.4%

10 -12.9% -8.0% -4.5% -2.6% 0.6% -3,7%

Nots: Quinti|es defined in terms of t989 Census household incomes.
VMT is vehicle-miles traveled in millions per day. Sales tax relief,
improved transit, and other potential expenditures to mitigate
impacts on lower income households are not reflected here.
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Table 8.9
VMT Reduction by Ethnic Group
San Francisco Bay Area - 1991

Percent Change
Resulting From: Household Characteristics

Average Average VMT
Ethnic Congestion Price VMT Fee HH Income per Capita
Group Average $.05/mile $ .02/mile ($’1000) (Daily)
Asian -2.2% -4.2% 52 t6.2
Black -2.6% -4°7% 42 16.7
Hispamc -2.4% -4°4% 47 17.4
Other -2°1% -4.0% 56 19.0
All -2o2% -4.2% 52 18,3

Table 8.10
VMT Reduction by Gender
San Francisco Bay Area - 1991

Percent Change
Resulting From: Household Characteristics

Average Average VMT
Congestion Price VMT Fee HH income per Capita

Gender Average $.051mile $ .02/mile ($’1000) (Daily)
Male -2.5% -4°0% 56 19.4
Female -2.0% -4.4% 49 t7.2
All -2.2% -4.2% S2 18.3

r



9. Land Use Impacts1

9.1 Overview

The land use Impacts2 of transportation pricing have been a matter of some dispute

Economists argue that more effic=ent transportat=on pricing would have beneficial land use

=mpacts, productng more effic=ent land use patterns and inducmg more efficient Iocat=on and

travel choices Many business people, local officials, and c}tlzen groups, on the other hand,

fear such changes Some worry that transportation pricing would reduce the attractiveness

of destmat=ons dependent on the auto Others are concerned that pricing selected faclhties

or locations, as would be done under certain road pricing and parking pnc,ng proposals,

would accelerate movement to unpnced (perhaps underprlced) locations Many in this latter

group also beheve that measures such as road pricing or parking pricing could create a

negative image that could stymie bus~ness, developer, and consumer interest in the

affected areas, that land regulations would largely block any hlgher-lntensmty center-oriented

development that might be proposed, and that continued cross-subsidies of suburban and

exurban h=ghway construction and land development would undermine the effect,veness of

the prsclng strstegles

From a theoretical perspect=ve, all else be=ng equal, any pohcy that raises the cost of

transportation would be expected to produce higher-density land use patterns and a more

compact reg=onal development pattern than would occur with lower pnces However, the

cost of transportatson Js appropnately measured not just in terms of dollar costs but bme

costs as well Since d~fferent travelers value time differently (and indeed the same

indlwdual values t~me spent ,n travel dlfferentJy, depending, e g, on trip purpose and travel

1 Portions of this chapter draw upon an earher paper by one of the authors (Deak~n) which appears
as a chapter In TransportatEon Research Board Special Report 242, Curbing Gridlock: Peak Period
Fees to Relieve Traffic Congestion (National Academy of Sc,ences, Washington, DC, 1994 

2 In this chapter we will frequently use the term land use as a shorthand for Iocatpon, land use,
development, and urban form
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conditions), figuring out whether overall costs are h~gher or lower is not necessarily 

simple matter Moreover the expenditure of revenues from transportation pricing could

make a big difference to perceeved costs and benefits, and those affected by pr=clng could

take steps to counteract the costs These actions =n turn could affect the incidence, nature,

and magnitude of land use Impacts Sorting out and evaluating the tand use effects of

transportat=on pricing ~s, ~n short, a complex matter, requmng careful attention to the

specifics of the proposals and the context =n which they are to be mmplemented

Models can help sort out, but are unable to resolve, many of the essues about transportation

pncmg’s land use impacts For example, the STEP modeling package presented {n earlier

chapters accounts for some location shifts but not others Households’ cho=ce of work

locations and their patterns of non-work travel are modeled for each region, as is the

poss=blhty that households wilt relocate in the face of changes zn accesstblhty, further

altenng their destination cho=ces The STEP modees do not, however, dtrectly account for

possible shifts Jn the Iocat=on of workplaces or other commercial actJwt~es In response to

changes in access~bJhty, nor do they address the posstb~hty that changes =n the effic=ency of

the transportation system, at least large ones, could alter rater-regional competitiveness and

therefore affect the rate of reg=onal growth While other models have been developed which

begin to address the business location and regional growth questions, none was avadable

for application as part of this study 3

3 At the time of this study, none of the four case study reg=ons was using an integrated transportation-

land use model In the Bay Area, the Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAG) used a land use
allocatmon model called POLLS and provided the results to the transportation analysts at the
Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC) The San DEego Council of Governments (SACOG)
used the model DRAM/EMPAL to allocate land uses, but had not directly tied tt into its transportation
models The Southern Cahforma Association of Governments (SCAG) was =n the process 
implementing DRAM/EMPAL but had not yet completed the model integration phase, and the
Sacramento Area Council of Governments (SACOG) had just embarked on a DRAM/EMPAL
Implementation effort and was parttclpatmg tn a test of alternative land use models zncluding MEPLAN
and TRANUS None of the regions’ land use models incorporated a full set of travel- and pnce-based
measures of access~bd~ty, and all of the reg=onal agenc=es made adjustments to the{r land use
databases and modeling results based on exogenous ~nformatton =nclud~ng expert judgment Wh~le
none of the regions was able to run their land use models specifically to test the pricing alternatives
constdered here, they did provide us w=th thecr land use databases and forecasts for future years, for
use in conjunct=on with STEP
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What do modeling results tell us about the potent=al for land use changes in response to

changes in transportation prlcing’~ The STEP model apphcat=ons md=cate that, at least wtthin

the moderate range of cost increases and travel t{me changes cons=tiered in thts study,

access~blhty changes and the resulting effects on household travel are likely to be small In

turn, this suggests that the impacts on business location are also likely to be small, and that

the omtss~on of explicit business location models is not a major limitation for the study,

especially when one considers the many other factors besides transportation that affect

bussness location decisions

Equally important, however, is the recognition that stakeholder concerns about land use

changes can be every bit as important as the actual changes themselves Concerns about

land use are often expressed in the context of short-term =mpacts on current businesses

and patterns of development, and are often played out through the ~mplementatlon of

strategies destgned to block pohc~es seen as potenttally harmful to these interests, or, faihng

that, to counteract the impacts of such pohcles Hence an approach that more directly

explores land use concerns through interviews, meetings, and other more interactive

approaches is an important complement to modehng

Developing a better understanding of the location and land use Impacts of transportation

pNcmg =s important for several reasons

Ffrst, to the extent that changes Jn land use, development, location, and urban form occur m

response to pncmg pohcses, the mmpacts are Imkely to vary wtth the design of the pricing

system and the use of the revenues The developers of transportatton pricing programs

need mformatton and insights into these potential effects in order to capture benefits and

avoid unintended and undestred consequences They also need some informatton about the

s=ze, scale, and t=me frame of the =mpacts =n order to assess their overall importance

Second, ant=clpated (or feared) ~mpacts on businesses and residents, and their hkely travel

and IocatJonal responses, will be a slgmficant polftJcal sssue in debates over transportatton
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pricing, potentially affected groups may be sources of support or of opposltton depend=ng on

the impacts predicted Both the affected interests and the decision makers to whom the

interest groups will plead their cases need well-founded reformation on potent=al impacts

and their likely magnitude and timing

Third, m a number of metropolitan areas there is concern about growth patterns and

econom=c development and thetr socaal and enwronmental consequences in these areas

the question of the impact of transportat=on costs and subsidies on urban land uses and

development is being debated directly The assumptions underlying the contrasting

arguments need to be clarified and made explicit

This chapter thus proceeds to examine the probable land use impacts of transportation

pricing strategies, drawing on both theoretical work and empirical evidence The chapter

begins with a brief review of the theory of transportation and urban form, focusing prlmanly

on the effects of changes in accesslbdlty on Iand use and Iocat~on We then d~scuss the

many opt=ons ava=lable to travelers for responding to transportation prices, some of these

options may considerably dampen or offset the potential for pricing policies to reshape

urban form Finally, we present the results of interviews wtth a small sample of business

representatives and local government officials in which hkely responses to one pricing

measure, congestion pncmg, were explored The mterwews, although camed out in general

terms, indtcate that here too a number of options for coping with pnce changes may be

pursued, and at least some of the options could offset the potential for land use and

development impacts

9.2 Theory and Evidence on Transportation - Land Use

Relationships

Land use-transportation interactions have been the subject of a tong tradlt=on of inquiry, and

a strong framework for the understand=ng of key relationships has emerged Economic
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theones of location and land use are dominant, but sociological and h=stoncal theories also

offer insights A brief review of this work ,s presented here to serve as a framework for later

discussions Also presented are the findings of recent empirical studies of the land use

impacts of transit, as well as the results of modeling exercises aimed at improving our

understanding of transportat~on’s role =n location choice processes

In broad terms, location theory is premised on the observation that businesses and

households select their locations partly on the basis of travel times and costs to key

locations (city centers, places of employment, transshipment points, concentrations of

potentzal employee residences, etc ) The location of transportation facilities and

transportation technology determine the relatave Iocatton, or accesstbthty, of places Thus

land values as well as land uses reflect the relative Iocat,onal advantages that transportation

sysl~ems confer

If transportation costs are changed, the rent gradaents change, s,nce land uses and rents for

lancl are tied to each other by market processes, land use potentials are changed All else

being equal, ~t would be expected that investments that lower the cost of transportation to a

center (attraction) would simultaneously reduce the value of land at the center and increase

the value at the periphery Conversely, when transportation costs increase, the price of land

close to the center would increase to reflect the value of its accesslbdlty, peripheral

locations would be less valuable

These ~mpacts play out in different ways for residential development than for commerctal

development In the case of housing, reduced commuting costs (or tzmes, since time has

value) would make st possible for commuters to spend more on housing, travel farther, or

both If, as ,s usually the case, transportation ,s cheap relatwe to housing and one can buy

more house per dollar farther from the center, households will have an incentive to live

farther away from their workplaces All else be,ng equal, then, investments in transportation

are Itkely to decrease residential density and increase the size of the urbanized area
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Business location choice will be affected somewhat differently Although some businesses

are tied to particular s=tes because of needs for special qualltses available only there, others

can choose where to locate within an urban area by cons=dermg the relative costs and

benefits of doing business at any particular place Transportation is one such cost,

businesses need access to goods and markets, and their labor costs reflect commuting

costs

If transportation costs are reduced at a particular place, businesses there will be more

profitable and better able to expand, other businesses also will find the locat~on

comparatively advantageous because of accessibility to metropolitan-wide labor and

customer markets, and will seek to locate there Thus, =n theory, businesses will tend to

congregate at points where transportat}on costs are low

Populat=on-serwng businesses, which sell frequently purchased goods and services, are a

special case because their compet=t~ve edge depends =n large part on their convenience to

resLdences If residences decentrahze, these businesses follow, decentrahzmg this portion

of the work force as well The spectfic location of these businesses, however, still depends

on the relative costs of transportation to alternat=ve locations A general reduct=on Jn

shopping tnp costs would permft population-serving firms to locate farther from residences

and st=It be conven=ent to customers Put another way, firms could attract customers from a

wider area and stll~ benefit from lower transport costs for inputs In so doing, they might be

able to lower costs, expand offerings, or both, and perhaps capture economies of scale and

out-compete firms =n less advantageous Iocat=ons

Overall, then, location theory holds that transportation ~mprovements will tend

s~multaneously to increase employment at benefitted sites and to decentralize workers’

housing However, over time these very changes will stimulate countervalhng effects

increased empBoyment will generate demand for housing near the work sites, suburban

housing will create a pull for service-oriented employment, and so on
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Allhough location theory focuses on economic factors in explaining the spatial dtstnbutton of

vanous land uses, other theor=es of urban growth have emphamzed historical and social

factors and cycles of growth and decline In one conception, industnes located near the

waterfront to ut~hze water transport and the water =tself, their acttvlttes attracted workers’

housing but repelled many other uses The wealthier classes originally built houses near

the center of the city, but as those houses grew obsolete, they chose to braid new ones In

outlying areas made accesmble by new transportation systems Their old houses filtered

down to less affluent classes Durability of bu=ldtngs and infrastructure, along with patterns

of ;blocks and ownership of parcels, retarded change tn land uses by making land assembly,

consohdat=on, and clearance d=fficult and expenmve Economies of scale +n building made

new construction cheaper on vacant land, and this, qu=te apart from land rents, further

spurred suburbanfzatton

The need for specmhzed facthtles and services (transportaUon and other), agglomerations

that support mutual profitab=hty, forced clustering of nuisances, and constraints working

ag;=mst alternative housing location choices (e g, lack of money, race and class

segregatton) also have been tdentff+ed as factors affecting development patterns In one

conceptton of urban growth, different actJvlt=es would locate m d~stlnct nuclei, or subcenters,

because of the interplay of these factors Transportation would exert a different influence

over location in the vanous nuclei because of the dtfferent, specmllzed needs of the

occupants

Smmulatlon models have been developed which draw upon both of these schools of thought

in attempting to predict Iocataon dec=mons The mmplest versions of these models predict

the I’ocatlons of jobs and houmng within a regton as funct=ons of accesmb~hty, land

avaJlabdlty, and population and employment levels More complex models add realmsUc

deta=l by accounting for such factors as land costs and cond=tions, building avadablhty and

quality, and the quahty and cost of local government services, as well as detailed household

socioeconomic and hfe-style descriptors (including the number of workers present,

household ~ncome, age of household members, presence of chtldren, race and ethmc=ty,

etc )

II I I
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Models of this sort confirm what theory claims that decisions on the location of jobs and

housing reflect concerns about transport costs Other things being equal, congestion ~s

associated with a preference for housing closer to work, long commutes are supported by

better transport faclhties For the most part, however, these models also show that transport

vanables are no more cnt~cal to location decisions than such factors as housing type, size,

and cost suitability, crime rates, and, for fam~hes with children, schools Moreover life-style

and hfe-cycle varaatlons have been found to be equally important as (m some cases, much

more important than) transportation as determinants of location and land use choices Land

use is a function of transportation, but ~t is not a simple function

Empmcal studies of the relationship between the cost of transportatBon and urban

development also have been carried out, but overall, the studies fad to provide a

generahzable metnc of the role of transportatton In land development Instead, they point

out that the effects of transportation investments vary w~th the specifics of the case and

must be considered ~n the broader implementation context Most of the highway studies

have found that highway investments are but one factor m a larger growth and development

equation, studies of transit have reached s~m~lar conclusions Moreover many studies have

concluded that measured changes tn development levets are mterreglonal shifts rather than

changes in overaJl development levels

Envlronmentahsts sometimes argue that ~t is precisely thzs shift that is of concern,

particularly ~f development Js reduced by transportation ~mprovements that make possible

more trips, longer trips, or relocation from high-density areas m which many trips would be

made by foot or transit to Iow-denssty areas heawly dependent on the automobile Among

metropohtan planning orgamzat~ons, scenario testing exercises and a few modetmg efforts

using real data have explored this Issue sufficiently to support the conclusion that shifts

could occur sufficient to offset at least some m~t~al travel and enwronmental benefits of

transportation investments But the magnitude of the effect remains unclear, and

controversy continues over when and to what degree a transportation improvement will

reduce trips, shift modes, and alter destination choices - or for that matter, when and to what
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degree worsening conditions (whether from congestion or higher dollar pnces) might do the

same

For both hmghways and transit, many of the studies suffer from methodological and other

limitations, including low explanatory power for observed correlations, difficulty m

distinguishing cause and effect, failure to distinguish economic shifts within a region from

investment-reduced growth, and double-counting of benefits Few have been scoped

broadly enough to identify possible shifts in production processes and changes in economic

and social organlzatton that might occur as a resuEt of important new transportation

investments Nevertheless, the studies offer useful insights Overall, they find that

transportation avadab=hty and quahty are factors in Iocatson and development, but

investments - at least the modest investments typical of today’s transportatEon programs -

w¢ll do relatively httle absent other critical factors including appropnate land, labor, and

capital They also point to the difficulties in identifying and measuring the impact of

transportation projects =n real-world contexts

To sum up, then, location theory, other theones of urban development, empmcally

estimated models of land use-transportation interactions and location choice, and case

studies and statastlcal analyses of transport impacts all prowde useful Insights about

transportation and urban form but no clear, singular findings concerning likely impacts This

wide=ranging body of work suggests that, all other things being equal, transportation

investments that lower the costs of travel should decentrahze housing and centrahze

employment but at the same time stimulate countervalhng pressures for housing near the

employment center and for serwce employment near housing Conversely, worsening

transportation services will favor decentrahzat~on of jobs but support higher densities of

housing in more central locations, although the relationships are not a simple msrror ~mage

because of precedent conditions in the developed areas

Moreover, the empmcal work points out that many other factors may be equally as

zmportant as transportation, or more so, tn Iocatgon and land use dec,s~ons Overall, then,

the impacts of transportation projects on land use and urban form must be considered Jn
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context with full recognition of the complexity and contingent nature of the phenomena

being considered

9.3 Transportation Pricing, Travel Behavior, and Land Use Impacts

Transportation prtc=ng strategies may affect land use and development ~n the short to

medium run by inducing changes in travel behawor, particularly changes in trip generation

rates and trip destmat0on choices Transportation pricing strategies may have even larger

mmpacts, affecting the structure and physical size of the region, by affecting longer-term

location decisions The potential for these effects will vary with the specifics of the pricing

strategy as well as with the ways in whach pricing revenues are used, in particular, whether

and what kind of infrastructure investments are pursued

Table 9 presents a general overview of the possible land use and location Impacts of the

five transportateon pricing measures considered In this study Table 9 2 summanzes key

~mpacts measure by measure, and Table 9 3 comments briefly on how these impacts mtght

differ based on the salient characteristics of each of the four case study reg=ons In this

section, these potential impacts are reviewed Jn greater depth, wtth congestion pricing used

as the ch=ef example because of its greater hkehhood for tocat=on-specJfic implementat=on

and impacts

Traveler Responses

The introduction of new transportation prictng pohcJes =s hkely to el=clt a variety of traveler

responses, some of which could have slgmficant impacts on land use and urban form.

However, the effect wdl be d=fferent depending on the traveler’s ancome and the tmportance

the traveler places on particular trips, as well as the degree of flexJblisty or constraint the

traveler faces, =nc{udmg coordlnatmon requirements both at home and at work
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Consider congestion pricing affecting a major travel corridor As noted earher, congestton

pricing Is a complex pohcy to evaluate because it ts not a straightforward matter to

determine the change =n costs resulting from ~mplementation In most cases some travelers

will face higher generahzed costs - money plus travel time - whereas others will find their

overall t=me plus dollar costs reduced Travelers whose time is worth more to them than the

congestion charges w~ll be better off, thts group Includes both current travelers and those

who are now deterred from making parttcular trips because the peak-period (congested)

tmle costs are too htgh (Th=s latter group would include certain h,gh-lncome travelers and

others of more modest ~ncome w=th regard to h=gh-value tnps such as airport access )

These travelers not only wdl continue pre-congestlon-pncmg travel behavior, but also may

make more or longer trips, or both, tn response to the =mproved level of service

Other travelers will find that =t is not worth it to them to pay the price for a parttcular trip

They may find that they have no cho=ce but to make the tnp anyway Jf the travel choice is

hLqhly constrained or the alternattves are unacceptable Or they may be able to continue

the=r current level of tnp making by findsng a way to offset the charges, using a d=fferent

(less congested or unpnced) route, switching modes, or making the trip at a less congested

(less costly) ttme Alternatively, they may change their trip frequency, their destmatton

chmce, or even thetr location chotce to avoid the charges

Not all these options are hkely to affect land use stgnlficantly For example, a change Jn the

ttme of day a trip ts made, all else being equal, Is unhkely to affect land use at all One can

imagine instances tn which congestion levels along an artenal would make a dtfference in

the attractiveness of a shopping destination, or where hours of operatEon could be affected

by travel and traffic shifts, but m most cases such =mpacts surely would be minor In

contrast, changes m destmatton choice and tnp frequency resulting from transportat=on

congestion pricing could affect the relattve competwtlveness of dtfferent locales, which in turn

could lead to changes in businesses’ cho}ces of whether or where to locate, expand, or

move
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Impacts will also vary by trip purpose Shopping trips are more price-elastic than work trips

and so may be affected more (to the extent that they are affected at all, i e, to the extent

that they occur during the peak in congested areas) Impacts and responses will further

vary by level of congestion, for example, it is harder to shift trips out of the peak if that peak

lasts several hours than tf the peak lasts an hour or less

It is not always the case that congestion pnc~ng on a particular facility will predominantly

affect a specific place (Here parking pricing clearly has a substantially different impact 

For congestion pricing, whether a Iocationally d=stmct mmpact would occur would depend on

whether the congestKon-pnced route Is critical to a specific place (or strongly identified w~th

~t, to the extent that perceptions are dnwng decisions) For example, although 1-80 runs the

entire length of Berkeley, CA’s bay front, only a small percentage of the trips to, from, or

within that ctty use 1-80, and only a smalt percentage of 1-80 traffic has a Berkeley trip end

Congest=on pricing on this stretch of 1-80 might well have a greater Impact on San Francisco

and Oakland than on Berkeley =tself Sim01arty, congest=on pr=cmg of the San Francisco-

Oakland Bay Bridge mEght have as much employment ~mpact on South San Francisco,

some miles away, as on downtown San Francisco, because the South San Francisco

employees are haghly automobile dependent, whereas downtown employees are not ’

Finally, impacts w~ll vary by whether congestion pricing is used only on one or a few

fac~htles or cs wBdespread (hence whether a route choice option is available), by whether the

price varies across fac=htles (less shifting of locations should occur Jf the price variation is

low), by whether there are competitwe transportation alternatives, by whether there are

compet=tive alternatfve destinations, and undoubtedly by many other factors

4 Because of the complexity of the interactions involved, rnodels are needed to trace impacts of route

choice and Iocatlonal ~mpacts through the transportation-land use system
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The pomt as that both high-income and modest-income travelers can respond to congestion

pricing in a variety of ways, some of which may redistribute or otherwise alter the level of

activity at particular destinations, others of which would have little or no effect

Land Use Impacts Resulting from the Use of Pricing Revenues

How the revenues generated by a pncmg strategy are used could substantially alter the

strategy’s land use =mpacts Some projects funded by pricing revenues could themselves

have land use impacts every bit as substantial, or perhaps more so, than those of the

pricing strategy =tself Others would have neghg~ble mmpacts on land use and urban form

For example, using the revenues for transportation projects and programs would have far

different impacts than using the revenues to augment the general fund, reduce other taxes

currently paid by affected parties, or fund enforcement actlvftJes The specific type of

transportation investment chosen aEso would make a substantial difference an the type and

magnitude of land use impacts hkely to occur Clearly, using the revenues to add

transportat=on capacity would have a different effect than using the revenues to finance

commute allowances or fund traffic calmmg programs for affected ne=ghborhoods

Furthermore, mncreaslng capactty by removing a bottleneck on a pnced faclhty would be far

different from =ncreaslng capacity by budding rail transit

It seems IEkely that numerous claims w~ll be made on the revenues from transportatton

pricing, some by people and in peaces that perceive themselves to be disadvantaged by the

price changes For example, owners of businesses =n centers that experience (or perceive)

increased costs of accessibihty due to congest=on pncmg (or parking surcharges) may seek

to have pncmg revenues invested in new fac~httes or expansions to existing fac~ht~es in

order to =mprove the=r access Alternat=vely, the affected areas m~ght seek the revenues to

fund alternat=ve means of transportatton access Such uses of the revenues, ff wisely done,

could return accessabihty to former levels, reducing the potential for direct land use tmpacts

from the pricing strategies At the same time, the new transportation investments
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themselves could alter the relattve attractlveness of the places they serve, alter travel

behavior, and through by doing so alter land use patterns

9.4 Potential Responses of Business and Local Government

Just as travelers have a number of opteons in the=r response to transportatton pricing

measures, both bus,ness and local government could respond to transportation pricing

strategies in a variety of ways, some of which would affect land use To explore what

responses m~ght be considered, interviews were conducted wtth a small sample of elected

offic,als, sen=or planntng staff, business representat=ves, and development interests in the

San Franc=sco Bay Area We focused on congest,on pricing in the mterv=ews because

congest=on pnc,ng ord=nanly would be ~mplemented In some locations but not others, and

hence could have Iocatton-speclfic impacts on land use 5 In contrast, other transportat,on

pricing measures (fuel tax increases, VMT fees, veh=cle emlssPons fees) are likely to 

Implemented throughout a reg=on, and while they all could result in higher densities and a

more compact growth pattern, their locat=on-speclfic impacts would be quite I~m=ted 6

We selected the Bay Area for the interviews because congestion pricing had been fairly

widely d=scussed there at the t=me of the study, and hence many business and local

government representattves were already familiar with the concept and knew the general

outhnes of the debate Discussions of pncmg strategies were not as far along =n the other

5 As LIlustrated by the measures analyzed In earher chapters, certain forms of parking pncmg also
would have location-specific impacts, other forms could be regton-wlde

6 VMT fees and gas tax increases could, of course, further reduce the attractiveness of areas with low

regional accesslblhty, they also could have a somewhat larger than average effect on places which
produce or attract very long trips - typically commumties at the metropolitan fnnge, central business
dlstncts, regional shopping centers, and certain other large employment centers Vehicle em,ssions
fees are not IRkely to have much focat=on-speclfic land use impact at awl - except to the extent that dirty
cars, and heavy emissions from them, may be concentrated in certain neighborhoods or districts (m
which case both benefits and costs would be concentrated there )

I
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regrons, so that interv~ews there would have been much more prone to "first =mpress=on"

reactions

Four scenarios were discussed involving congestion pncmg on dEfferent types of facdltles

and w~th alternatwe routes

o Specific "gateway" faclhtJes with no significant alternative routes (for example, the San

Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge)

o Targeted limited-access facilities with comparable faclhtles not subject to congestion

pricing (for example, Route 101 and 1-280 on the San Francisco peninsula)

o Targeted hm=ted-access fac~ht=es w~th alternative routes via surface streets (artenals)

(for example, 1-80 and San Pablo Avenue along the East Bay shore)

o All faclht~es as necessary (both limited-access facilities and surface streets may be

priced)

In each case the respondent was asked what impacts m~ght be anticipated and what his or

her organization might do in response If such a congestion pricing strategy were

implemented rather than whether he or she agreed that congestion pricing was necessary

or desirable Costs in the scenarios were approximately $0 08/ml to $0 10/ml except for the

Bay Bridge, for which a toll of $3 to $5 was assumed 7

Altogether, 18 interviews were completed 8 Seven of those interviewed were

representat=ves of businesses two small business owners, one m downtown San Franc=sco

7 The Bay Bridge, 8 m=res long Including approaches, currently is tolled westbound only

8 Two other persons declined to be interviewed, even on a confident=al basis, because they believe
the top=c ts haghly sensftJve and the posslbBhties for m=sunderstandmgs are great Eight of those
=ntervJewed asked that thetr comments not be for attnbutaon Because of such concerns, none of the
respondents are identified except by general job title
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and the other in Emeryvllle, a representative of a large business headquartered ~n

downtown San Francisco, a representative of a manufacturing concern =n South San

Francisco, a representative of the trucking industry, and two representatives of retail

businesses F~ve more were local elected officials, and five were local agency staff m

planning and redevelopment departments In addstEon, a representative of a umon

representing blue collar manufacturing employees In San Francisco and south San

Francisco was interviewed Although this sample obviously cannot support statistical

analysis, the findings of the Interviews, summarized below, are nevertheless reveahng of

some of the land use issues that may arise with congestion pncmg proposals Overall, both

businesses and local officials indicate that they would pursue strateg=es that could

compensate for the effects of higher transportation prices Some of these strategies appear

likely to be beneficial, others could be counterproductive Almost all would be designed to

preserve jobs and amenities thought to be threatened by the pricing strategies

Potential Business Responses

A cons,stent reaction to the congest=on pncmg scenario mvolwng only the Bay Bridge was

that Jt would not affect a very large share of any one firm’s employees (estimates of the

share of employees coming from the East Bay ranged from 5 to 30 percent, some of whom

cross the bay on another bridge or commute by transit, estimates of Bay Bndge users

ranged from 2 to 10 percent9) Therefore, the respondents reasoned, few firms would find it

necessary to do much to counter the effects of congestEon pricing as an overall policy

response if congestion pricing were more widely implemented (i e, on many facilities

rather than on only one or two), respondents beheved that it would be more hkely to have an

impact on Iocat=on dec=s~ons and land uses, in particular on marginal uses ~n outmoded

faclhtles

9 These estimates are roughly compatible w=th Bay Area travel data
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Several respondents commented that for businesses most d~recUy affected by congestion

pricing, the size of the labor market could shrink unless higher wages were paid to offset the

transportatmon cost premium Only one respondent noted that time savings also would

accrue to those who chose to pay the htgher price In contrast, half the respondents

commented that those who could not afford the h~gher toll would have to use transit, which

was seen as no faster than congested auto routes and fairly expensive ~n comparison to

auto operating costs For those who hire numerous low- to moderate-income workers, this

was seen as potent=ally making the businesses noncompetitive Employers of higher-

income workers saw th~s as much less of an issue

As the dcscuss=on progressed, however, several of the respondents altered their opinions on

the potential severity of impacts In particular, as they considered the matter further,

several respondents lowered their estimates of ~mpact on lower income workers Many

otl~er factors were thought to make the Impact on lower-wage workers a smaller reason for

concern than It might have appeared at first glance, for example, low- to moderate-income

workers generally are more hkely to I~ve nearby, commute by walking or trans}t, and so on

Several respondents suggested that case-by-case adjustments for mdmvlduals who are

adversely affected meght be necessary or appropriate For example, employees facing an

expensive commute and who efther lack reasonable transportation alternatives or cannot

make use of such alternatwes for some reason (e g, the need to transport children on the

way to and from work) might be allowed to

o Change work start and end times to avoid the peak,

o Change to a different shift (manufactunng jobs), 

o Work at home some or even most of the time

Two of the employers thought that to avoid their becoming excesswely entangled in their

employees’ travel dects~ons, congestion pncmg might lead them to implement a commute

allowance to replace current parking and transit subsidies One speculated that it might be

necessary to raise the current parking subsidy In order to offset the added costs of tolls
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Respondents, speaking generally, acknowledged that transportation ts only one factor in

business location dec=s=ons, and ~ts ~mportance vanes w~th charactenst~cs of the business,

for many, costs of building ownership or leasing arrangements, taxes, crime rates, and the

general business chmate and =mage of a location are more =mportant cons~derabons

However, the respondents also noted that a number of businesses are located in places

that are subept=mal under current conditions, Jn buildings that are outmoded, m labor

markets that are costly, and so forth Higher transportatton prices due to congestion pnclng

could be the final straw for these businesses, forcing them to look for another location or

even to close their businesses altogether Most respondents beheved that the ~mpact would

be greatest on industrial and retail uses rather than office employment, which they saw as

already relatively footloose

Compames that are adversely affected may not move =nltfally because the costs of moving

at that t~me may be too high But the same firms may choose to expand elsewhere,

relocate, or both, after the useful hfe of facuhtles is used up or a long-term lease expires

Hence some congesbon pncmg ~mpacts may lag implementation by years

One bus~ness representabve with many highly pa=d workers beheved that congestion pncmg

would be a major benefit, producing time sav=ngs for travelers, less stress, greater

scheduhng flexlb=hty, and higher productlwty He argued that congestion has deterred some

firms from locating mn places hke downtown San Francisco and that congestion rehef due to

pncmg should remove a barner to these firms, stimulating growth He also argued that the

revenues from congestion pncmg, sf used to Improve congested faclllbes or to provide

Improved commute alternatBves to those who are pnced off, could result sn an overall

Improvement in accessibility of the pnced areas, and perhaps to an eventual lowering of the

price charged to He saw the loss of certain marginal firms as mewtable and overall pos~bve

for the regton, despite the hkely hardship for some lndlwduals

10 Most others d~scounted this possfblllty, seeing ~t as "theoretfcally possible, but not likely m
pract=ce"
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The tmpact of congestion pnclng on trucking was deemed a major concern Two of the

respondents argued that truckers should find that congestion reduction more than offsets

the congestton price, or that truckers should be able to avoid peak-hour charges by careful

scheduhng Nevertheless, most business representat=ves beheved that they would see

congestton prices passed on through higher trucking fees One business leader argued that

large businesses could avoid paying truckers’ congestion charges by scheduling delsvenes

and p~ckups to avotd peak hours and peak prices, however, smaller businesses (and

truckers) have less flexlbmllty m scheduhng, so the impact would fall most heavily on these

"small guys" Truckers offenng just-tn-t~me servtces also were thought to be hkely to find

peak-perEod travel unavoidable The "lack of opttons" argument appears to be a persuasive

one, for th=s reason, the majority of the respondents believed that truckers would seek

exemptions from pr=clng and would hkely be granted such exemptions, regardless of the

benefits they would also be capturing 1~.

Potential Local Government Responses

Just as private actors may attempt to counteract real or perceived dechnes ;n access~b~hty

(increases =n general costs), shrinkage of markets, or both, by using a variety of strategses,

local governments can be expected to take act=on to protect their tax bases and

const=tuencles Among the means to do so that are commonly available to local

government (depending on =nd~wdual state laws) are land use regulat=ons, redevelopment

powers, the ability to create special dlstncts, and the authority to tax and spend

~1 Indeed, some trucking interests have suggested that they be g=ven a dtscount or otherwfse

exempted from any congestion pnclng pohcy for the Bay Bridge, clatmmg =t could adversely affect the=r
just-m-time services - desprte the obvious economic value of the ttme savings that should accrue to
them from reduced congest=on

I
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Interviews with local government officials made it clear that they are well aware of these

opttons and would consider exercising them For example, planners noted that mf the central

business d~stnct were perceived to be adversely affected by road pricing, their local

officials, or the affected businesses themselves, might decBde to provide free parking to

offset the cost of the road price Or, if ct is assumed that many of those affected wdl switch

to transit, a convenient circulator bus or transit shuttle might be provmded In a deregulated

ground transportation environment this msght stimulate van and j~tney services, but Jn the far

more common restricted-entry sttuatlons, a shuttle probably would entad etther government

financing or funding through an assessment dBstnct or business association

Attempts to offset perceived negative impacts of transportation congest=on pricing are more

hkely m areas that have experienced d~fficultles in business retention and attraction (and

among businesses that have experienced labor shortages or customer losses) City

officials who commented on thgs matter argued that mn a strong real estate market very httle

orgamzed pubhc or private response might be generated, on the assumption that there wal~

be plenty of takers for available space (or jobs, or goods and services) even Jf some are

pushed out by the impact of congest=on pnc=ng In a weak market, however, local business

people would almost certainly seek help to offset pricing mmpacts, and local officsals would

be sympathetic to their concerns and hkely would look for ways to be of assistance

City officials also expressed concerns about prlcmg strategies that would lead to increased

traffic on artenals under their control, for example, traffic dsverted from a priced hmlted-

access facility They would expect to be compensated for the added costs of handhng such

traffic and, in some s~tuatlons, for additional traffic mltlgatBon, especially if residences or

retaEI uses abutted the affected streets Off-street parking to replace removed on-street

spaces, improved transit serwces and stops, improved s~dewalks, trees and other

landscaping, and better slgnahzatlon might be demanded by Iocahtles should traffic

d{verslon occur On the other hand, there were mixed reactions to the prospect that traffic

levels mtght dechne on parallel arteriafs =f they too were priced Some beheved that this

would be an improvement, others worned that reduced traffic could cut down business

actlwty
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With regard to poss=bilttles for mncreased development, local government officials were

somewhat skepttcal They noted that current land use regulations often limit market

responses to transportation system changes, m some cases for very long perpods They

acknowledged that some increases tn density or changes an use could occur under current

zoning through =ncreased occupancy rates, sh~fts to hJgher-lntenstty allowable uses, and so

on, but cauttoned that In many areas, higher density and change in use may be substanttally

limited by restncttons on height, bulk, or use, by other development regulations, or smmply by

delays encountered in areas where development proposals often arouse strong pohtlcal

opposltton

Several of the respondents noted that their responses to congest=on pricing were unlikely to

be jusbfied from an economrc perspective and andeed that ~n some cases their responses

were =nternally mconsJstent They nevertheless argued that proponents of congestion

pricing would need to make the benefits v=s=ble and widespread in order to secure the alhes

they would need for Implementation of pncmg strategies

9.5 Conclusions

Currently, some travelers undoubtedly would be w=lhng to pay more to travel than they

currently do, some presumably are being priced off the system by congestion (travel time)

rather than dollar costs Other travelers are using the roadways, making certain trips, and

mdeed llvtng and working where they do m large part because travel costs as I~ttle as it

does, at least some of these mdlvtduals would not be w=lhng - or able o to pay more

Gtven thts heterogeneity In the travel markets and the evidence that there Js constderable

differentiation =n traveler charactenstlcs within particular travel corridors, It is difficult to say

unamb~guousiy and generally how pncmg mJght affect Iocatton, land use, development, and

urban form Although ~n general pohcres that increase the cost of transportation to an
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employment center would simultaneously raise land prices and concentrate development

there, many other factors must be considered, encludmg the presence of spec,ahzed

subcenters, land use regulatEons that retard market-dnven changes, and the slowness of

response m land use changes even when government pohcy does not d=scourage them

(e g, obsolete uses persist at sites for decades, even when land use changes would be

highly profitable) Hence h~gher denstttes and more compact growth are a posstble outcome

of transportatton pncmg, but specific proposals, thetr ,mpacts on access~bthty, thetr

interact=on w~th land and labor markets, and the prospects for land use change in specific

places all would have to be considered before reaching a firm conclusion

Although increased economic and social differentiation of places could be one outcome of

transportat¢on pricing, and in particular congestion pricing, such changes could be greatly

slowed by res=stance to change or compensatory policies implemented by government or

the private sector Exploratory intervcews conducted for this study, although hmlted in scope

and extent, mducate that both government and business would be hkely, at least in the short

to medeum run, to take action to offset perceived adverse impacts resulting from htgher

transportation prtces Such actions might range from prowdmg travel allowances to

increasing the subsLdy for parking, shifting work schedules to avoid the peak periods, and

subsid=zlng certam land uses or businesses Impacts on land use would be moderated by

such mtervent=on=st act=ons

’1
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10,, Politics and Public Opinion

10.1 Overview

What are the chances that transportation pricing strategies of the sort considered m th=s

study would be accepted by the publlc’~ in more general terms, can such changes m

transportation pricing be implemented",~ To explore the issues and examine cdizen

reactions to the measures, we held nine consumer dtscussion groups ("focus groups") Jn the

Bay Area, Los Angeles, San Diego, and Sacramento In addttton, we camed out a senes of

interviews and participated m a number of small group meetings to obtain feedback from

state and local agency staff members, elected officials, and representat=ves of the private

sector The results Indtcate that some transportation pricing strategies would be more

acceptable than others, that matching the strategy to local conditions w=ll be important, and

that clear commitments about uses of pnclng revenues w~ll be a necessary prerequ~s=te to

public support

This chapter descnbes the approach utilized and the major findings from the focus groups

and interviews, and identifies several ~ssues that designers of transportation pnclng

measures and programs would need to address

10.2 Focus Groups: Research Approach

Focus groups are a useful method for el=c~tlng citizen opinions and preferences and

obtaining react=ons to proposals (See, e g, Krueger, ’i 994 ) The method =s widely used 

marketing studEes for consumer goods and as a preliminary step =n the design of surveys

and polls The number of participants in each group is kept small so that In-depth

d=scuss=on can take place Usually, the sess=ons are held =n small conference rooms with a

one way mirror, behind which observers may watch the proceedings The sesstons also are
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taped in most instances Participants are informed that they are being observed and

recorded, but the unobtrusive manner in which this is done rarely poses a problem Only

first names are used in the sessions themselves, and part¢c~pants are informed that the

results are for research purposes only and their anonymity will be preserved

A focus group session typically begins with a brief presentation which is followed by open

and participatory discussion of a set of questions (usually not more than 6-8) Open ended

questions may be coupled wcth one or two "straw polls" or "votes", usually at the beginning

of the sessLon as a way of breaking the ice and getting the discussion going, and/or at the

end of the session to sum up The dlscussfon leader or moderator’s job is to keep the

conversation going, assure that each question =s addressed, encourage participation from

all group members, and if necessary smooth over d~sagreements or redirect a discussion

that begins to stray from the topic

Most sessions are hm=ted to 1 1/2 - 2 hours W{th a few exceptions, the results are not

statistically representative - the overall number of participants, even from a series of focus

groups, es usually fairly small, and parttc=pants are not necessarily selected to be repre-

sentative of the population as a whole However, the material gathered from a successful

focus group Is richly reformative and prowdes considerable insight on the way c~tizens think

about the topic presented them

For this project, e~ght focus groups were held Jn November 1993, two each in Sacramento,

San Diego, Los Angeles (Enc=no), and the Bay Area (San Jose ) A ninth focus group was

held later (m April 1994) m Berkeley In total, 100 peopJe partlctpated in the sessions.

Each focus group consisted of 8-13 participants The first eight focus groups were recruited

at their homes using a telephone survey The ninth focus group was recruited at San

Francisco workplaces using flyers and intercept recruiting, and consisted of persons who

worked =n San Francisco and lived in the East Bay, crossing the Bay Bridge at least twice a

week dunng peak periods
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Fol each focus group, the recruitment screening quest=ons were destgned to produce a

group with expenence in commuting and auto operation Cntena included

- no recent part=c~patlon =n a focus group

- a mix of men and women

- a mix of ractal and ethn=c groups

- a mix of incomes

- working age = no one under 18 or over 65

- must work at least three days a week

- must commute by car at least part of the t=me

Respondents who met these cntena were =nvtted to part{cmpate m a group dtscuss=on of

transportat=on strategies for alleviating congestion, air pollutton, and petroleum dependence,

and =f they agreed, arrangements were made for their attendance at a session A modest

honorarium was offered for part=c=patton

Two hours were allotted for each sessmon Dunng the first half hour, participants signed an

and were offered a hght meal They then were seated, and the moderator began w~th

int,roductlons and a bnef discussion of ground rules The moderator then made a bnef (10

mrn ) presentatton on transportat=on problems and possible strategies to address those

problems, including pricing The ensu=ng group discussion lasted approximately 1 hr 30

ml,n

Participants first discussed the tmportance of congestion, a6r pollution, and petroleum

dependence as problems, to them personally and as soctal issues Each group then spent

about an hour discussing one of four strategtes congestion pricing, vehicle registrahon fees,

fuel tax increases, or parking pricing 1 The groups spent the final twenty minutes discussing

the other pncmg strategies and the=r overall reacttons to these proposals

I ~,t the tsme the focus groups were camed out, these four strategies were being cons=tiered We later
na’rrowed the vehicle reglstratmon fee strategy to focus on emissions, and added a VMT fee strategy
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Because of the complexity of the topic, a detailed script was prepared for moderator training

and practice sessions The moderators’ presentations generally followed the script but were

not tied to it word-for-word A combination of story boards and graphics were used in the

various sessions to illustrate the options being described Moderators did explicitly utilize

the hst of questions prepared for the groups (Both the presentation script and the set of

questions are included =n an appendix )

10.3 Focus Group Findings

No consumer loves the idea of a price increase, still, many members of the public agree

that good transportation and a better environment are worth paying for Focus group

members were no exception Most were w=lhng to consider higher transportation prices if

they could be sure of two things 1) that the funds raised would be devoted to transportation

improvements, and not diverted to other uses, and 2) that the agencies in charge of the

funds would be held accountable for providing real benefits to the pubhc, and could have the

funding taken away from them ff they failed to do so

A vocal mmonty was opposed to any increase in transportation pnces Members of this

group argued that government is wasteful and Indifferent to the needs of the working

person, and that pncmg pohc~es would exacerbate both problems with little or nothing to

show for it At the opposete end of the spectrum, another mmonty felt that problems created

by the automobile justified significant price increases as well as regulatory restnctsons on

auto use, and that such polEcJes should be wgorously implemented By far the most

common reaction was a mEId, somewhat grudging acceptance of the idea that pnce

increases could help reduce congestion, aar pollution, and fuel use, and would raise

revenues for improwng the overall transportation system in addition, most thought that the

funds could be used to provide ~mportant improvements if they were earmarked for such

uses and expenditures had to be reported In detail
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D~fferences in the attEtudes expressed by part=c=pants =n the four metropohtan areas were

notable In particular, part~c=pants in Los Angeles and Sacramento expressed strong ant=-

tax sentiments and were cynical about the abdaty of government to manage programs

efficiently or keep its promises Participants m the Bay Area and m San Diego were more

posltwely mchned toward government, more w=thng to pay taxes or fees for government

programs, and more opt=mtst=c that government could deliver promised improvements using

the taxes or fees wisely

Severity of the Problems

Parhclpants in all four metropolitan areas stated that air pollution is a serious problem both

to tl’iem personally and for society On a scale of 1-10, where I0 is a severe problem, the

ranI, Jngs were typJcally 9 or 10 Most also ranked congestion as a serious problem,

although many felt it bothered others more than themselves (because they do not personal-

ly face much congestion on their work trips) Also, some who do travel under hmghly

congested cond=tlons say that they have become resigned to congestion and do not behove

that anything will reduce rot, this group rates congestion as less of a problem that do those

who behove that congestton rehef =s possible

There was considerably less concern expressed over petroleum dependence, thss issue

tended to be ranked ¢n the 5-7 range The global warming issue did not resonate w~th the

part=cipants and only one particspant commented on it - to raise a question about whether

this might not be a false alarm
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Fuel Tax Increases

Fuel tax increases were the most widely accepted of the strategies, although support for an

increase was ms×ed Most of the participants accepted the point that the gas tax had

declined, m real terms, over the past several decades, and most felt that an increase would

be acceptable, especially =f =mplemented gradually Some, however, characterized the gas

tax as "just another way to gouge the m~ddle class"

Some of the participants thought that an increase in fuel taxes would be an effectgve way to

alter how much dnvlng people do, in the short run, and what kind of cars they drive, m the

longer run However, most felt that a tax increase of less than 50 cents would have almost

no effect on their own travel behavior, perhaps reducing a few discretionary trips off-peak

Many of the partmclpants thought that at-the-pump charges would be too blunt an instrument

to be used for congestion reltef or acr pollutfon reduction They saw only a small connection

between fuel consumption and driving conditions or emissions, and felt that technolog0es to

strengthen such a connect=on, e g, on-board mon=tors or roadside sensors, were "Buck

Roger-lsh" - too futunst=c and speculative to be considered seriously Imost all felt that

revenues from any gas tax increase should be earmarked for transportation The most

frequently supported use for the revenues was to greatly improve trans=t and/or speed

planned transit amprovements Some d~d not want to see more money spent on h=ghways, a

smaller number felt that th~s would be an important use of the monies

Vehicle Registration Fees

Vehicle registration fees reflecting VMT, vehicle emissions, or fuel consumption were hard

for most people to understand, though once explained, the concept seemed reasonable to

most On the other hand, most felt that considerable effort wou~d be needed, either in the

form of technology improvements or in the form of greatly mcreased surveillance and

enforcement, to =mplement such a registration fee
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Several argued that tying veh=cle reg=strat~on fees to odometer readings and emtsslons tests

would lead to widespread odometer tampenng and test fraud, and many felt that passing

the smog check should suffice as a check on emissions Similarly, many of the dBscussants

felt that fuel consumpteon was already addressed by the fact that the more fuel used

(whether vta VMT or via gas guzzler), the more tax paid, and there was httle enthusiasm for

adding new government recent=yes or d=sincent=ves m th~s regard

Part{cJpants who owned old cars womed that they could face sharply increased fees, and

owners of cars that had barely passed thetr last smog check were alarmed by this option

Several participants expressed concern over how h=gher vehicle reglstratfon fees would

affect low =ncome owners of old vehicles, but there was msxed reaction to a poss=ble subsidy

to offset this Impact Some thought that help in buying a reasonable quality used car would

be a pragmatBc and humane response, wh=le others objected that the costs would be

excessive and that moderate-income part=c=pants would also be hurt but would not get any

help

Vehecle buy-back programs were vtewed pos=ttvely by some, but others expressed strong

reservations because the buy-back prices were rarely high enough to pay for a "good" used

car as a replacement There also was some concern that vehicle buy-back would have an

=nflat~onary effect on used car pnces

Owners of "classtc" cars and other "old favontes" worned that they would not be able to

keep their cars if they were forced to pay emlssaons fees as part of vehicle registration.

Some in this group felt that a possible compromise would be to hmtt old cars that could not

meet modern emissions standards to perhaps 500 or 1000 miles a year Others, however,

use the=r old vehicles more than that and would prefer a blanket exemption for classic cars

or no emissions fee at all On the other hand, group members who do not own such old cars

tended to react wtth some impattence to these concerns, arguing that af a car is dirty it

should be cleaned up or not used

t
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There was solid agreement that a VMT, energy use, or emissions fee should be based on

actual vehicle performance, not a "typical" rate for a vehicle of a particular type and age, but

there also was a great deal of skepticism about the amount of bureaucracy this might

require, as well as the potent=a1 for fraud Indeed, each group had at least one member who

gave examples of ways to get a car to (temporarily) pass an emissions test, to show a low

odometer reading, and so on

Finally, many participants felt strongly that the current policy of allowing cars that are heavy

polluters to continue to operate under waivers should be changed 2 Furthermore, many of

the focus group members did not realize that the cutoff point for passing the smog check

varied with vehicle age and type, and a substantial number felt this too was unfair,

prefernng a uniform pass/fail cutoff point (Others argued that the current approach is both

acceptable and practtcal given the differences En vehicle technology ) A number of

participants =n the d=scusslon groups felt that an em=sslons fee, as well as a flat prohlb=t=on

against operating vehtcles that produce very hsgh emzsslons levels, would be a more

equitable policy than the current one, Jf a reasonable method of Implementation could be

devmsed

Congestion Pricing

Reactions to congestion pricing varied with urban area, the strategy was seen as potent=ally

effective in the Bay Area and Los Angeles, but of hmlted relevance (because congestion

was thought to be serious on only a couple of routes) m Sacramento and San Diego In all

four urban areas some of the parhclpants said that, at least some of the t=me, they would

pay a fee to avoid congestion dunng peak penods, but almost no one would wdhngly pay it

on a regular basts

2 Many focus group members were unaware that waivers were permitted at all, and while Cahfornla
now limits the avadablllty of waivers, most focus group members did not approve of the practice Mn any
form or thought that wasvers should be limited to a very short period, e g, 30-90 days
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A number of part~cspants felt that congestion pricing was basically unfair because the well-

off who could afford to pay the fee already have many privileges (e g, set their own work

hours, work at home, etc ) while others, perhaps more time-constrained but less affluent,

would either be forced to use far inferior options or to pay a fee they could tll afford Several

participants blamed unnecessarily inflexible employer work scheduling policies for much of

the congestion, and felt that government should address th~s first rather than h~t workers

with higher fees

The use of the revenues to ~mprove commute alternatives was seen as dubious in Los

Angeles and, to a lesser extent, in Sacramento participants ~n those ctt=es opposed

highway expansion, but also felt transit could never be competitive except, perhaps, to

downtown Many felt that the money would be wasted by incompetent bureaucracies or

arrogant poht~c=ans In contrast, in both the Bay Area and San Diego, many felt that useful

transit ~mprovements could be made and that other desirable projects could be Imple-

mented

Congest=on pncmg was hard for most discussion group partlctpants to understand, except

for apphcatlons on bndges, toll roads, and special lanes This ~s m part because few are

familiar with toll tags or other automatic vehicle Identification (AVI) and electromc toll

collection (ETC) technologies, and imagined that toll booths would have to be added 

collect the fees, but would make thangs worse Once AVI/ETC was explained to the group,

most saw ~t as by far the best way to implement congestion pncmg A small number womed

about the government knowing who traveled where, but this was not a concern for most

participants Indeed, several scoffed at the issue, arguing that if government wanted to

kncw the movements of particular indwsduals they could easily do so now using available

technologies
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Parking Pricing

Policies which would charge for parking were the least supported by discussion group

members Most d~scusslon group members felt that parkDng was already priced where =t was

most costly to provide, generally in downtowns and higher-density employment centers and

shopping dcstncts ~ere parking is free and plentiful, the participants argued, it also ~s a

necessity, because alternatives to driving and parking are too poor to be competitive, pricing

such parking, they argued, would make little difference to the amount of driving people

would do In addition, few could imagine a government-imposed tax or fee on parking that

would be substantJal enough to alter behavior or fund s~gmficant improvements to commute

alternatives, nor did they believe that employers or other private sector parking owners

would make parking charge revenues available to improve commute alternatives Finally, tf

a parking charge were tmposed at their workplace most thought they’d park elsewhere - on

a nearby street or ~n a nearby shopping center, for example

Asked to consider parking surcharges of the sort that mtght be implemented by local

government or a regional agency, several participants voiced general concerns about

another government regulation on business Several expressed doubts that such

surcharges would be implemented or enforced, they ventured that public officcals would

back off in the face of employer opposttlon, as had happened with tnp reduction

requJrements On the other hand, the partlctpants who currently pay for parking thought that

parking pricing should be employed more often, and that daily rates should be no higher

than their proportionate share of monthly rates, to encourage part-time transit use

10.4 Interviews with Local Officials and interest Group

Representatives

To further explore the acceptabihty of transportation pncing measures, we carned out a

senes of interviews with state and local government officials, legislative staff, and pubhc and
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private interests from all four metropolitan areas, with a greater number of Interv~ews m the

Bay Area and Sacramento A total of twenty-eight Individual interviews were completed In

addition, we partmcipated in a number of small group meetings at whach transportation

’pricing polEcles were discussed Participants m the meetings included elected officaals, plan-

ning and transportation staff members, representatives of business organizations, labor

Ileaders, enwronmentallsts, academics, staffers of organizations representing ethnic and

racial minority groups, neighborhood actlvwsts, and realtors

The interviews and meetings w~th officials and interest group members uncovered very

similar reactions to those obtained from c~tlzens In the discussion groups Most of those

~ntervCewed believe that transportation pncmg strategies could be effective in reducing

congestion, emissions, and fuel use, =f carefully wmplemented However, there was a great

deal of skeptLc=sm about the pohtJcal wabd=ty of such strategies and government’s ablhty to

~mplement them effectively Indeed, a number of those interviewed exphcltly requested that

,not only their specific comments but theRr participation ~n the ~ntervlews be kept confidenttal,

out of concern that their wews might be misinterpreted z

,~, number of those interviewed, both supporters of prtcEng approaches and skeptics, felt that

this =s a poor time to be discussing taxes and fees with a pubhc that is trying to cope w~th a

shaky economy, losses of mthtary bases, and pockets of high unemployment Some

beheve that w~despread ant~-tax sentiment would make open support for increased

l ransportat=on prices and fees poht~cally dangerous Others feel that pnclng measures m~ght

be accepted when the economy ~s strong, but that as long as the economy is seen as weak

or only recovering, pricing measures would lose, resulting in a setback for pohc=es that could

do some good and might succeed =f introduced at a better t~me

Several of those interviewed argued that the state should not attempt to design uniform

state-wide transportation policies They argued that the need for revenues, congestion

rehef, and a~r pollution abatement vary widely m d~fferent parts of the state and the lack of

¯ ~ Because of the requests for confidentiality, we have not included the names of those interviewed for
1his study

m
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need for action in many areas might undermine an attempt to get a state-wide policy

tmplemented They recommended instead that the state should authorize local government

- counties and m some cases regional agencies - to ~mplement emissions-based regrstrat~on

fees, higher gas taxes with earmarked funds, etc One partial exception to this preference

for local act=on was in areas that cannot meet state and/or federal air quahty standards,

there, some felt that the state should mandate policies such as emissions-based registration

fees rather than merely authorize local action Another partial exception is ~n the area of

VMT fees, some felt that over the long run these fees might substitute for the current

bundle of fuel taxes, sales taxes, property taxes, and the like used to pay for transportation

fac~lEt~es and services, and that statew~de action would be the preferred way to proceed wtth

such a revenue program

Fuel Tax Increases

Most of the persons interviewed acknowledged that gas taxes are far lower than those of

other developed countries and probably too low to adequately finance existing transporta-

tion infrastructure, let alone pay for ~mprovements On the other hand, most also felt that

h~gher gas taxes are a pohtmcal non-starter at the current time, at least on a statew~de basis

Some would support regional gas tax approaches, where the state woutd authonze regions

to put a tax increase and expenditure plan on the ballot

A smaller number beheve that a state gas tax increase could be introduced right away, with

the funds are earmarked for transit, air pollution reduction strategies, and other

transportatson Improvements (m order of pnonty) They beheve that such a tax Increase

could be sold to the pubhc as a way to fund needed projects that will be good for the

economy and produce jobs, as long as the projects are ones that have public support
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Vehicle Registration Fees

Interviewees were concerned about whether higher vehicle registration fees would have the

desired effect on emlsslons or energy use They argued that additional fees of more than a

few hundred dollars maximum would be unlikely, but by the same token would be too low to

substantially change auto ownership levels or auto type choices Conversely some worried

that fee increases of up to three or four hundred dollars could seriously impact low income

households, who might then face sharp cutbacks ~n their mobility (being unable to afford 

better vehicle) In some cases, they thought, people might simply decide to leave the

offending vehicle unregistered

In contrast to c~t~zen-dlscussants, most public offictals interviewed believed that it would

make more sense to use CARB/EPA data on average vehicle emissions by vehicle type and

model year, rather than to rely on emissions test results A common reaction was that the

latter approach would encourage "clean for a day" fix-ups to reduce emissions, or outright

fraud of various sorts The use of data for a typical vehicle, i e, with the fee calculated

based on regzstratlon data and hsted on the ma~led-out registration form, was felt to be

simpler and hence more reahstlc than approaches that would require an elaborate

measurement, momtonng, and reporting system In addmt=on, average emissions data were

thought by several to be no less faxr or accurate than many other commonly accepted fee

cal’culatlon methods, such as using average trip rates (for example) to calculate traffic

mll =gat=on fees

Wider use of vehicle buy-back programs would recemve broad support from those mter-

wewed, afthough several recommended a repair-or-retire approach rather than sBmply

scrapping a veh0cle Support also ran high for programs that would get hsgh-emissJons

vehicles off the road or limit their use (e g, repair-or-retire requirements for all vehicle

owners, pohcles that would disallow waivers for super-emdters after a specified date (e 

two years following enactment) or hm=t the waiver to, e g, six months, pohc=es estabhshmg 
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high emissions and mileage fee for super-emitters after a specified date ) Some favor

pricing strategies to encourage these latter actions, others suggest that regulations should

do so

Parking Pricing

Many local government officials argued that parking regulation was no business of the

state’s - that local governments were much better positioned to develop parking policmes that

made sense for themr areas Academtcs, envrronmentahsts, and some business leaders, ~n

contrast, argued that local governments’ parking regulations tended to range from poorly

conceived to downright irrespons~ble Academics and environmentalists argued for a

stronger state role ~n reducing mandatory parking requ=rements, whereas business people

wanted less government involvement of any sort

Several local government officials reported pressures to reduce tmpact fees due from

developers and employers, and thought [t very unhkely that parking pricing or slmtlar

strategies aimed at land owners and managers would be attempted or would succeed at

this time, at least as a local initiative The gradual elimination of tax benefits for employer-

provided parking is an option that some would endorse, but others believe that anti-parking

strategies will do more m~schlef than good, for example by leading to parking sptllovers into

res=dentlal neighborhoods

Parking cash-out, the state policy that requtres certa=n employers who purchase or

subsidize parking for thetr employees to offer them the alternative of a cash equivalent, was

known to only a few of those mntervtewed To most, It seemed to be an interesting way to

begin to rat=onahze parking requirements, but not a particularly efficient or "market-based"

strategy
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Congestion Pricing

Congestion pncmg made sense conceptually to most of those mntervlewed, but there was

deep distrust among some about a policy that seems to reward the affluent and already

privileged classes. One elected official took the position that poltcies that allowing the

affluent to buy their way out of a problem reduced the probability that the problem would

ever be addressed properly, and hence was socially irresponsible

The details of implementing congest=on pricing worry many (E g, what =f people try to pull

over and watt for the price to change~ What if people avoid the fee by crowding onto the

local streets’~) In addition, equity issues were rafsed the concern was for low and moderate

income workers with ~ittle flex=blhty and no good alternative choices Using the revenues to

ira, prove travel alternatwes was generally felt to be a prerequisite to congestion pricing, but

there also were doubts that this would In fact be done, or that improvements such as

addEt=onal bus services or pass discounts would be maintained for long

Several beheved that some form of road pricing would be inevitable If a substantial number

of alternate-fuel vehicles came into use, because then ~t would become clear that conven-

tional fuel taxes were no longer working as a finance mechamsm They also felt that, when

that time came, dlfferentEal charges by t~me of day m~ght be implemented more easily

Enthusiasm for allowing solo dnvers to buy into HOV lanes was decidedly mixed Some felt

that this would be a fine way to pay for HOV lanes and related programs and saw this as

the mare way congestion pncmg would be implemented In the foreseeable future Others

fellt that SOV buy-m would be unacceptable because it would violate agreements under

whmch lane addthons were approved on condition that they be restncted to HOVs dudng

peak hours Both supporters and doubters expressed concerns over the feaslbdity and

practlcahty of enforcing an HOV lane =n whwch some SOVs were permitted, except with a

very heavy dose of technology (SOV buy-in only with toll tags, video recording of all

m
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vehicles without a toll tag, and either real time monltormng or tmagmg to detect a v~olator and

trigger enforcement, or tickets by mall )

10.5 Overcoming Barriers

In both the focus groups and the mtervmews, many were skeptical that effective ~mplementa-

tlon of any significant change m transportatDon pricing would proceed, at least in the next

few years The barriers, in this view, are an apparent tack of broad-based support for action,

the strength of the ant~-tax movement, the h~gh wslbihty of government action on most of the

strategies, and the lack of clear precedent demonstrating overall benefits and an ablhty to

offset inequities On the other hand, many thought that these barriers could be overcome by

a comb=nation of public education, good pianmng, prov~sion of safeguards to protect the

public interest, and apphcat=on of emerging technologies Suggestions for overcoming the

barriers included the following

0 If amplementat=on ss to proceed, bus=hess, enwronmental, and social justice com-

mun~tses must be wdhng to publicly advocate transportation pricing changes and to

take on the effort needed to educate the pubhc

o Specific proposals must address the equity ~ssues directly, and must offer concrete

commatments for offsetting harm in an enwronmentalmy and socially acceptable way

0 The creation of pubhc-prlvate oversight committees and the use of independent

audits to assure funds are being well used and programs are working as intended

would help reduce, though not entirely d~ssmpate, suspicions about government

programs of this sort
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0 Approaches that grve local governments or regtons authonty to implement pncmg

programs matching their circumstances make more sense, for the most part, than

uniform statewlde approaches Authonzation for local actton permits those

communttles that can build support for a measure to proceed without forcing the

tssue on those who are not prepared to act In many cases a city- or county-level

authority wouJd be sufficient to avotd splllover problems, or a regional agency could

be gwen ~mplementatlon authority

0 Two possible exceptions to the general preference for local or regional control are

for em=sslons fees in nonattamment areas (where direct legtslat~ve mandates were

suggested) and VMT fees to be used for revenue purposes (where a statewtde

program was suggested )

O Several transportation pncJng measures may become more acceptable as new

technologtes are Implemented For example, AVI/ETC technologies will greatly aid in

the =mplementatlon of road prJctng, parktng pncmg, and perhaps vehicle regtstratton

fee pohcles, as consumers become more accustomed to the AVI/ETC technologtes

they may also become more accepting of pncmg strategtes which utihze these

dewces New odometer des=gns wtll reduce the hkehhood of tampenng and make

fees based on odometer readings easier to tmplement On-board vehtcle diagnostic

equipment wtll help people keep thetr em=sslons equtpment m good order

Experience wtth remote sensing should clarify the role of high-emitting vehecles m

the overall pollution problem, and increase public acceptance of em=sslons-based

fees

0 F=nally, as low emiss=on and zero em~ss=on veh=cles become a reahst=c option for

more people, pubhc wllhngness to accept road pncmg, higher fees for petroleum

fuels, and em0sstons fees also should increase

m
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111. Legal Issues’

11.1 Introduction

A number of legal issues will have to be confronted as policy-makers consider the use of

transportation pricing to reheve congestion, improve air quality, reduce energy consumption,

and lower greenhouse gas emissions Th~s chapter outlines key legal issues whtch must be

considered in designing transportatton pricing strategies It Cs designed to a~d pohcy-makers

in understanding what can be implemented under existing law and what legislative issues

must be dealt with in order to accomplish desired polrcy goals, The topics are complex and

thl=~ brief treatment of them cannot replace a detailed legal review of specific proposals

Nevertheless, the chapter should provide a start from which interested public offictals can

move forward

Because the relevant taw ~s largely state law, and because our four case study areas are alt

Cahforn=a regions, we focus on California legal issues California policy-makers are faced

with a legal structure not ideally suited to the ~mplementat~on of transportatton pricing

renovations and reforms Whtle a few such pncmg strategtes have been "pushed through

the, system," and more are possible, not only are there a host of general legal issues

affecting irnplementatton, but enactments over the last 15 years restricting new taxes, fees

and assessments impose additional hurdles

A variety of transportation pncing measures already exist under Cahforn=a law - tolls, fuel

taxes, vehicle registration fees, vehicle licensing fees, and parking fees and taxes among

them The avallabthty of these measures means, of course, that there is estabhshed law

concerning their utihzat~on, use of revenues, and so on We start with a summary of these

1 Thts chapter is based upon an outhne developed by Geoffrey S Yarema of Nossaman, Guthner,
Knox and Elilott Mr Yarema was assisted by Winfield D Wilson, Robert D Thornton, Barney A
AJhson, and Steven N Roberts Eltzabeth Deakin prepared the final version of the chapter

m
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existing fees and taxes, to provide background for dlscusston of poss=ble additional mea-

sures

We then turn to general conslderat=ons in destgn=ng transportation pnctng strateg=es.

Generally, the btggest legal issue facing a transportation pricing measure zs whether it w~ll

be classtfied as a "tax" or a =’fee," since the two are implemented under separate authority

and are subject to dzfferent procedural and substantive requirements The California rules

are particularly strenuous, in addition to the concerns shared with other states over due

process and equal protection, adequate nexus and appropriate use of funds, California must

comply with a number of citEzen-enacted propositions hmtting and constrainmg the enact-

ment of taxes and fees and the uses of the revenues therefrom Hence, in this chapter we

distinguish between "taxes" and ’=fees" under Cahforn~a law and discuss the advantages and

disadvantages of each classification

A number of other federal and state const=tutlonal prows=ons and statutes, as well as com-

mon law, also affect the implementabdsty of transportation pncing strategies The conditions

under which these measures may be lawfully imposed are rewewed and provisions

governing collection and d=sbursement of proceeds are dtscussed

We then apply these legal considerations to the set of pncmg measures being evaluated in

this study road prfclng and Its variants (including tolhng mixed flow highway capacity and

charging for use of h{gh occupancy vehicle lanes by non=high occupancy vehicles), parking

pricing, increased at-the-pump charges (fuel taxes or other), and emission-based or VMT-

based registration fees 2 While the dtscuss~on is necessarily general ~t does ind=cate some

of the issues that might anse and pomts out some options for dealing with them

We conclude with a brief rewew of the legal aspects of such frequently raised issues as

whether extensive monitonng would constitute an unlawful search or mvas=on of privacy,

2 The measures considered in th~s chapter are described Jn somewhat different terms than =n
preceding chapters, because here we focus on the implementation mechantsms that might be used
and the legal Issues surroundlng them
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whether differential prices based on congestton levels, tolls, etc violate equal protection

guarantees, and whether transportation pricing measures might amount to improper double-

(’hargmg Brief reference also ~s made to the ~s made to some of the issues that new

technologies for implementing pricing measures might raise

11.2 Current Transportation Fees and Taxes

At the t~me this chapter was prepared,3 a number of transportation fees and taxes are

already Jn place or authonzed under California law At, the following

¯ ,- Tolls

rhe Legislature has authorized the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) and

other public and private entitles to mmpose tolls on a variety of transportation facilities,

including bndges, highway crossings, tubes, tunnels, subways, underpasses and

overpasses acquired or constructed pursuant to the California Toll Bndge Authority Act (Sts.

& Hwys Code § 30000) Tolls have been In place for some years on the San

Francisco=Oakland Bay Bndge (Sts & Hwys Code § 30600), the San Pedro-Terminal

island Bridge (Sts & Hwys Code § 30680), bridges across Carqumez Straits (Sts & Hwys

(.?,ode § 30750), the Antioch Bndge (Sts & Hwys Code § 30760), the 

Francisco-Oakland Rapid Transit Tube (Sts & Hwys Code § 30771), the San

Mateo-Hayward and Dumbarton Bridges (Sts & Hwys Code § 30790), and the San

Diego-Coronado Bridge (Sts & Hwys Code § 30796) Recent legislative action authorized

four demonstration projects selected by Caltrans to be developed by private entities (Sts 

Hwys Code § 143) the tolled use by single-occupant vehicles of hfgh-occupancy vehicle

lanes on 1-15 (AB 713), facJht~es constructed and tolled pursuant to the El Dorado County

3 The chapter was drafted in Fall 1993 and updated in June 1995 Legislative action and court
declsEons s=nce that ttme may have altered certain prowslons reported hereto The reader should
confirm the current status of laws and regulations before ut=hzlng this reformation

a
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Toll Tunnel Authority Act (Sts & Hwys Code § 31100), and bridge and major thoroughfare

construction to be undertaken by the Orange County Transportation Corndor AgencEes

(Gov Code § 66484 3) The latter organization has recently opened tolled segments of its

highways

Caltrans has generaJ authority to grant toll franchises under certain specified conditions

(Sts & Hwys Code §§ 30800, 30810), including public hearings on the toll rates to 

established It ~s unlikely that Caltrans or any other state agency could by itself authorize a

local entity lacking pol=ce powers to levy a toll, whether mn fact the toll was a "fee" or a "tax,"

since this would be exercising a legislative prerogative

Boards of Supervisors have no authority to grant franchises or licenses to construct or

collect tolls, but may construct or acquire a toll road, subject to restrictions imposed by any

law authorizing the construction or acquisition of toll toads (Sts & Hwys Code § 30810,

30812)

-- Vehicle License Fee (Rev. & Tax Code §§ 10701 et seq.).

The vehicle license fee law currently (1996) provides for a "fee" equal to 2 percent of the

value of the vehicle Proceeds are allocated in part to counties to fund heaEth services

programs (Rev & Tax Code § 11001 5, Wei and Instlt Code §§ 17600, 17604), In part 

clttes for lost property tax revenues (Rev & Tax Code § 11005(b)), and the balance to cttles

and counties based on population Monies disbursed to cities and counties may be used for

any county or city purposes
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-- Motor Vehicle Fuel License Tax (Rev. & Tax Code §§ 7301 et se~).

The tax rate currently (1996) is $18 per gallon (Rev & Tax Code § 7351), levied 

distributors for the privilege of d~stnbutmg motor vehscle fuel; I e, an "excise" tax Subject to

the provisions of any budget b=ll, proceeds are deposited into the State Transportation Fund

(Rev & Tax Code §§ 8352, 8352 2, 8353) Once ~n the Transportation Fund, the money 

allocated to a variety of state and local programs (See, e g, Sts & Hwys Code § 2104 et

_se__q )

-- Motor Fuel Use Tax (Rev. & Tax Code § 8601 et seq.)

[he rate currently (1998) is $18 per gallon, levied on the consumer (Rev & Tax Code 

8651 ) Proceeds are depostted into the Highway Users Tax Account and the Transportation

"Fax Fund (Rev & Tax Code § 9302 

-,- Local Motor Vehicle Fuel Tax (Rev. & Tax Code § 9501 et seq.; PUC Code 99500 et

seq.)

Counties may =repose a motor vehicle fuel tax on a county-wide basis Th~s tax may be

expended only for the purposes authorized by Article XIX of the Calfforma Constitution Prior

to imposition, the proposal must be approved by the Board of Supervisors, a majority of the

c:lty councmls of the c~t=es having a majonty of the population In the incorporated areas of the

county, and a majonty of the voters The county and the majority of the cities having a

majonty of the populatfon in the Incorporated areas of the county must also have a written

agreement w=th respect to allocat=on of the revenues between the counties and the c=t=es

(Rev. & Tax Code § 9502 
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-- Local Vehicle License Fees (Rev. & Tax Code § 11101 et seq.)

Counties which have adopted a general plan prowdmg for a network of county expressways

and financing the first phase of constructing such highways from a county bond issue

totaling at least $70 million, may impose a county vehicle license fee not to exceed $10 per

vehicle This vehicle license fee is ~mposed on the privilege of operating the vehicle upon

the pubhc highways and hence is an excise tax Revenue from this source is to be

distributed to the county for the construct=on of the expressway system

-- Parking Fees and Taxes

Cities and counties, as well as private entltwes, frequently prowde parking and charge for its

use In addetlon, some charter cites and counties have imposed taxes on parking revenues

from private facilities (see discussion which follows on charter city authority 

11.3 General Considerations in Designing Transportation Pricing

Strategies

In designing transportation pricing strategies, one of the most important legal ~ssues is

whether to structure the charge as a fee or a tax, an issue which has serious procedural

consequences, particularly Bn Cahfornta Other considerations stem from restrictions on the

use of funds depending on the nature of the charges levied and the entity imposing the

charges
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Classification of Charges as "Taxes" or "Fees"

In general, a monetary charge can be formulated as e~ther a "tax" or a "fee" Whether a

charge is classmfied as a "tax" or a "fee" depends upon the governmental entlty’s power and

abihty to impose the charge, as well as its amount in relationship to benefits received or

burdens =mposed In addlt{on, the classification determines the permissible use of the funds

ra{sed and, in Cahfornla, may determine whether the charge is subject to voter approval.

"Fees" ,are considered to be charges (exactLons) which compensate the government for 

service rendered, a benefit conferred or a burden created by the payor "Taxes" encom-

pass exactions other than fees Certain exactions may be properly classified as either a fee

or tax For example, persons us=ng a segment of highway might be levied a fee for the

benefit of us=ng the hghway, conversely, they might be charged an excise "tax" for the

privilege of using the highway (See Associated Homebullders v City of Livermore (1961)

56 Cal ;~.d 847, 852-853, Westfield-Palos Verdes Co v City of Rancho Palos Verdes (1977)

73 Cal App 3d 486 )

The classJficatmon, If necessary, of exactions as fees or taxes may depend upon legislative

intent, ¢,r constltut{onal or statutory proscr=ptions against one or the other which cannot be

avoided simply through a jud=clous choice of terms (Cahforma BId.q Industry Assn 

Govern=n,q Bd (1988) 206 Cal App 3d 212, 236, 237 

Constitutional/Statutory Basis for the imposition of Fees or Taxes

Taxes are imposed through exercise of the taxing power Fees are =mposed through

exercise: of the police power The California Legislature has inherent pohce and taxing

powers, hmJted only by the federal and state constltuteons Thus, the state can d~rectly

=repose through appropriate legislation whatever taxes and/or fees it m~ght wish, subject

only to constitutional constraints and federal preemption

mlmMmlll=mmml
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Federal and state constitutions provide for equal protection and due process to protect

against arbitrary and unreasonable dEfferenttal treatment of persons Likewise, both

constitutions protect property rights, prohibit impairment of contracts, secure privacy, and

hm=t searches of persons and property Assuming the tax or fee is designed and

implemented in a manner which compl~es with these constitutional mandates and

limitations, statutory law further governs permissible action.

The California State Constitution grants police powers to all cities and counties (Article XI,

§ 7) Consequently, all cities and counties may impose fees, subject to constitutional

restrictions and such limitations as the Legislature may ~mpose (Cahfornla BId.q Industry

Assn v Governm.q Bd (1988) 206 Cal App 3d 212, 234, 237 ) Local entitles other than

cities and counties lack the pohce power, however, and thus may impose fees only ff the

Legislature authorizes it

Local governments’ ability to tmpose taxes depends on the form of government and its

orgamzatlon Under Cahfornla law, the state may not directly impose taxes for local

purposes, but may either (a) impose local taxes for state purposes or (b) authorize "local

governments" to ~mpose taxes for local purposes (Art Xlll, § 24 ) California "charter c~tles"

derive their taxing powers through their charters, subject to conststutlonal Itmltatlons and

preemptive state and federal legislation (Art XI, § 5 ) Non-chartered (general law) cities

and counties and other local entities have only such taxing powers as the Legislature vests

m them (Art XlII, §24 ) City charters are likely to prowde for more unhm~ted pohce and tax

powers than the Legislature accords to "general law" cities (See, e g, Stats 1971,

Res Ch 183, p 3759 [Vallejo] "The Council may prowde for any tax, hcense or permit

fee, service or charge or other kind of revenue permctted by th{s Charter or by the

Constitution or general laws of the State ")

As with fees, local entities other than c~tJes and counties may ~mpose taxes only If empow-

ered to do so by a specific act of the Legislature
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In general, then, the State may impose e~ther taxes or fees, California cities and counties

have broad power to tmpose fees, c=ties and counttes’ abthty to tmpose taxes depends on

their form of organ=zatlon and state authonzatlons, and other local government entitles may

tmpose fees or taxes only if spec=fically authorized by the state

Limitations on the Power of State and Other Public Entities to impose Transportation

Fees and Taxes

Both federal and state law restrict the power of the state and other pubhc ent=ties to tmpose

transportat=on fees and taxes or otherw=se lim=t the use of revenues generated.

F:ederai Statutory Provisions

-- Federal Highway and Transportation Law

Federal statutory law has long sttpu~ated that no toll of any k=nd may be imposed on the use

of Federal-aid highways, wtth specified exceptions including bridges, tunnels, and facilities

tnltlally buwlt as toll roads (23 USC, Sts & Hwys Code § 2201) However, the Intermodal

Surface Transportat0on Effic=ency Act of 1991 created certain exceptions to this general

rule

o for the initial construct=on of federal aid, non-Interstate, toll highways, tunnels and

bridges (23 U S C A § 1012(a))

o for the reconstruction, replacement, resurfacmg, restoration, and rehabihtatlon of

existing federal aid toll highways, tunnels and bndges (23 U S C A § 1012(a))

i
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0 for testing the use of congest=on pricing on up to five existing federal a{d highways,

of which two can be interstate highways (23 U S C A § 1012(b)) At the time 

chapter was being written, the Federal Highway Administration had authorized a

larger number of planning studies, including several in California One such planning

study is considering congestion pricing on the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge, a

second is evaluating a range of pricing strategaes for the Los Angeles regEon, a third

is evaluating pricing of HOV lanes in San Diego

The ban on tolls on most federal-aid highways is a serious hm=tatmon on the consideration of

congestion pricing or other road pricing strategies While there has been considerable

discussion both Jn Washington and elsewhere on the desirability of further loosening this

restriction, the current Congress has substantially cut congestion pncing demonstration

project funding, though work continues using funding authonzed previously

The general federal restriction on tolls does not apply to gas taxes (293 U S 533 [79 LEd

641]), registration fees (Carley & Hamilton v Snook, 281 U S 66 [74 LEd 704]), or motor

fuel dealer taxes (Anthony v Kozer, 11 F 2d 641 (D Or 1926))

-- The National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (42 U.S.C.A. §4321 et seq.)

The National Environmental Pohcy Act - NEPA - estabhshes requirements for the evaluation

and reporting of enwronmental effects stemming from a wide range of federal actions

Detailed tmplementat~on guldehnes have been issued by the federal Council on

Environmental Quahty and by mdlvtdual federal agencies, including the U S Department of

Transportation Depending on the specifics of the action In question, NEPA requirements

could include an assessment of enwronmental impacts, consideration of alternatives,

preparation of detailed statements or reports, and pubhc notice and hearing Certain

transportation pnctng projects or proposals could be construed as "federal actions" within

the meaning of NEPA and thus would be subject to NEPA prowslons
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Major State Constitutional Restrictions

A number of state constitutional and legislative provisions mandate a public vote, limit the

tJ~se of revenues, or otherwise sharply restnct taxabon =n Cahfornia. These prowslons must

be explicitly dealt with =n designing transportation pncmg measures Key provlstons are

d~scussed below

-o Article XIIIA (Proposition t3)

Proposlbon 13, approved by the voters Jn 1978, has several important provisions which

affect government’s abJhty to levy taxes ~n Cahforn=a First, any ~ncrease En state "taxes"

leading to tncreased revenues must be approved by two-thirds of the total membershtp of

each house (Art XIIIA, § 3 ) Second, any new "special tax" Imposed by any city, county,

or "special d~strlct" requires the prior approval of a two-thirds vote of the electorate vobng on

the proposal (Art XlllA, § 4 ) The special tax 2/3 vote requirement does not apply to taxes

where the proceeds are deposited m the general fund of caties or counties (City and County

oF San Francisco v Farrell (1982) 32 Cal 3d 47), but does apply to taxes where 

proceeds are deposited in the general fund of special districts (Rmder v County of San Dle.qo

(1991) 3 Cal 4th 

Districts formed prior to 1978 which lack the power to impose real property taxes are not

"special dlstncts" and thus are not subject to the two-thirds vote requirement of Article XllIA

(Los An.qeles County Transportabon Commission v Rtchmond (1982) 31 Cal 3d 197.)

Recently a dJwded Court of Appeal in essence held that any tax imposed by any

independent district, organized after 1978, requires a two-thirds vote Santa Clara County

Local Transportation Authority v Guandino (6th Dist H010835 Nov 10, 1993) The

Supreme Court upheld this decision

m
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- Article XIIlB (Gann Initiative)

Article XIIIB establishes an appropnatmon limit for each governmental entity in California In

any year, governmental entities may not expend more than their appropriations limit for the

prior year, adjusted for changes in cost of living and population As a consequence, an

entity which recetves revenues in excess of its appropnatlons Itmlt is required to transfer or

refund the excess For the state itself, fifty percent of any state revenues in excess of the

state’s appropriations limit must be transferred to the State School Fund, and the balance

refunded by revtsion of the tax rates or fee schedules Any excess revenues another entity

of government receives must be returned through a rewslon of tax rates or fee schedules

Proceeds from regulatory licenses, user charges and user fees are considered revenue
/

under Article XIIIB, except "to the extent that those proceeds do not exceed the cost to the

entity in providing the regulation, product, or service" (Art XlllE}, § 8(c) 

Appropriation limits of existing governmental entities may be changed by the electors upon

a majority vote, to last for four years The appropriations limit for new entitles is established

by the vote of the people

-- Proposition 62 (Gov. Code Section 53720 et seq.).

Proposition 62 requires that any taxes imposed for a spec,fic purpose ("special taxes") 

approved by two-thirds vote of the electorate and requires that any taxes imposed for

general purposes ("general taxes") be approved by a majority vote Government entitles

other than the State are facially subject to Proposition 62 (Gov Code § 53720 et seq 

While Proposltmon 62 purports to apply to chartered cities, ~t probably does not as a matter

of law since a statute (even If enacted by initiative) cannot amend municipal rights derived

through the Constitution
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Several cases have held Proposition 62 invalid (Ctty of Woodtake v Lo.qan (1991) 230 Cal

App. 3d 1058, City of Westminster v County of Oran.qe (1988) 204 Cal App 3d 623 ) 

unreported cases have held that ent~tles without the authority to impose property taxes may

enact special taxes without any vote under Proposition 62 (Vernon v State Board of

Equalization (1992) 2nd D~st B057899, Ward v State Board of Equalization (1992) 4th Dist

G011284 )

Other State Constitutional Provisions

Several other constitutional provisions could directly affect transportation pricing measures

and are briefly mentioned here

-- Restrictions on Who May Levy Taxes and Assessments

Article ×1 Section 11 specifies that the Legislature may not delegate to a private person or

entity the power to levy taxes or assessments The Legislature has, however, authorized

Caftrans to enter into agreements w=th private parties to estabhsh toll rates and to ~mpose

tolls to repay the cost of developing and operating transportation fac=l=taes, together with a

reasonable return on investment (Sts & Hwys Code § 143)

Article XI, Sectron 14 provides that any local government formed after 1976, the boundaries

of which include all or part of two or more counties, cannot levy a property tax unless the tax

has been approved by a majonty vote of the quahfied voters within that local government. A

tax based on the value of a veh=cle, rather than on the privilege of using tt, would probably

fall uncter this prowslon If the tax were earmarked for a specific purpose by a city or

county, or tf ~t were imposed by a special district, it would also require a 2/3 vote under

Proposition 13
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-- Restrictions on the Allocation or Use of Funds

Article XIII, Section l(a)provides that all property, real and personal, Is taxable, but must 

assessed at the same percentage of fair market value This would restrict differential

taxation of vehicles and m~ght also affect differential taxation of parking spaces, e g, ones

used by single occupant vehicles vs multiple occupant vehicles (But dlfferent=al fees still

could be devised )

Article Xlll, Section 14 further provides that all property taxed by local government must be

assessed in the county, city, and d~stnct in which it =s situated These provisions might, for

example, prevent taxation of vehicles not garaged in the locality (further analysis would be

needed to evaluate this issue )

Section 15 of Article XI states that all revenues collected under the Vehicle License Fee law,

above the cost of collecteon, must be allocated to counties and cities according to statute

Article XVI, Section 6 spectfies that neither the State nor other public body may make, or

authorize, a gift or a loan of pubhc funds to any other person, association or public or pnvate

corporation Consequently, revenue of one entity cannot be transferred to another entity

unless the first entity receives sufficient consideration for the transfer, or unless a "public

purpose" for which the transfemng entity Is authorized is thereby served The State may

distribute revenue to local entities to carry out "State" purposes but a c~ty, for example,

could not transfer its revenues to another entity unless a municipal purpose would thereby

be accomplished Partly countenng this restnctton, Article XVI, Section 24 prowdes that the

Legislature may authorize cities and counties to enter into contracts to apporteon between

themselves sales or use taxes Cmposed by them However, a majonty vote of the electorate

is required before any such contract becomes operative

Article XVI, Sectgon 8 was added by Prop 198 and provides that a fixed percentage of all

state revenue must be set asede for the support of pubhc schools Increased revenue to the
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state from transportation pricing measures thus will lead to automatic increased support of

the school system If the increased funds themselves are earmarked for other uses, the

state may have to reallocate funds from other programs in order to meet its the fixed-

percenfage obhgat=on to the schools 4

Article XVll, Section 3 specifies that no money may be appropriated by the State for any

corporation or restitution not under the exclusive management and control of the State

Notwithstanding this provision, private companies may be granted the right to levy tolls to

Improw.= preexisting public roads Blood v McCarty (1896) 112 Cal 561

Article XIX, Section 1 provides that State revenue from taxes on motor vehicle fuels, over

and above the cost of collection, can be used for specified purposes only These uses

include the operation of public streets and highways, related public facdltles for non-

motorized traffic, the construction of public mass transit guldeways, and mitigation of

enwronmental effects of highways and mass transit This provision hmJts the expenditure of

the proceeds of any State tax imposed on motor vehEcle fuel

Section, 2 of Article XlX further provides that revenues from (a) fees or taxes, (b) imposed

by the :State (c) upon vehicles or their use and operation, over and above the cost of

collection, can be used for restricted purposes only As in Section 1, these uses Include the

operation of pubhc streets and highways, related pubhc faclhttes for non-motorized traffic,

the construction of public mass transit guldeways, and mlttgat~on of environmental effects of

highways and mass transit In addition, the mttigatlon of enwronmental effects of motor

vehicle operation due to a~r emissions ~s a permitted use of the revenues Th~s prows~on

would sharply limit the expenditure of the proceeds of any State charge such as tolls, fees

for use of HOV lanes, road user charges, vehicle registration fees, or parking charges

Howew.=r, charges imposed by another entity would not be so affected

4 In fisc,al 1993, the LegIslature allocated local property tax revenues to local schools in order to sat=sly
this duty See also County of Los Angeles v Sasakl, 2d CIv No B077722
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Under Section 3 of Article XIX, revenues subject to Section 1 (motor vehicle fuel taxes)

must be allocated by the Legislature in a manner which insures the continuance of existing

statutory allocation to cities, counties and areas until a redetermmatlon ~s made based upon

equitable geographical and jurisdictional needs, with equal consideration given to the

transportation needs of all areas of the State and all segments of the population Further-

more, under Section 4, gas tax revenues cannot be used for mass transit until such use Js

approved by a majonty vote of those persons w~th0n the area within which the revenues are

to be expended

Under Section 7, Sections 1-4 of Article XIX do not apply to fees or licenses imposed

pursuant to the Sales and Use Tax Law or the Vehicle License Fee Law

State Statutory Provisions Relating to the Adoption of Transportation Fees and Taxes

Finally, statutory provisions affect government’s power to adopt transportation fees and

taxes and the procedures which must be followed in doing so. Two such prowslons deal

with referenda and enwronmental rewew under the Cahfornia Environmental Quality Act

(CEQA)

-- Referendum Provisions:

If a transportation pricing revenue measure were to be adopted by a city, county, or most

districts, It potenttally could be subject to a referendum Referenda are m=ttated by petltlons

whtch must be flied within 30 days after a local ordtnance Js adopted The measure ~s then

suspended until it as voted on

The referendum is not avatlable where the measure ts for a tax levy (at least for the usual

operating expenses of the entity), or where the Legislature has specifically designated the

legislative body of the county, city or dlstNct to carry out the program Some cases have
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extended the prohlbttion to fee ordinances as well as tax measures (e g Dare v Lakeport

City Council (1970) 12 Cal App 3d 864, 868 

- CEQA Requirements:

The California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA), like its federal counterpart NEPA, could

apply to a number of transportation pricing proposals CEQA is of broader scope than

NEPA, a wider range of proposals require CEQA review than require NEPA review (in

some cases both NEPA and CEQA reviews are necessary )

CEQA is particularly likely to apply to particularly to transportation pricing measures wh{ch

use revenues to expand transportation facilities and services CEQA generally requires a

.public agency, pnor to taking discretionary action on a "project", to consider environmental

Impacts and to address mitigation measures CEQA does not apply to the estabhshment or

modification of rates, tolls, fares, and other charges by public agencCes, =f such charges fund

capital projects necessary to maintain service within exsstlng service areas (Pub Res.

Code § 21080(b)(8) ) However, CEQA does apply to rate increases to fund capital projects

’for the expansion of systems (14 Cal Code Reg § 15273(b) ) Moreover, although 

does not apply to the development or adoption of a regional or state transportation ~mprove-

rnent program, mdlwdual projects developed pursuant to these programs are subject to

CEQA (14 Cal Code Reg § 15276 

Actions taken by regulatory agencies, as authorized by State or local ordinance, to assure

the maintenance, enhancement or protection of the enwronment, i e, regulatory programs

which involve procedures for protect,on of the environment, are exempt from CEQA, except

1For construct=on actw=ties and relaxation of envtronmental standards
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Implications: Advantages and Disadvantages of Classification as Tax or Fee

As the preceding discussion implies, a number of consequences will flow from the clas-

s,ficat~on of a part=cular transportahon pncmg measure as a fee or tax These are briefly

outlined below

Advantages to Classification as a Tax:

o No limit on amount

o No restriction on use of proceeds, except that proceeds may not be transferred to

another entity unless a pubhc purpose for which the first entity has been formed is

thereby served

o No need to establish nexus between the amount of charge and the burden created

by or benefit conferred on the person, actEvaty or thing being taxed

Disadvantages to Classification as a Tax

o If imposed by the State, it would require a two-thirds vote of each house under Prop

13

o The revenues generated would be included in the State’s appropriations limit under

the Gann In~tlatfve

o The revenue would factor into subsequent Proposition 198 (State School Fund)

computattons

o If gmposed at the local level by a city or county, it would require a two-thirds vote of

the electorate, unless the proceeds were deposited into the c=ty or county’s general

fund.

o If imposed by any hm~ted purpose special d~stnct formed subsequent to 1978, it

would require a two-thirds vote of the electorate
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o If imposed by any local entity, it would be subject to a challenge that a vote is

required under Propos=tion 62

o If ~mposed by any local entity other than a chartered city or county, Jt would have to

be authorized by the Legislature

Advantages to Classification as a Fee:

o If imposed by a city or county, =t may not requsre enabling legislation (i e, et may lie

within the Iocahty’s police power )

o It would not be subject to voter approval under either Proposition 13 or Proposit=on

62

o Proceeds do not affect the entlty’s appropriation limit

Disadvantages to Classification as a Fee:

o The burden is upon the entity imposing a fee to establish the nexus between the

amount of the fee and the burden created or benefit conferred (See Beaumont

Investors v Beaumont-Cherry Valley Water Dlst (1985) 165 Cal App 3d 227 

o Proceeds must be earmarked to compensate for the benefit conferred or burden

created

In general, transportation pricing measures would be easier to adopt If des=gned as fees

rather than taxes, prowded that a defensible nexus for the fee can be established and

provided further that restrictions on the use of the funds are acceptable Regardless of

which approach =s take, note that for many transportation funding sources, provisions of the

California Constitution restrict the use of funds to specified transportation purposes

I
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11.4 Applying These Legal Principles to Specific Pricing Measures

Tolls I Road Pricing in General

The most serious limitation on the use of tolls (road pricing) is the federal statutory restric-

tion on tolls which applies to most federal-aid roads, and hence to most of the roads which

woutd be likely candidates for tolls or congestion prices While there have been some legal

opinions to the effect that road user charges could be structured as "user fees" and thus

avoid th~s restriction, such a claim almost certainly would lead to litigation The removal of

this restriction in favor of state d~scretlon over whether or not to toll, or ~n the alternative a

considerable expansion in the numbers of exceptions allowed and "demonstration projects"

made available, would be hkely prerequisites to the imposltgon of tolls on existing federal-aid

facilities

The use of tolls as a means of financing and managing new capacity seems more promising

in the short run, along with the restructunng of tolls on existing toll facshtJes Under Cahforn=a

law, such toll charges could be structured either as taxes or as fees, and m eEther case

would require authorization by the State Legislature If a tax, Proposition 13 restrictions

would apply, as well as other restnctlons concerning the adoption of taxes and the use of

tax revenues (discussed earlier)

Tolls may raise a variety of other legal questions For example, the imposition of tolls could

have an Impermissible empact on contracts if, e g, the tolms affected the state’s ab~hty to pay

back bonds ~ssued for road construction Tolls also might have a questionable effect on

contracts in cases where preexisting fixed price contracts mvolwng the provisron of

transportation services m{ght be affected (Article I, section 9 [U S Constlt, Art I, § 10,

subd 1] The Legislature may not Impair the obhgatlon of contracts )
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Tolling Mixed Lane Highway Capacity

If a toll were desEgned as a tax, there would be no limitation upon vanable tolls conditioned

upon level of congestion, time of day or other factors, as long as various categorzes or

vehicles are treated equivalently If the toll were a fee, a nexus between the amount of the

fee and the burden created by, or benefit conferred upon, the driver or vehicle would have

to be estabhshed A fee could not arbitrarily drstingulsh between types of vehfcles (e.g,

commercial and passenger) without justification, nor could it differentiate by time of travel

without an evldent=ary basis for do=ng so However, a certain amount of latitude would be

permitted in establishing presumed impacts of a particular class of vehicles Russ Bldg_

Partnership v City and County of San Francisco (1987) 199 Cal App 3d 1496, 1511-1516

Charges for Use of HOV Lanes by Non-HOVs

A charge for the use of HOV lanes by non-HOVs would ~n essence create a "toll lane" with

the toil being waived for certain veh=cles (I e, HOVs) However, State law prowdes for the

exclusive or preferential use of designated lanes for HOVs (Sts & Hwys Code § 142) Any

system therefore would have to ensure the "preferentlar’ treatment of HOVs over

non-HOVs, i e, ensure that non-HOVS be allowed only if there =s excess capacity in the

HOV lanes

Under tederal law, in addition to the general prohibition against tolls on federally funded

h=ghways wh=ch would require wamver, a charge to use an HOV lane could wolate contrac-

tual agreements with the federal government regarding funding for HOV lanes Thes is

because HOV lanes are generally for the exclusive or preferential use of HOVs, though

there is no blanket statutory prohlb=tlon on the use of such lanes by non-HOVs (23 U S C A.

§ 142)
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Such a toll could probably be justified as either a fee or a tax It could be a tax for the

privilege of using such a lane, or a fee to compensate for the benefit intended to be

conferred, =e, a more rapid commute

Parking Charges

As current practices Indicate, a tax can be ~mposed on the operators or users of private

and/or public parking facilities, and fees can be levied to recover the costs of prowding

public parking in addition, a variety of tax policies and statutory requirements can be used

to influence the private sector’s pricing of parking, although some of the mechanEsms range

far afield from economic principles

Public entltltles as owners and operators of parking generally have wide discretion in

establishing fees for its use Fees for parking on public property coutd be more widely imple-

mented to include a fee for all on-street parking, since a private benefit is being obtained at

public expense However, the total amount of the fee could not exceed the value of the

benefit conferred/burden created without becoming a tax

The more difficult and interesting question is whether government can impose a fee on all

parking Including pnvate parking fac[httes, structured as an impact fee For such a fee to

withstand legal scrutiny ~t would have to meet the nexus test and be roughly proporttonal to

the costs imposed on the pubhc

A government-imposed parking fee levied on pnvate park=ng faclhtles would have to be

justified on the basis that a burden ts created by bringing a vehicle into a given area, or like

ground It would probably not be enough to state that the mere parking of a vehicle creates

a pubhc burden, but a just~ficat=on based on congestion, em=ssions, or other environmental

impacts maght be estabhshed
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Other requirements that mtght be structured to meet the nexus test include requmng

employers to charge employees for parking and requiring commercial leases to separate

out the cost of parking and make such costs optional However such provisions would ratse

tlhe issue of whether the fee requirement could be construed as an interference with

contracts if, for example, a long-term lease provides for free parking or union agreements

st=pulate it Structunng the requmrement to avoid thts result m=ght entail exempting existing

contracts

Tax pohcy itself could be used as a mechanism for prowdsng tncentives for the private

sector to charge for parking For example, "free" parking could be made taxable to the

employee and/or nondeductible to the employer Tax policy has moved in a somewhat

dtfferent dtrectJon, however, recent changes in federal law have capped the value of free

parking that is treated as a "de mmimus" employee benefit, and upped the value of

permtsstble non-taxed transit and ndeshanng benefits (though the amount ts stlJl well below

that for parking ) In addition, both Cahfornta law and a recent federal proposal provide for

parking cash-out, a program through which certain employers who provide free parking

must also offer their employees the optton of taking the cash value instead 5

Increased At-the=Pump Charges

At-the-pump charges could be tmposed on (a) the quantity of fuel sold, (b) the act of selhng

fiJel, or (c) the act of buying fuel The charge could be classified as either a fee or tax in the

first case In the latter two cases the charge would be a tax and tts amount could be based

cn the quantity or value of fuel sold, orjust a set amount

At-the-pump charges based on the quanttty of fuel sold would quahfy as fees only if

adequate findings or studies justify the nexus between the amount charged and the benefit

conferred or burden created Benefits and burdens could be justified In a number of ways,

5 At the ttrne of thts writing, the California parking cash-out program resulted in dtfferenttal federal and
state tax treatment and m general was not being greeted with much enthusiasm by employers

m
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wsth varying difficulty In defending the justification For example, costs related to the

production and transport to point of sale of transportation fuels are at least roughly

proportional to amounts sold, as are carbon dloxBde emissions

Charges on fuel purchases are often termed "road user fees" on the grounds that the

amount paid by the purchaser reflects how much use his or her vehicle makes of the roads.

However, fuel consumptPon deviates considerably from VMT, and hence is a very imprecise

measure of benefit conferred or burden created Air pollutant emissions are even less

directly related to fuel use because of differences in emissions controls among vehicles

Technically, then, charges on fuel sales generally would be more accurately classified as

taxes than as fees

For user fees, advanced technologies can be imagined which could accumulate information

on redes driven, emassions produced, facilities used, etc, and then be read by scanners at

the pump, but these technologies are a long way from being available In the meantime,

simpler at-the-pump charges proportional to fuel use are the most likely approach, with

simple vehicle identification technology (e g, smart license plates) perhaps becoming

available m a few years, allowing vehicle characteristics to enter the calculations (The legal

issues raised by the use of such technologies are outlined later in this chapter )

In any event, charges on fuel sales probably would be subject to state constItutional

provisions restricting the use of revenues (for example, transit operations may not be

funded with these revenues )

Vehicle Registration Fees

Vehicle regtstratton "fees", currently a flat amount plus a market value component, could be

modified to include fees for actual or estimated VMT, emissions, or other costs Imposed

through the use of the vehicle As =n the case of at-the-pump charges, such fees wouEd be

greatly fac=htated by still-to-be-developed advanced technologies Sampler methods could be
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used, however A VMT fee, for example, could be justified as a (rough) charge for road use,

and levfed on the basis of owner/lessee-reported odometer readings at the time of vehicle

registration (where the registration record would include previously reported odometer

reading and the fee would be based on the difference in readings ) Since under-reporting

could be a problem, such an approach would likely require a carefully designed set of

enforcement provisions, including seahng the odometer, requmng tamper-resistant

odometers, requiring perlodbc odometer inspection and third-party reporting of readtngs

(e g, by inspection/maintenance technicians), providing for a penalty or fee for a non-

functional odometer, etc

As a second best strategy an average VMT for vehicles of a particular type and age could

be attributed to the vehicle and used as the basis for the fee However, because of

md.lviduals’ variable drawng habits, such a "fee" might be subject to challenge Even if the

fee were collected En arrears, paid at the time of registration and based on mites driven the

previous year, it might be challenged if based on VMT alone, since the burdens created and

benefits conferred are commensurably dtfferent depending on the facilities used, dnwng

condations, and so on For example, persons who dnve predominantly on surface streets

could challenge portions of a fee allocated to the freeway system, and vice versa, though

the agency might be able to successfully defend this approximation as reasonable under the

circumstances

An agency m~ght, however, be successful against such challenges by estabhshmg the

reasonableness of its classifications For example, the use of average VMT estimates for a

part’.=cular vehicle type and year might be defended on the grounds that the VMT estimates

are based on a statistical sample of vehicles ~n use In the state A prowslon allowing for the

estimate to be periodically "corrected" based on an actual VMT reading, e g at the time of

vehicle registration or sale, also would offer ewdence of reasonableness

One issue would be how the VMT fee would be justified - how nexus would be establsshed

If the VMT fee were to be used to pay for road improvements, double-charging might be an

issue The need to show costs imposed or benefits conferred may requmre a distinct showing
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separate from other exzstmg charges For example, if a road were built and maintained with

assessment district funds (where persons within a given area are levied a fee for the road

based on benefit conferred), a VMT fee to recompense for use of the road could not be

justified, although an additional fee for extraordinary repasrs, or for emlssaons damages,

might be Of course this is a legal issue only if the charge Js characterized as a fee, since if

treated as a tax double-charging is irrelevant

An emissions-based registration fee might be levied on each vehicle mn an amount

necessary to compensate for the damage caused by pollutants created by the vehicle The

vehicle’s em=ss=ons could be measured at an annual or b~enn=aE vehicle inspection testing

(with, however, considerable possibility for inaccuracies and/or fraud ) 8 As m-use vehicle

momtonng technology improves, emlss=ons might eventually be tested on a continual

basis This might be accomphshed through roadside remote sensors or on-board emfsslons

momtors The critical issue then would be the quantlficabon of the cost of pollubon caused

by a parbcutar veh=cle That is, what Js the monetary cost of damages attributable to a

pound of NO×’~

Alternatively, an emlsslons fee could be based on CARB/EPA esbmated average emmss~ons

for the type of vehicle and model year As in the earlier VMT example, a fee based on such

averages rather than actual vehicte performance might be challenged on the ground that a

particular vehicle was cleaner than others of like year and type and, hence, the fee ~s a tax

The defense, however, would be that such a classification Bs reasonable, the courts would

be hkely to permat a certain labtude in estabhsh~ng the presumed Impacts of a particular

class of vehicles The defenslblhty of using such average data would be buttressed by

frequent surveys of actual emissions levels of a sample of vehicles (a strong ewdenttary

basis for the emtsslons level), as well as by the avallabdlty of fee adjustments If a car is

tested and found to be substantially cleaner than the average

6 Knowing that their vehicle reglstrabon fee would be lower zf their car is clean at the brae of mspectBon
would give motonsts and mcenbve to have repairs or other adjustments made just before the inspection
takes place The resulting measure would not necessarily be representative of average emissaons dunng
the year (At the opposite extreme, consider the hapless motonst whose vehicle emissions control,
unbeknownst to her, breaks down just before the ~nspectlon takes place )
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A "tax" based on emissions could be more flexible than a fee in that tt could be arbitrary in

amount, but differentiation between vehicles of d=fferent types and ages would stzll require a

rational basis for distractions to avoid equal protect=on concerns Under Cahforn~a law such

a tax would also be subject to Article XIX, section 2, unless it were imposed under the

Vehicle License Fee Law, in which case section 2 would not apply (Art XIX, § 7 

With e~ther a fee or a tax, a heavily polluting vehicle might incur a charge that approaches

or a¢,tualEy exceeds the value of the vehicle In these c~rcumstances the question w~ll anse,

does this amount to a regulatory takmg’~ The California Constitution Article i, section 7(a)

and 1he 14th Amendment of the U S Constltut=on prowde that persons may not be depnved

of property w=thout due process Here, the result will depend on the reasonableness of the

charge and the famrness of the process through which it is imposed

A second ~ssue concerns the potent=al for such a fee or tax to amount to an =mpa=rment of

contracts - for example, where an existing fixed price contract does not contemplate a

substantial new charge

It should be noted that the vehicle registration fee would not reach out-of-state vehicles

without substant=al change =n state law and increased enforcement concerning treatment of

veh~¢:les temporanly tn the state While provtslons for =mplementmg charges could be

devised, such provisions may not discriminate against or unfairly assess out-of-state

veh0cles or interfere with Interstate commerce

The expendsture of proceeds from such vehicle registration fees would probably be subject

to Cahfornla Constitution Article XlX, Section 2 Thus, m order to be class=fled as "fees", the

proceeds from such a program would have to be allocated to remed~atEng the problems

caused by such pollutants However, as is the case for fees or taxes on fuel sales,

permitted uses of the revenues could be fairly broadly encompassing and st=ll pass a

reasonableness test
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11.5 Other Legal Issues: A Brief Comment

The preceding discuss=on shows how various transportation pricing strategies might be

implemented, with some effort, under existing laws which limit taxes, set strict standards for

justifying fees, and restrict use of funds Other legal issues atso will be raised by these

strategies, however Not infrequently, questions about unfair treatment of different user

groups, invasions of privacy, and the like have significant legal as well as political

components These issues are discussed here briefly, a more specific discussion would

require the development of specific proposals to be evaluated

-- Do Transportation Pricing Measures Create Unreasonable Distinctions Among

Transport Users?

Many transportation pricing measures would distinguish transport users in a variety of ways

- whether they are using facilities which are congested or not, whether they travel alone,

whether thezr vehicle gets high or low gas mileage Quesbons may arise about the legahty

of these distinctions, since federal and state constitutional provisions hmit unreasonable or

arbEtrary classifications or defferenbal treatment of persons Article I, Secbon 7(a) of the

CahfornJa Constztutlon and the 14th Amendment to the U S Consbtutlon prowde that no

person may be denied equat protecbon of the laws The ban against unreasonable

d,stincbons does not, however, prevent classification by the Legzslature or require that

statutes operate umformly with respect to persons or thtngs which are in fact different

Classifications are valid unless unreasonable or arbitrary

Simdarly, Cahforn~a Constitution Article I, section 7(b) and the 14th Amendment stipulate

that no citizen or class of citizens may be granted prlwleges or immunttJes not granted on

the same terms to all citizens As w~th the equal protection clause, however, this does not
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prevent classification by the Legislature or require that statutes operate uniformly with

respect to persons or things which are in fact different

Finally, California common law provides that the h=ghways within the State are deemed to

be public roads held in trust by the State All members of the public have the right to use

highways, subject to reasonable police regulation (Ex parte Danlels (1920) 183 Cal 636,

639 ) Here again, this does not prevent reasonable classifications for taxation or fee

purposes For example, classifications d=fferentlating trucks and automob=les, single

occupancy vehicles and high occupancy vehicles, and so on have been justified in the past

In general, then, d=stinct=ons among users are acceptable as long as the class=ficatlons are

reasonable

-- Do Monitoring Aspects of Transportation Pricing Measures Invade Privacy or

Constitute Unreasonable Searches?

The development of transportation pnclng strategies will depend in many cases on the

monitoring of vehicles and their use Monitoring may rely on very simple methods, such as

mandatory reporting of vehicle odometer readings at tame of registrabon, vehicle mspecbon,

and sale, use of park=ng tickets wh=ch record t~me of entry and exit, and so on, to ap-

proaches which apply advanced technologies such as toll tags, wdeo emaging, or smart

I~cense plates together with systems of roadway sensors which can identify when a vehicle

crosses a certain point or measure m-use emissions Whether high tech or low, monltonng

approaches raise concerns about potenbal violat¢ons of state and federal constitutional bans

against unreasonable searches and protecbons of the nght of pnvacy

Would rnonttonng of emissIons, VMT, or highway use consbtute a search within

consbtutional meaning of the term’~ Article I, Sectaon 13 of the California State Constitution

and the 4th Amendment of the U S Consbtutlon provide that there may not be

unreasonable searches of persons or their effects However, there ~s no "search" In the
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constitutional sense unless there is an invasion into some area reasonably regarded by the

wctim as private (Katz v United States (1967) 389 U S 347, 351, see also People v

Hyde (1974) 12 Cal 3d 158, 166 [searches conducted as part of regulatory scheme with

administrative purposes rather than as part of criminal investigation to obtain evidence of a

cnme need not necessarily be supported by probable cause].)

Certain monitoring approaches might also raise concern over invasion of privacy Under

Article I, section 1 of the Cahforn=a State Constitution, privacy is an mahenable right, and

this right is broader than the federally recognized right of privacy (City of Santa Barbara 

Adamson (1980) 27 Cal 3d 123, 130 n 3 ) However, in matters relating to governmental

intrusions into privacy, the right does not arise where the individual does not have a

reasonable expectatBon of privacy (Wilkinson v Times Mirror Corp (1989) 215 Cal App.3d

1034, 1046-48 )

The privacy issue with respect to those who voluntarily agree to participate ~n transportation

pricing by hawng sensor dewces placed =n their cars wmll be a matter of contract. The

incentive for contracting to have dewces placed in their cars is that they need not stop at toil

booths but can be charged automatically The Implanting of the sensor dewces m their

automoblEes can contractually be condttloned upon the agreement that the manager of the

highway may monitor their vehicles for the purposes of collecting the correct tolls The uses

to which this reformation can be put should be hmlted, but probably could include

transportation planning and forecasting as well as direct bJlhng of users

A more difficult issue ms when the survedlance devices are used to identify motorists who

have not voluntarily agreed to such survetllance However, while motorists may claim that

their privacy is being invaded, it Is unhkely that such cBalms would have merit, so long as the

monltonng was for an authorized pubt=c purpose

Overall mvaston of privacy and unlawful search claems are unhkely to have legal merit as

long as the transportation pricing measures are well descgned and Implemented
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-- Would Standardizing Monitoring Equipment Raise Intellectual Property and

Anti=Trust Issues?

A technology which will permit several transportation costs all to be billed to a central

account wdl tn the end be more econom=cal For example, ~f an mdtvldual passing through

the toll plaza at the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge can receive a bill also containing

charges recurred in using the Golden Gate Bridge, operated by a different authority, the cost

of the monRtorlng and b=lhng systems will be reduced and convenience to the motorist will be

.1creased Parking charges at publEc and private facilities also might be added to the same

bill, further increasing convenience and efficiency Consequently, rather than setting up

competing technologies on different facihttes, government may wish to ensure that technolo-

gies are compatible

In order to do this, it will be necessary to establish certain rules about the "architecture" of

any systems which wtll be used and to set forth other cnteria m vendors’ contracts which will

not permit normal intellectual property rules to get in the way of unifying this technology.

Any system on which several vendors are agreeing to the standards also raises anti-trust

Issues These latter tssues can normally be ehmmated by government’s insistence on

certain standards, reheving the private parties from any accusatton that they are conspmng

to ehmmate competitors However, the senousness and complextty of the ~ssues mandates

that detailed attent=on should be paid to them once specffic proposals are on the table

(Nossaman, Guthner, Knox & Elhott, 1993a) Finally, the development of technology carries

with it a poss=ble allocation of tort habihty to third partEes for property damage or personal

inJury Soveretgn ~mmunlty and insurance can be ways of deahng wtth these concerns

(Nossaman, Guthner, Knox & Elllott, December 1993b,c,d,e)

gl
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12. Implementation

12.1 Overview

Des=gning a transportation pncmg measure which is estimated to have the des=red tmpacts,

is acceptable to the pubhc, and can pass legal muster ~s a major undertaking However, a

well designed, polltlcafly and legally feas=ble measure is only a starting point Successful

implementation of the measure requires that attention also be g=ven to a number of other

issues Th=s chapter provides an introductory dlscusston of such issues

Implementation planning activities typDcally Include resoMng who will be responsible for

vanous Implementation steps, what specifically they will be expected to do, what funds they

w~ll have to pay for their actiwties, when they w~ll be expected to have carned out each step,

where specifically the measure Es to be Implemented, what objectives it Is to be measured

against, and how it is to be enforced, mor~tored, evaluated, and rewsed as necessary

Specific =tems that In most cases will need to be dealt with include the fottow=ng

0 deciding which detaals of the measure should be specified m its authonzmg

legislation Of needed) and which ones left to implementing agencies (and/or private

entttles) to develop or refine

determining what organizations - publ=c or pnvate - will be responsible for

development of the measure and =ts vanous ~mplementatlon elements, Including

monztonng, enforcement, evaluation, and penod~c updating or revmslon

prowdmg funding for the inlttal planmng and implementation of the measure, or real-

locating existing funds for thts purpose (even revenue generating measures general-

ly require up-front planning and implementation expenditures)

o estabhshmg a schedule for detailed planning and inLtlal implementation
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o assigning responsibilities for monltonng Implementation and posstbly, for periodtcally

reportmg progress to decision-makers

defining vlolattons of the measures, classEfymg the offenses and penalties (e g, civil

or crtmmal, points against the driver’s license, fines, etc ), and provtdlng for enforce-

ment against vtolators (who ts responsible, how enforcement will be pard for, etc 

o developing performance objectives and cntena for evaluating the success or failure

of the measure

o evaluating the measure’s effectiveness over time and making or recommending

adjustments if necessary or desirable (mcludmg penodtc prtce adjustments 

Each of these tasks revolves consideration of e×lstmg organlzattons’ current responsl-

blhttes, staff skills, and experience, assessment of the compatJbdlty of the new

assignment(s) with organization mlsstons or outlooks, evaluatton of the costs and benefits 

assigning responslblhty to an existing unit, potentaally changing its mtsslon and scope of

control, vs creating a new organtzatton, and the assessment of the need for and hkely costs

and benefits of coordinated tnvolvement of multiple organlzattons or multiple levels of

government Different transportation pnc~ng strategies would impose dtfferent demands on

=mplementers and so each Jmplementatton plan must be tailored to the specifics of the case

The chapter does not attempt to recommend a "best" implementation strategy, since that ts

not only context-specific but depends to a consmderable degree on the results of a lot of hard

work with elected officials, busmess and commumty groups, and other stakeholders The

work program for this study called for the project sponsors and adwsory committee

members to carry out the implementation plannmg task as a joint effort with the authors

However, although the subject was dtscussed at several meetings, the sponsors and

adwsors chose to leave thfs task entirely to the authors Many of the committee members

felt that they lacked the authority and organtzattonal and pubhc support to seemingly commit
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their organizations to a specific set of preferred actions, and should not in any case do so

until their own planning and outreach efforts had been carried out. Without such specifics, of

course, cost analysis and other aspects of implementation planning can only be done at a

general level or using scenarios and examples We do that here, leavmg the details and the

choices for local planning processes to work out

12.2 Implementation Approaches

The speed at which implementation of a transportation pncmg strategy occurs, the

magnitude of the change involved, and the scope and scale of the introduction all have

important institutional and administrative implications A program could be implemented all

at once or gradually, the price could be gradually increased or simple changed to the

des}red level, the measure could be introduced on a limited basis or everywhere at once,

Each option and combtnat~on of options offers dtfferent opportunlttes and presents different

problems

One possible approach involves the gradual implementation of price increases on an

areawlde basis For example, an emtsslon-based vehicle reglstratEon fee might mltEally

involve a very small charge, e g, zero for the cleanest cars, $5 for the average vehicle, and

up to $15 for the dirtiest vehicles The imtial fees could be accompanied with a public

education effort designed to inform the public of the actual cost of vehicle emissions and

ways lndiwduais could reduce the costs they impose Then, over time, the fee could be

increased to levels commensurate with actual costs

A g~ adual but areawide approach also could be used for measures designed to replace

another program, for example, phasing out fuel taxes or transportation sales taxes and

replacing them w~th VIVIT fees Initially the VMT fee could be implemented at a modest level,

perhaps a penny per mile, ~mplementat=on would allow administrators to test out their

collection mechanisms, accounting and auditing functions, and the like, and to make
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corrections as needed Once the new systems were running smoothly, the VMT fee could

be raised to its intended level and the other funding sources terminated

Large scale but gradual implementation would require careful building of a coalition

supporting the pricing strategy beginning ~n the planning stages, and nurturing of the

relationships and agreements over an extended period It also would require an active

public information and education program so that citizens understand where the program is

heading and why A possible downslde is that the modest first increments of the program

may not have the same ~mpacts as later phases For example, a $10 per year vehicle

emissions fee is unlikely to generate much of a reaction, the amount is too small to

generate concern for cleaning up one’s vehicle, nor is it large enough to induce many

people to seek ways to avoid comphance A fee of up to $200-$400 or more would surely

produce different responses

A second implementation approach would rely upon capturing opportunities to introduce

pricing m particular market niches, building support for more widespread pricing based on

the results of those projects Parttclpatlon would be both narrower (because fewer are

directly affected) and more focused (because the project is more hmlted In scope ) 

latter approach is certainly more in keeping wEth the demonstration project tradition, and

seems sBmpler than the extended graduahsm of outlined earlier The problem with this

demonstration project approach, however, Js that it may have unintended side effects =n

other parts of the system - diverting traffic to an underpnced parallel arterial and creating

serious congestion there, for example - that could create a very bad, and misleading, public

Impression of pricing and the effects it would have if Implemented more broadly

Regardless of which implementation strategy is selected, there is an expectation that

transportation analysts will be able to predict the impacts of transportation prices reasonably

accurately Hence zmplementat~on pJannmg must be closely tied to analys~s of alternattves,

both quantitatively and quahtatlvely As earher chapters explained, some impacts and issues

can be dealt with through models and data analysts, while others requmre legal, political, and

admlntstrative know-how
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Models will not always be able to produce the quantstatwe results sought Even when the

issues ,are ones susceptible of resolution through technical analysis, fn many ~nstances

available modehng capabd~ties are not up to the task In part these are correctable

problems For example, many traffic assignment models in common use rely on only travel

times, omitting travel costs, pnces (such as tolls or congestion fees) are not exphclUy

represented. Many models do include price as a variable in mode choice, but theory says

that pnce also would affect destination choices, trip generation rates, auto ownership levels,

and in the longer term, location choices, and few models currently represent these linkages

Price, of course, is relative to income (higher income people being less sensitive to out-of-

pocket cost), so income should be explicitly represented in transportation models Here,

too, though, many models fall short Such models will have to be substantially improved if

they are to deal w~th pricing strategies in a believable way, but we know how to make the

fmprow:ments

Other rnodehng and forecasting hm~tatwons are less easily overcome For example, even

advanced modehng systems represent the choice of what time of day to travel only crudely,

modeling of land markets ss only sketchdy done, emissions calculations reflect an average

pattern of accelerations and decelerations that may only roughly represent actual travel

characteristics on particular facJhtles Additional research and model development would be

required to overcome these hm~tatJons

St~ll, the key issues will be how to select reasonable first steps and assure that they are not

m~slead~ng or even harmful, and how to assure that the equity issues are dealt with In this

regard a fairly simple technical analysis backed up by a carefully reasoned, almost certainly

quahtatlve, analys0s of other key issues of concern is probably the best course of action.

Carrying out these analyses with participation of interest groups who would be affected by

the pohcy changes would increase the chances of success, by helping the various parties to

find points of agreement and to understand the tradeoffs that may need to be made to move

ahead
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12.3 Opportunities for Implementing Transportation Pricing

Strategies

In part, successful implementation depends on good timing Sound and sensible proposals

can be rejected if they are introduced at the wrong t~me, and worse yet, such failures may

block further attempts at mmplementatlon for a considerable period Selecting a t~me when

mmplementatlon can be easily accompl=shed and/or when it solves a cntlcal public problem

can be a key to success

Along these hnes, a number of commentators have argued that the best opportunities for

introducing congestion pricing will occur when new toil roads are built and when toll

increases are considered for currently tolled facilities (TRB, 1994) In each case, the

congestion pricing component of the toll could be an added feature rather than the major

focus of the policy Following s~milar reasoning, opportunities for introducing a VMT fee

may be highest during public debates over how to address a transportatwon funding shortfall

or replace a sales tax that is about to expire Emissions fees m=ght be introduced to replace

an ineffective or unpopular transportat=on control program or as an element in a vehicle

emissions inspection program, Included m return for fewer requirements on cars whose

emEss~ons controls are still under warranty A parking tax might be {mplemented as an

element of a local government’s spec=fic plan, a parking fee could be part of a traffic mmpact

mitigation program

As suggested earher, demonstration projects can be a reasonable way to test out the

impacts of certain measures Carefully designed, they can prowde sohd data on travel

behawor, transportation Impacts, and their enwronmental and energy consequences, and

can offer insights into larger social and economic responses (though measurement

problems are likely to prevent a fully controlled e×penment ) in addition, m practical terms,

demonstratton projects may be the only way to proceed, because pohcy-makers and the
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publ=c may be w=ilmg to try a demonstration project, or a senes of them, for proposals about

which they have reservations too large to permit unrestricted implementation

A certain amount of caution =s in order about what can be learned from project-level

=mplementat~on, however Consider the following hypothetical case of a new toll facility budt

at the suburban fringe Residents and property owners in the suburban area are in broad

support of highway improvements and agree to bu¢ldmg the new faclhty as a toil road,

behevmg that it is the only way to quickly obtain the funding for a significant capacity

expansion As part of the project design, revenues are committed not only to pay for the

facility but also to offset any negat=ve Impacts Jt creates, for example, relocation assistance,

sound walls, buffer parks, landscaping, commute alternat=ves programs, ndeshanng

services, and shuttle buses are to be funded with part of the revenues A peak/off-peak

price differential is introduced as a way to assure sufficient revenues and avoid congestion

on the new faclhty and is accepted as an element of the project’s design w~thout generating

signtficant public reactton

"]’he resulting project pays for itself and successfully increases pubhc benefits both for those

who choose to use the new toiled facmhty and for those who remain on prev=ously available

routes (The latter are better off because congestion dechnes over the entire area network

vwth the provision of the new toll road capacity ) Overall, the assessment of the project ~s

hghly pos=tlve, and ~ndtcates that similar projects are also hkely to be successful

However, if ultimately congestion pncmg ~s of greatest interest on existing facthtles in built-

up areas where capacity expansion would be difficult or impossible, the lessons learned

from our example may be only partially relevant and in some cases could be mfsleadmg In

the budt-up area, pricing an existing facihty could divert traffic to already congested routes,

and without additional capacity in the system traffic conditions could get worse for some

Impacts could be far more extens=ve ~n a bu=lt up area, and means of compensating those

harmed could be harder to dewse and more complex to evaluate In short, the d=fferent

s~tuation would produce d=fferent ~ssues and ~mpacts and make the analogy to the

demonstration project a tenuous one

ii
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This example dlustrates the need to select demonstration projects that wtll serve as

representative examples, and to have a sufficient number and range of demonstrations to

cover the range of implementation contexts of concern to the program

12.4 Specific Implementation Issues Raised for Each

Transportation Pricing Measure

In addition to the general considerations outlmed above, whach are broadly applicable, each

transportation pricing measure raises ~ts own set of tmplementatlon issues Here we briefly

touch on a few of them, as a guide for future planning efforts

Congestion Pricing

-- Key Implementation issues

Probably the biggest issues wtth congestion prtclng are how high to set the fees and how

often to vary them A hnk-by-hnk variable pricing scheme would probably be the most

effictent, but ~t would also might be extremely difficult to explain to the pubhc, admmtster, or

enforce Deciding what to do wtth the revenues of congestton pricing would be another

major issue, tf the focus group and interview findmgs indicating conflmct over approprtate

expenditures hold up

-- Implementation Steps and Time Frame

The federal hmltatlons on tolls substantially restnct congestion pricing to existing toll

faclhtles On California, bndges), to new toll roads currently under development, to any

demonstration projects that might be approved and ~mplemented, and possibly to certain
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non-federal-aid faclhties Unless the facihtles in question fall under one of these exceptions

tmplementatlon of congestion pricing would appear to be stymied.

Demonstration projects now underway should offer some insights mto the likely

tmplementation steps and time frame for various congestton pricing schemes, although for

the reasons stated earlier in th~s chapter extrapolation from the cases must be done only to

comparable s~tuattons

-- Possible Assignment of Lead Responsibility for Implementation

Existing agencies such as Caltrans or the MPOs could administer a road priczng scheme,

but would need to add personnel MPOs have hm~ted experience with toll admmlstratlon

(though some have roles in toll analysis, toll setting, and revenue allocation) and until

recently Caltrans’ experience was hmlted to conventional tolling approaches and

demonstrations of new technology (Caltrans is now a partner in the S R 91 demonstration

project )

The use of prices to manage congestion would be a departure from previous approaches

used by pubhc agencies, and conflicts with existing agency missions could arise, whtch

might lead to pressure for creation of new agencies specifically ded,cated to this pohcy. An

alternatwe approach would be to contract for private operators to run the pricing program,

as is being done for S R 91 and for several facihties in other states

-- Technology Required for Implementation

Congestion pricing could be implemented with conventional toll booths, although delays at

the booths would be an issue at locations where there is not enough room to implement a

sufficIent number of channels to avoid congestton
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Automatic vehtcle identification/electronic toll collectton (AVi/ETC) technologies are not

stnctly necessary but have proven highly beneficial ,n overcoming the toll booth delay ,ssue

Either debit cards or vehicle identifiers (or both) are already available and have been

implemented on toll roads In a number of states mcludgng Texas, Kansas, and New Jersey

AVI/ETC technologies would be the only practscal way to price all the facilities in a corndor,

freeways and arterlals Such multi-route pricing might be necessary to avoid undesirable

levels of traffic diversion

Parking Pricing

-- Key Implementation Issues

As earlier chapters have illustrated, a variety of measures fall under the general rubric of

parking pricing Specific measures could range from a surcharge on all parking arrivals and

departures during the peak periods, designed to recoup the cost of congestion and

env,ronmental damage, to changes an the tax treatment of parking benefits, designed to

alter supplier as well as consumer behavior Implementation issues will depend heavily on

which of the many posslblhtles is selected

A major issue is how to design a parking pricing strategy that actually would affect travel

behavior For example, a surcharge on employee parking would change travel cho,ces If the

employee pays the surcharge, but not =f the employer covers the cost Similarly, ehmmatlon

of employer tax deductions for parking prowded to employees would alter travel choices

only to the extent that employers take steps resulting in employees paying for parking

Probably the biggest Issue facgng parking pricing ,mplementatlon, however, is that in most

metropolitan areas, responsibility for parking currently is dispersed among scores of

government agencies and hundreds of pnvate owners and operators Devising a pohcy that

will work given such an institutional context could be a very bzg challenge
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-,. implementation Steps and Time Frame

Specific steps and the time frame for implementation are highly dependent on the specific

strategy or strategies selected Many parking pncmg strategies would requtre pohcy

formulation, detailed analyses, drafting of ordinances, preparation of staff reports,

environmental review and possible preparation of a detaded environmental tmpact report,

and public hearings and other outreach efforts, Cmplementatlon of such strategies could take

a year or more, and follow-up outreach efforts, inspections, enforcement actions, and

evaluations would be needed Many other changes in parking ordinances and regulattons

could be developed and implemented administratively, perhaps requiring six months on

average If local actions are to be coordinated on an areawlde basis a long lead time would

aEmost certainly be required (and success can by no means be assured 

Some strategies most likely would be phased in over a period of several years, e g,

provisions that leases must separately identify parking costs, and possibly prowstons

remowng parking subsldCes’ tax deductlblhty

g
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-- Possible Assignments of Lead Responsibility for implementation

Most parking is privately owned and operated, although government also is a prowder of

both on- and off-street parking Changes an parking pricing pohcy could arise as a matter of

private sector / government owner-operator decssJons (perhaps gn response to tax policies

or other incentives and disincentives) or could be induced or imposed by changes in

government rules and regulations Parking regulations are generally considered to be a

local government responsibility, although state leggslatJon establishes much of the basic

framework (including tax provisions and other basic policy ) However, some forms 

parking pricing, such as a surcharge or impact fee on employee parking, could be

Implemented by a regional agency such as an air dlstnct or an MPO if that agency had the

legal authority and pohtJcai will to do so

Requirements for employer-based trip reduction and parking cash-out prowslons appear to

have generated a certain amount of interest in parking pricing among employers, although

government retreat on these polzcles has removed some of the earher incentive and many

employers remain reluctant to terminate existing free parking benefits In any case

Employers might be more interested ~n implementing parking pricing Cf there were tax or

other incentives for them to do so For example, employers that charge market rates (or

some minimum rate) for employee parking might be exempted from other traffic mitigation

requirements, or might be allowed a lower traffic impact fee, on the grounds that parking

pricing would be the most effective strategy available to most employers

-- Technology Required for Implementation

Modern computer-based parking control equipment can slmplEfy the Implementation of

parking prwc=ng strategies, particularly ones with complex fee structures based on time of
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day, vehicle occupancy, vahdat~on, etc However, pricing strategies are routinely and

successfully implemented without such technologies

Enl"orcement ~s somewhat more complicated where record-keeping is not computerized

However, hand-held-computers for vehicle identification and ticketing are already in

w~despread use in park=ng operations and have greatly speeded enforcement, =mproved the

accuracy of the data base, increased yields from tickets, and reduced opportunities for

evasion (previously time limits were commonly evaded by moving the vehicle a few spaces

or removing t=re markings) AVI and/or ETC equ=pment would speed the effort even further

Fuel Tax Increases

-- Key Implementation Issues

From a technical perspective, fuel tax increases are in some ways the simplest of the

transportation pricing measures to ~mplement, because they are well tested and well

understood However, if the tax increases are to be based on cost internalization (e g,

adding the cost of pollutant emtsslons, etc to the tax bill), a detailed and complex cost

accounting and cost allocation effort may be needed

-- implementation Steps and Time Frame

Building support for fuel tax increases, especfally ones charactenzed as at-the-pump fees,

could be a major uncertainty in implementat=on planning Typically it has taken several

years for tax =ncrease proposals to proceed to a vote
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-- Possible Assignments of Lead Responsibility for Implementation

The fuel taxes would probably be collected as at present Assignments of responslbtllty

over dtsbursements of the tax would likely be the major issue here

-- Technology Required for implementation

No new technologies are required for a standard fuel tax, although taxes with a variabfe

component based on vehicle emissions or safety charactenstlcs wouJd necessitate

additional vehicle identification and monitoring technologies if gas station owners demand

prepayment due to higher amounts involved, technolog=es that aJlow credit card or cash

payment at the pump may become more popular

VMT Fees

-- Key Implementation issues

VMT fees could be based on estimated averages for each vehicle type and age, or could be

determined from odometer readings, roadsEde sensors, or on-board monitors The specific

design would depend on the objectives to be served, which could range from adding a

charge to cover the costs of auto-highway externalities, to estabhshing a fee that would

replace current transportatton taxes A broad characterRzatlon of the purposes of this

strategy might generate more support than a simple "tax on mob~hty" could garner.

Depending on the specific approach chosen, however, federal hmltatsons on the imposition

of tolls, discussed earlier, could apply
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-- Implementation Steps and Time Frame

VMT fees could be phased in or implemented all at once, on a facility basis, a regional

basis, or a statewlde bas=s Over time, ff alternative fuel vehicles begin to increase as a

percentage of the vehicle fleet, the reasons for this means of pncmg may be more obvious

than they are now, and VMT fees m~ght be more readily accepted as a supplement to or

replacement for existing sources of revenue such as the fuel tax

-- Possible Assignments of Lead Responsibility for Implementation

If a s=mple fee structure based on typical mileage ranges for a vehicle make and model

were implemented, the VMT fee could be a straightforward add-on to motor vehicle

registration and licensing, handled by the Department of Motor Vehicles or a pnvate

contractor A more complex VMT fee requiring odometer readings, etc m~ght be

implemented through the vehicle inspection and maintenance program New technologies

might allow d=rect billings to the vehicle owner or at-the-pump charges based on readings

of on-board monitors, with either a public agency (probably the regional MPO or Caltrans)

or a private firm (owner~operator of a pnvate toll road using VMT fee pnc=ng, or a contractor

to a pubhc agency) handling the program admmlstratmon

-- Technology Required for Implementation

E~ther a low-tech or a hlgh-tech approach could be used to implement a VMT fee For

example, in a Iow-tech approach, VMT fees could be based on a simple schedule (in tum

based on penodic surveys of motonsts) hstmg average VMT per year by age of vehicle 

high tech approach might depend on on-board electronics to keep track of VMT and to

signal a reader in each filhng station, thereby allowing an at-the-pump charge to be added

with each refueling

w
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Emissions Fees

- Key implementation Issues

Calculating the marginal cost of em=sslons of vanous sorts and translating these costs into

per-mde equwalents =s a complex task but one that is tmportant to the credibdlty of thas

pncing measure Designing the program to minimize the potential for fraud also could be

ve~ important

-- implementation Steps and Time Frame

Any near-term tmplementat=on probably would begin with a simple fee based on model

year average emissions and odometer readings, perhaps supplemented by on-road

monltonng studies Over time, a more sophisticated treatment of emissions could be

antroduced as technolog=es for on-board emissions mon=tonng are proven and become

widely available However, given the slow turnover of the fleet, substantial market

penetration by new technologies could take a decade or more following thezr introduction

-- Possible Assignments of Lead Responsibility for implementation

Programs could be designed and implemented by state agenctes or could be handled by

regional agencies such as a=r dtstncts or possibly MPOs Administration also could be

handled under contract with a pnvate firm or firms, who (for example) could prowde 

equipment for momtonng, carry out monatonng studies, handle blJl=ngs, and so on

~trnl
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-- Technology Required for implementation

Both Iow-tech and hJgh-tech implementation mechanisms could be designed

Implementation based on actual emissions (rather than a schedule of average emissions)

would lead to a significantly more effective (but also more complex) fee implementation

Tamper-proof odometers also would be highly beneficial to this program, as would remote

sensor..;

12.5 Costs of Implementing Transportation Pricing Measures

Ltke other elements of implementat~on, the costs of implementing transportation pricing

measures largely depend on the specifics of design and the tim,ng of implementation

However, in practtcally every case tt should be possible to hold costs to a small percentage

of overall revenues, generally no more than 5-10 percent

Keeping costs of implementation low ts largely a matter of using common sense in the

design of the implementation plan For example, a cost-effective implementation plan

generally would use proven methods and technology rather than rely on previously untested

approaches and new technology, innovations could certainly be tested as part of an

implementation effort, but through a low-risk approach (for example, first trying the

renovation out tn a small-scale demonstration project ) Also, cost-effectweness requires that

program designers select approaches that minimize administrative overhead, apply the

measure only where It ss effectwe and practical, use enforcement only to the extent that the

added revenues produced exceed enforcement costs, and mcorporate procedures for

period,c update of pnces, so that the effectiveness of the pricing measure is not lost to

inflation
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As the preceding discussion andlcates, timing will significantly affect what is feasible and

practical over the next twenty years Technological advances are hkely to vastly increase

the range of methods that can be cost-effective Jn implementing pncmg strategies For

example, automatic vehicle ~dentlficatlon, advanced traffic detection and management

systems, video image processing, smart card bJlhng systems, and on-board and roadside

emlss=ons monttonng devices are some of the technologies currently being tmplemented

across the US and abroad that could have transportation pricing apphcatlons As these

technologies are refined and experience with them mounts, implementation strategies

relying on advanced technolog=es are hkely to be favored not only as more accurate but also

as lower-cost than low tech alternatives AVl and smart card technologies, for example, are

already prowng to be cost-savers for toll collection and could eastly handle variable

congestion pricing, parking charges, and VMT fees Emissions monltonng dev¢ces are still

m the early stages but are steadily advancing In accuracy and sophistication Available

technology includes the on-board dewces that warn the driver of excessive emissions rates,

currently beEng introduced to the vehtcle fleet, as well as the remote sens=ng devices

currently being used for monitonng and enforcement programs Technologies are being

developed that could record cumulatwe emissions, runnEng time, etc, and could be

available In the next 10-15 years (Sawyer, 1995 and I996, personal communication 

In the short term, however, simple methods which do not rely on advanced technologies are

more likely to be implemented As noted earlcer, a fuel tax increase or a change Jn the tax

treatment of parking could simply build upon existing programs An emlssaons fee or a VMT

fee could be based on average levels for each veh=cle type and age, and collected through

the vehicle registration process (which could be annual, or could be changed to a quarterly

or even monthly bJlhng ) CongestEon pncmg could be tmplemented on existing toll faclhtles

by instituting a peak period toll surcharge at toll booths or on specially desegnated lanes

open only to cars that agree to the tolls and to equip their veh=cies with toll tags Employee

parking charges could be handled through payroll deductions

Whether ~mplementatlon occurs ~n the short term or ~n the longer run, then, it should be

possible to design a fairly straightforward Implementation strategy whose costs are modest
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To =llustrate this point, we consider in more detad the costs of specific ways ~n which each of

our five pricing measures could be =mpiemented

Congestion Pricing

In a study of road pncmg for all hmlted access facilities in the Seattle reg=on, researchers

estimated that costs of collecting the tolls (including equipment, installation, maintenance,

operat~ion, and administrative costs) would average, at current rates, about one cent per

veh=cle mile traveled (VMT) over all VMT, or two to three cents per peak period vehicle mile

traveled (Pozdena, 1994) The researchers expect that costs would substantially decline 

equipment costs drop, as would be expected if road pricing comes into widespread use or if

the equipment is used for other purposes such as traffic management

The cost of mstalhng toll collection equipment on single facilities vanes considerably

Reported equipment costs per lane currently range from $15,000 to $100,000, the lower

costs are for automatic vehicle identsficatJon (AVI) / electronic toll collection (ETC) only,

while the higher costs include a manual toll collection component AVI/ETC costs, including

the costs of a "control center" for processing the AVI readings, are already dropping and are

expected to further dechne as the use of th=s equipment becomes more common, as

expected

Costs of toll faclhty operations and maintenance are similarly vaned, ranging from less than

$5000 per lane for AVI lanes to as much as $200,000 per lane for manual toll booths.

Clearly the AVt option, or a combination of AVI and automatic cash collection equipment, is

the more practical approach for widespread congestion pncmg (See Pletrzyk, 1994 

Suppo,,}e we have a five mile, four lane hmlted access faclhty on which we ~nstall a

combmat=on of AVI equipment and staffed toll booths, for a total capital cost of $50,000 and

an annual operating cost of $100,000 If 4,000 vehicles per lane per day are subject to tolls

(producing a total of twenty milhon tolled vehicle-miles per year on the faclhty), the I’acdlty
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will generate $200,000 a year per penny of toll per vehicle mde With a one cent toll,

$50,000 in equipment costs could be paid off in the first year of operation while covering all

operating costs and generating revenues of $50,000 Subsequent years would generate

$100,000 in revenues A congestion price averaging five cents per mile would, in the first

year, produce gross revenues of about $1 millmon and net revenues of some $850,000 A

smgle five mile dedicated lane with AVl access only would incur much lower expenses - first

year equipment, operations, and maintenance of perhaps $20,000 - and so would produce

considerably more net revenue

Of course, there is no speclftc reason why a one year payback would be necessary, the

appropriate period for payback would depend on the useful I~fe of the equtpment and the

cost of money, among other th~ngs Since the useful hfe of tolling and monltonng equ=pment

should be considerably longer than one year, calculations based on a one year payback are

htghly conservative In addition, public ownership, operation, and management are not the

only, and not necessarily the best, ways to proceed Private provision of faclhtles and

services, pubhc-pnvate partnerships, arrangements for [eas~ng equipment from a vendor,

and contracting for both equipment and program management are all options that deserve

consideration

Since equipment costs are fixed, the cost-effectiveness of congestion pricing would be

greater if implemented on a facihty for which pricing is justified for a number of hours each

day, such as is the case w=th many toll bridges and major commuting corridors If tolls were

to become an accepted way of collecting general transportation revenues, perhaps

replacing part or all of other taxes (sales, property, fuel) now used to fund transportation,

cost-effectiveness would further increase

Use of tolls as a general transportation funding mechanism also would be important to the

cost-effectiveness of pricing on arteriais Pricing major artenals frequently will be necessary

to avoid negative traffic sp~llover impacts from pricing bin=ted-access facilities However,

urban artenals carry substant=ally lower volumes of traffic than IEm~ted-access facrhtmes (a

four lane fac=hty carrying 25-45 thousand vehicles per day with 10,000-18,000 veh=cles
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during congested periods is typical), so costs of equipment would be spread over fewer

vehicles than ~s the case on most hmtted-access facilities At the same time, artenals

present greater opportunities for toll avoidance if collection devices are sparsely distributed,

so more equipment may be needed than in the hmlted access case

Consider a four lane divided arterial with major intersections at quarter-male spacing,

carrying 32,000 vehicles/day (12,000 vehicles during peak hours) Conventional toll booths

or automatic collection devices are impractical in this setting, so AVI equipment will be used

Uf it proves necessary to install AVf readers at every intersection, one per approach lane,

four per intersection, to capture a sufficient percentage of trips, the cost per intersection of

AVI equipment (at $15,000 per reader) would be about $60,000 (I e, $240,000 m capital

costs per mile ) Operating and maintenance costs would add some $20,000 per intersection

- $80,000 ~n operating costs per mile per year

Borne by the peak period users only, and assuming some t0,000 - 11,000 vehtcles per day

remain peak users, a charge of about nine cents a mtle would be needed to recapture

capital costs In one year (Again, however, note that there is no magtc in a one-year

payback, or indeed tn a system tn whtch equipment is purchased rather than leased Paid

back over a ten year period at ten percent interest, a $240,000/ml cap{tal cost could be

paid for with charges of about 1 1/2 cents per mile ) Operating costs would be about 2 1/2

cents per mile per year

Cleady, the cost of pricing artenals is fairly high, at least compared to the cost of pricing

I=mtted access fac=lttJes However, such costs are not so h~gh as to render arterial pricing

infeasible Rather, they point to the need for careful consideration of the amount of

eclulpment actually needed, recogmzmg the tradeoff between measurement of all vehicle

movements vs costs, and suggest that some arterials would not be priced unless the costs

o~ equipment dropped substantially Also, because the cost per vehicle mtle of AVI

equipment would be much lower if the cost apphed to all vehicle reties, not just peak period

reties, congestion pricing might be a special feature of general road pricing

m
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Note that the estimate of $60,000 per Intersect~on used for estimation purposes here is far

in excess of the costs of automated traffic surveillance and control systems (ATSAC) For

example the ATSAC system being implemented in Los Angeles has been estimated to cost

about $9,000 per intersection ($7,000 in 1988 dollars), these costs include a proportionate

share of control center costs The equipment ~s estimated to have a fifteen year life and is

being implemented at about 250 intersections per year (Los Angeles Dept of

Transportation, June 1987 ) Technological advances such as spread spectrum radio

communtcat~ons rather than hardw=re connections are likely to further reduce these costs

(Skabardon=s, 1995 ) if the costs of equipment for arterial pnc=ng were more like those for

traffic control systems - i e, lower by nearly a factor of seven - such pricing obviously could

be used more readily

Other costs associated with Implementation of congestion pricing would include

smart cards for each user vehicle, equipment to add money to the cards mna deduction

system or, in the case of a bdhng system, to handle the blihng, enforcement costs, and

general program administrative costs Smart cards or other vehicle {dentificatlon devices

currently cost from $2 to $60, depending on the type, read-and-write cards cost more than

debit or read-only cards In some toll road apphcations the user purchases or "leases" th~s

equipment weth a deposit, although elsewhere the card/transponder Js prowded free of

charge with prepayment of a minimum balance Toll road experience suggests that many

agencies prefer a debit card (prepayment) approach rather than a read-only card with btlhng

for charges, prepayment appears to avoid the burden of bell processing and b~[I collection

Debit cards nevertheless require some mechanism for replenishment of the card, either at

fixed or mobile stations or through the ma~l A variety of mechanisms for handling either

billing or account replenishment could be utlhzed, in particular, this function could be a road

authonty function or could be handled by a private vendor, much as transit passes are now

handled by transit agencies, banks, transportation commute stores, large employers, etc A

multi-purpose card, whmch would allow payment for tolls, parking, or a variety of other

transportation services, ~s also an option

III In l
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Enforcement costs would need to be considered High-speed video camera evidence is

accepted in several states and abroad and is a relatively inexpensive way to enforce ETC

violations Alternatively, police enforcement can be used Some attention may have to be

given to guarding against illegally obtained or counterfeit toll tags, much as we currently

have to guard against illegally obtained parking permcts and transit passes and counterfett

credit cards Levels of enforcement and fines for most violations could be set to be self-

financing, the more serious offenses might be treated as thefts or as fraud

Parking Pricing

PIoposed measures which would reduce or eliminate tax deductions for employer-provided

parking, make employer-provided parking a benefit taxable to the employee, etc would

increase state and federal tax receipts Responses of employers and employees would be

hkely to vary w~th location, business type, employee income, and so on, the employer who

stops leasing parking for employees because of the change in tax treatment would

experience a reduction in paperwork, whereas the employer who continues to prowde free

patrkBng but now must account for it in tax reporting would face increased costs Such costs

might amount to a few dollars per employee per year

Shoup (1994) calculates the likely federal income tax revenues from a parking cash-out

variant of thas proposal at nearly $1 2 bllhon a year, Jf implementation costs from all sources

(employer record-keeping and reporting, government accounting, audtt and enforcement,

etc ) were to amount to $6/empioyee a year - more than most experts believe these items

would cost - and the program applied to 100 mdhon workers, revenues would exceed costs

by a factor of two

Consider next a parking surcharge lewed by an air dlstnct (or a transportation authority) 

all daytime employee parking, defined as parking spaces utilized by employees between the

hours of 6 am and 6 pm weekdays A surcharge set at 25 cents to one dollar per space per

m
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day might be thought of as a rough approximation of an emissions charge; a surcharge of

$1-$5 might be thought of as a rough approxlmatlon of a congestion fee

The costs of implementing such a surcharge would vary substantially with the

implementation design A simple approach, and one that would cost relatively httle to

implement, would be to require employers to report the number of parking spaces they

provide to employees each month and simply transmit the amounts due on an annual,

quarterly, or monthly basis Further, the surcharge could be collected on behalf of the

responsible agency by an existing tax collection agency, avoiding the need for a special

bureaucracy to handle payments, audits, enforcement actions, etc As an add-on to existing

reporting and collection actlwt{es, the marginal costs of the program would be quite low,

probably m the range of five percent of revenues (As with other fees collected via taxes,

special prowslon would have to be made for those who are exempt from filing, the same

would be the case if the fee were attached to a business license, etc )

Such an approach would result in substantial revenues, and could be an Emportant source of

funding for transportation improvements to alleviate air pollution and/or congestion, but (as

has been discussed elsewhere) its direct impact on travel behawor ms less clear Some

employers might decide to pass the surcharge along to theEr employees, and some of the

employees would likely reduce thear parking use, but many other employers might decide to

simply pay the surcharge as a cost of doing business, wEth no change in parking pohcy for

employees

If the intent ~s to require the employee-parking consumer to pay a government-mandated

parking fee, a s~mple implementation strategy would be to require the employee to pay the

fee directly Because there is no existing mechanism for charging for parking tn most

locations, implementation of a fee might most easily be done =n through a payroll deduction,

to be transmitted with other income or payroll taxes and thence distributed to the

responsible agency There would be some added costs to the employer for accounting

(somewhat higher than in the vanant presented earlier) and some added costs to the tax

collection agency, but again, these costs should be no more than a few dollars per affected
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employee per reporting period Cost-effectiveness would depend entirely on how large a

parking charge was =reposed, but =f the admEn~strat~ve costs amounted to $5 per month per

employee and the parking fee was set at $3/day ($60-$66/mo) costs would be 7-8 percent

of revenues

Fuel Tax Increases

A fuel tax increase is the easiest of the five transportation pricing measures to ~mplement,

all the mechanisms for collecting and disbursing fuel taxes are zn place and changing the

tax rate would be a very simple procedure The costs of impEementatlon would be

accordmgly low, a neghg~ble percentage of revenues A possible exception is that with a

substantial tax increase, e g, 50 cents or more a gallon, there would be the possibility of

increased levels of tax evas=on, smuggling of untaxed fuel, or other illegal activity The

costs of enforcement associated with such cnmrnal activities are h~ghly uncertain
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VMT Fees

Consider a VMT fee based on average annual mileage for the vehicle type and model year

Such a fee could be automatically included in the amount b~lled to each owner as part of

the regular vehicle registration fee A continuous vehicle mileage sampling program (or 

continuous panel of vehicles) could be implemented to prowde the basis for average annual

mileage, and could be designed to produce statistically valid data on a statewide or regional

level Such a program might cost $200,000 annually, Including data sampling and analysis

(These data would have value in a variety of programs, including traffic management,

energy conservation planning, and air quality planning ) If the VMT fee were applied to 20

million vehicles, the annual per vehicle cost of the VMT sampling program would be trlwal,

only a penny per vehicle Similarly, costs of developing, testing, and implementing software

and forms to calculate the fees and add them to a each registration fee bllhng would be

neghglble on a per-vehicle basis

A pubhc Informat~on campaign mvoSwng ma~hngs to each vehicle owner could be

considerably more expensive For example, a brochure prowding an explanation of what

the VMT fee is, how it works, and why it =s being estabhshed might be mailed to each

vehfcle owner dunng the first year of the program at a one-time cost of, say, $2 00 - $5 00

per vehicle This could be backed up with an mformat~on sheet inserted each year ~n the

registration billing, at a cost of less than $1 00 per vehicle including preparation and

handling costs With a modest one cent per mile VMT fee the typical vehicle would be

assessed $50 -$150, so these costs are a small fraction of revenues - not more than 10

percent m the first year and tess, perhaps one percent, thereafter

Additional collection and enforcement costs could be covered by late fees and perhaps fines

for senously late payments and other minor violations, although some types of Itlegal activity

would probably be treated as cnmmal offenses
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A VMT fee also could be implemented as a toll, either for specific facilities or on a broader

basis (See the discussion of implementation costs under congestton pricing for cost

H’nplJcatlons )

Emissions Fees

An emissions fee calculated based on average data (emissions per mile for the vehicle type

and model year t~mes average VMT for the vehicle type and model year) could be

implemented much like the VMT fee just described, again wlth costs amounting to a small

fraction of revenues An emissions fee based on the emissions measurement taken at the

time of the vehicle’s inspection and maintenance test also could be done fairly simply - for

example the fee could be billed upon receipt of the vehtcle’s mailed-back emissions test

certification, or by electronically transmitting the emissions test as it is performed to a file

which then would be linked to the registration data for the vehicle

Suppose the design of such a program, including rews¢on of bilhng processes and so on,

costs one re{Ilion dollars Applied to a fleet fn of more than 20 million vehicles, this cost

would amount to less than a ntckel a vehicle It should be possible to hold the annual cost

per vehicle of pubhc information, billing, collection, and enforcement to a few dollars per

vehicle Costs totahng $5-10 per vehscle would require less than 5-10 percent of hkely

revenues for emissions fees set at a one cent per mile rate

Emissions fees also could be based on in-use emissions, much like congestion pricing or

VMT fees, by adding information on the vehicle make and model to determine the price per

mile A b{lhng system could be used, or a deb~t card system might be devised in which the

card was attached to a particular vehicle The development of on-board vehicle emission

rnonltormg equipment capable of accounting for cumulative cold starts, tamlplpe emissions,

etc, would allow for much more sophestlcated emissions fees As noted earlier, such

equipment Js currently being developed or Is En the planning stages, costs are not yet

known

u
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implications for Cost-Effectiveness

For each transportatton pnclng measure discussed here, we have shown that it would be

possible to destgn an implementatton strategy which would be cost-effectJve It should in

general be posstble to hold costs to no more than 5-10 percent of revenues even m the first

year, m many cases much lower implementation costs should be achievable Clearly,

however, cost-effectiveness depends on the details of the proposed actton Specific, rehable

cost-effecttveness calculattons thus must await the development of a detatfed program

destgn

To illustrate, however roughly, the magnitude of transportation prlctng measures’

effecttveness over costs, we have prepared a series of tables whtch describe

implementation scenarios and assoctated implementatton costs for the five pnclng

strategtes The scenanos and cost estimates are for the Los Angeles region Jn the year

2010 Table 12-1 sets forth assumed collect=on methods for the various measures, and

descnbes the bas=s for the assoctated cost estimates, assuming that the capital costs of

AVI/ETC equipment are be fully allocated to each measure using them (The capttal costs

are assumed to be amorttzed at 10 percent per year over a ten year period ) Table 12-2

then presents a senes of cost-effecttveness and revenue generatEon metncs for the five

measures using these assumpttons In Tables 12-3 and 12-4, an alternative assumption ts

made, namely that AVI/ETC capital costs have already been covered (for example, traffic

monitonng and other advanced traffic operations programs might implement AVI

technologies, which then could be used for ETC purposes ) Hence Jn these tables, only

annual operatmons and ma=ntenance costs are included

Note that all of the scenanos created here assume low ~mplementatten costs For example,

the percent of gross revenues estimated to be needed for admm~strat=on ranges from 1 2

percent for fuel tax increases to 15 percent for VMT fees (using Table 12 1 assumptions,

administrative costs drop to 5 9 percent of VMT fee revenues using Table 12 3
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assumptions, and would drop to under 3 percent =f the fee went up to, say, five cents from

the 2 cents shown here ) In an actual implementation, of course, any of these numbers

could go up, or down, depending on the choices made by program developers

These tables ~llustrate how much cost-effectiveness measures depend on the specifics of

program design, since the numbers for the two high tech options change considerably

depending on how equ=pment costs are allocated

The calculations also illustrate the difficulties in interpreting cost-effect=veness data For

example, a simplistic reading of Table 12 2 would suggest that fuel taxes are more cost-

effective than VMT fees However, that is because the table assumes that the

~’=dm=n=strative apparatus for the gas tax ~s already in place, and only small additional costs

must be expended ,n implementation of the h~gher tax amount, VMT fees, in contrast, are

assumed to be a new program requlnng significant expenditures for implementation In

]’able 12 4, where both fuel tax increases and VMT fees are assumed to utilize facEhties and

procedures already in place, d=fferences are much smaller

Cost-effectiveness numbers also are dependent on the uses to which net revenues are put.

"l’reatment of the revenues are om=tted here, which amounts to an assumption that the

revenues will be spent such that the resulting benefits are at least as great as the costs to

users (amounts paid ) In such circumstances the revenues (amounts collected from

consumers) are a transfer, not a real cost

12.6 Conclusion

Implementation planning for transportation pncmg strateg=es needs to be carned out ~n an

intensively participatory and well integrated planning process While implementation

considerations should inform the earliest steps of planning and analysis, specific proposals

must be on the table and stakeholders must be revolved if a full analysis of implementation

options ~s to be carned through to the select=on of a feasible, equitable, desirable course of

act=on In the absence of such spec=fics and without the comm=tted participation of

m
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stakeholders, we can only touch upon implementation considerations and offer scenarios

More specific analysis must await more specific proposals Nevertheless, the chapter

~llustrates that means for implementing pricing strategies in a cost-effective way should be

within reach

Designing a sound ~mplementation plan is not an easy matter, ~t requires attention to

restitutions and organizations, budgets and accounting, and it often revolves tradeoffs

between accountab=hty and flexibility, techntcal precision and ease of implementation

Attention to these Implementation issues should pay off, however, in a smoother, more

credible, and more effective program
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13. Assessment

13.1 Transportation Impacts and Policy Effectiveness

How do transportation pnclng measures affect travel behavior and transportation system

performance~ How effectwe are they =n reducing congestion and emissions and cn

conserving fuel? Overall, the study found that these measures could have significant,

positive impacts in each of the four major metropolitan areas of Cahfornla

Congestion Prices Congest=on pnces sufficient to keep both freeways and artenals

operating close to capacBty (level of service D/E) were evaluated During the peak periods 

demand, such pnces would average about 4 cents a mile in Sacramento, about 6 cents a

mile in San Dcego, about 9 cents a mile =n the Bay Area, and about 10 cents a mile =n the

South Coast region Actual costs would vary considerably from these averages, from zero

(where there =s httle or no congestion) to as hEgh as 75 cents to a dollar on the handful 

highway links with the very worst congestion Such charges would reduce overall VMT and

PMlo by only one or two percent, in most cases, because those who can do so would shift

to their routes or times of day, however, emtss=ons and fuel consumption reduct¢ons =n

general would be higher than proportional because less travel would be ~n stop and go

conditions Both prices and benefits would be higher in Los Angeles and the Bay Area than

m San D~ego and Sacramento, whfch are less congested

Parking Fees A region-wide employee parking fee of a minimum of $3.00 per day -

approximately the mlmmum cost of prowdmg an employee parking space m most metropol-

itan areas - was examined (In areas where current parking charges are hegher than the

$3.00 amount, the current rates were assumed to remain ~n place ) Such a fee for parking

would result in a reduction of VMT and tr~ps in the 2-3 percent range and a similar reduction

in fuel use and emisszons Notably, the effect would be smallest in the Bay Area, because a

higher proportion of that region’s employees already pay for parking
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Gas Tax Increases: Two levels of gas tax increase were examined A 50 cent increase

would reduce VMT and tnps by amounts ranging from 3 9 - 4 3 percent A $2 00 gas tax -

an amount that would bring fuel prices to mid-range European levels - would reduce VMT

and tnps by 12-14 percent Pollutant emissions reductions are approximately proportional to

the reductions in travel However, fuel consumption and greenhouse gas (CO2) reductions

would be significantly larger, ranging from 5 - 6 percent for the 50 cent tax increase to 31 -

33 percent for the $2 00 tax increase The dmfference between changes tn VMT and

changes of fuel use is because many consumers would purchase more fuel efficient

vehicles (and would use their more fuel efficient vehicles more often than their less efficient

ones ) The more fuel efficient vehicles would help bring the cost of travel back down, hence

overall travel (trips, VMT) and pollution (largely proportional to trips and VMT) would 

less than fuel use and greenhouse gas emissions

Vehicle-Miles Traveled (VMT) Fees: Fiat VMT fees were analyzed in a range from 1 cent

to 10 cents per rode Deta=led results for 2 cents per mile gnd~cated that VMT, fuel use, and

all emissions would drop by about 4-5 percent At 5 cents per mile, these performance

measures drop by about 10 percent, and at 10 cents per mile they drop by nearly 20

percent

Vehicle Emissions Fees: Two fee alternatives based on em=ssions were evaluated in the

first alternative, the fee wouJd be based on the statewlde averages of emissions per mile for

a vehicle of the age and type being driven, multiplied by the vehicle’s mileage accumulated

since its last recorded odometer reading This approach would charge older cars higher

fees on a per mile basis, offset in part by the somewhat lower average mileage per year for

these older cars in the second alternative, the fee would be based on measured em=sslons

and mileage based on the vehicle’s odometer reading This second alternat=ve would result

in much higher fees per mde dnven for hegh emitters of any age, and only modest fees per

mile driven for clean vehicles S~mllady, It would result an modest fees for a car that is driven

a modest amount, and much htgher fees for a car that ~s heavily used For a fee set to

average about 1 cent per mde, costs per vehicle would range =nltlally from $40 to about
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$400 per year under the first alternatwe and would range initially from $10 to about $1000

under the second alternative With either alternat=ve, the mare =mpact would be on emis-

sions, as many consumers would retire or repair heavy emitters to reduce their fees, and

would contmue (or resume) their previous driving patterns VMT and PMlo reducttons 

about 2 percent would result, but emissions reduct=ons of as much as 4-8 percent for the

first approach, and 15-20 percent for the second approach, could be obtained

Joint Effects Combinations of the measures also were considered A package combining

congestion pricing, employee parkmg charges of $1 00 per day, a 50 cent gas tax increase,

a 2 cent VMT fee, and emfss=ons fees based on statewlde averages for each vehicle type

(the first emissions fee approach described above) and model year would reduce VMT,

trips, and PM~o by about 8-9 percent, and would reduce fuel use, pollutant emlsstons, and

greenhouse gas em~ss=ons by some 10-17 percent A package with congestion pricing,

employee parking charges of $3 00 per day, a $2 00 gas tax, a 2 cent VMT fee, and

vehicle-specific registration fees would reduce VMT, tnps, and PMIo by about 19-22 percent

and would reduce emissions and fuel use by 30- 50 percent

Land Use Impacts Changes in transportation pncmg pohcles of the type and magnitude

considered here are unhkely to significantly alter the rate of growth of the reg=on, but they

could alter patterns of development, pnnclpally by encouragwng more compact growth

around centers and more efficient travel choeces Location-specific impacts are hkely only

for those measures that result In differential price changes within the reg=on, as congestion

prEcang and parking pr, cmg might do These location-specific impacts may be seen as

positive or negative, depending on the viewpoint of those affected Businesses,

households, and local governments all can take steps to reduce the impact of land use

changes and some of their responses may In fact alter the cost impact of the measures
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13.2 Equity Issues

Transportation price Increases are especially a concern for low income people who have a

hmlted ability to "choose" to pay the higher costs and hence would be pnced out of routine

use of certain high-cost travel opttons Higher transportation prices also are a worry for

moderate income people, especially those who have little flexibility about when or where

they travel and hence might have to devote a larger sh~re of their income to transportation

A major finding of the study =s that most households in the lowest income group - the one-

fifth of the Cahforn~a households that make less than $18,676 per year - would not be

affected by charges for parking at the workplace or by congestion pricing This is because

few of these households contain a worker, and of those who do, a very high percentage use

transit or walk to work

Overall, the households in the lowest income qulnt~le (lowest fifth) produce only about 

percent of the VMT However, they would be the most likely to change their travel behavior

if transportation pncmg strategEes were =mplemented The next-to-lowest income group, the

qumtlle with household incomes between $18,676 - $34,518, would feel a moderate Impact,

but a substantial number of thins group also commutes by transit or carpool or works off-

peak hours

The b~ggest =mpact of these pohcles would fall on middle income households, who currently

tend to drive to work and have free parking The highest income group also would pay

more, although in all four urban areas it ss this upper income group that is most hkely to

already pay for parking

Gas tax increases also would fail most heavily on middle and upper income groups. Only

about six percent of current fuel taxes are paid by members of the lowest income group,
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while this group owns cars, they drive them only modest amounts The twenty percent of

the state’s households m the second-to-lowest income group pay about 10 percent of fuel

taxes currently, also reflecting their moderate use of the=r cars Both groups would reduce

fuel use, at least in the short run, if pnces increase Again, it =s the middle and upper income

groups that would pay most of the tax increases

Because of data hmltations, ~t is harder to say how vehicle registration fees would affect

different income groups, particularly for the more complex policy options such as emission-

based fees (Data sets report auto age and the owner’s household income, or auto

emissions rates, VMT, and area of residence, but no available data set directly links

emissions levels and the incomes of vehicle owners ) Nevertheless, the available data do

provide some insights into equity impacts Using data collected by Caltrans as part of a

statewlde travel survey, we find that about 55% of the vehicles over eight years old are

owned by the upper middle and affluent households, mostly as second, thwrd, or even fourth

or fifth cars The remaining 45% of the older cars are owned by the two fifths of the

households with low or moderate incomes To the extent that vehmcle reglstrabon fees fall

most heawly on these older vehicles, they also would fall somewhat more heawly than

proportional on low and moderate income households

Equity can also be examined by looking at the distribution of impacts by location in the

region (e g ,, central city vs suburbs), by gender of the traveler, by race and ethntclty, and

so on For the pohcies considered, impacts do not appear to be strongly place-specific

Furthermore, exploratory analyses done for this study show that the dJstnbutlon of ~mpact ~s

more strongly dependent on income than on demographic factors, i e, differences between

the sexes and among rac=al and ethnic groups basically track income differences
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13.3 Using the Revenues from Transportation Pricing Strategies

One way to overcome concerns about adverse effects of transportation price increases ~s to

use the funds raised from the pncmg strategy to improve the transportation system For

example, congestion pr~ccng revenues could be used to remove bottlenecks, fund traffic

operations improvements such as coordinated traffic signal tBmmg and faster acc=dent clear-

ance, or otherwise increase transportation capac=ty and eliminate design problems which

lead to congestion Such revenues also could be used to support transit improvements or

carpool and vanpool programs, better alternatives to dnvmg would make increased costs for

the auto more palatable

Revenues also could be targeted to particular problems or needs For example, some or all

of the net revenues generated by emBsslon fees could be earmarked to help low-income

households clean up their dirty vehicles or replace them with cleaner used cars In the latter

case a cash payment could be provided, or a voucher might be offered, permitting the

recipient to buy transit passes or to obtain another car at a subsmdy whmch would vary with

income (following the model used in housing programs ) The vehicle repair element of this

program would have the added benefit of st=mulatmg employment The vehicle buy-back or

voucher program would requtre detailed planning to avoid excessive costs (for example, it

might be necessary to hm=t buy-back ehglblilty to md=wduals, hm~t apphcat~ons to one per

indlwdual, and require that the vehicles must have been registered En Cahfornla for at least

120 days at the time of program adoption ) Everyone could benefit from a well-designed

program of this sort the low income household would have a cleaner, better running car,

and the general pubhc would have cleaner air

A hmited number of analyses were camed out as part of this study to examine the effects of

"mlt~gatlon measures", ~ e, Implementation of strategies thought to be able to offset certain

adverse Impacts of price increases The m=tlgatlon measures were proposed by the

adwsory comm=ttee to the study and were based on the long-range transportation plans of
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each region The mlt=gatlon measures, analyzed in conjunction with parking charges, gas

tax increases, and congest¢on pncmg, focused on transit improvements which would reduce

wait times (by increasing the frequency of service) and increase accessibility (by extending

services to more users) These mJttgat~on measures would enhance the effect=veness of

pricing measures by a moderate amount (e g, by adding the Los Angeles transit

improvements proposed for the year 2010 to the package of pnc~ng measures, ROG

reduction would increase from -39% to -41%, a 5% improvement in effectiveness ) Such

investments could offset many of the difficulties posed by hmgher prices and could

substantially Increase user benefits if carefully deployed However, the m=tlgat~on measures

considered did not necessanly represent the optimal use of funds from a cost-benefit

perspective nor the most effecttve strategtes from an equtty vtewpolnt Since It Is possible to

overspend on m=tlgat=on, or to otherwise select projects which result in net welfare losses, it

will be ~mportant to evaluate both costs and benefits of mltlgatton measures and to focus

investments on cost-effective m=ttgation strategies =n follow-up studies

Another posstbdity would be to use the revenues from transportation pricing strategtes to

reduce, or ehmmate, a tax currently paid by consumers For example, pohcy-makers could

ehmnate the sales tax currently used in many counties to fund transportation, and replace it

with ~uel taxes or VMT fees Whtle this approach prowdes no money for transit Improve-

ments and other program enhancements (since no net revenues are produced), It would

replace a relatively regressive tax with a fatrer set of charges based on transportation use

and .,,oclal welfare m that fashion

13.4 Public Acceptability

What would it take to win public acceptance of transportation pncmg measures’~ The results

of focus groups with members of the general public and interviews and discussions with

pohcy-makers and interest group representattves indicate that some pncmg strategies would

be more acceptable than others, that matching the strategy to local condlt=ons would be
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important, and that clear commitments about uses of pricing revenues would be a

necessary prerequisite to public support

Focus group members understandably were not enthusiastic about transportation price

increases, but they did agree that good transportation and a better environment are worth

paying for Most were willing to consider higher transportat=on prices if 1) they could be sure

that the funds generated would be devoted to transportation improvements, and not

diverted to other uses, and 2) they could feel confident that those in charge of the funds

would be held accountable for provEdmg real benefits to the public, and could have the

funding taken away from them if they failed to do so

A vocal minority was opposed to any increase in transportation prices These md=wduals

believe that government is wasteful and indifferent to the needs of the working person, and

that transportation pricing strategies would only exacerbate both problems At the opposite

end of the spectrum were indlvLduals who felt that problems created by the automobile

justified s=gnlficant price increases as well as wgorous regulatory restrictions on auto use

By far the most common reaction was a mild, somewhat grudging acceptance of the tdea

that price tncreases could help reduce congestion, air pollution, and fuel use, and would

ratse revenues for Improwng the overall transportation system In addition, most thought

that the funds could be used to provide important improvements if they were earmarked for

such uses and expenditures had to be reported {n detail

Gas tax increases were the most wJdely accepted of the strategies, although the reviews

were mixed Most of the parttcipants accepted the point that the gas tax had declined, m

real terms, over the past several decades, and most felt that an ~ncrease would be

acceptable, especially ~f ~mplemented gradually Some, however, characterized the gas tax

as "just another way to gouge the mKddle class"

Some of the participants thought that an increase ~n at-the-pump charges would be an

effective way to alter how much dnwng people do, Bn the short run, and what kind of cars

they dnve, in the longer run However, most felt that a tax 9ncrease of less than 50 cents

ii i
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would have almost no effect on their own travel behavtor Many thought that at-the-pump

charges would be too blunt an instrument to be used for congestion relief or air pollut=on

reduction Almost air felt that any gas tax increase should be earmarked for transportation,

the most frequently supported use for the revenues was to greatly improve transit and/or

speed planned transit improvements Some did not want to see more money spent on

htghways, a smaller number felt that this would be an =mportant use of the moneys

Vehicle emissions fees were hard for most of the focus group participants to understand,

though once explained, the concept seemed reasonable to most Many felt that passing the

smog check should suffice as a control on em~sstons Part=ctpants who owned old cars

womed that they could face sharpRy increased fees, and owners of cars that had barely

passed their last smog check were alarmed by this option Several part=cipants expressed

concern over how such a fee would affect low income owners of old vehicles, but there was

m=xed reaction to a possible substdy to offset this tmpact Vehicle buy-back programs were

wewed positively by some, but others expressed strong reservations because the buy-back

prices were rarely htgh enough to pay for a "good" used car as a replacement

]’here was sohd agreement that an emissions fee should be based on actual vehicle

performance, not a "typical" rate for a vehtcle of a particular age (etc), but there also was 

great deal of skepttc~sm about the amount of bureaucracy th~s mmght require, as well as the

potential for fraud A number of partlc=pants felt strongly that the current pohcy of allowing

certain cars that are heavy polluters to continue to operate should be greatly curtailed or

ehmtnated

VMT fees were also difficult for many to understand, and many argued that the =ssues a

VMT fee would address were already covered by fuel taxes (or could be so addressed zf the

fuel tax were raised ) One strong point tn favor of VMT fees ts the prospect of a vehtcle

fleet fueled in part by electnctty Under those circumstances many would favor replacing

fuel taxes with a VMT fee as the means of paying for road use

i
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Reactions to congestion pricing varied with urban area, the strategy was seen as potentially

effective in the Bay Area and Los Angeles, but of bruited relevance in Sacramento and San

Diego In all four metropohtan areas some of the participants said that, at least some of the

time, they would pay a fee to avoid congestion during peak periods, but almost no one said

they would willingly pay it on a regular basis A number of participants also felt that

congestion pricing was bas~cally unfair because the well-off who could afford to pay the fee

already have many pr=wleges (e g, set their own work hours, work at home, etc ) while

others, perhaps more time-constrained but less affluent, would either be forced to use far

mfenor options or to pay a fee they could ill afford Several participants blamed

unnecessanly Inflexible employer work scheduling policies for much of the congestion, and

felt that government should address th~s first rather than hit workers with higher fees

Congestion pricing was hard for most discussion group partlclpants to understand, except

for apphcatJons on bridges, toll roads, and speclaE lanes This ~s in part because few are

famlhar with toll tags or other automatic vehicle identification technologies (AVI), and

Imagined that toll booths would have to be added to cotlect the fees Once AVI was

explained to the group, most saw it as by far the best way to impEement congestion pricing

A small number worried about the government knowEng who traveled where, but this was

not a concern for most participants

Parking pncing pohcles were the least supported by discussion group members Most felt

that parking was already priced where it was most costly to prowde, and that where it is free

and plentiful, the alternatives to dnwng and parking are too poor to be competitive, so that

pncmg would make little d~fference in travel behawor On the other hand, the participants

who currently pay for parking thought that parking pricing should be employed more often

Several participants expressed concern about another government regulation on business,

several others doubted that such pohcy would be implemented or enforced Few could

imagine a government-Imposed tax or fee on parking that would be substantial enough to

alter behawor or fund slgmficant tmprovements to commute alternatives, nor dfd they

beheve that employers or other pnvate sector parking owners would make parking charges

avazlable to mmprove commute alternatsves Finally, if a parking charge were imposed at their
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workplace, most thought they’d park elsewhere - on a nearby street or =n a nearby shopping

center, for example

Although most participants believed that pricing strategies would generate s~gnlficant

amounts of revenue, there was no clear consensus on how such revenue might be used

The use of transportation pncmg revenues to improve commute alternatives was seen as

qu~te ineffective in Los Angeles and, to a lesser extent, in Sacramento participants opposed

highway expansion, but also felt transit could never be competitive except, perhaps, to

downtown Many felt that the money would be wasted by incompetent bureaucracfes or

arrogant politicians In contrast, m both the Bay Area and San Diego, many felt that useful

transit improvements could be made and that other desirable projects could be

implemented

Inlerviews with local officials and interest groups have uncovered very similar reactfons

Most beheve that pncmg strategies could be effecttve In reducing congestion, emissions,

and fuel use, if carefully implemented However, many also were skept{cal that effective

implementation would proceed The barriers, in this wew, are an apparent lack of broad-

based support for action, the strength of the anti-tax movement, the high visibility of

government action on most of the strategies, and the iack of clear precedent demonstrating

overall benefits and an ab~hty to offset inequities Suggestions for overcoming the barriers

included the following

1) If implementation Is to proceed, business, enwronmental, and social justice commumtfes

must be willing to publicly advocate transportation pricing measures and to take on the

effort needed to educate the pubhc

2) Specific proposals must address the equity issues directly, and must offer concrete

commitments for offsetting harm in an environmentally and socially acceptable way

3) ,Approaches that gwe local governments or regions authority to tmplement pricing

programs matching their c~rcumstances make more sense than uniform statew~de ap-
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proaches, w~th measures designed primarily for revenue generatson (e g, a VMT fee

designed to supplement or replace current funding sources) the primary exception

Authorization for IocaE act=on permits those commun=t~es that can build support for a

measure to proceed without forcing the issue on those who are not prepared to act In many

cases a city- or county-level authority would be sufficient to avoid spdlover problems

4) Several transportation pricing measures may become more acceptable as new technol-

ogies such as AVI, tamper-resistant odometers, and remote sensing are ~mplemented

These new technologies would greatly aid in the implementation of congestion pr{cmg, VMT

fees, parking pricing, and perhaps vehicle registration fee pohcles, as consumers become

more accustomed to new technologies they may also become more accepting of pricing

strategies which utlhze these devices Furthermore, if low emission and zero emission

vehicles become a reahstlc option for more people, pubhc wllhngness to accept road pricing,

higher fees for petroleum fuels, and emtss=ons fees also should increase

13.5 Implementation Planning Issues

Finding effective, pohtlcally plausEble transportation prmclng measures Is a major

accomplishment, but additional steps must be taken =f =mplementat~on is to proceed and be

effective A number of legal and institutional ~ssues must be addressed, ranging from the

characterization of the measure as a tax or a fee to the selection (or creation) of public 

private organizations to carry out each step of the implementation process Among the

items that always need to be cons=dered in implementation planmng are specific

assignments of responsibility, schedule, and funding for carrying out the detailed program

design, actual implementation, public outreach and I~aJson, implementation monitoring and

enforcement, evaluation and reporting, and penod=c updating or rewslons to the measures

Specific measures raise numerous other =mplementatlon ~ssues that would have to be

addressed, and of course pohtlcal feasJblhty would have to be continually evaluated as the

details of the desfgn are worked out
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Implementation could proceed in a variety of ways for most transportation pricing measures.

For some measures, the most plausible designs would build upon existing programs and

assignments of responsibility For others, new technologies and new institutional

arrangements seem to be the preferable way to go Implementation strategies also depend,

however, on the timing, scope and scale of tmplementat~on Designs which provide for

learning from initial implementation stages, whether in market niches or at "Introductory

prices", have great potential both as a test bed for new ideas and as a device for tntroducmg

new approaches to the public

Cost-effectiveness is an important element in implementation planning, as are solid

estimates of =mplementatton costs and net revenues (along with a revenue expenditure

plan ) Rough estimates suggest that the costs of implementing transportation pricing

strategtes can be kept to 5-10 percent of gross revenues, the resultKng revenue projections

and cost-effectiveness metncs would be highly favorable However, cost, revenue, and

cost-effectiveness estimates are highly dependent on the details of the Implementataon

design, so are rightfully done only after a specific proposal has been set forth

13.6 Conclusion and Recommendations

Transportation pncmg measures offer substanttal potential for reducing congest=on,

improwng air quality, reducing energy consumption, and increasing the overall efficiency

and effectiveness of Cahfornla’s transportation systems Assuming that prices are set at

level,,; justified by long-run marginal social costs and revenues are spent In efficient ways,

our analyses show that such measures would be

o effective at achiewng environmental, social, economic, and operational objecttves, at

prices that are justifiable on economtc grounds,
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0 unlikely to alter land use patterns substantially, at least at the pricing levels

considered, but m~tdly supportive of higher densities and more efficient location

choices,

o capable of generating large net revenues, assuming a moderate level of cost control

in the design,

o mostly incident on m~ddle and upper income travelers, though lower ~ncome

travelers would feel the effects most sharply,

o enhanced by mitigation measures, including measures that offset income effects for

the lower income groups,

0 implementable in a vanety of ways, involving the private sector as well as public

entitles, and utlhzmg either existing technologies or new ones as they become

available

In short, transportation pricing strategies could be cost-effective alternatives for Improving

the overall functton of the transportation system

A major issue, however, ts whether transportation pncmg measures can garner sufficient

polltfcai support to be implemented Most transportation pncmg measures require, or would

be greatly enhanced by, new legislative mandates or delegations of authority, but pohtlcal

leaders are skeptscal They look at the Iong-estabhshed record of resistance to tolls and

fees, note current attitudes opposing taxation, and doubt that pubhc opinion would support

transportation pricing any time in the near future Wh=le polls and focus groups indicate that

pubhc opinion Is not so negative as this wew would suggest, the lack of substantial, vlsKble

support for pncmg (despite stalwart efforts on its behalf from a few) suggest to pohtlcal

leaders that the effort required for implementat~on Cs great and the likely rewards few
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At the same time, there is deep sentiment In elements of the planning, englneenng,

academic, envIronmental, and business communities that the faElure of current prices to

con, vey accurate s~gnaJs to travelers is a root cause of many of the problems our

transportation systems now face Partly because of this sentiment, some of the institutional

and technological impediments to transportation pricing recently have eased Nevertheless,

it is far from clear that this support is strong enough and focused enough to keep pncmg

options on the agenda and increase their feasibility

Many transportation pricing proposals when introduced to the average citizen sound like

ordinary taxes clothed in extraordinary rhetonc Work with focus groups shows that this

cynicism about government revenue collection ~s a deep-seated impediment to transporta-

tion pricing, but it Js not insurmountable In particular, attitudes about pricing appear to

respond strongly to mformatwon about its rationale, its workings, and its potential benefits, as

well as to specific commitments about how revenues would be used In terms of pubhc

education, there is the posslblhty that a few well-crafted, representative prlctng demonstra-

tions which succeed in a very public way could produce a rapid shtft in public attitudes Thts

is why new toll road and HOV buy-m projects such as S R 91 and the ISTEA congestion

pnc, lng demonstration projects around the country have assumed such tmportance

Another common objectton to transportation prmclng concerns the effect on the poor For

exarnple, congestion pricing as we have presented it here is a pohcy destgned exphcJtly to

help the transportatfon system and the economy function more efftclently by persuading

those w~th the lowest values of time not to use the system during peak penods Income

certainly is a factor (though not the only factor) in determining values of tlme Our work

shows that the poor do not travel as much as Js commonly assumed, especially by highway,

although those who do travel would be dtsproporttonately affected by higher pnces The Bay

Bndge work, for exampJe, shows that only about 3 percent of mormng commuters on the

Bndge fall into the lowest income quintlle This means both that the potential for devastating

impacts on the poor is not large and that such impacts could be mlttgated with a relatively

modest commitment of resources Focus group dtscusstons revealed m~t~gat~on to be a

touchy issue, however People generally felt that tmproved transit tn appropriate corridors
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would be good, but that any program of direct compensation (such as a "lifeline" subsidy for

toll tags) would have to be very tightly controlled

A more senous poht~cal assue for transportation pricing may well be the effect on the middle

class, especially on the second and third income qulntlles Households in this income range

would not be considered poor, but generally do operate under tQght budget constraints

Much of the effectiveness of pricing derives from changing the behavtor of th=s group who

often must travel but cannot afford a sJgn=ficant additional outlay Subsidies to transportation

and to mortgage lending since World War II have promoted a level of daily travel among this

group that could not be sustained if prices were more closeBy aligned with the marginal

social costs

For pricing to occur in more than a token way, the electorate - ~ncludmg, presumably, the

bulk of the middle class = must understand and agree that the benefits of marginal social

cost pr=cmg outwetgh the costs Two paths to this awareness have been suggested The

first path rests on an argument that the rapid growth of congestion over the past two

decades and the deterioration of conventional funding mechamsms such as fuel taxes are

clear ewdence that our h~stor=cal subsidies to the transportation system have become

increasingly dysfunctional As this argument goes, substdles simply will have to decline in

order to keep the transportation system functioning, a move whIch the electorate will come

to support as it learns the dimensions of the problem The real policy questeon then revolves

around how to smooth the transatlon of the lower msddle classes to a regsme of slgmficantly

higher mob~hty costs The essence of th=s argument Js that realignment of transportatgon

pricing ~s mewtable, and the role of the professional commun=ty should be to point toward

the most ethical and eff=clent strategtes

The second path rests on a more aggressive set of assertions about the benefits of pricing

Pricing, in this hne of argument, is seen as a way of making transportation funding more

progressave by reducing hEgher income travelers to p~ck up more of the costs At the same

time, it Js argued that some pricing measures could have the effect of improving transit and

HOV alternatives to such a degree that everyone Is better off despite higher pnces for
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driving alone For example, this kind of win-win outcome is a real possibility with congestion

pricing, whzch would allow buses and perhaps carpools to reap the travel time advantages

without lncurnng addCt=onal costs (though enwronmental impacts could be a concern if h~gh-

way expansion were an element of the strategy) Thzs approach has the advantage of being

much more positive than simply relying on a perception of crisis, though wtthout real-world

examples =t rehes heawly on modehng and analysis for its credlblhty Again, we reach the

view that highly visible, representative demonstratmons of successful pricing are essential to

moving public opinion

In conclusion, there Bs little doubt that transportation pricing can be economscally efficient

and effective at reducing mobile source emissions However, pricing at the levels required

for significant effect would represent a major institutional change En the transportation

system While many will fear such a change even if technical assessments suggest a

benign outcome, our work hints that a majonty would be open to persuaswe arguments

aboul the rationale for pncmg Thus, the real unanswered questions revolve around imple-

mentation are the arguments really persuasive enough’~ Is it possible to reach a broad

enough sector of the electorate with these arguments’2 Are the potential benefits of pncmng

to key stakeholders large enough to reduce the kind of sustained effort that will be

necessary to achieve such a substantial institutional change’~ We do not know the answers

to these questions, but experience with tentative efforts at pricing now underway could

teach us a great deal Beyond that, further research on implementation issues, and

especially the pohtlcal and msJtutlonal aspects of implementation, is highly recommended
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Appendix A: Glossary

AASHTO - American Association of State Highway and Transit Officials
ABAG - AssocJatEon of Bay Area Governments (sister agency to MTC)
ATSAC - automatic traffic surveillance and control
AVI - automatic veh=cle identification
BART - Bay Area Rapid Transit
BPR = Bureau of Public Roads
BAAQMD - Bay Area Air Quality Management District
CarTalk - Pohcy D~aiog Advisory Committee to Assist in the Development of Measures to

Significantly Reduce Greenhouse Gas Emissions from Personal Motor Vehicies
Caltrans - Cahfornla Department of Transportahon
CARB - California Air Resources Board
CBD - central business dastnct
CEC - Cahfornia Energy Commission
CPI - Consumer Price Index
CO - carbon monoxide
CO2 - carbon dioxide (a greenhouse gas)
CIEQA - Cahforma Environmental Quahty Act
CS - Cambridge Systemabcs
EDF - Enwronmental Defense Fund
EMFAC7F - Cahforn~a Air Resources Board’s emissions model
EPA - Enwronmental Protection Agency
ETC - electronic toll collection
DOE - Department of Energy
DF~,M/EMPAL - Direct Restdenhal Allocation Model / Employment AIIocahon components

of a land use model used m several metropohtan areas
FHWA- Federal Highway AdmJmstratlon
FTA - Federal Transtt AdmmlstratLon (formerly UMTA)
HCM - Highway Capacity Manual
HOV- high occupancy vehicle
ISTEA- I ntermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991
LOS - level of service
MFPLAN - a land use model used pnmanly outside the U S
MPO - metropohtan transportatEon organlzat=on
M’I’C - Metropolitan Transportahon Commission (for the San Francisco Bay Area)
MTCFCAST - MTC’s travel modehng package
NE:.PA - National Environmental Policy Act
NOx - oxides of nttrogen
OE’CD - Organ=zatlon for Economic Cooperation and Development
PMlo - Particulate matter wsth a d~ameter of 10 m~crons or smaller
POLLS - land use model used Jn the San Francisco Bay Area
PPM - parts per mllhon
PUMS - publec use mJcrodata sample of the U S Census

m
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PUMA - pubhc use mlcrodata area defined by the U S Census
ROG - reactive organic gases
SACOG - Sacramento Area Councd of Governments
SANDAG - San Dtego Association of Governments
SCAG - Southern Cahfomza Assocaatlon of Governments
SCAQMD - South Coast Air Quality Management District
SIC - Standard Industrial Classification
SOV - single occupancy vehicle
SR - state route
STEP - a computer package for mlcroslmulatlon of travel demand
SRGP - Short-Range Generahzed Policy Analysis Program
SYNSAM - a computer package for the generation of synthetic samples
TCM - transportateon control measure
TRANUS - a land use model used primarily outside the U S
TRB - Transportation Research Board
TRIP - version of STEP used for EDF work mn Los Angeles
UCB - Umverslty of Callfornza at Berkeley
UTPS - Urban Transportation Planning System (regional transportation modeling package)
UMTA - Urban Mass Transportation Administration (now FTA)
VOC - volatile organic compound
VKT - vehicle kilometers of travel
VMT - vehicle miles of travel
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Appendix B: Description of the STEP Analysis Package

B.1 Overview

Th~s appendix dmscusses STEP, a travel demand modeling package designed for planning
applications and policy analysis STEP is composed of an integrated set of travel demand
and activity analysis models, supplemented by a variety of impact analysis capabilities and
a simple model of transportation supply STEP Js based on mlcroslmulat,on - a modeling
technique whtch uses the individual or household as the basic unit of analysis rather than
deahng with population averages (cf Orcutt, 1976) STEP results are aggregated only
after the mdlwdual or household analyses are completed, allowing the user great flex,b~llty in
specifying output categones

STEP’s models use actual or forecast data on household socioeconomic charactenst~cs, the
spatial dtstnbutton of population and employment ("land use"), and transportation system
charactenstics for the selected analysis year(s) The socioeconomic charactensttcs of 
sample of households and its members are usually taken from a reg,onal travel survey or
from the U S Census Pubhc Use MIcrodata Sample (PUMS) Population, number 
households, and employment by category (type) are taken from the regtonal "land use" data

base Transportation level-of-service data (ttmes and costs) are denved from the region’s
travel model system The land use data are prowded to STEP for subareas (whtch could be

zones, districts, or corridors) and for the regton as a whole, the level-of-serwce data are
provided in the form of large matrices of mterzonal ttmes and costs STEP then reads
through the household sample, attachtng level-of-service and land use data to each
household record as necessary For each household, STEP uses its models to predict a
daily travel and actlwty pattern for each Indlwdual in the household Finally, household travel
ss summed up and household totals are expanded to represent the population as a whole.

STEP can analyze any change in the population or in the transportation system that 1) can
be represented tn terms of the vanables tn tts models and 2) can be associated wsth 
spectfic geographic area or grouping of households Testing the effect of a change in
condlt~ons or pohctes is a s~mple matter of re-analyzing the household sample using the new
data wdues, and companng the results with prewous outputs For example, a new highway
or new transit service can be represented by changed travel trmes and costs for the areas
served, a parking pnce increase can be represented by an increase in out-of-pocket costs,
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an increase in income in a particular area or for a particular population subgroup can be
represented by edmtmg the household file to incorporate the revised incomes Along similar
lines, future years can be represented through proportional factoring and rewelghtmg of
survey observatEons to reflect expected regional trends, or can be based upon a more

sophisticated mlcroslmulatlon of household changes based on cohort survival and other
methods of demographic forecasting

The sampling framework preserves the richness of the underlying distribution of population
characteristics and permits tabulation by any subgroup with sufficient observations to be
statistically significant For example, the results can be dlsaggregated by income level and
age, which would allow an assessment of effects for, say, vanous income qulnt~tes among
the retired population Thas is a significant advantage over an aggregate model, whtch uses
zonal averages for most soclo-economlc data

STEP maintains fts qutck response capabihty while achieving great detad in representing
behawor in part by reduccng its detail in representing transportation networks STEP does
not have an internal transportation network representation and traffic assignment model, so
changes m level of service resultEng from changes in demand must be calculated m another
way

To approximate the effects of changes in demand on network performance and vice versa,
a s~mple routfne for esttmatJng level-of-serwce was incorporated into STEP In the early
1980s (Harvey, 1983) The slmphfied level of service model uses peak and off-peak travel
times and base case demand estimates to cahbrate a suppfy functeon for appropriate spatial
groupings of trips (~ e, tnps in broadly-defined "corridors") For each change in demand, the
calibrated function can be used to compute a new "equal{br~um" Jn the corridor Wh~le this
sJmphfied level of service model is useful for many analyses, ~t is intended only as an
approximation of changes in network performance and Js hkely to be inadequate in cases

where large network perturbations could occur or where specific route choice changes are
at Issue When network questions are critical, STEP must be used in conjunction with a
more detailed network model Procedures for "interfacing" STEP w{th conventional network
models have been developed for this purpose

Several features of STEP make ~t useful as modeling tool for poltcy analyses STEP’s

regional, subarea, and corridor-level analys~s capabilities fit well with the scope and scale of
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many polic=es proposed for urban areas Its model formulations d=splay linkages consistent
w=th travel behavior theory and represent key time and cost variables as well as
demographic variables Its use of mlcroslmulatlon makes it possible to address many of the
questions about equity and the dEstnbutlon of impacts that frequently arise =n pohcy pricing
F really, it =s far faster and less expens=ve to run STEP than to apply a conventional regional
model system

STEP’s data analysis capablhty ms another important asset STEP’s m=cros=mulatlon
formulation permits the package to be used as a survey tabulation technique employing
sophisticated data transforms and linkages For example, many travel surveys contain
detailed reformation about the veh=cles each household owns and indicate which vehicle
was used for each tnp made on the survey day(s) Using STEP, these vehicle data can 
tabulated so that exact usage patterns by model year or vehicle type can be determined
-[hey also can be related to personal and household characteristics to yield useful
tnformatlon about, e g, low-income households’ dependence on old vehicles and their
contributions to vehfcular emissions

STEP Itself was originally developed for sketch planning analyses in the San Francisco Bay
Area and =n its tnCtial versions used the Bay Area’s travel models developed in the 1970s
(Harvey, 1978) Since that time, all of the models in STEP have been completely
reestJmated and addlt=onal models addressing location choice, time-of-day of travel choice,
and congestion effects have been added The most recent formulations are nested Iogit A
number of versions of STEP are currently available, mcludtng opttons that perm=t the
analysis of actJvtty data as well as travel data, and versions that use either MOBILE or

Cahfornla EMFAC emissions data

STEP has been utilized in a number of Bay Area studies over the years, and has been
adapted for use in studies in Los Angeles, Sacramento, Chicago, and the Puget Sound
regmon (Seattle) Apphcatlons can proceed w=th model reestlmat0on speczfically for the reg~on
- essentially, by creating a completeiy set of new models for STEP - but to date apphcat~ons
outside the Bay Area have relied on extensive recahbrat~on of the default (Bay Area) models
plus a hm~ted amount of re-est=mat~on as needed to match local cond=t~ons

ell
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The basic structure of the STEP model system is shown in F~gure B-1 The basic data
requirements of the STEP model are summanzed in Ftgure B-2, and a typical sequence of
actNttles for a STEP apphcation is shown in Figure B-3

In the remainder of thts document, the analysis concepts used in STEP and the basic
features of the STEP models are presented Because STEP was developed over a long
period and several versions are in current use, the document provides a brief history of the
modeling package and describes key apphcatlons

B.2 The STEP Analysis Concept: Microsimulation

STEP is based on the concept of m~croslmulatlon, which was pioneered by the economist
Guy Orcutt in the late 1950s Orcutt created a method for analyzing prospective social
welfare policies by applymng an ensemble of modeBs depicting relevant individual and
household behavior to a set of households drawn from survey data Simply put, Orcutt’s
method was to process one household at a time, using the models to estimate how the

behavior of the household and its members would change given some adjustment in social
policy Overall estimates were developed by summing up the results for md~wduals and
households, using appropriate population weights

This method, sometimes called sample enumeration, has at least two powerful advantages

First, =t allows all of the information known about househotds and JndJwduals to be used In
the behaworal models In contrast, a conventional modehng approach typically rehes on
what can be summarized at an aggregate level, say for census tracts or traffic analysis
zones Much of the tnformatlon content of a survey database can be lost in thts way

Second, the mlcroslmulation approach supports broad flexibility Jn output tabulations,
because of the detail that ts known about each household and indtwdual In particular,
behavioral changes can be compared among subgroups of the populatton - such as by
income, age, household structure, and race - that are more difficult to tsolate in an
aggregate modehng framework

With mlcrosimulatton, ~n order to report statistically vahd results for a geographic subarea,
there have to be enough households or ind~wduals tn the sample to represent that subarea
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If one ~s interested in flows between subareas - as in a typ0cal transportat=on analysis - the

typical travel survey’s sample size can be a constrasnt However, recent computer and
software advances, along with now proven methods of generating good synthetic household

samples based on the US Census Public Use Microdata Sample (PUMS), have made it
possable to attain any desired level of spatial detail by performing mlcrosimulat~on with up to
a full population of the region

The Orcutt mlcroslmulation approach had been around for some time when dlsaggregate
models of household and individual travel choice (especially for mode of travel) were first
developed En the early 1970s Microslmulat~on was w=dely used by researchers to test their
specifications and to exercise the=r models "m-house", but none of the field applications of

these models involved mlcroslmulatlon, partly because of Its heavy computational demands
and partly because practitioners preferred =ncremental improvements to their aggregate
models over the wholesale model system reconfiguratlon mlcroslmulation would have
entaded

B.3 Microsimulation as an Application of the MTC Model System:

SRGP and STEP

The first practical planning apphcatlon of mJcrosamulatton in travel demand analysms was
developed as a quick-response method of applying an mnovattve set of models developed
for the San Francisco Bay Area =n the mld-1970s By that t=me, dlsaggregate travel demand
modelrng had advanced enough to suggest that a full demand model system covenng all
elements of traveler behavior could be developed w=th dlsaggregate techniques A
consortium of consultants and academics from Cambridge Systematlcs (CS) and the
Unlverslty of Cahfornla at Berkeley (UCB) was asked to develop such a model system for
the Bay Area under contract to the Metropohtan Transportation Commission (MTC)

The models were specified w{th one eye toward conventional infrastructure planning and
another toward emerging proposals for travel demand management Both travel t~me On its
various, forms) and traveJ cost appeared as variables throughout the new models, whereas
cost had not been acknowledged prev=ously as a potentially important policy lever The
resulting models were innovative yet constrained by conventional approaches to the
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representation of travel behavior The model system =n effect generates a weekday travel
pattern for a specific household, as a function of the level-of-service characteristics of
available modes {both peak and off-peak), the location of the household’s residence, and
key socio-economlc characteristics of the household {such as income and number of
workers) Standard trip purpose categones were used (home-based work, home-based
social-recreational, home-based other, and non-home-based) But within each trip purpose
there was a tight hierarchical relationship among 1) the quality of modal alternatives
connecting trip origins and destinations, 2) the choice among potential trmp destinations, and

3) household and md=vldual decisions about how much to trave~ Both choEce of destlnat=on
and number of daily trips (by motonzed means) were found to be highly dependent 
measures of accessibility Household auto ownership also was found to vary directly with
highway accesslblhty and reversely with transit accesslb~hty

MTC wanted the full model system to function =n a conventional network- and zone-based
framework, because mnfrastructure planning remained theer most important model
appl=cation The CS/UCB team accomplished this by stratifying households Rn each traffic
analysis zone by the most important household characteristic - income - then using census
data to calculate average values of other household charactenstlcs for each zone and
income stratum and applying the household models to each zone and income stratum as If
they were conventtonal aggregate formulations The resulting large-scale model system was
cumbersome, but innovative in rots treatment of accessibility

Recognizing the difficulty of using such a model system for screening mynad demand
management (or infrastructure) proposals, the CS/UCB team also produced 
microslmulatlon package for MTC based on the onglnal dlsaggregate formulation of the

models Because the Bay Area’s most recent travel survey dated from 1965, they also
developed a method for synthesizing a household sample from census data (Coslett, 1977)

The mlcrosimulatlon program, developed by G Harvey (then at UCB) and J MacMann and
R Nestle (then at CS), was initially named SRGP- Short-Range Generalized Pohcy Analys~s
Program (Cambridge Systemattcs, 1976) It drew on five streams of data to carry out 
mlcroslmulatlon using the new MTC model structure

1 A file of household survey records, synthetically-generated for the Bay Area

prototype, but potentially from an actual household travel survey
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2. A file of zone-to-zone travel times and costs, representing AM peak and off-peak

conditions and highway and transit options

A file of zonal characteristics, including population, households by dwelling unit type,
labor force, employment by job category, land area by use category, and average
all=day and hourly (mid-day) parking costs The zonal file also allowed two
aggregations of zones for use in the remaining inputs and outputs 1) a zone-to-

county definition, for reporting by easily-recognizable junsdictlonal boundaries, and
2) a zone-to-district definition, where districts were intended to be the smallest
possible sub-county areas for which statistically-valid samples were present

4 A file of model coefficients, with an allowance for additional adjustments to constant
terms on a county-to-county or distnct-to-dtstnct basis

A file based on a simple script language to allow quick transforms of vanables on a
d=stnct-to-distnct or global basis For example, the script language could be used to
add $3 00 to the all-day parking charge for a spectfic dlstnct or group of dtstncts

Once the ensemble of data was set up and the model cahbratlons were refined (to produce
acceptabJy accurate flows, shares, etc on a d~strlct-to-dfstnct basis), SRGP could be used

to scan quickly among a variety of demand management strategtes Other, more complex,
land use and infrastructure changes also could be tested by modtfymg the input files
directly, but relatwely httle emphasis was placed on such applications mttlally

The first major change to the mtcrostmulat=on software was the addttwon of auto emissions
models, carned out by Harvey and Atherton in 1978 (Cambridge Systemattcs, 1978). The
revised software was used to investigate how regtonal emissions burdens mtght be affected
by transportation policy levers The microslmulatton models were used to provide a first-
order estimate of the number, time of day (through crude tnp purpose correlations), length,
and average speed of trips by each household under dtfferent poltcy scenarios Emissions
data taken from EMFAC in Cahfornla and MOBILE outstde Cahfornta were used to estimate
trip emissions as a function of average trip speed and vehicle condttlon (cold or hot) at start-
up By summing the transportatton emlsstons estimates over a sample of households, total
transportation emissions and changes from the "base case" were estwmated
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CS also added a fuel consumption calculation and applied the SRGP mlcroslmulatxon
software In several studies for the Department of Energy (DOE) (Cambridge Systematlcs,
1978) and others However, apphcatlons of SRGP ended in the early 1980s, in part because
of a general decline in funding for transportation planning studies in that period and in part
because the SRGP software, optammzed for the computer capablhtBes of the mtd-1970s,
became increasingly m need of an overhaul

During thts same period, MTC took over its own version of the mlcroslmulatton software
Work=ng directly for MTC, Harvey expanded the outputs, added calculat=ons of "expected
utility" (a direct and rigorous benefit measure), and produced a manual (Harvey, 1979) 
MTC software was renamed STEP at the request of CS, to avo=d confusion about
divergence from SRGP

After a flurry of exploratory activity with STEP, MTC lost Interest in it, ~n the early 1980s
MTC’s modehng efforts focused on making use of =ts new, h~gh quaiEty household travel
survey (Cram & Associates, 1981), and data preparation and reestDmation of the mare,

large-scale model system were given pnonty over the mlcroslmulat~on software However,
Harvey continued to refine the STEP mlcrosimulatlon software for use as a teaching tool in
classes on transportation policy and travel demand Between 1982 and 1989, he made a
number of slgmficant changes, including a total re-write of the software for the
m=crocomputer, based on a structured approach designed to ensure ease of maintenance
as well as to optimize speed He also added a number of models and analysis modules,
discussed in the following sections

B.4 STEP Enhancements, 1982-1989

The key enhancements added to STEP in the 1980s included a s~mple supply model, a fuel
consumption model, survey analysis capabihtles, stated preference / expert system analysis
capabihtles, a residential location choice and land supply model, a work location choice
model, a time of travel model, and an estimat=on data set generator routine Each of these
enhancements Is d~scussed betow
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-- Supply Model

With support from the Cahfornla Energy Comm=ssion, a simple supply equ~hbration routine
was added to give a first-order Indication of how a large change m demand might be
dtmmtshed by compensatory changes m travel time (Harvey, 1983) An equation
generaltzed from the well-known Bureau of Pubhc Roads (BPR) formula was adapted for
thts purpose

t = to*(l+(v/c)^b)

where
t ~s the travel time per mile at volume v

to is the "free-flow" travel ttme per mile
v ts the peak VMT
c =s - conceptually - the peak capacity in VMT
b ts a parameter of the function

Two options for applying the formula are provided The first ~nvolves equilibrating for each
indtvldual peak period tnp w{thout regard for what is happening to other travelers An intttal
demand model calculation =s made for the base condlt=ons represented by peak and off-
peak highway travel times in the STEP inputs The resulting "personal peak VMT" becomes
v in the above equation The vanables t and to are just the ongmal peak and off-peak travel
times per mile, derived from the STEP inputs Gtven a value for b, a "pseudo" capacity (c)
can be computed Values of b of about 2 seem to give the best indication of real network
performance The resultmg equation then can be used to estimate how the peak travel time
for this traveler might change when the demand (again measured in "personal peak VMT")
changes as the result of some pohcy For example, suppose that daily parking costs are
raised by $3 00 The "personal peak VMT" for a given traveler will drop by some amount
But a lower v will yaeld a lower t m the above equation, which translates into a lower peak
travel time In turn, the new time - when used in the demand models - produces a

somewhat higher estimate of "personal peak VMT" So it goes back and forth until the
change m peak travel tame and the revised "personal peak VMT" stabthze Careful
programming minimizes the number of steps in this "equdJbratzon" Generally, the change in
regional aggregate peak VMT due to the pohcy in question is about 20 percent smaller after
accounting for the highway supply effect than from a pure demand response
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A second, superficially more plausible method of equllabrat¢on applies the same formula sn
basically the same way to Iog~cal groupings of travelers The d~stncts defined ~n the STEP
zonal data file are used to approximate major corridors ~n the region Each Inter-district
movement ts asstgned to such a "pseudo corridor" Then the base case values of v, t, tO,
and c are calculated for each pseudo corndor by enumerating the full sample once without
applying any pohcy changes Values of b around 2 1 seem to work best in this case
(probably reflecting the presence of more extreme values of vlc in the "personal peak VMT"

approach) Using the supply equation for each "pseudo corridor", the demand effects of
proposed pohcJes then are "equihbrated" through repeated enumeration of the sample, with
an appropriate adjustment to the average corndor peak rate of travel (t) at each step Again,
careful programming m=nemmzes the number of steps in this "equd=bratlon", and the process
is atded by the fact that the functions revolved are quite well behaved In this context

The "pseudo corridor" approach ytelds about the same attenuatfon of policy effects on
regional VMT as the "personal peak VIVIT" approach (R e, about 20 percent in the congested
networks of the Bay Area and Los Angeles) The results appear to be conststent enough for
a given network that tt may not be necessary to equJhbrate the results for every STEP run -
a consistent x percent reductton (once x has been determined) can be apphed to the pure
demand outputs However, the appropriate x value Jn ths shortcut must be determined for
each set of base network conditions (not only from region-to-region, but for different time
periods within each region)

--Fuel Consumption Modeh

Again with support from the California Energy Commission, a trip-based fuel consumption

model was synthestzed from the hterature and implemented m STEP (Harvey, 1983) The
model consists of two equations The first gives the average gallons per mile for a reference
speed as a function of vehicle weight and vehicle tdhng fuel consumption

f(Vo) = al*W + a2*l

whtle the second yields a multlpllcatlve adjustment for speeds above the reference speed

f = f(Vo)*(bo+bl*v+b2*v^2+b3*v^3)
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where

f(Vo) ts the fuel consumption Jn gallons per mile at speed 
vo Is the base vehicle speed
W is the vehicle weight (Ibs)
I is the vehicle fuel flow rate at idle, =n gallons per minute
f is the fuel consumption in gallons per mile at speed v

al, a2, bo, bl, b2, and b3 are coefficients

Some of the household samples used with STEP have included reformation about the
make, model, and year of each household vehtcle (and occasionally an average mpg for
each veh=cle as estimated by the respondent) More generally (as when the STEP auto
ownership model is used), specific data are not available that would enable an independent
estimate of fuel economy for each vehicle In these cases, the first equation above is
replaced w~th an estimate of average fuel economy for the fleet, and the second equatton is
re-normahzed to provtde an appropriate adjustment above and below the reference speed

-- Survey Analysis Capabilities:

An option was added to STEP for obtaining base case reformation by interpreting and
tabulating a household survey rather than applying travel demand models (Harvey, 1987)
In effect, the models are replaced w=th actual daily travel patterns, whtch still can be
correlated with the zonal- and network-based data present in STEP’s database The
software uses trip or activity diary records to build daily activity sequences for each
individual and daily tnp chains for each vehfcle If there ~s specific reformation about the
make, model, and year of the vehicles, then the program can produce a highly accurate
accounting of the em=sslons and fuel consumption charactenst¢cs of each trip

"Handles" also were provtded rn the software for special tabulations beyond the normal
STE-P outputs Typtcally, these must be programmed speczally for each survey
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--Stated Preference and Expert System Analysis Capabilities:

In conjunction with the survey tabulation feature of STEP, software handles were prowded
for a rules-based (or more formal) method of representing pohcy effects directly through
changes an activity/travel patterns For example, stated preference surveys mzght be used to
explore how respondents to a trip diary think they would alter their travel patterns in
response to some pohcy change Then, esther the specific changes described by the

respondents, a set of expert system-type rules generalized from the responses, or a
mathematical model estimated from the responses can be programmed into the STEP

code

STEP has been used in this way only to carry out some "what {f" analyses of proposed
transportation measures In the Bay Bridge congestion pricing study, for example, we tested
dtfferent levels of t=me-of-day sh=ff and mode shift in response to higher peak tolls, in order
to assess the =mphcatlons of errors in the models (A more formal actJwty change module ~s
planned for STEP based on the outcome of the Bay Area stated preference survey planned

for 1996 )

-- Residential Location Choice and Land Supply Model:

A residential location choice model (Harvey, 1989), enhanced by a simple land supply

procedure, was added to STEP to capture the changes fn ~ocation that msght occur in
response to changes m transportataon investments and pohcles The model uses dastncts

based on the Census Public Use Microdata Areas (PUMAs) rather than on the more
detailed traffic analysis zones Each PUMA is consEdered a potential res¢dentlal location A
different choice model was developed for each of several household types, defined by

¯ type of dwelling unit (single fam=ly vs multi unit)

¯ type of financial arrangement (own vs rent)

¯ number of employed adults (1, 2, or 3)

¯ presence of minor chttdren (yes or no)

¯ ethnlclty (Hispanic, black, Astan, other)
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A specific location choice model has the followmg form

PI = exp[Ul]/(exp[Ul]+ +exp[Un])

Ui = bl*(pnce{i}/f(mc)) + b2*eth{t} + b3*cnme{i} + b4*tax0} + b5*sch0}
+ b6*sum(In[mode choice denominator{u}])

where.
I indicates a potential PUMA of residence
j indicates the zone of work
n is the number of PUMAs ~n the system
Pi is the probability this household will choose to hve in i
U Is the perce=ved utility of a PUMA as a residence
pnce{i} is the mean monthly price at i of the household’s

current type (rent, own, single, mult0

f(Inc) is a non-hnear transform of the household’s ~ncome
eth{t} is the percent at i with thts household’s ethmclty
crime{I} Js the rate per 100,000 of senous and wolent

cnme at Iocabon J
tax{i} is the property tax on a home of average value at i

(homeowners only)
sch0} is the average per pupil expenditure tn location i

(households with children only)
sum(In[mode choice denominator{u}]) Is the sum of the log

of the denominator of the mode choice model for
each worker in the household

exp[] indicates "e" to the power denoted in brackets
In indicates the natural log
bl, ,b6 are parameters fit by estimation

The parameters are different for each household type and region For example, single
worker, single person households do not place much =mportance on work trip accessibility
(measured by the mode choice denominator), while the locatzon behavior of two worker, two
person households is well explained by work tnp accesslblhty alone in general, pnce, crime,
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and work trip access{bllity are the most important variables, and the models can be run
plausibly with those alone

In a typical analysis, the residential IocatBon choice modeJ is run first on the base case data,
in order to develop a set of location- and household-type-specefic dummy variables to
replicate the base distribution of households Future zone characteristics (other than
accessibility) can be taken from available sources or explored through scenano testing

The exogenous specification of prices in the location choice model would be problematic if
things change enough, because large shifts in location preferences would surely alter these
prices To approximate this effect, a simple land supply response procedure was added.
The supply response depends on reformation about the remaining land area available for
development at each Iocat=on, and about the amount of land consumed on average by a
unit of each housing type Basically, the Iocat=on choice models are not allowed to violate
the cap on developable land in a location or drop below the number of occupied umts
present in the most recent (actual) base year (other rules of this sort would be possible)
Rather than simply imposing boundary constraints on the allocations, however, price
adjustments are used to shift allocations through the restdentlal location models At the

upper end (over-allocation), prices of all housing types in the location are shifted up by 
single factor At the tower end (under-allocation), the price of each housing type is reduced
Jn proportion to the degree of under-allocatton (but by no more than 50 percent, so that
instances of under-allocation in some extreme cases cannot be avoided) A reasonably
efficient search routine ~s used to "equlhbrate" the prices and locatton choices

information on the remaining development potential of each location was readily available m
the Bay Area, where these models were initially developed Some metropohtan areas do not
produce such data routinely In these cases, Jt is necessary to either 1) estimate the
developable land area from, say, gross land area and approx=mate density assumptions or
2) simply assume a cap on the percentage change (up and down) that can occur m each
location, and test the sensltlwty of results to the caps In the extreme case, one can assume
that the housing stock will stay the same at each Iocateon, and atlow prtces to adjust
accordingly Though such a tightly-constrained analysis may be valid En some
circumstances, the results would imply a very high impact on low income households
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Modehng results for residential location would improve if a more detaded picture of the

housing stock by subarea were available But the approach descnbed here is sufficient to

provEde a first-order understanding of the circumstances under which location m=ght be

sensitive to transportation conditions

--’Work Location Choice Model:

A ’work Iocat=on choice model was added to STEP ~ This work location chotce model is

simply the work trip dlstnbutlon model from the full MTC model system

Pj = exp[Uj]/(exp[U1]+ +exp[Un])

Uj = In[Aj] + b*ln[mode choice denominator{u}]

where

i indicates the zone of resJdence

j indicates the zone of work

n is the number of zones ~n the system

Pj fs the probabihty that a worker hvmg m i works m j

U is the perceived utJltty for a zone as a workplace

Aj is the attractsveness of zone j as a workplace

exp[] indicates "e" to the power denoted in brackets

In mdecates the natural log

b Is a parameter fit by estimation

The mode choice denominator contains all of the reformation from the work mode choice

model for a tnp between zones r and j ~rhile the model could be construed as a

conventional gravity type, it was in fact estimated from dlsaggregate data using multi-modal

accesslblZlty factors drawn from the work mode choice model

L The original version of STEP did not address workplace location, the number of workers in a household

and thE, location of each primary workplace was assumed to be known from the household file

illlm I
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Because this model presents a fairly crude picture of work location choice (e g, it is not
Internally constrained to match workplaces with available lobs), we have tended to use it
mainly for longer-term studees, and to interpret the results primarily as an indication of
where labor market pressure might arise for a different spatial arrangement of commercial
and manufacturing activities than ind~cated by the offictal zonal forecasts For studies of
near-term policy effects, we have tended to keep the status quo arrangement of workplaces
as embodied =n the survey

STEP can be run to force the work trip attractions to match the employment in each zone.
This is achieved by creating "pseudo" attract=on factors that are allowed to rise or fall until

the "true" attractions are matched

For compatibility when both the resident=al and workplace Iocat=on models are in use, an
alternate version of the residential location model was estimated using the workplace
location denominator for each worker rather than the mode cho=ce denominator

--Time of Travel Model:

A sEmple time-of-travel for AM Peak work trips was added to STEP 2 The model focuses on
work starting t=me for auto drivers, as indicated by work tnps reported in the survey data
We assumed that the morning departure time from home (which arguably =s of greatest
interest to transportation planners because of its tendency to be sharply peaked) stems
from two partially-related behawors a determination of the desired work start time and a
decision about when to begin travehng In order to satisfy the desired start time Put
differently, given the work start t=me, departure t~me =s determined largely by the
performance of available travel modes (Of course there will be exceptions to this, as when
a parent must time the work trip to match the start of daycare or school )

The model asks first whether the worker ~s hkely to have a "regular" schedule, defined as a
work start time between 5 30 am and 10 30 am This is treated as a binary probabfl=ty of
following a regutar schedule, as a function of household income, household size, and the

2 As of this writing, tmme of trave{ for other tnp purposes is based on distnbutions drawn from travel
survey data
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ratio between am peak and off-peak highway travel time Then, the model computes the
probability of starting in each of the five peak hours, as a function of household size and,
again, the ratio of am peak to off-peak travel (coefficients are allowed to vary by time
period) The result is a simple placement of each worker in an hour of the peak period or
off-peak

Response to the am peak/off peak ratio is not’hnear In fact, the ratio does not make much

difference until it reaches about I 8, but by about 2 0 it has become a very strong
explanatory factor This indicates that congestion may not have much influence on activity
scheduling until it becomes quite severe To put this finding into perspective, as of 1990
only about 5 percent of the work trips in Los Angeles and the Bay Area are exposed to
routine peak travel time ratios of 2 0 or higher, less than 1 percent of San Dtego work trips
are exposed to thFs level of congestion, and no Sacramento work trips are

Occupation and industry variables have been omttted from the standard model formulation
because these vanables are not always available from household travel surveys However,
exploratory tests mn the Bay Area indicate that even a crude indicator of industry, such as
the first dlg~t of the SIC (Standard Industrial Classification) code, greatly improves the
predictive abthty of the time of day models Whereas the average work start time for all

"regular" workers in a place like the Bay Area Is almost exactly 8 am, with a skewed
dlstllbutlon toward later start times, start t~mes for =nd=wdual industries peak anywhere from

7 00 am (financial sector) to 9 30 am (retail sector) Travel t~me ratios and household
characteristics remain important in the presence of these industry/occupation vanables, but
overall model performance is greatly improved The more advanced versions of the time of
travel models currently can be added to STEP w~th some programming

-- Sampling of Alternatives Capabilities:

The models deahng wsth spatial allocation (trip dtstnbution, workplace location, residential
Iocalion) were altered to allow samphng of alternatives from the full universe of spatial

choices, wBth weighting of results according to the samphng rate These sampling options
offer a clear tradeoff between speed and accuracy (although it should be noted that when
large numbers of aJternatives are available, sampling is nearly as accurate as full

enumeration of the alternatives )
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-- Estimation Data Set Routines:

The survey analysis routines in STEP were augmented to produce estimation data sets for
each type of model included in the overall package These routines have become an
integral part of STEP, so that when a new survey is configured for use in STEP (with
appropnate zonal and level-of-service data), it =s a relat=vely simple matter to estimate new

models (STEP apphcat~ons drawing on synthesized household data clearly cannot yield
estimation data sets )

--Summary:

By the end of 1989, STEP was available in four principal formats

1 A travel demand microslmulatlon module, based on the original MTC dlsaggregate
model system

2 A travel demand mlcros~mulatlon module w~th the ortglnai MTC dlsaggregate model
system at its core, augmented by a supply response routine, a work trip time-of-day

model, a work location choice model, and a residential location choice model

3 A household travel survey analysis module, for hnkmg survey data with spatial
(zone) and network data, for estimating the emissions and fuel consumption
~mpllcatlons of survey trips, for producing survey tabulations, and for generating new
estimation data sets for travel and location models

4 A travel demand mlcros~mulat~on module, based on the original pattern of trips
documented in each household survey response, allowing the use of rules, a formal
model, or stated preference survey results in depicting policy-driven changes to
each household’s travel pattern

ThEs ensemble was supported by a library of ancillary software for est=matmg models,
converting to and from binary file formats, pre-processmg surveys to correct or remove
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obvtous errors, and creating synthetic household data from Census and other survey

sources

B.5 Recent Applications and Modifications of STEP

Beginning in 1989, STEP was applied in a number of poltcy studies and forecasting efforts,
several of which led to significant enhancements of the STEP package. These are

discussed ~n th~s sect=on

-- Bay Area Air Quality Conformity Analyses:

When the San Francisco Bay Area failed to attain the federal air quahty standards by 1987,
MTC was required to implement a prewously-devlsed contingency plan Part of the
contingency plan called for a review of the air quality impacts of each new highway
investment in the region, and for the delay until attainment of any highway found to increase
ermsslons MTC was sued for not carrying out this portion of the contingency plan, and,
after an unsuccessful effort to apply a qualltatwe rating scheme to each proposed highway,
agreed to perform a model-based emissions assessment of the highway program as a
whole (by comparing with emissions under a no-build scenario) A consensus typology 
potential travel and land use differences between the build and no-build alternattves was
developed by both sides of the case (ranging from different route choices all the way
through changes in trip generation, auto ownershp, and location) MTC found that its model
system was capable of capturing most of the hypothesized effects, but feedback through
the model hierarchy above trip distnbut=on was not usually carried out because of htgh
resource requirements (both computer time and personnel)

Noting that STEP had preserved the orlgmal model hierarchy and feedbacks and was
cheaper and faster to use than the full model system, MTC proposed to carry out the
analysis of feedback effects by passing to STEP rater-zonal travel time matrices
representing the highway alternatives and receiving from STEP mter-dtstnct trip tables
depicting dtfferences in origin-destination tnp patterns If the differences exceeded certain
threshold values, the dlstr~ct-level tnp tables then were to be used to factor MTC’s mter-
zonal tnp tables for reassignment to the networks and reassessment of emissions
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differences (emsssions outputs from STEP were not used for this purpose, though they

could have been)

Procedures were developed for passing trip tables from STEP to a large-scale network
model, by distributing the trip total from each specific STEP district-to-district cell among all
of the affected zone-to-zone combmat=ons, proporttonal to the pattern present m a

prototypical zone-to-zone trip table STEP itself takes the zone-to-zone trip table - which
ideally should represent a "closely comparable" run of the large-scale network model - and
carnes out the translation from d=strict to zonal flows Th~s capablhty makes it now routinely
posstble to use STEP in conjunction with a network analysis package Note that by
expanding the size of the STEP sample -synthestzmg addttlonal observations, if necessary
- it ts possible to increase the number of inter-district cells that STEP can support
statisttcally - to the point that synthetic repllcatnon of the total populatton would support a full
zone-to-zone trip table (actually, about 20 percent of the population would be enough for
most zonal systems)

STEP has now been used in five cycles of highway program analysis It has never has
indicated shifts tn trip patterns suffic=ent to warrant a change an the large-scale model
results

-- Bay Area TCM Studies:

The State of Cahforn=a passed a new Clean A=r Act ~n 1988 wtth a one-hour ozone standard
(allowing zero exceedences) of 09 ppm (parts per mJlhon), far more stringent than 
apphcable federal standard A companion piece of legtslatlon instructed the San Francisco
Bay Area to take the lead in explonng whether transportation control measures (TCMs)
could be used to attain th~s standard The regton was asked to carry out an analysis without
consldenng changes to automotive technology beyond what the California Air Resources
Board (ARB) had mandated already One purpose of the exercise was to instruct the
legtslature on what the policy alternatives to further regulatton of automotive technology
might be

A quick analysts of ambient air quahty measurements and previous dispersion model runs
indtcated that a reduction of about 30 percent below expected levels of ozone precursors
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would be necessary MTC and the Bay Area Atr Qualzty Management District (BAAQMD;

"A~r Distrsct") convened a broadly representatwe task force and set about scanning,

categonzmg, analyzing, and pnontLzlng a comprehensive set of measures brought to the

table by all involved parties The result was a three-tier strategy

Measures that entail httle addctmonal publ=c cost and are unl=kely to generate intense

pohtlcal opposltton (= e, "traditional" transportation control measures such as

ndeshanng promotion, voluntary employer-based trip reduction, and increased

telecommutmg) These measures together were found to yteld a 3-5 percent

reduction in reactwe organics (ROG)

Measures that entatl substantial additional public cost but whose political opposition

would be hkely to focus only on the need for additional revenue (i e, transtt

infrastructure and service expansions, and perhaps high-occupancy vehIcle [HOV]

lanes) Investments that could be funded wroth a 10 cent addlt=onal fuel tax were
considered, because that level of additional taxation was deemed ultimately

acceptable to the public for enwronmental and congest=on reductton purposes

These measures together were found to yield a 4-7 percent reductton m reactive

organics (ROG)

Measures whose actual tmplementation would be I~kely to generate political

opposition These included an array of pncmg options (VMT fees, large increments

to fuel taxes, parking fees, congestion pncmg, and emissions-based registration fees

- the latter obviously treading on the Legislature’s prohtbltion) and land use

measures (higher denslttes around transit stations, incentives for mixed-use

development, transit and pedestnan fnendly designs, etc ) Several groupmgs of

these measures that could yield 15-25 percent reductions in reactive organtcs

(ROG) were developed

STE-P played a role in analyzing measures for each tter The stmple measures at level 1

mostly were not amenable to travel behawor modeling, so STEP was used to test the

tmphcations of vanous levels of effectiveness found m the hterature by imposmg appropnate

changes on the survey tr~p pattern and computing emlsssons reductions The ~nfrastructure

measures at level 2 were analyzed wEth STEP by running lnterzonai level of servtce tables

for each alternattve, derived from the large-scale network model, through the STEP
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enhanced demand module The pricing measures at level 3 were analyzed directly by
tmposmg various configurations of new prJces on the STEP database

Most of this work could be carried out w=th only minor improvements to the STEP ensemble
of programs But the pricing measures entailed a more significant change A subtle
advantage of the original MTC model system was the presence of travel price in all of the
individual model specifications - accessibility derived from the mode choice models appears
in each of the trip distribution, trip generation, and auto ownership models The location
models added to the basic MTC package also incorporated price in th{s manner, but the
worker time-of-day model did not This made it impossible to test congestion pricing and
other time-dependent pricing policy options W=thout any precedent for time-variant prices,
eEther in the Bay Area or in a closely-comparable city, it also was not posstble to estimate a
new time-of-day model Jncorporattng price

In this sltuatton, we rewsed the STEP time of day model to reflect pnce effects using the
data on hand, by assuming that price could be converted to an equfvalent amount of time
using the value of time from each worker’s mode chotce utthty The effect of different peak

and off-peak pnces on ttme of travel then could be tested by t) expressing each price
(peak and off-peak) m m~nutes, using the mode choice value of time as a conversion factor,
2) adding the peak tame equivalent to the numerator and the off-peak t=me equivalent to the

denominator of the ratio used =n the time-of-day model, and 3) applying the time-of-day
model m the normal way (Any pnor differences that may have extsted between peak and
off-peak prices are ignored ) Note that this method does not assume a single value of time
for all workers, because STEP’s m~crostmulatlon entatls a separate calculation for each

worker, based on a value of ttme that depends on the worker’s household Income

It Is clear that a more empirically-based treatment of pnce-dependent time-of-day choice
would make STEP a stronger model for pnclng studtes Data from CA State Route 91

surveys or from stated preference surveys collected tn Portland, San Francisco, and
Dallas/Fort Worth may provide a basis for further model development m the near future
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-- Los Angeles Pricing Studies:

Soon after completion of the Bay Area TCM work, the Environmental Defense Fund (EDF)
raised the posstblhty of carrying out a similar study for the Los Angeles region, with a focus
on pricing measures The ideal approach would have been to adapt a suitable set of LA
models to the STEP mlcrosimulatlon framework However, the existing models for the
region did not incorporate the necessary feedbacks of price and time through the behavioral
hierarchy Furthermore, model estimation was made difficult by the wntage of the region’s
survey data At the time (1990-91) the most recent estimation-quality data set was from
1967 Probably no metropolitan area in the US had experienced greater social, economic,
or spatial change over that period, making tt difficult to argue convincingly for the
representativeness of the older data In addition, models of transit choice - central to the

STEP ensemble and cntlcal to a appraisal of future LA transportation pol¢cy - were
impossible to estimate because of the small number of transit tnps present in the 1967

survey data and the generally low quality of transit service available at the time (Our
expenence has been that reliable mode choice coefficients for a full set of time and pnce

variables - In-vehicle time, walk time, infttal wait t~me, transfer waBt time, and fare - are
possible only when the estimation data reflect considerable transit service that is
competitive with highway travel, through some combination of transft quahty and highway
congest=on Thus, data from Boston, Ch{cago, New York, and San Francisco tend to yield
strong mode chomce specifications, while data from cities such as Los Angeles and
Sacramento often have difficulty resolving any effect of time or price on mode chmce )

The two critical problems zn applying STEP to LA thus concerned wntage and local content
Vintage was an issue in any event because most of the STEP models had been developed
on 1965 Bay Area data So, for the EDF Los Angeles apphcat~on, we first updated some of
the coefficients based on the Bay Area’s high quahty 1981 household travel survey
(pnmardy constant terms, scahng factors, and affects of aggregate zonal charactenstlcs)
We did not develop entmrely new specifications at this time due to resource l~m~tations (mode
choice specifications were tested and found to rephcate 1965 values reasonably well)

Local content was a more difficult issue We took a relatively small household survey that
had been conducted m 1976 (about 7000 observations, the completeness of its trip diaries
had always been questioned, so we could not consider the survey for model estimation),
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and "grew" it to 1990 using distnct-level demographic and income data (the I990 PUMS for

LA was not ava=lable at the time) Then, we added 1990 network and zonal databases
provtded by the Southern Calefornla Association of Governments (SCAG) and ran the
models with their Bay Area coefficient values For comparison, we judged that the best
source of data on local travel patterns was the current "base case" from the regional model
system, as embod=ed Jn the home-based work, home-based other, and non-home-based
trip tables (and the rearrangement of those tables into peak and off-peak flows) While
these tables were produced by the region’s large-scale model system, as a calibrated base
case they also contained substantial information from exogenous sources such as the US
Census journey-to-work tables, transit counts, and measured highway link flows (which, of
course, is the reason why it Js poss=ble to use mterzonal travel times from the large scale
model to run a STEP base case)

STEP outputs and SCAG tnp tables were each configured to be comparable at the dtstnct-
to-dlstnct level Then, STEP constant terms and factors were adjusted to achseve basic
agreement with the SCAG outputs at the dlstnct/mode/tlme trip table level A prototyplcal
adjustment sequence involved

Adjusting mode chomce constants, first at the county-to-county level, then for a small

number of dlstrict-to-distnct interchanges, to ach=eve comparable mode shares for
each district pair ("comparable" Is a term of art ~n this usage)

Adjusting the time-of-day constants to achieve about the same prediction of peak

hour flows In most cases, because peaking m large-scale models does not vary
slgmficantly among d=stnct-to-dJstrlct pairs only a handful of time-of-day adjustments
are necessary

Adjusting tnp dlstnbution constants, first at the county level, then for a small number

of d=stnct-tood=stnct interchanges, to achieve about the rtght shares to each
destinat=on from each orlg~n, Where more than one STEP model contnbutes to a tnp
type, both models are adjusted in tandem

Adjusting auto ownership constants, so that available distnct (or county) data for

households by auto ownership ievel are matched
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® Adjusting trip generation constants, so that about the "nght" number of trips per

household is produced ~n each district

¯ Adjusting residential location constants so that about the nght number of households

is placed in each d~strlct

When the adjustments are made by moving up the hierarchy in this way, only one pass
through the modeling sequence is required (though repeated runs are necessary to develop
the adjustments at each level)

The Los Angeles models were applied in two studies published by EDF (Cameron, 1991,
and Cameron, 1994 ) The first study examined a series of pricing strategies, and the
second focused on the equity ~ssues raised by such measures

-- Examination of Modeling Uncertainties:

As part of the first EDF Los Angeles study, there was a great deal of interest in
characterizing the "confidence interval" around each policy forecast, given the statistical
varlabd=ty of the STEP models Two sources of uncertainty were investigated

The uncertainty associated with coefficient estimates STEP was modified to allow

coefficients to vary according to a normal dlstnbutzon whose mean Is the value of the

coefficient and whose variance ~s denved from the coefficsent’s t-statistic With this
optzon selected, STEP begins a run by selecting new coefficient values randomly
from the normal d~stnbut~ons, then Jt carnes out one m~cros~mulat=on pass to create a
"base case" with the new coefficients and a second pass to test a pohcy weth the
same coefficients if this process ~s repeated a large number of times (using 

different random number seed each time), the result Is a simulated dsstrlbutlon of the
change in each STEP output measure predicted to result from the policy

M
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¯ The uncertainty implied by the probablhst=c nature of the STEP models Up to this

point In tts development, STEP used choice probab~htles exactly as they are applied
in the large-scale travel models For example, ~f the mode choice calculation for a

I
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particular worker y~elds 2 for the transit probabmhty and 8 for the auto probab~hty,
and if this worker m the STEP sample represents 100 workers Jn the population,
then the worker’s morning trip ms counted as twenty transit trips and eighty auto trips.
In reality, the worker is making a single trgp that has a 20 percent chance of being by
transit and an 80 percent chance of being by auto. An alternate way to interpret the
probabchstlc outcome is to pick randomly from the model-generated dlstnbutmon and
assign all 100 people for whom the worker is a proxy to that option Over many
repetitions of the process, the 100 people would be assigned to transit about 20
percent of the time and to auto about 80 percent of the t~me

STEP was modffied to allow th~s discrete interpretat{on of travel and location
probabilities as an option For each household in the mlcros=mulat~on, the full
hierarchy of probab=htles is computed - rescdent~al tocatzon, auto ownership,
destination (for multiple trip types), mode, and time-of-day (continuous functions
such as trip generat¢on are left as determlntst~c values) Then, mowng from the top
(resJdentwal location) down, a specific option ts chosen randomly at each level
according to the calculated probab~hty distribution These selections move down the
hierarchy, creating a path through the tree of alternatives Finally, all of the sample
weight for the household Is assigned to the identified sequence of outcomes rather
than being spht among all possible outcomes according to the calculated
probabziLtles

Uncertainties stemming from both the imprecision of coefficient estimates and the use of
dzscrete samphng were explored systematgcally for the EDF Los Angeles work (A third
potential source of statistically measurable error - sample stze- was ~gnored, because wtth
the 5000+ households that STEP routinely uses sample size ts not tmportant to the
accuracy of regional-level forecasts ) After 100 runs, we found that about 80 percent of the
outcomes were clustered w~thln 10 percent of the ongtnal forecasts of change m VMT,
vehicle trips, etc Moreover the vanat¢on due to the two sources of error taken together
never exceeded 30 percent on e,ther side of the original forecasts About 5/6 of this
variation was attributable to coefficient imprec~s~on

The effect of coefficient imprecision ~n this analys~s ~s h~ghly dependent on the t values for
variables most strongly ~nfluenced by the proposed pohc~es (= e, cost, and secondarily
t{me) in general, the cost and time coefficients =n the STEP models have asymptotic 

! I
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values ranging from i2 51 to 16 0J, which might be classified as "moderate" statistical
significance These t values could be raised easily by increasing the size of the estlmatton
data sets - an easy matter, since the original ones were held to about 1000 observations to
reduce the time required for each run of the estimation software A doubling of the sample
s~z’e probably would decrease the width of the interval by about 30 percent (= e, from +/- 25
percent to about +/= 18 percent)

The small addlttonal contribution of dfscrete sampling to uncertainty is explained by the
number of households in STEP’s LA database (about 5000) With such a large number 
observations contributing to the regional total for each output measure, it really doesn’t
make much difference whether households are apportioned across all choice outcomes or
assigned to a specific set of outcomes This source of uncertamty would be of greater
concern in assessing the small sample properties of a mJcros~mulat=on such as STEP

Despite the effort revolved, the outcome of thts exploratron of uncertainty was not entirely
satisfactory, because ~t did not address what most people would recogntze as the largest
potential sources of uncertainty future values of factors such as fuel price, household
income, and population and job growth All of these are cntlcal factors in travel and location
behavior To cite one example that hes outs=de our ammedlate focus but nevertheless ts
qulle tnstructlve, aggregate non-business air travel (passengers enplaned per annum)
appears to be proportional to real ~ncome raised to the power of 4 Thus, predicting a 5
percent increase in real income when =t instead drops by 5 percent could result in nearly a
50 ,percent over-predtctlon of atr traffic (i e, 1 05^4/95^4=1 49)

For the most part, urban travel behavior models are not quite that sensttxve to mcome, but a
number of parallels can be drawn For example, when stgnlficant congestion (and
assoclated delay) begtns to appear in a metropohtan highway system, the non-lmeant=es of
traffic flow make the delay increase roughly geometncally w~th population Thus, fn a region
such as Los Angeles, already experlencmg much highway congestion, a mtstake =n the
assumed growth rate can have huge tmphcatlons for the long-run impact of a policy such as
con,gestton pricing An analysss of LA congestton pricing in 2010 with a 2 5 percent growth
rate versus a 1 5 percent growth rate (current "official" forecasts foresee a 2 percent growth
rate) mdlcated that congestion pncmg would be more than two tFmes as effective at the
higher rate On hours of delay reduced), g~ven the same infrastructure assumptions for both
cases
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Congestion pricing is something of an extreme example, because highway delay is so much
a phenomenon of marginal traffic growth To be more systemat=c about major sources of
uncertainty, we picked plausible ranges for three key variables and ran STEP for different
reg=onwlde transportation policies to gauge the effects on analysis results for LA in 2010
The variables and their
ranges were

Fuel Price (1991 dollars per gallon) 1 00-2 00

Real Household Income (Percent of 1991 Mean) 95-120
Population Growth (Annual % Change From 1991) 1-2 

STEP was run for combinations of the extreme values of these variables The results of the
analysis can be summanzed through the example of one output measure - regional total
VMT - and one policy - a VMT fee, tested for values from 1 to 10 cents per mile The
estimated percent change in total VMT ranged from 25 percent below to 15 percent above
the original predictions using default 2010 assumptions In other words, if the original STEP
run for 2010 conditions ind~cated a 5 percent decrease in VMT, then errors ~n the key input
variables might raise that estimate to 5 75 percent or lower ~t to 3 75 percent

The story seemed to be the same when we predicted total VIVlT in 2010, but the
implications were quite different The extremes m the above example yielded future VMT
projections that were 30 percent above and below VMT at the "official" forecast values (I e,
from about 300 mllhon to about 550 mllhon daily VMT in the LA regton) In other words,
uncertainty in the future basel=ne was at least as large as the change In VMT predicted for
the largest VMT fee

Another source of uncertainty concerns the specifications and structure of the travel
demand models What if important variables wath a beanng on travel responses are
omltted’~ What if the basic behaworal structure embodied m the models turn out to be
wrong’~ What If the Impact models (such as for em=ssions) are inaccurate’~ it was not
posstble to explore these issues In any detail as part of the EDF work, but the questions
certainly should be kept m mind For example
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The major system vanables used to model travel behavior are time (several

categones) and cost, yet safety, rehab=hty, and comfort are known to be important

considerations as well Are we confident that the effects of these non-standard

variables will be neutral =n the face of price changes, or would population subgroups

respond differently to price changes depending on their sensitivity to the changes

(e g, women more likely to pay h~gher prices when alternate modes are perceived

as unsafe, airport access travelers more likely to pay higher prices when alternate

modes are percetved as unrehable)’~

The validity of conventional models has been questioned by many researchers, both

for the decision calculus attributed to trlpmakers and for the high level of abstraction

with which the components of the daily trip pattern are treated For example, the

continuous, compensatory relationships of time and cost ~n linear ut~hty equations,

wEdely used =n economics, are wewed with skepticism by psychologists, whose

empirical work points to hierarchical treatment of attributes and other less-

analytically-convenient patterns of cognition As another example, travel demand

modeling as now practiced has been challenged by those who favor a method that

explicitly treats travel as a by-product of the total household actlwty pattern wewed

holistlcally

The valtdlty of current emlssfons factor models is under intense challenge, both for

understating the level of emissions by as much as a factor of two and for treating the

process by which vehicular travel produces emlssaons in an overly slmphfled way

For example, whde published factors do not prowde clear evidence about what

happens to emissions on freeway segments under forced flow, these conditions are

precisely what a well-designed congestion pncmg scheme would ameliorate

A prudent course of actKon =n the face of such uncertainty ~s to adopt the most robust

analysis style possible and to be honest about the conclusions. This means being explicit

about imprecision Jn the data, the model coefficients, and the forecasts It also may mean

exploring alternate ways of ehcltlng tnformat~on about behavior and even examining other

plausible behavioral paradigms E×plorat=on of alternate data collection methods Js the

rationale for the stated preference surveys recently conducted or now underway in Portland

(OR), Washington (DC), San Francisco, and Dallas/Fort Worth Examining the imphcatlons

of different behavioral paradigms was the motlvat~on for the model development described
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in the next section (and also is the rat{onale for the Los Alamos mode~ development effort
funded by the Federal Highway Administration)

-- Applications of STEP in Other Regions:

STEP has been used in a number of other studies in the last five years, including a project
to analyze packages of pricing measures for Cahforn~a’s four largest metropohtan areas
(Los Angeles, the Bay Area, San Diego, and Sacramento) and smaller efforts to investigate
pricing policies for the Puget Sound Region and Chicago As part of these studies, STEP
was not only transferred to new regions, but was re-estimated for Los Angeles and the Bay
Area using new travel surveys and new network data

it turns out to be most practical to undertake a partial, rather than full, reest~matlon of the
STEP models in the typical case, because of the problem with transit quality cited earlier.
The rich detail of travel time coefficient estimates that is possible in a region like San
Francisco, where for some trips transtt actualty competes with auto ~n door-to-door time,
cannot be inferred from data En a less translt-onented c~ty There, transit dependency, based
on low auto availability, Js the dominant mode choice phenomenon Good mode choice
models require both of these behaworal processes to be present in the estimation data
When there is only transit dependency, time plays almost no role In mode choice (I e, drive
alone vs HOV time differences usually are small and not well measured) Where time ts not
a factor In choice, the argument for using the mode choice denominator as an accessibility
measure d{sappears, and the logic of the hlerarchmcal, accesslblhty-dnven model structure
falis apart This problem Js so serious and so prevalent that it has become common to carry
out transtt investment studies with transferred coefficients for key mode choice vanables

A partial model transfer for STEP is camed out by preserving a core of time and cost of
coefficients from the original spec{ficatlon and re-estimating the remainder of the models
using appropnate statistical software It is necessary to exercise extreme caution to make
certain that level-of-serwce variable definEtlons are reasonably consistent between the donor
region (say, San Francisco) and the reclptent region (say, Sacramento) In several
apphcatlons we have found it prudent to re-estimate the "ongmal" models using adjusted
variable definitions, In order to match data available from the recipient region
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--STEP Model Re-Estimations:

While the original MTC spectficatlons performed (and continue to perform) plausably 
policy studies, the desirability of making a number of improvements was increasingly
apparent as STEP was apphed in new regions and to new policy issues The following
changes were =denttfied as the most needed

¯ Re-estimation of the models on new survey data

Re-estimation of the models using rigorous nested Iogtt procedures and linkages

among levels of the model hierarchy

Re-estlmabon of the models to cover non-motonzed modes of travel, and to

recognize trip interdependencies and trip chaining

¯ Re-estimation of the models to address activities instead of trips per se

Elements of each of these changes has been carried out First, the STEP models were

reestlmated using 1981 Bay Area data, with changes to introduce a modern treatment of the
nested Iogtt relationships Second, an entirely new set of travel models based on a
reclassJficabon of daily acbwbes was developed, Jnlttally ustng the 1981 Bay Area travel
survey The goal of this exploratory effort was to incorporate more mformabon about trip
chaining and time of travel m STEP, by organizing the predicbon of the dally tnp pattern
around schedule-constrained act=vittes such as work and school, and dtrectly integrating
decisions about the less time-specific actlwtles which tend to be associated wtth these

The new models address five types of urban travelers

¯ Full-Time Workers

¯ Part-Time Workers

° Students

¯ Non-Employed Working-Age Adults

Non-Employed RebredAdults
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As different as these new models may seem from older formulations, they still produce the
same basic types of outputs for policy assessment and for input to a large-scale network
analysis In comparison wtth the more conventional MTC specifications (as augmented for
STEP), activity-oriented models tend to show somewhat greater effects from pohc=es that
focus on work travel, because of the association of so many non-work activities with the
work trip chain Other differences appear as well, but in general it Is more remarkable how
closely policy assessments from the new act~wty models parallel ones from the older STEP
formulations In retrospect it seems that the InEt~al concept and subsequent modtficatlons of
the MTC models must have captured many of the Emphcatlons of activity-travel
interrelationships without attempting to do so explicitly

Both the revised version of the STEP travel models and the new activity-oriented models for
STEP were developed wwthm the STEP ensemble of software, so that reesttmatlon of either
structure for a new database is automatically possible once the data have been set up to
run with STEP Using this capablhty, either parttal or complete reestlmatton was carried out
for each of the regions modeled with STEP in the past five years -Chtcago, Los Angeles,
Sacramento, San Diego, Seattle, and the San Francisco Bay Area

-- Bay Bridge Congestion Pricing Demonstration Project Application:

The most recent extension of STEP occurred for the San Francisco Bay Bridge Congestion
Pricing Demonstration Project, funded by FHWA under the htermodal Surface
Transportation Efficiency Act of 1991 The focus of the Bay Bridge analysis was on time-of-
day tolls tn a specific corndor STEP’s revmsed travel and act=wty-onented models were
wewed as captunng enough of the relevant behavEor to be usable wethout significant
modtficatton However, two issues arose during the appl¢catzon of STEP In thts very different

spattal context 1) the available household travel survey sample (about 8000 clean
observations for the Bay Area) was too sparse to support detailed references about the Bay
Bridge corndor, at least without abandoning fixed workplaces from the sample m favor of
the workplace location model, and 2) a much more detailed treatment of traffic operattons
on the Bndge was desirable, tn order to address the concerns of pohcy-makers
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The ploblem of sample size was addressed by adapting the entire Bay Area PUMS file

(about 110,000 households) for use in STEP This file contawns all of the household data

needed to run STEP’s modehng options, with the exception of home and workplace traff~c

analysis zones PUMS includes some location Informatton, in the form of Pubhc Use

MIcro¢lata Area (PUMA) designations for each household’s home and primary workplaces,

but more specificity is required for travel behavior modeling (PUMA populations average

about 125,000 ~n the Bay Area, compared w~th about 9000 per traffic zone) Home census

tracts For the PUMS households were inferred based on the PUMA of residence (by

correlating with available tract-level crosstabs for household size by income), work zones

were added based on the PUMA of employment (using MTC’s most recent work trip table

as the basis for a probablhstic assignment) The resulting sample was run through STEP to

make the required coefficient adjustments (i e, to match base case regional travel

patterns)

Detail,., of highway operations at the Bay Bridge were addressed by adding a feature that

allows the h~ghway level-of-service for a spec¢fied set of dJstnct interchanges to be

determined partly by a simple stochastic queuing model The concept as tailored for a setting

hke the Bay Bridge, where a single facihty can be isolated and treated separately The

faclhty Is imagined as a downstream hnk fed by two upstream hnks The first upstream link

(an HOV bypass lane, in the Bay Bridge case) operates w~th sufficient capacity that 

bottleneck will not form in the range of expected volumes, the second upstream hnk

operates at an average service rate determwned by the capacity of the downstream link

minus the flow on the first upstream hnk In other words, all the vehicles arriwng on the first

link (the HOV bypass) are served but only those vehicles on the second link (mixed-flow

lanes) for which there is residual space downstream (on the Bndge) are served The second

link ~s treated as a simple Polsson queue whose average service rate equals the residual

capacity in each time period (there Js no provision for splllback to hnks further upstream)

The hnks are tied into the broader h~ghway system at nearby nodes In the regional hmghway

network, and STEP is provided with access to tables containing network-based travel times

and distances (in the usual STEP format) for tnp segments leading to and following from the

facdJty STEP assembles the travel times as they are needed dunng sample enumeration

As required for the simpler supply models discussed earlier, STEP must go through several

iterations of supply and demand calculations to reach a stable equihbnum The first iteration

works with faclhty queuing times approximated from the regional network times (peak and
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off-peak) for the special facility links, using a linear approximation for the buildup and
erosion of the peak in each subsequent ~teratlon, STEP provides a flow profile by hour
(using the demand functions, based on travel times from the previous iteration) which are
input to the internal supply functions 0ncludmg the queuing model) to calculate hour-by-hour
travel times For the queuing model only, the STEP hour-by-hour demand predictions are
smoothed to produce a continuously varying arrival rate (with care to conserve the total
peak period demand)

The ability to focus supply calculations on a specific fac~hty was formalized in a new verston
of STEP This version allows up to five facilities tn the highway system to be treated =n
detail, with each facility represented as a mm=ature network, and the performance of each
hnk represented through a stmple stochastic queuing process Route choice outside each
facthty model still is not represented, so the detaEled treatment may be apphed only when
route switching Is made difficult or impossible by the topology of the network

A feature allowing more deta=led treatment of rapid transit also was added to this verston of
STEP, =n order to provide a better treatment of rail transit access and egress and to make it
easier for STEP to exammne transit pohcJes instead of drawing on the usual regional
network tables for transit level-of-service, STEP can reference station-to-station tables of
rail transit times and costs Access is handled through mode choice sub-models that draw
from tables of access times and costs covering each zone-to-station combination
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Figure B,I:
STEP Model Structure with Enhanced MTC Models

Major Household Location Choices:
Residential Location __.

Household Characteristics Dependent on Travel:

f
Daily Household Trip Choices:

Trip Frequency (HBW, HBS, HBO, NHB)
Trip Destination (HBS, HBO, NHB)
Trip Mode Choice (HBW, HBS, HBO, NHB)

Time Characteristics of Household Travel:
Work Arrival Time

Transportation System Performance:
Highway Corridor Delay

Note
HBW - Home=Based Work Tnps
HB$ - Home=Based Shopping Tnps
HBO - Home-Based Other Trips
NHB - Non-Home-Based Trips
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Figure B.2:
Primary STEP Data Requirements

Basic Data: ~
Regional Household Travel Survey
1990 US Census Public Use Microdats Sample

For the Survey Year:
Geography

land area, population, housing stock
for tracts, zones, and/or districts

Network Level-of-Service
highway, transit
am peak, pro-peak, off-peak
times, costs

For Each Forecast Scenario:
Geography

land area, population, housing stock
for tracts, zones, andlor districts

Network Level-of-Service
highway, transit
am peak, pro-peak, off-peak
times, costs

Economics
expected real income growth
expected real fuel price growth



Fiigure B.3:
Sequence of Activities for a STEP Application
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k=
Prepare Survey Data for Initial Analysis:

Screen Survey for Unusable Observations

i

Reweight Survey to Match Key Census Demographic Characteristics
Reformat Network and Geographic Data to Match Database Requirements
Assemble and Test Database

Calibrate the STEP Models:
Run STEP for Base Conditions
Compare STEP Calculations with Actual Household Travel Patterns
Adjust Constants, Beginning with Upper-Level Models, and Rerun STEP
Iterate the Adjustment Process Until the Overall Fit is Acceptable

Prepare STEP for the Forecast Scenario:
Adjust Household Data to Reflect Changed Conditions

income
subarea population
household type cohorts

Reformat Network and Geographic Data to Match Database Requirements
Assemble and Test Database
Run STEP to Create a Base Case

Test the Policy Alternative(s) with STEP:
Alter the Database as Necessary to Represent the Policy Option
Run STEP to Estimate the Effects of the Policy Option
Post-Process the STEP Outputs
Repeat the Analysis Sequence for Variants of the Policy Option



Appendix C: Basic STEP Equations in Detail’

Time following subsections provide a summary of the principal travel demand models used in
the MTC version STEP Detailed specifications are included for

o Home-Based Work Mode Choice
o Shared-Ride Occupancy
o Home-Based Shop Trip Destination and Mode Choice
o Home-Based Shop Tnp Frequency Model
o Home-Based Soc~allRecreatlonal Trip Destination and Mode Choice
o Home-Based Social/Recreational Trip Frequency Model
o Worker-Household Vehicle Ownership
o Non-Worker Household Vehicle Ownership
o Home-Base Work Tnp Dlstnbution

These nine models were developed for the Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC)
using data from the San Francisco Bay Area, and were part of the version of MTC’s regional
travel model known as MTCFCAST Three additional models from MTCFCAST, covering
non-home-based trips, are also included in the STEP software 2

C.1 Home-Based Work Mode Choice Model

The basic model form is multinomlal Iogit

where

exp(Um)
mrn-

~, exp(U,)
I=a,s,t

Pm Is the probabdity of choosing mode m,
Urn is the traveler’s utlhty for mode m,
I represents the set of available modes
i = a > drive alone

s > shared nde
t > transit

1 The models presented here are from the MTC version of STEP STEP’s models are updated periodically
and new versions of the travel model ensemble are added (see Appendix B)

2 For documentation of the non-home-based models In STEP, see Harvey, 1978
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The utthty equations are defined on the next page It can be seen that, e g, the ut~hty for
drive alone Is

Ua = -2 512- O0000714xdJnc-1 067xcbdo 0244x tvtta- 077x walka
- 21 43x(costa - Inc) +1 958xautos+ 677xhead
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Coefficient
Value

Vanables in the Utility
Explanation

a S t

1 -00000714 dlnc dlnc Household d~sposable income

2 -1 067 cbd ! Constant for central business dlstnct

:3 - 347 cbd Constant for central business d~stnct

4 327 nwork Number of workers in household

5 -0244 ~vtt(a) Mt(s) ~vtt(t) In-vehicle travel time (minutes)

6 - 077 walk(a) walk(s) walk(t) Walk time (minutes)

7 - 045 walt1 Transit initial wa=t (minutes)

8 -0428 xferwa~t Trans=t transfer wait (minutes)

9 -21 43 cost(a))mc cost(s))lnc cost(t))mc Cost (cents) / household income ($)

10 1 958 autos Number of autos ~n household

11 1 763 autos Number of autos in household

1:2 1 389 autoslaac Number of autos for auto access

13 -1 237 aac Constant for auto access to trans=t

14 677 head Constant for head of household

15 -2 512 const Drive alone constant

16 -3 473 const Shared ride constant

Home-Based Work Mode Choice Model
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C.2 Shared Ride Work Trip Auto Occupancy Model

The model Js a simple linear regression, constrained to have a value greater than 2

srocc = max(2, [2 542- 00004717xd/nc+ 01116x ivttJ)

where srocc is the shared ride occupancy,
danc is the househoed disposable income,
ivtt(s) is the shared-ride m-vehicle time
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C.3 Home-Based Shop Trip Destination and Mode Choice Model

The shoppmng dest=natlon/mode choice model is a Iogtt probabJhty equation with a set of
choice alternatives encompassing the auto and transit modes and the full set of zones
accessible to a household for the shopping trip purpose Each spectfic mode and
destination combination ~s a separate alternative Thus, if ten destmatJons are available,
each with two modes, there are twenty choice alternatives recognized by this model

The, basic model form is

Pdm-
exp(Ud=)

nzones

Z Z exp(Uj,)
2=1 I=a,t

where Pdm Is the probablhty of taking a shop trip to destination d by mode m,
U~m is the traveler’s utility for the destination d mode m combination,
I represents the set of available destinations (defined as zones or districts),
j represents the set of avadable modes (a or t)

The utll=ty defln=ttons for a gwen destination are given on the next page E g, the utthty of
the auto mode to a specific destmatton dts

Uda = " 8631+ 2563x cbdd + 5 053x(autos / hhslze)- O00202x(bmeda xmc)
- 02447x costda + 0005995X rdend + In(r]obsd)
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Variables in the UtUity
Coefficient

Value Explanation

Auto Transit

1 - 8631 const Auto constant

2 2563 cbd Constant for central business district

3 8912 cbd Constant for central business district

4 5 053 autos/hhslze Autos per person m household

5 -000202 tlme(a)*mc tEme(t)*lnc Door-to-door travel time (minutes)
weighted by income

6 -02447 cost(a) Cost (cents)

7 -02299 fare*hhslze Transit fare (cents) weighted 
household sBze

8 0005995 rden rden Retail density (employees per pop-
ulatlon serving acre)

9 I0 tn(rjobs) In(qobs) Natural log of retail workers in zone

Home-Based Shop Trip Destination and Mode Choice Model
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C.4 Home=Based Shop Trip Frequency Model

The shop trip frequency model is a non-linear regression yielding an reverse function of
household charactenstlcs, home zone charactenstics, and aggregate destination
attractiveness (as embodied in the expected utility for shopping destination/mode choice)
The exact model specification is

hbshop = 8194
07766 + exp(- 34174xhhslze- 051512x(~nc - 100)- 052681xE[Udm]+ 1146x In(eden + 

where;

hbshop is the number of dally home-based shopping trips per household,
hhslze =s the number of persons in the household,
Inc is the household income ($),
E[Udm] Is the expected utility from the shopping destination/mode choice model,

defined as the natural log of the denominator of that model’s Ioglt equation,
eden ts the serv=ce and reta~l employment density, fn workers per gross acre
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C.5 Home-Based Social/Recreational Trip Destination and Mode
Choice Model

The social/recreational destination/mode choice model is a Ioglt probablhty equation with a
set of choice alternatives encompassing the auto and transit modes and the full set of zones
accessible to a household for the soclal/recreatfonal trip purpose Each specific mode and
destination combmat=on Is a separate alternative Thus, If ten destinations are available,
each with two modes, there are twenty cho=ce alternatives recogn=zed by this model.

The basic model form Is

exp(Udm)
Pdm- nzones

~, ~ exp(U j~)
j=l t=a,t

where’ P=~ is the probability of taking a social/recreatlonaE trip to destination d by mode m,
Udr. =s the traveler’s ut=llty for the destination d mode m combmat=on,
] represents the set of avadable destinations (defined as zones or districts),
t represents the set of available modes (a or t)

The utility definlt=ons for a gCven destination are shown on the next page Based on this
table, the utlhty of the auto mode to a specific destination d ~s

U~a = 1 844- 215x cbd~ + 2 167x(autos - hhslze)+ 3368xrautos- O001097x(tlrneda xmc)
- 0256x costda + 0609x rden~ + 0244x popdend + 6998x In(poPd - rJobs~) + In(rJObSd)
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Variables in the Utility
Coefficient

Value Explanation
Auto Transit

1 1 844 const Auto constant

2 - 215 cbd Constant for central business dis-
tnct (dest=nat~on)

3 119 cbd Constant for central business dls-
tnct (destination)

4 2 167 autos/hhslze Autos per person Jn household

5 3368 rautos Autos not used for work trips

6 -0001097 hme(a)*lnc tlme(t)*mc Door-to-door travel tmme (minutes)
weighted by income

7 -0256 cost(a) Cost (cents)

8 - 0108 fare*hhslze Transit fare (cents) weRghted 
household size

9 0609 rden rden Retail denstty at destination (em-
ployees per acre)

10 O244 popden popden Population density at destination
(persons per acre)

11 6998 In(pop#jobs) In(pop/rjobs) Natural log of population ) retail
jobs at the destination

12 10 In(rjobs) In(rjobs) Natural log of retail employment m
the destinahon zone

Home-Based Social/Recreational Trip Destination and Mode Choice Model

i
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C.6 Home-Based SocialiRecreational Trip Frequency Model

The SIR trap frequency model also is a function of household characteristics, home zone
characteristics, and destination characteristics (as embodied In the expected utility for
sociallrecreattonal destination/mode choice) The exact model specification is

hbsr = 1398x e×p( 4671x In(hhslze)+ O05055x(hhslze - nwork)+ 3963x In(inc -~ 
+ 06785xE[u~rn]- 3213x In(seden + 1))

where"

hbsr {s the number of daily home-based social/recreational trips per household,
hhslze is the number of persons in the household,
nwork is the number of workers in the household,
inc is the household income ($),
E[Udm] is the expected utility from the soclal/recreatlonam destination/mode choice

model, defined as the natural log of the denominator of that model’s Ioglt
equation,

seden is the service employment dens=ty, =n workers per gross acre
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C.7 Worker-Household Vehicle Ownership Model

The, worker-household vehicle ownership model is of the Iogit form with three ownership
alternatives -- zero, one, and two or more vehicles

The basic equation ~s

exp(Uv)
Pv- 2+

exp(Uk)
k=f

where

Pv is the probabthty of choosing vehicle ownershfp level v,
Uv is the household’s utihty for vehicle ownershtp level v,
k represents the set of vehtcle ownersh=p levels
k = 0 > zero autos in household,

1 > one auto in household,
2+ > two or more autos En household

The utlhty definitions are shown on the next page E g, the ut=lity of owning one auto is
2 689

UI = 4 989+ 3935xstnfam- 05419xeden ---+ 06814x tworkl + 7919x In(nnc#
hhstze
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Vanables m the Utility
Coefficient

Value Explanabon

0 Vehicles 1 Vehicle 2 or More

1 4 989 const One veh=cle ownership constant

2~ 5 689 const 2+ vehtcle ownershEp constant

3i 3935 smfam Constant for single fam=ly de-
tached un=t

4 1 342 sJnfam Constant forsmgle ~m~iy de-
tached unit

5 -05419 eden eden Workem per acre an the home
zone

6 -2 689 autos)hhslze autos)hhslze Autos per person in household
The variable "autos" has the
value 1 for v=l and 2 25 for v=2+

7 5608 tshop A measure of the quahty of trans=t
service from the home zone for
non-work tnps, defined as the
sum of transit ut~htles dlwded by
the sum of auto utilities for the
shopping destmabon/mode choice
model

8 06814 twork0 tworkl twork2+ A measure of the quahty of transit
servzce from the home zone for
work trips, defined as the
household head’s work trip transit
utility dlwded by the sum of work
tNp dnve and work trip shared nde
ubhtles

9 7919 In(nnco) In(nncl) In(rmc2+) Natural log of the remaining
income after housEng, auto
ownership, and commubng
expenses are taken into account

Worker-Household Vehicle Ownership Model
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C.8 Non-Worker-Household Vehicle Ownership Model

The non-worker household vehtcle ownership model has the same form as the worker
model The utthty specfficatlons and coefficfents are shown below

Variables in the Utility
Coefficient

Value Explanation

0 Vehicle 1 Vehicle 2 or More

1 - 8695 const One vehtcle ownership con-
stant

2 -8 357 const 2+ vehicle ownershtp
constant

3 -0682 popden Populatton density m home
zone (persons per acre)

4 3188 dlnc
In(~)

Natural log of the household
disposable income per
person

5 1 227 dlnc
In(~)

Natural log of the household
disposable mcome per
person

7 5608 tshop A measure of the qual=ty of
transtt service from the
home zone for non-work
trips, defined as the sum of
transit utthtles dlvtded by the
sum of auto utllEttes for the
shoppmg destmateon/mode
choice model

e g, the utility of owning one auto is

U~ = - 8695+ 3188x In(..al~nc) nnslze
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C.9 Home-Based Work Trip Distribution

Effects of changes in accesstblhty on non=work trips are reflected ~n the shopping and
socEal/recreatlonal models described earher Work trip distribution also m~ght be expected
to change, though not ~n the same ways as non-work trips The original work trip distribution
model from MTCFCAST is a work "dest=nat~on choice" model sJmtiar to (but simpler than)
the shopping and social~recreational versions The bastc model form is

2+
exp (. In(workersd) + 1 81 lx T.(Pv xE[urntvd])~.

Pd = v=lnzones 2+
.T__. exp c En(workers,) + 1 81 lx T.(Pv xE[Umlv,,])c
I=1 V=1

where Pd is the probabllmty of choosing destBnatlon d as the workplace,
workers, ~s the total number of workers fn zone i,
E[Umtv,,] is the expected utility of work mode choice to destination ~, gwen auto

ownership level v,
Pv is the probab~hty of choosing household auto ownership level v,
nzones Js the number of zones m the region
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Appendix D: Baseline Transportation and Emissions Data

As the text of the report explains mn some detail, we have presented most of our analysis

results =n terms of percent changes from a base case rather than in terms of absolute totals

of VMT, trips, time, emissions, fuel consumption, and so on One reason is that the kinds of

models used for this study are more hkely to yield robust estEmates of changes in

transportation system measures than of regional totals A second, closely related, reason is

that there can be a remarkable degree of d~sagreement among credible estimates of

transportation system performance - especially for long-range forecasts, but even for

current conditions

Nevertheless, because many readers will be more accustomed to thinking in terms of

absolute changes, we have assembled a set of estimates covenng California’s four large

metropolitan areas for the two analysis years featured in the report - 1991 and 2010 These

are shown in Table D I for eight key measures of system performance

Vehlcle~mlles traveled
¯ Vehicle trips

Vehicle hours
Reactive Organic Emissions

¯ Carbon Monoxide Emissions
¯ Oxides of Nitrogen Emissions

Particulate Emissions
Fuel Consumption

The, estimates cover personal travel, defined approximately (in CARB terms) as the sum 

hght-duty auto, motorcycle, and a majority of hght-duty truck travel They are denved from

STE-P outputs, but correspond closely to MPO and CARB estimates current In January 1994

(when the majority of our analyses were initCated) The emissions estimates reflect the

EMFAC7F emissions model then current

While some use of these data ~s made in the body of the report, notably to dlustrate the

apphcatJon of percent changes produced by STEP (Chapter 7) and to investigate cost
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effectiveness, we recommend that readers substitute up-to-date estimates from the local

MPO, CARB, or other cred=ble sources when pursuing their own calculations
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Appendix E: Focus Group Information

E.1 Schedule

2 hours total per group

model ator with 10-12 participants

5 m=n opening statement and ground rules
20 mln overview of the proposals
15 mm overview discussion (Question 1)
40=60 rain discussion of key strategy (Questions 2-5)
15-35 rain comparison with other options (Question 6)
5 mm open-ended question (Question 7), closing statement and wrap-up

E.2 Locations and Key Topics

Bay Area (San Jose)
Bay Area (Berkeley)
Sacramento
Los Angeles (Encmo)
San Dfego

Vehicle Registration Fees and Parking Charges
Congestion Pricing - Bay Bridge
Vehicle Registration Fees and Parking Charges
Congestion Pricing and Parking Charges
Congest¢on Pncmg and Fuel Fees

E.3 Script

INTRODUCTIONS AND GROUND RULES (5 minutes)

Good evening My name ~s
evening’s session

and I w~ll be your moderator for this

We thank you for joining us this evemng, for a group discussion on transportation strategies
to reduce congestion, a=r pollution, and fuel consumptmon We w~ll be spending the next two
hours together ~n what we hope will be a lively dtscusslon We wsll begin by heanng about
four strategies that are being considered by pubhc pohcy-makers as possible ways to
influence transportat=on choices, and then we wmll d=scuss one of the strateg=es in detail.
Toward the end of the session we will come back to the other strategies and discuss how
you would rank them In comparison to the others I wzll present the strategies to you, pose

/
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questions, help keep the dtscussJon on track, and encourage everyone to participate, but I
will not be a participant myself

There are some simple ground rules for this session First, we want to assure you that we
w~ll treat any personal information you prowde us as confidential While your comments,
wews and suggesttons are being recorded and you are being observed by members of our
group from behind the one-way mirror over here, none of you will be identified ind~vmdually in
the reports Your names and other information about you personally wdl not be reported

Second, we want you to speak your minds about the strategses that you w~ll hear about at
this session. It is I~kely that there will be differences of opinion Sometimes you may be in
agreement, and other t~mes you may not agree with one another That’s fine, we are
anxious to hear the full range of vlewpomnts You should feel free to say what you think
Also, let’s make sure we hear from each of you.

Finally, we want to emphasize that the strategies that we are going to consider tonight are
in the preliminary discussion stages Because of this, not ale of the details have been
worked out on some of the proposals, and there may be several different ways to go Your
views wdl be Jmportant in helping pohcy-rnakers decide which ideas are worth pursuing and
which are not, and wltl shape their thinking about how to proceed Also, we may not have
answers to some of the questions you raise Don’t let that stop you from asking the
questionsJ Your questions w~EI be used to guide the next steps wn the studies and discus-
sions

So, w~th that said, let’s beg~n

OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSALS (20 minutes)

Callformans face a number of problems that are directly related to how much we travel and
the transportation choices we make

Show story boards

Traffic congestion is an irntating, stressful, and costly problem for many commuters,
according to polls conducted =n the state’s major metropohtan areas Congestion also
increases the costs of doing busmess m the state and discourages some companies
from making investments here

Air pollution Js a major envtronmental problem and a d~rect threat to the public’s health
Califorma has the dirtiest a~r in the Umted States, and every large c~ty in the state
wolates federal and state health standards Federal and state laws mandate
improvements and the state could lose federal funds if we can’t clean up the air
Businesses also could face constraints on growth
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Transportat=on’s dependence on petroleum makes it the least flexible sector of the
Callforma economy from an energy perspectIve Transportat=on’s heavy dependence on
oil not only puts the state at risk =n the event of a disruption in overseas supplies, but
makes transportat=on a major source of the emissions that are contributing to global
warming

Major efforts have been undertaken to reduce these problems, and some progress has
been rnade But for a variety of reasons the problems persist For example, a new cars
emits only a fract=on as much pollution as d~d the new car of 20 years ago The vehicle fleet
also is, much more energy efficient than it used to be But the growing number of cars on
the road and increases in the amounts that people are driving offset some of the gamns
Growth in traffic also has outstripped highway expansions, contributing to increased
congest=on in many areas Stop-and-go driving in turn leads to increased fuel use and
h~gher emlss=ons

State and local agenc=es have tned to entice travelers to reduce their dnvlng by offering
alternatives, such as transit services, preferential high-occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes for
carpools and vanpools, and bike and pedestrian facilities While some travelers do make
use of these options, voluntary programs and incenteves to increase thrs use have been only
partly successful In most areas, seventy percent or more of the commute trips are made
by driving alone - a percentage that actually Is higher than Jt was ten years ago

Today, federal and state requirements for air pollution reduction are increasing the pressure
to do something about th~s situation In some metropohtan areas, mandatory programs to
reduce travel have been imposed For example, large employers are now required to
reduce the number of vehicles their employees bnng to work However, employers are
having d~fficulty in meeting this requirement, because their employees don’t think commute
alternatives are competltfve with the car It =s increas=ngly apparent that a different
approach ~s needed if we are going to make headway

in analyzing why it is so difficult to change people’s dnwng hab=ts, two factors are repeat-
edly uncovered F~rst, many people say the alternat=ves need to be much improved before
they w=ll be serious competition to the private automobile And indeed, where there are good
transportation alternatives (such as to downtown San Francisco) the number of people who
use the alternat=ves greatly increases But major transportation improvements are
expensive, and the funding that is currently available for transportation falls short of
identified needs

A second factor is that drivers do not pay the full cost of driving the=r cars, particularly in
areas where there is serious congestion or a=r pollution In add=t=on, many dnvers are
prowded w=th parking free of charge, even though prowding the parking is a major expense
As a result, dnwng alone appears to be much cheaper than =t really ~s
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These two points have led
price paid by drivers more
would generate revenues,
offset inequitable impacts

some policy-makers to look for strategies that would make the
fully reflect the costs of driving Charging drivers more also
which could be used to improve alternattves, and perhaps to
So far, four options have been proposed

congestion pricing
vehicle registration
gas tax ~ncreases
parking charges

fees which vary with pollution and energy use

Studies and experience indicate that these options could be quite effective in reductng auto
use and providing the funds needed to improve travel alternatives But their public
acceptab~hty remains an open question

Here Is an overview of how the strategies might work

Congestion pricing refers to prices, or tolls, which are charged only at those times of day
when congestion ~s a problem The toll woufd be set h~gh enough to reduce some travelers
to use other routes, switch to other modes, or travel at a less congested ttme of day
Congestton pncing might be tmplemented on a faciltty that already has a toil, such as the
bndges tn the Bay Area and the new toll roads =n Orange County, or it might be installed
when a new lane is added to a freeway (you’d pay the toll cn order to use the additional
lane ) Some have suggested allowing solo drivers who pay a toll to use extra capacity in
HOV lanes New "smart card" technologies, already tn use mn Texas and on the new
Orange County toll road, make it possible to pay the toll wlthout stopping at a toll booth - an
electronic reader detects whether the car has the requared card, and tf not, trEggers
enforcement Over the long run, these new toiling technologtes would allow a_.n__y road
equipped wtth toll card detectors to have congestion pricing Congestion pricing not only
would reduce congestion, but also would reduce fuel use and emissions somewhat
Revenues from the program could be used to improve the highways, Improve transtt and
ndesharmg programs, or perhaps to prowde hfehne rates for low income people

Vehicle registration fees currently are based on a fiat fee charged to all vehicles, plus a
hcense fee of two percent of the market value of the vehicle This strategy would add a fee
based on the total estimated emissions from the vehicle over the year, and perhaps based
on the vehtcle’s fuel efficiency as well The fee might be based on the vehicle’s age, make,
and model information, or might also take ~nto account the odometer mwleage and emtsslons
measurements, read dunng the vehtcWs emissions test A car that ~s very clean and
energy efficient would pay no fee, whereas the dirtiest, most gas-guzzhng cars mtght pay
several hundred dollars more than at present Over time, car owners would take steps to
clean up their cars, reduce their use, or replace them w~th cleaner, fuel efficient models
Super=polluters and gas guzzlers would be dnven less and scrapped sooner The funds
generated from the higher fees could be used to ~mprove transportatfon options, offset the
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impact on low income people, or perhaps to give a d=scount to people whose cars are
especially clean and efficient - actually lowering their fees from present levels

Gas tax increases would be the most d~rect way to reduce fuel consumption Increased
fuel prices also would reduce emissions and congestion, because some would drive less or
shift to other travel modes Fuel-efficient vehicles would be more popular and gas-guzzlers
would be less so Gas tax increases could range from a few cents a gallon, for example, to
cover the costs of air pollution and fund energy conservation programs, to as much as
several dollars per gallon tf prices s=mllar to those in Japan or Europe were introduced or ~f
revenues were to pay for other major costs of auto use such as the costs of accidents
Another possmb~l=ty would be to substitute a gas tax for other transportat=on funding sources
which are less directly related to auto use, such as sales taxes and property taxes

Parking charges would be designed to reduce the subsidy to motonsts who now are
provided with free parking For example, at present about 85% of commuters park for free,
although the parking space they occupy is a significant expense A new state law requires
certain employers who pay for commuter parking for their employees to offer the employees
a cash equivalent This pohcy could be extended or modified to make it apply to more
broadly’ One strategy would be to extend the cash-out pohcy to everyone, that Is, require
every employer who provides employee parking to offer all employees a cash payment of
the equivalent amount Another strategy would require employers either to charge for
parking at its actual cost (typically $25-50/mo tn mdustnar areas and the suburbs, and up to
$200/mo in downtown areas), or to report the value of the parking space as income to the
employee Charging the actual cost for parking would reduce drive alone commuting by 10-
15%, ,’~crease the use of alternaWe modes of travel, and potentially reduce fuel use,
em=ss=ons, and congestion On the other hand, revenues would not necessarily be
available for other uses

QUESTIONS (90 minutes)

1 (15 minutes)

To get the dtscussJon started, I’d hke to hear your general reactions to the problems that
we are trying to solve - congestion, air pollution, dependence on petroleum

a) On a scale of one to ten, where one Is not tmportant at all and ten Is very =mportant, how
~mportant an issue ~s congestton, to you personally’~ How about to the pubhc as a
whole’~

show scale - poll each parttclpant - encourage participants to say why they feel
the way they do
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b) On the same scale of one to ten, where one is not important and ten =s very mmportant,
how do you rate air pollution

- to you persona~ly’)

- and how important do you think It ~s as an ~ssue for the pubhc as a whole’)

poll each participant using scale

c) And finally, how important an issue is dependence on petroleum

- to you personally’)

- and how important do you think mt is as an =ssue for the public as a whole’)

poll each participant using scale

2 (60 minutes for questions 2-5)

Now I’d hke to turn the discussion to the strategy on which we have been asked to focus
our attention Let’s take another look at that option

Review story boards on the focus strategy - add detailed boards

What are your initial reacttons to th~s strategy’~

3 What do you see as the biggest benefits, =f any, resulting from this strategy’) What do
you see as the biggest problems, =f any’2

4 Some variations on how the strategy might be Emplemented were presented

Review story boards on the options for the session’s main strategy

- Whch of these ways of proceedtng do you think Is preferable’)

- Why’~

5 Do you feel that this pohcy would lead you to change your behavior’) If so, how and
why’) Or if not, why not’)
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6 (20 minutes for questions 6 and 7)

Let’s now take another look at the four strategies we dsscussed fn~tially

Rewew story board on all four strategies

How do you rate each of these strateg=es? On a scale of 1 to 10, where 1 is terrible, or
unacceptable, and 10 is a great mdea that should be strongly supported, how do you
rate

Show scale - poll each participant for each strategy in tum

congest=on pricing

vehicle registration fees

parking charges

gasoline taxes

7 If you could send a personal message to the polacy makers concerning the ideas we
have discussed here tonight, what would =t be’~

That concludes our discussion for the evening We thank you for coming

(Arty housekeeping tasks go here)

E.4 List of Support Graphics

1 California Traffic Problems
2 Current strateg=es have helped .
3 but voluntary programs to change travel modes are only part of the answer
4 Dnvmg Habits are Hard to Change

4a Mode Shares (CA Metro Areas)
5 Pricing Strategies Could Address These Concerns
6 Congestion Pncmg
7 Congestion Pricing Options

7a New Toll Technolog=es (show toll tags etc 
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7b How Big Would a Congestion Toll Be’~
8. Vehicle Registration Fees
9 Registration Fee Options

9a How Much Does a D=rty Car Pollute’~
9b How Much Fuel Does a Gas Guzzler Consume’~

10 Gas Tax Increases
11.Gas Tax Options

1 la Current Gas Taxes in Cahfornla
12 Parking Charges
13 Parking Charge Optsons
14 Importance Scale for Question 1
15 DesJrablhty Scale for Question 6
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